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For she taught me the value of education.
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ABSTRACT
Between 'True Women' and 'New Women': Mount Holyoke Students,
1837 To 1908.
February 1983
Tiziana Rota, Laurea, Ca' Foscari University of Venice (Italy)
M,A., Mount Holyoke College, Ph.D«, University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Joyce A. Berkman
This study explores the role played by education in the lives
of students who attended Mount Holyoke Female Seminary (later Mount
Holyoke College) in a period of transition from the canons of "true
womanhood" to a more secular feminine ideal. The thesis also
challenges two current prevailing views in the history of women's
education; first, that most institutions of higher learning shared
the same educational ideals of women's social roles; secondly, that
students' lives before and after college followed homogeneous life
courses
.
Mary Lyon through the founding Mount Holyoke Female Seminary
sought to institutionalize the prescriptions of "true womanhood"
which she had addressed in her writings. In practice, the daily
rule and regimen was aimed at forming a "benevolent character"
through conformity, docility, and internalized time discipline. By
the decade of the l8MOs, Mary Lyon followed educational
practices
which foreshadowed a "new womanhood." By the 1870s, however,
the
strict regimentation of Seminary life created disciplinary
problems
vii
and students* discontent . At the same time the ideal roles of
Seminary educated women also shi fted . The ideal Mount Hoi yoke woman
emerged as a compromise between the old and the new, a "social
humanitarian" and a transitional type
.
This shift in educational ideals coincided with a change in the
social composition of the student body. The thesis draws a
collective portrait of two groups of students who attended Mount
Holyoke Female Seminary (1881 to 1888) and Mount Holyoke College
twenty years later (1901 to 1908), by analyzing such factors as
geographic origins, fathers' occupation, age of parents at students'
birth and position among siblings (including their number and sex).
When compared with an earlier group of students (1837-1850), the
study shows that the social origins of students shifted from
predominantly farming families to a heterogeneous group composed of
daughters of professionals, businessmen, white collar workers as
well as farmers in the 1880s. By the 1900s Mount Holyoke students
were primarily daughters of professional and managerial urban
families
.
The final part of this study explores the occupational,
marriage and parenting patterns of Mount Holyoke alumnae,
through a
combination of collective biography and longitudinal method.
In
addition, the life course model identifies the
sequence and timing
of the transitions between the various stages
of the life-cycle.
Mount Holyoke Seminary women prove to be a
group who followed
diverse and at times unexpected paths. For
example, those who
viii
worked were engaged primarily in teaching, but over half became
"careerists." While a majority of these alumnae led traditional
domestic lives, a sizable minority either remained single and
devoted all their lives to gainful employment or worked for seven to
eight years, then married and had children.
Ultimately Mount Holyoke students examined in this study
represent the embodiment of the transitional woman. They were part
of a generation who sought to break away from ante-bellum life
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In the years after the Civil War numerous colleges for women
opened their doors, including Vassar in 1861, Wellesly in 1870,
Smith in 1871, Bryn Mawr in 1885. In 1888 Mount Holyoke Seminary,
founded in 1837, changed its charter, and acquired collegiate
status. The establishment of institutions dedicated to higher
education for women was perceived as a signi f icant gain toward
equality between the sexes and was greeted with optimism by the
growing number of supporters of these colleges. M. Carey Thomas
expressed the belief that college education would make women
intellectually equal to men and that it would inevitably lead to
equal suffrage as well as to other legal and economic reforms in
favor of women.Ll] These lofty expectations, however, did not
always turn to reality. Economic, social and population changes
often prevented the expansion of opportunities. Immigration,
political corruption, urban dislocation, industrialization, social
activism and a burgeoning woman's movement mingled with educational
developments as definers of woman's sphere in the last quarter of
the 19th century.
[1] M. Carey Thomas, "Address by Miss M. Carey Thomas," The
College Evening o£ the_ 38th Annual Convention of the National




The rapidly changing structure of American society brought to
the foreground a new model of womanhood. The "new woman" has been
usually described by historians as rich and well-born, often single,
socially conscious, frustrated by confining roles and determined to
put to use her college education. The existing literature on turn
of the century women's higher education offers a uniform view of the
period: college education was fundamental in the development of
social activism. Jane Addams, Lillian Wald, M.Carey Thomas, Vida
Scudder, Mary Putnam Jacobi among others are often cited as examples
of "new women," who were college educated and involved in social
reform. [2]
The idea of a 'golden era' of women's education is not new to
American historiography, William H. Chafe, for instance, points out
that in the 1890s women's colleges were more radical and more
feminist than in the 1920s and in later periods. He argues that
between 1890 and 1910, female students "infused with a conscious
sense of mission and obligation ...proudly marched in militant
processions," participated in suffrage activities, and strikes. [33
[2] Christopher Lasch, "Woman as Alien" Our American Sisters :
Women in American Life and Thought , Jean E. Friedman and William G.
Shade, eds., (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1973) pp. 168-186 and pp.
163-167.
[3] William H. Chafe, The American Woman , Her Changing Social
Economic and Political Roles , 1920 - 1970 . (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1972) p. 92; see also Mary P. Ryan, Womanhood in
America from Colonial Times to Present (New York: New Viewpoints,
1975) p. 232.
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Jill K. Conway shares Chafe's point of view when she states that
access to women's colleges "produced a batch of women's reformers in
the 1890's who were different from any other generation. "[U]
Conway, however, confuses the causal relation between education and
reform. The fact that more women reformers had gone to college does
not necessarily mean that higher education prepared women for
suffrage, reform, or even a profession. Chafe seems to ignore that
not every college shared the same educational aims and that, at the
local level, the effects of education on the student body may have
been quite different. In addition, both authors, like many others,
base their conclusions on the lives of a group of leaders and
exceptional women.
Changes both in higher education and the status of women point
to the emergence of a crucial point of transition where both old and
new seem to merge and blend in a special way. Historian Patricia A.
Graham in her study of women in American higher education has
isolated a period of diversity in the process of democratization of
education and of evolution of universities from classic-oriented to
research-oriented. The evolutionary process from "an early
monolithic model ... to a later monolithic form"[5] allowed the
[4] Jill K. Conway, "Perspectives on the History of Women's
Education in the United States." History of Education Quarterly , 1U
(Spring 1974) p. 8.
[5] Patricia A. Graham, "Expansion and Exclusion: A History of
Women in American Higher Education." Signs : JouniaJ, of Wo^
Culture and Society, 3 (Summer 1978) p. 759.
development of "an heterogeneous array of . . . [educational]
institutions'! [6] The period of diversity that Graham attributes to
universities also applies to collegiate institutions. Between 1870
and 1900, co-educational and single sex colleges stood side by side
with Seminaries and private academies to provide different levels of
education in terms of quality as well as cost to American women.
The evolution of institutions for higher learning, coincided
with a period of transition between the prescriptive canons of "True
womanhood" and a more secular ideal of the "New woman." The
"Transitional woman," as an 1880 writer called the new hybrid
ideal, [7] was part of a continuum from the ideal of the
home-centered, submissive, pious, dependent True woman of the
mid-nineteenth century to the active, independent, and often
self-supporting new woman of the early twentieth century. The
"Transitional woman" carried some of the social home-centered
concerns of the old type, but foreshadowed the professional ideals
of the "New woman. "[8] This study questions the importance of higher
education in the expansion of social roles for a generation of women
coming of age in the 1880s, a group in transition. More
[6] Ibid. p. 761.
[7] Kate Gannett Wells, "The Transitional American Woman,"
Atlantic Monthly , December 1880, pp. 817-828.
[8] Margaret Gibbons Wilson, The American Woman in Transition :
The Urban Influence , 1870- 1920 . (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press,
1979).
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specifically, I focus on Mount Holyoke Seminary, one of the oldest
institutions of higher learning for women, as well as on two groups
of students who attended Mount Holyoke Female Seminary in the 1880s
(1881 to 1888) and Mount Holyoke College twenty years later (1901 to
1908).
Besides being a study of female students who attended Mount
Holyoke, this is also a story about the institution from its
inception up to the Presidency of Mary Woolley. The first part of
the study deals with the educational philosophy of Mount Holyoke as
expressed in statements of college officials and as practiced at the
institution. Founded out of a need for "a permanent Seminary in New
England for educating women to be teachers" and "Christians servants
of society, "[9] the Seminary provided from the very beginning high
quality education for women.
Mount Holyoke 's very existence, however, could be viewed as
controversial. Was Mount Holyoke the result of a compromise between
feminists' impulses and the institutional expression of domestic
piety? In the first chapter I examine the roots of and development
of Mary Lyon's educational ideals. I think that in 1837 Mount
Holyoke represented an innovative and missionary project in the
field of education, since women did not have access, on an equal
basis, to male colleges. On the other hand, a school founded for
[9] Mary Lyon quoted in Sarah Dickinson Stowe, History of Mount
Holyoke Seminary during its First Half-Century , 1837
- 1887 > (South
Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke Seminary, 1887) p.
6
the specific training of women only had to be accepted by the
general public, and acceptance probably meant compromise. Catharine
Beecher and Emma Willard, contemporaries of Mary Lyon, had already
developed a successful educational compromise in their schools; the
white middle class ideal of sentimental womanhood had evolved into
the professionalization of the woman's sphere. Mary Lyon's
"permanent Seminary" was not consciously founded on the basis of a
compromise. The educational philosophy of Mount Holyoke had within
itself the seed for subverting the ideal roles of educated women.
While it is true that the ideal of service and sacrifice was often
reiterated and women students were reminded that they were agents of
moral regeneration, the Seminary discipline provided young women
with an intellectual preparation targeted more towards efficiency
and time-consciousness, which was deemed to be more masculine than
feminine .[ 10] If this inherent contradition between typically
feminine and subversively masculine training was present in the
early days of the Seminary, did it remain or had it disappeared by
the turn of the century? Between 1880 and 1910 did Mount Holyoke
vacillate between career preparation and pursuit of gentility? What
role did religious orthodoxy play in keeping the school community
[10] For a complete discussion of these points see: Phillinda
Bunkle, "Sentimental Womanhood and Domestic Education, 1830-1870,"
History of Education Quarterly IM (Spring 197M) pp. 13-31; Samuel
Haber, Efficiency and Uplift . Scientific Management in the




away from active partecipation in early feminist and suffragist
reforms? I propose to answer these and other related questions in
the first part of my study.
What follows is an analysis of the contribution Mount Holyoke
made to the widening of women's sphere at the turn of the century.
I focussed on two groups of students who matriculated in the years
1881 to 188U, and 1901 to 1904, and who were caught in a period of
changing views on women's roles. If the students at Mount Holyoke
were exposed to a sense of individual development, what kind of
problems did they face once they left their Alma Mater? How far did
they have to compromise once they passed from sorority or an
homosocial environment to a heterosexual world? In short, did their
education help or hinder their adjustment to life's demands? Did it
prompt them to change life's demands? To answer these questions I
have investigated three major aspects of the young women's lives:
Dtheir social economic background;
2) their college years;
3) their life experience after Mount Holyoke.
By looking at basic elements such as students' geographical
origin, age of parents at students' birth, position among siblings
(noting their number and sex), occupation of parents and economic
status of the family, I give a detailed a picture of the background
of these young women and its relation to issues of college
selection. What kind of women chose to attend a single-sex college?
Whom did the college select to become a 'daughter of Mary Lyon'?
8
For this part of my study I have relied on prosopography and
longitudinal analysis, so that both groups of women (1881-1888 and
I9OI-I9O8) were analyzed over time.
When compared with other studies on the social origins of Mount
Holyoke students, the results of my research show that between 1880
and 1910 there was a change in the social background of students'
families and that Mount Holyoke no longer served the educational
needs of adult daughters of New England farmers. Instead, the
college began to attract young women of middle class families from
all over the country. [11]
Since Mount Holyoke had been modelled after male residential
colleges, and since much of the learning did take place outside the
classroom, an examination of extra-curricular activities has
provided an understanding of what ideas about female identity and
women *s roles were conveyed by the school and what ideas were held
by the students themselves. Particular attention has been given to
the role played by religion at the college. Jane Addams describes
in Twenty years at Hull House her experience while attending
Rockford Seminary in the late 1870's: "During the four years it was
inevitable that every sort of evangelical appeal should have been
made," which resulted in "a concerted pressure to push. .. [students]
into the 'missionary field'. "[12] During the early days of the
[11] David F. Allmendinger , Jr., "Mount Holyoke Students
Encounter the Need for Life-Planning, 1837-1850." History of
Education Quarterly, 19 (Spring 1979) pp. 27-46.
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Seminary, Mount Holyoke had been known for its overt religious
teachings and atmosphere, and had gained the nick-name of "Puritan
Convent. "[13] Did the same intense religious atmosphere of the early
days pervade the Seminary in the 1880s? Did the college experience
a decline in orthodox religious practices in the first decade of the
20th century? Were Mount Holyoke students exposed to the same
"pressures" described by Jane Addams?
In the final part of my study I deal with the question: what
did college education mean for women? Here I explore the period
following graduation as well as the career, marriage, and parenting
patterns of Mount Holyoke alumnae. Did young women leave school and
return home without a clear idea of what to do? What were their
options and did they change over time? Were students caught between
what Jane Addams called "family claims" and "social claims"?[14] If
Mount Holyoke alumnae were confronted by such dilemmas, how did they
perceive their options and what directions did they take? Once more
collective biography and longitudinal analysis provide some answers
as to career and marital experiences.
[12] Jane Addams, Twenty Years at Hull House (New York: Signet
Classics, 1910) p. 50.
[13] Arthur Cole, A Hundred Years of Mount Holyoke College, The
Evaluation of an Educational Ideal (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1940) Chapter VI.
cm] Jane Addams, "Filial Relations," in Addams, Democracy and
Social Ethics , ed. Anne Firor Scott (Cambridge: The Belknap Press,
1964) pp. 73-74.
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Mount Holyoke and other women's colleges have been charged with
having failed their mission of leadership in changing and reshaping
women's place and roles in society. [15] Reading Cicero and knowing
how to dissect a cat did not assure students an equal partnership
with educated men or prepare women for a life of public achievement
and decision-making* But the acquisition of various intellectual
and psychological tools may have assisted women in adjusting to the
difficult role of being female and being highly educated in a
society which acknowledged the two terms as mutually exclusive.
Methods and Sources
The impetus for this study was provided by two major
developments in the historical field: the rediscovery that women
have a history and that they have actively participated in the area
of higher education; the renewed interest in the interdisciplinary
approach to history which reopened the doors of social sciences to
historians via the use of quantification. In this study I was also
interested in exploring two apparently contradictory aspects of the
historical process, in what recently a fellow historian has defined
as "healing the rift between intellectual history and social
history. "[16] In 1971. the sociologist Alva Myrdal described tshe
[15] Elaine Kendall, Peculiar Institutions . An Informal
History of the Seven Sister Colleges . (New York: Putnam & Sons.
1975) ; Liva Baker, I'm Radcliffe!Fly Me! The Seven Sisters
and the
Faij^ure of Woman's Education . (New York: MacMillan Publishing Co.,
1976) .
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rift when he wrote: "ideologies can never exist independently of
their social setting ... The ideological debate has been intently
followed by specialists in the history of ideas. Social change has
been minutely recorded by social historians. The twain have rarely
met. "[17]
Since World War II historians and cliometricians have
rediscovered the technique of "collective biography". Known also as
"prosopography" , it consists of recording features of "life
histories of considerable numbers of individuals in a uniform
fashion then aggregating the individual records into a collective
portrait of the group and its structures ."[ 18] The historian needs
far fewer variables to gain a broad picture than is needed for
individual biographies. Previously used for the study of political
and business elites, collective biographical technique serves very
well the purpose of women^s history.
Personal biographies deal too often with atypical women, with
those who had the ability and the time to record in letters,
diaries, and journals their thoughts and their reactions to public
[16] Ellen Fitzpatrick, Conference on History of Education,
Smith College, May 1982.
[17] Alva Myrdal. "Foreword" to The Changing Roles of Men and
Women, Edmund Dahlrtrom, ed., (Boston: Beacon Press, 1971) p. 10.
[18] Charles Tilly, "The Historical Study of Vital Processes."
University of Michigan Working Papers, n. 108, May 1974, p. 6;
Lawrence Stone, "Prosopography" Daedalus , Jounia^ of t^
Arts and Sciences 100 (Winter 1971) pp. 46-73.
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and private events. Frequently biographers fail to place women in
their social milieu. The collective biography can avoid the "risk
inherent in using the experience of the exceptional few to determine
truths about the typical many, "[191 because, by definition, it
analyzes a group and highlights the average behavior rather than the
individual's. [20]
Prosopographic studies have been used quite often in
conjunction with "cross-sectional" analysis. In these cases a group
of women have been studied at a particular point in their lives or
in time. Cross-sectional studies, however, fail to take notice of
change over time. While they are useful in the study of social
composition and background of any given group, they cannot answer
[19] Kathleen E. McCrane, "Book Review," American Historical
Review 82 (December 1977) p. 1237.
[20] Richard Jensen's work on "Women Leaders in the Progressive
Era" is a good example of collective biography used to reveal
patterns unsuspected from individual biographical sketches. For
instance, he shows that women who held professional positions were
pro-suffrage but that, among professional women, librarians were
less supportive of the right to vote. Jensen's work, however, is
based on a directory of prominent women who were already part of an
elite, a group who achieved success in a male defined society.
Moreover, the directory can be seen as composed of "snapshots at one
moment in time of lives that were not yet complete." Richard
Jensen, "Family, Career and Reform: Women Leaders in the Progressive
Era" in The American Family in Social-Historical Perspective ,
Michael Gordon, ed., (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1973) pp.
267-280; Richard Jensen and Barbara Campbell, "How to Handle a
Liberated Woman" Historical Methods Newsletter 5 (June 1972) pp.
109-113; Richard Jensen, "Quantitative Collective Biography: An
Application to Metropolitan Elites" in Quantification in American
History , Robert Swirenga, ed., (New York: Atheneum Press, 1970) p.
405.
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the question of when and why changes take place within one
particular generation or cohort. In an effort to answer these
questions, this study couples for the first time collective
biography with a longitudinal study of women's lives.
The basic information on each of the 429 women who attended
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary from 1881 to 1888 and on the 855
students for the period from 1901 to 1908 was collected from two
major sets of questionnaires. The first set was gathered in 1910
under the direction of Amy Hewes, professor of Sociology and
Economics at the College. The survey of all the living graduates of
both the Seminary and the College was designed with the intent of
providing first-hand quantitative information on the part that
"training plays in whatever activity follows graduation [21
]
The second set of questionnaires was the result of a survey
conducted for the preparation of the One Hundred Year Biographical
Directory, 1837-1937 . [22] Both questionnaires contained information
about occupation, education, income, volunteer work, religious
affiliation, honors received, publications, etc. There are also
other questionnaires which were conducted at various times by the
colleges' alumnae and were placed in the students' personal folders.
[21] Amy Hewes, "Marital and Occupational Statistics of
Graduates of Mount Holyoke College." American Statistical
Association 96 (December 1911) p. 771.
[22] Alumnae Association of Mount Holyoke College (South
Hadley, Ma.: Bulletin Series 30, n. 5, 1937)
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For example, the Mount Holyoke Alumnae Roll Call, conducted on April
19^2, has information about alumnae involvement in the war effort.
For the period from 1901 to 1908, questionnaires have been
integrated with the information contained in the Mount Holyoke
Medical Records ledgers. These five volumes have data not only
about the physical "Condition of the Students on Entering Mount
Holyoke," but also data on "Family History" and "Previous Personal
History," which is of particular interest for the social background
of the students. [23] This is supplemental information which has been
used along with material contained in class folders as well as in
newspaper clippings and in notices from the Alumnae Quarterly to
provide uniformity of information.
These successive questionnaires constituted the basis for a
reconstruction of the lives of Mount Holyoke women. The
questionnaires were very rich in information, but this study was
limited to two major aspects: the composition of the family of
origin; the demographic, educational and occupational history of
each individual.
The reconstruction was similar to the method followed by
historical demographers in family reconstitution process. Unlike
historical demographers, who tend to focus on family and
communitsies, the central unit of this study were individual women




who had shared the same experience of being educated at Mount
Holyoke.[24]
The primary sources available at the college were also
integrated with the 1880 and the 1900 Census. Indeed, the 1880
Census schedules were, in most cases, the only source for a complete
family background for the classes of 1885-1888. The linkage between
the data collected in the college forms and the Census schedules was
achieved manually by gathering information about students' place of
residence around the years of their matriculation, and retracing on
the Census schedules the name of the head of the household. From
there the composition of the family and the father's occupation
could be established,[25]
The information obtained from the Census had one major
limitation. The absence of explicit economic characteristics such
as income and real estate or property value for the students' family
of origin induced me to use father's occupation as a proxy for
economic status and class. [26]
[24] The same methods used in this study could be used also for
other individuals who lived and worked in the same institution be it
a factory, an orphanage, an asylum or a research institute, provided
successive and overlapping information is available.
[25] Because the manual linkage was very time consuming, and
because of the limited funds available for the research, I decided
to limit the research to students who resided in Massachusetts. I
firmly believe that, had I pursued my original research design of
tracking down every student, the numbers might have changed, but not
the proportions.
[26] Needless to say father's property value could have been
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The method of collective biography used for this study has been
coupled with a longitudinal study so that two groups of women have
been followed throughout their lives with the intent of revealing
possible complex patterns of life styles for educated women. After
the data was coded, keypunched, verified and computerized the
Statistical Package for the Social Science (SPSS) was used to
perform all of the statistical routines.
Once the stage of computer analysis of the quantitative data
was reached, it was also necessary to design a theoretical model to
handle the longitudinal approach. The superb work of Hareven,
Elder, and Chudachoff, among others, on the life course became the
basis of analysis for the collective biography of Mount Holyoke
women. [27] Unlike the life cycle which assumes that individual lives
retraced in local tax records, but the problem would have been
compounded by the lack of consistent microfilming of those records.
Father* s occupations were divided into six major categories: 1)
Professionals and Businessmen = independent professionals,
proprietors, officials of large businesses and capitalists; 2) White
Collar = clerks, salesmen, petty proprietors, artisans and small
business owners; 3) Skilled = machinists, blacksmith, carpenter,
mason, spinner, shoe cutter, painter, butcher; 4) Semi-Skilled =
factory workers unclassified, janitors, operatives; 5) Unskilled =
common laborer; 6) Farmers and fishermen.
[27] Tamara K. Hareven, "Cycles, Courses and Cohorts:
Reflections on Theoretical and Methodological Approaches to the
Historical Study of Family Development." Journal of Social History
12 (Fall 1978) pp. 97-109; Glen Elder, Jr., "Family History and the
Life Course." in Transitions . The Family and The Life Course in
Historical Perspective , Tamara K. Hareven, ed. (New York: Academic
Press, 1978) pp. 17-64; Howard P. Chudacoff, "The Life Course of
Women: Age and Age Consciousness, 1865-1915." Journal of Familjr
History 5 (Fall 1980) pp. 274-292; Tamara K. Hareven, Family Time
and Industrial Time. The Relationship between the Family and Work
in a New England Industrial Community . (Cambridge: Cambridge
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move through separate stages, infancy, adolescence, adulthood,
maturity and old age, the life course identifies the sequencing and
timing of transitions between stages as well as changes in the
sequences both over time and among different groups. For educated
women the life course approach provided the theoretical background
necessary to acknowledge that individual women's lives were in state
of continuous flux. At times women's lives followed synchronized
rhythms and at other times they marched at totally dissonant
drum-beats
.
In addition, this study was based on the assumption that women
were neither passive recipients of the impositions of a patriarchal
order, nor active participants in consciously seeking
pre-established goals. The theory of "unconscious motivation" of
human behavior was not part of the research plan. I do not believe
that there is one biological, environmental or psychological factor
which motivates people. In dealing with the collective portrait of
Mount Holyoke women, I assumed that former students, at times,
actively sought to achieve their goals; at other times, they
passively accepted "fate." In other words, this monograph does not
look at Mount Holyoke students as rational, calculating human
beings, but as individuals who tried to cope with, follow, resist.
University Press. 1982) especially Chap. 1. These are the major
sources for the theoretical background and given the current
difficulties in finding longitudinal data, the present study is
possibly one of the first applications to the field of women and
higher education.
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subvert perennial patterns of life. Some made conscious choices;
others let irrational instincts guide their paths; all carried, in
one way or another, a lasting memory of their time at Mount Holyoke.
CHAPTER II
MARY LYON AND MOUNT HOLYOKE
On November 8, 1837, the day set for the opening of Mount
Holyoke Female Seminary, there were no cheering crowds, no fanfares
or ribbon cutting ceremonies. Quite simply, "at four o ' clock ... the
bell was rung" and the academic year began. To the eighty
matriculating students, the school building. Seminary Hall, appeared
"...uninviting." There were no steps leading to the main entrance
and the young women had to walk in through a basement door. "The
bare walls seemed almost insecure from their narrow height. There
were no trees, no fence and not a blade of grass, but a deep bed of
sand lay all around the house." Even the sight of Deacon Stafford,
a member of the Board of Trustees, on his knees, tacking straw
matting, or the sight of his wife and Mrs. Porter washing crockery
in the kitchen, did not discourage the newcomers. Gleefully, they
all pitched in and helped place the furniture and arrange the
bedding. At the end of the day, as one of the early students
recalled: "We were very weary, but none of the repining, homesick
girls... were there, for we were coping with realities, not fancies,
and under the inspiration of a magnetic leader. "[1]
Students* ability to cope with realities would be indeed put to
[1] Sarah D. Locke Stow, History of Mount Holyoke Seminary ,
South Hadley , Mass . during its First Half Century , 1837
- 1887 . (South
Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke Seminary, 1887) pp- 87-88.
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a severe test during their time at the Seminary. They were part of
an experiment which transformed women's higher education from a
shaky venture to a permanent success. Mary Lyon's contribution to
this transformation will be the focus of this chapter, in particular
I will discuss how, in theory, she advocated an education consistent
with nineteenth century women's prescribed roles, and yet, how her
practices led to an incredibly modern view of women's education.
Mary Lyon
Mary Lyon, fourth daughter of a Baptist farmer, Aaron Lyon, and
Jemima Smith, was born in Buckland, Massachusetts, on February 28,
1797. Her early childhood was disrupted when, in December 1802, her
father died, leaving his wife and seven children to fend for
themselves. For a while the young widow managed to keep the farm
running with the help of her older children. Then, in 1810, she
remarried and brought the two youngest girls to her new
Massachusetts home in Ashfield. Mary, now thirteen, was separated
from her mother. She remained with her twenty-one years old brother
Aaron to help with the Buckland farm and the household chores, while
she attended district school. According to Mary Lyon's most recent
biographer, Elizabeth Alden Green, the loss of her father did not
seem "to have left any inner scars," but the separation from her
mother created a deep sense of loss that was "far more disturbing
that the first. Henceforth, she must provide for herself a living
21
and also the means to the education for which she was so eager. "[2]
At seventeen she launched her career as a teacher in Shelburne
Falls. Her experience was not different from other young female
teachers. She taught a twenty-week summer term for seventy-five
cents a week and board. [3] She was "boarded round" with the family
of each pupil and, like other young teachers, she had problems with
discipline. The diversity of her pupils' ages, which ranged from
four to fourteen, the crowded school conditions, and the difficulty
in maintaing order indeed discouraged young Mary, and, as she later
commented: "she resolved many times during that long summer, if once
safely through never to teach again. "[4] Her resolve, however,
vanished. Since she proved to be a successful teacher, her
employers asked her to teach for a second term. She continued
teaching while believing that: "If you commence teaching and do not
succeed, teach till you do succeed. "[5]
At this point in her life, her career as a student dovetailed
with her teaching primarily because she became acutely aware of her
[2] Elizabeth Alden Green, Mary Lyon and Mount Holyoke .
Opening the Gates . (Hanover, New Hampshire: University Press of New
England, 1979) p. 8 and p. 10.
[3] Arthur C. Cole, A Hundred years of Mount Holyoke College .
The Evolution of an Educational Ideal . (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1940) p. 13.
[U] Fidelia Fisk. Recollections of Mary Lyon with Selections
from her Instructions to the Pupils in Mount Holyoke Female Seminary
(Boston: American Tract Society, 1866) p. 36.
[5] Ibid., p. 37.
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insufficient preparation, and sought to acquire more knowledge. In
the fall of 1817 she entered Sanderson's Academy in Ashfield.
Despite her meagre finances, she managed to support herself by
tutoring. Mary also developed a close friendship and enjoyed the
emotional support of the family of Thomas White, a Trustee of the
Academy. Most valuable of all, her coeducational experience opened
to her a new world of social intercourse which would prove to be
quite important in her understanding of the educational needs of New
England families.
In 1818, after two terms in Ashfield, she entered Amherst
Academy which had recently opened under the sponsorship of Noah
Webster. Here, she studied Latin and history as well as scientific
subjects — chemistry and astronomy — which were to become a vital
dimension in her teaching, and became a close friend of Orra White,
who served as a preceptess at the Academy. While in Amherst, Mary
noticed that the high educational quality of the school had
attracted students from all over New England. At the same time, she
realized that the fund-raising efforts on behalf of Amherst College
were successful because of the active participation and financial
support of many Amherst citizens. [6] After her brief stay in
Amherst, she went on teaching in Buckland and in Conway, while
[6] Marion Lansing, Mary Lyon Through Her Letters (Boston:
Books, Inc., 1937) p. 21; Sidney R. MacLean, "Mary Lyon," Notable
American Women 1607-1950 : A Biographical Dictionary 3 vols.
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1971) II. p. 444.
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continuing her own education in a more informal way. In Conway, for
example, she resided with Reverend Edward Hitchcock and his wife.
Orra White. Rev. Hitchcock taught Mary geology and natural science,
and her former preceptress gave her lessons in drawing and painting.
Her love of knowledge and her desire to improve her teaching
pushed her to seek education beyond the hills and river plain of
Western Massachusetts. In 1821. at 24, Mary decided to enter a new
school located in Byfield in the northeastern part of the state.
This would prove to be one of the most significant experiences in
all her life, if not the most significant. By going, she went
against the opinion of friends and relatives who thought that she
"had learning enough to teach their daughters" and since she "never
would be a minister, why would she go off to ...school?" Her mother,
however, supported Mary's desire for knowledge and encouraged her to
go. [7]
As a companion in her new educational adventure in Byfield she
had Amanda White, daughter of Thomas White of Ashfield. The two
women roomed together and Amanda took upon herself the task of
improving the manners and external appearance of her lively, yet
untidy friend. [8]
Mary went to Byfield for the specific purpose of studying
[7] Fiske, p. 45.
[8] Amanda White, although had the same last name was not
directly related to Orra White.
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under the guidance of Reverend Joseph Emerson. A brother of the
better known Ralph Waldo Emerson, Joseph had left the ministry and
started an educational institution which would leave his
intellectual mark on many students. Emerson had an enormous impact
on Mary Lyon*s thinking and on her formation of a personal
educational ideology that was to stay with her all her life. He
firmly believed that women's station in life need not be limited to
the domestic circle and that next to the roles of wife and mother,
teaching was a "noble and delightful, though [an] arduous and trying
office. "[9] His teaching methods, aimed at mental and moral
character formation, tended to stimulate students to think, not to
repeat merely by rote. He sought "to inspire ladies with a modest
confidence, not only in their own individual powers, but also in the
native abilities of their sex." Further, he hoped to do away with
the assumption that "they [women] were never designed to be literary
or scientific ... without injury to themselves and others." Joseph
Emerson, however, was by no means a proto-feminist . He clearly
accepted the Biblical view of women's place. With many of his
contemporaries he felt that woman's position was "designed by
Providence to be subordinate and dependent. "[10] At Byfield Mary
Lyon most of the time reviewed the content of subjects she already
knew, but with a significant difference. She learned how to study
[9] Lansing, p. 26.
[10] Fisk, pp. 47-48.
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in a methodical and systematic way, and, above all, Emerson
impressed upon her the belief that knowledge was not passive, and
that learning meant "to do good."
After her return from Byfield, Mary was engaged to teach at
Sanderson's Academy, and as she wrote later on she was "grateful to
do a little for the school that had done so much for her."[ll] She
remained at Sanderson's for two full years, until in 1823, she
received an invitation to join Miss Zilpah Grant principal of the
newly established Adams Female Academy, at Londonderry, (now East
Derry) New Hampshire.
The acquaintance between the two women had begun in 1821 at
Byfield, where Zilpah had been a student and, subsequently, a
teacher at Emerson's Seminary. Born in 1784 in Norfolk,
Connecticut, Zilpah Polly Grant had social and educational roots
quite similar to her lifelong friend Mary Lyon. Left fatherless at
two, she lived with her mother until she was twenty. Like Mary
Lyon, she attended district school and started teaching at a young
age, fifteen, to help with the family income. In 1820, she enrolled
at Byfield where she assimilated Reverend Emerson's ideas on women's
education. She taught at Winsted, Connecticut, then returned to
teach under Joseph Emerson at Saugus, Massachusetts. [12]
[11] Ibid., p. 50.
[12] Sidney R. MacLean, "Zilpah Polly Grant." Notable
American
Women, II, pp. 73-74.
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In 1823, the Trustees of the Adams Female Academy in
Londonderry asked Zilpah to become the principal of the new school.
Founded on a $U,000 bequest for women's education, the Academy was
modeled after Emerson's school and clearly controlled by Zilpah
Grant. Mary, who was listed in the catalogue as a teacher, admired
Zilpah's organizational abilities and, in particular, her leadership
qualities. Adams Academy, which was opened only during the summer
months, was aimed at providing a thorough academic program as well
as character formation. The course of studies was divided in three
major classes, called 'Senior', 'Middle' and 'Junior', with a fourth
division, the preparatory department, for younger students.
Examinations were required for entrance as well as for placement in
upper classes. Moreover, as Mary wrote during her first summer at
Derry, the students were classed "not at all according to the number
of books they have studied, but according to the real knowledge they
are found to possess." At the school, the students followed what
Emerson had called the "topic system." A method aimed at inducing
systematic learning, the "topic system" was based on a process of
selection and definition. The teacher outlined and "simply defined"
the main points of a lesson, then, in turn, the students had to do
the same with sections of their textbooks prior to reciting the
subject. [13] Frequent reviews, drills and recitations of one or two
[13] Edward Hitchcock, The Power of Christian Benevolence
Illustrated in the Life and Labors of Mary Lyon (Northampton, Mass.:
Hopkins, Bridgman & Co., 1852) pp. 33-3^.
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subjects assured a thorough knowledge of the subject matter. In the
following years. Zilpah tried to improve the quality of teaching by
introducing a "more systematic plan of mutual instruction. "[14]
Known also as "monitorial plan," the system was based on a
hierarchical structure of teacher, monitors, and students. The
teacher spent some time with upperclass students to supervise their
lessons; then, in turn, both teachers and monitors listened to other
students' recitations. This plan accomplished two tasks. First, it
trained seniors to assume responsibilities and to act as junior
colleagues of their teachers. Secondly, it lifted some of the
teaching burdens from teachers' shoulders, thus allowing them to
conduct rather large classes that otherwise would have required more
paid staff. [15]
The aim of the school, however, went well beyond academic
instruction. The school's rules and regulations helped the
teachers in the arduous task of molding the character of the young
women. "The regulations of this school" wrote Mary Lyon, "are such
to enable us to have much system and order. This regular system is
calculated to give our pupils faithful, attentive habits." Strict
discipline was not imposed with the rod, but with gentle persuasion.
Teachers made sure that students followed the rules. To reinforce
obedience and compliance, at the end of each week students had to
[14] Ibid., p. 52.
[15] For a full description of the system see Hitchcock, p. 51.
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report in writing, whether they had in any way broken any rules.
The system of "planned consensus and self-reporting" used at Derry
became one of the trademarks of Mary Lyon's methods at Mount
Holyoke.[l6]
If discipline played an important role in the process of
molding the character of the students, religion provided an
invaluable supporting role. Both Zilpah and Mary believed that
"intellectual discipline... guidance and control of the heart" could
be found in the Bible. From the beginning, Zilpah Grant had
expressedly requested that about one seventh of the students' time
should be devoted to the study of the Bible. [17] Accordingly, every
week the students were expected to study the Scriptures for two
hours or more, and to recite Bible lessons every Monday.
Ultimately, Zilpah and Mary hoped that a few of their pupils would
"love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. What cause of rejoicing,
should others be added to the number!" In the summer of 1826, there
had been a quiet religious revival and by the end of the term about
twenty students had made a public profession of faith. [181
The Trustees of Adams Academy, however, disagreed with the
principal on the issue of religion. They supported "liberal
principles" and regretted that the institution had "acquired the
[16] Hitchcock, p. 30; Green, p. U2.
[17] Hitchcock, p. 3^.
[18] Ibid., p. 29 and p. 50.
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character of being strictly Calvinistic in the religious
instruction. "[19] The following year, during their regular meeting,
the Trustees tried to counteract the Principal's heavy emphasis on
the Scriptures and her religious orientation by introducing
ornamental branches — music and dancing. After Miss Grant's
refusal to accept dancing in the curriculum, the Trustees did not
renew her contract. As a result, Zilpah Grant left the school in
1828 and accepted an invitation to set up a Seminary in Ipswich.
Zilpah' s resignation from Adam's Academy could have meant the end of
her relationship with Mary, but Zilpah, having recognized the value
of Mary's teaching, requested her presence at Ipswich.
If at Derry Mary Lyon had explored and practiced new teaching
methods, as well as a new disciplinary system, she had also acquired
a broader view of her own roles. Prior to the Derry years Mary Lyon
considered herself a teacher; during her partnership with Zilpah
Grant she developed into an educator, eager to deal with diverse
subject matter as well as broader implications of education. In a
letter to her mother, Mary stated:
So many young ladies are collected together here from different
places to gain knowledge and form habits, which they are to
carry with them to their respective homes , that it is to us an
interesting spot. How important that the minds and the habits
of these youth should be rightly formed. [20]
Clearly, Mary understood the far reaching effects of her own
[19] Trustees of Adams Academy as quoted in Green, p. 56.
[20] Hitchcock, p. 29; italics mine.
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teaching, since the character of the students would bear witness to
the quality of her own work.
After the five years spent teaching at Derry during the summer
and at Ashfield and Buckland during the winter, Mary found herself
at a crucial cross-road in her career. On the one hand, Zilpah
Grant wanted Mary to pursue full-time teaching at Ipswich. On the
other hand, Mary felt "an increasing inducement to devote my labors
to the youth of my native hills. "[21] The dual claims became more
insistent and, finally, in 1828 she decided that, unless she could
teach in Ashfield year-round she would not teach at all. Her name,
however, had become so well known in Western Massachussets that she
was invited to run a school in Buckland during the winter, while
continuing to teach at Ipswich during the summer. She kept up this
tiring arrangement for two years, until, in 1830, after much
indecision and soul searching, and after pressures from both the
Franklin County Association of Ministers and from Zilpah Grant, Mary
finally decided to join her friend in Ipswich and teach there year
round. [22]
Ipswich Female Seminary proved to be a beneficial choice for
both Zilpah and Mary. Educationally, the Seminary constituted a
continuation of the Adams Academy at Derry, since more than forty
[21] Hitchcock, p. 53.
[22] The difficulty of her decision is exemplified in a letter
to her mother dated Ipswich, September 21, 1829, in Hitchcock, p.
71. See also p. 59 and p. 74.
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students followed Miss Grant to Ipswich. This migration allowed for
continuity of moral tone as well as educational methods. Moreover,
the arrangements Miss Grant reached with "the leading men of
Ipswich" had considerable advantages. The owners consented to lease
a building free of rent with the understanding that the principal
would provide instruction as well as books, furniture and decor.
Furthermore, since Ipswich enjoyed a milder climate than Derry, the
school could be kept open all year to the mutual advantage of
principal and town residents. In fact, as the town was fairly close
to larger population centers, the school could attract quite a
variety of students. [231
In just a few years the Seminary became quite popular. In
1831, when the enrollment reached 191 students, both Zilpah and Mary
had problems placing all the incoming students with local families
willing to take in boarders. For this reason, the Principal refused
admission to women below age fourteen. Intellectually weaker
students were also weeded out by raising admission standards. [24]
As the institution was not a residential school, the students
boarded with local residents. The housing problem experienced
annually by Zilpah Grant and her associates led, eventually, to the
request for a permanent boarding house. Meanwhile, the honor system
[23] Lansing, p. 73.
[2U] Green, p. 63; for a summary of the major academic features
of the Ipswich Female Seminary see Hitchcock, p. 133.
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of self-reporting and extensive "regulations" helped the supervisory
task of the teachers. Further, the system of "sections" was devised
to improve the care of the students and to unify the school's life.
A group of eighteen to twenty girls was under the direct supervision
of a teacher, whose primary task was "to meet her section every day
and to acquaint herself fully with every detail of their lives,
intellectual and social" as well as moral and religious. [25] At
Ipswich, self-reporting, regulations and sections formed a simple
structure of supervisory arrangements that Mary Lyon would adapt and
fully develop at Mount Holyoke with the specific purpose of forming
the character of her students.
Meanwhile, Mary*s new role of assistant principal kept her
constantly busy, even more so when, during Zilpah's absences, Mary
became the actual head of the school. During the year and a half in
which Mary was in charge of directing the daily business of the
Seminary, she developed an impressive array of organizational
skills. The scheduling of courses, the preparation of daily *talks*
on biblical exegesis, and the choice of new textbooks for the
different levels of instruction absorbed a great deal of her time
and energy. To this she added an intensive correspondence with
principals of private schools, school committees, parents of
alumnae, former students, and new applicants. In a few years, Mary
Lyon established a personal network of correspondents that would
[25] Lansing, p. 84
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keep her in touch with other institutions, and with the most recent
advances in education. [26] Such an extensive correspondence also
helped Mary to broaden her personal network of female friends. She
freely bestowed advice and encouragement on teachers and young women
as they exchanged personal news, but, above all, Mary Lyon used her
network to place her students in a manner quite similar to a modern
employment service. It is no wonder that former students came to
regard Mary Lyon as a "trail-blazer." Her concern for women's
education did not stop at commencement. She, along with Miss Grant,
remanined a mentor to their former students, and especially to those
who aspired to teach. These alumnae applied Ipswich methods of
teaching and disciplinary practices to hundreds of little one room
disctrict schools as well as more sophisticated schools for young
ladies, and given their various and diverse situations, these
students sought constantly the advice of their two former teachers.
Thus, after a while, both Zilpah and Mary saw themselves as
"teachers of teachers. "[27]
In this context it is clear why both Mary Lyon and Zilpah Grant
yearned to establish a permanent school that would allow them to
[26] In a letter from a former student, Abigail Tenney, Mary
was informed that Mrs. Willard, Principal of Troy Female Seminary,
had just returned from France and had brought with her a native
speaker to teach conversational French. In another instance,
another student, Eliza Capen, informed Mary that Catharine Beecher,
former princial of Hartford Female Seminary, had tried to establish
a school in Cincinnati. Green, p. 81 and p. 77.
[27] Green, pp. 66-81
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continue their teacher-training efforts without fear that a
dissatisfied Board of Trustees would fire them, and without the
constant worry of financial disasters. The success of the Ipswich
experience strengthened their hopes. At first, they tried to raise
sufficient funds for an endowment of Ipswich Female Seminary.
Having failed, in 1832. they devised a new plan which called for the
establishment of a "New England Female Seminary for Teachers." The
permanently-endowed school would be a mixture of "strictly
evangelical and high academic character. "[28] Unfortunately, the
whole plan started on the wrong foot. Zilpah, who had been sick,
followed her doctor *s suggestion and went south for an extensive
trip. Mary, in charge of the whole Seminary, could not fully devote
her time and energies to the new plan. Finally, the proposal,
presented to wealthy local businessmen, called for an endowment
without promise of profit, and so it fell on deaf ears.
Nonetheless, the failure of the new plan helped Mary to decide
that it was time to strike out on her own. Her professional
training had been varied and arduous. The Ashfield and Amherst
periods had provided her with education and with life-long advisors
— Thomas White and Edward Hitchcock. Then, Byfield and Joseph
Emerson had reshaped her educational ideology. Finally, the
teaching years spent in Derry, Buckland and Ipswich helped Mary to
test her pedagogy and to grow more self-reliant. The experiences of
[28] Hitchcock, p. 165; Stow, p. 32
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a self-supporting single woman, student, teacher, and administrator
came to fruition in the years between 1833 and 1838, when all that
she had learned in her previous work was put to use at Mount
Holyoke, her last new venture.
To understand fully Mary Lyon's pedagogy and to appreciate the
role played by Mount Holyoke Seminary, we must first take a brief
look at the conditions of women's education in the United States,
and particularly in New England, from Colonial times to 1830s and,




Traditionally, family, community, and church, along with
schools, have formed the educational basis of American society for
both sexes. If education is defined as "the entire process by which
culture transmits itself across the generations ,"[291 schools
performed a relatively small role in the education of women. Young
women were primarily acculturated within their immediate family, the
extended network of kin, and the whole community at large, while the
church provided "sanctions for the accepted norms of behavior ."[30]
In the seventeenth century the major burden of the educational
[293 Bernard Bailyn, Education in the Forming of American
Society (New York: W.W.Norton & Co., Inc., I960) p.
[30] Ibid., p. 18.
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process was placed squarely on the shoulders of both parents.
Vocational training for acceptable female social roles did not
require too much formal learning since knowledge (such as housework
and childrearing) was verbally transmitted within the circle of
family and kin. In the early part of the eighteenth century,
however, the family's traditional role of "primary agency of
cultural transfer, "[31] was jeopardized in New England by the
fragmentation of communities under the pressure of land shortages,
by the subsequent westward migrations and by changes in the social
structure of new communities. [32] Fearing a loss of cultural and
moral standards, Puritan rulers established formal schools at the
local level with a cultural rather than a vocational mandate. From
the very beginning, the educational goals for the two sexes were
quite different. While young men would assume charge of cultural
standards, while young women would acquire "enough geography to find
their way around the house" and "enough chemistry to keep the pot
boiling. "[33] The different level of literacy between men and women
in the Pre-Revolutionary period testifies that despite the high
[31] Ibid., p. 22.
[32] For this point see John Demos, A Little Commonweath .
Family Life in Plymouth Colony . (New York: Oxford University Press,
1970); Philip J. Greven Jr., Four Generations : Population , Land and
Family in Colonial Andover , Massachusetts (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
University Press, 1970)
[33] quoted in Robert E. Riegel, American Women . A Story of
Social Change (Rutherford: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press,
1970) pp. 15-16.
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value Protestants placed on the study of the Scriptures, women's
literacy was not deemed as valuable as men's. Parents who wanted to
educate their daughters had to do it privately with tutors, if they
could afford it, or send them to "dame schools." Here young women
learned the rudiments of the three R's and some fancy sewing. [34]
After the Revolution, under the impulse of republican
principles, educational opportunities expanded for both sexes.
After all, the success of republican institutions depended upon
educated and literate men who could fulfill their political
obligations. Women, as the "natural educators of the race," would
have to transfer the republican culture to a new generation of
citizens. [35] Nonetheless, in America the idea of equal educational
opportunities for women was novel and it spurred a controversial
debate designated as the Querelle des Femmes . Reflecting the ideas
of European enlightment, this debate, according to Jill K, Conway,
was "between feminists and anti-feminists concerning the extent of
women's rationality and the purpose and degree to which the female
[34] For an outdated but still useful discussion of dame
schools and town schools in New England, see Thomas Woody, History
of Women 's Education in the United States (New York: The Science
Press, 1929) 2 vols., I, pp. 131-160.
[35] Nancy Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood , Woman 's Sphere in New
England , 1780- 1 835 > (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1977) p. 103;
Linda K. Kerber, Women of the Republic . Intellect and Ideology in
Revolutionary America . (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press, 1980) p. 193; Merle Curti, The Social Ideas of American
Educators (Paterson, New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1965) p.
176 and p. 372.
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mind might be educated [36 ] Benjamin Rush, an early advocate of
women's education, accepted the prevailing assumptions of woman^s
subordinate roles, a subordination he believed dictated by her
biology. Rush, however, emphasized the patriotic responsibilities
of women in the new republic and focussed his attention on the
social role of the republican mother. If women were educated to
practice domestic virtues, they would be a constant example for
their children and an inspiration for their husbands. "Besides."
wrote Rush, "the first impressions upon the minds of children are
generally derived from the women." In short. Republican mothers had
in their hands the ultimate responsibility of shaping the future
citizens of the new nation. [37]
Women's unprecedented social responsibilities went hand in
hand, at least in New England, with the development of a market
society and substantial changes in the work economy for both sexes.
In the first quarter of the 19th century, New England moved from a
subsistence, pre-industrial economy to a market-oriented structure
based on capital. Changes in work patterns accompanied this shift.
Before the Revolution, both men and women shared a seasonal and
[36] Jill K. Conway, "Perspective on the History of Women's
Education in the United States" History of Education Quarterly 14
(Spring 197U) p. 2.
[37] Benjamin Rush, "On the Mode of Education Proper in a
Republic" in Readings in American Educational History Edgar W.
Knight and Clifton I. Hall, eds., (New York: Appleton, Century,
Crofts, Inc., 1951) p. 706; for a full discussion of Rush's
arguments see Kerber. Chapter 7. Conway, p. 3.
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discontinuous work pattern, which focussed on the task to be
performed. Between 1780 and 1830, the changes in economic structure
led to the advent of "time-discipline." Because specific tasks had
to be performed at regular times within a factory, "time-discipline"
took the place of seasonal work rhythms. Further, the separation
between a place to work and a place to live, the division between
'work* at certain times and 'living* at other times, helped separate
man's work from women's place. And, as household work remained
essentially "task-oriented", it came to be regarded as inefficient,
unsystematic, non-urgent, more a way of being than work in itself.
Since housework was the primary occupation of married women, the
house became their "separate" sphere, the symbol of a "good olde
time" gone by, object of glorification as well as scorn. [38] The
dichotomy between the outside world and the home, between man's work
and women's sphere fully emerged in the prescriptive literature of
the Ante-Bellum period with the "cult of True Womanhood. "[39]
Concurrent with the emergence of women's separate sphere, there
rose "a male, evangelical, benevolent" religious style which
sanctioned certain new functions and activities for women.
Ministers who encouraged the active participation of women in
[38] Cott, pp. 58-59.
[39] Barbara Welter, "The Cult of True Womanhood: 1820-1860."
in Our American Sisters , Women in American Life and Thought. Jean E.
Friedman and William G. Shade, eds. , (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc.,
1973) pp. 96-123.
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voluntary associations and church-controlled groups during the
Second Great Awakening also supported a broader view of women's
roles. Since family and church were two social structures in charge
of the moral wellbeing of children, and since teaching was but an
extension of motherhood, evangelical ministers encouraged women to
take the place of moral agents in the school room.[UO]
Nonetheless, though women's roles within church, family or
school, expanded, women remained subordinate to male privilege.
Encouraged by ministers and by the spirit of equality and democracy,
single women found in teaching a mission, but certainly not an
economically rewarding experience. They were engaged to teach
primarily in summer sessions and to exert their moral influence in
many ladies' academies and finishing schools, but their salaries
were constantly lower than male teachers. [41
]
The very same democratic spirit which led to demands for the
abolition of slavery also fostered an impulse to develop primary
public education for everyone, including women and free blacks.
However, to provide education for everyone, the country needed
teachers and institutions to prepare teachers. The employment of
women as teachers had been legally recognized in Massachusetts in
[40] Ronald W. Hogeland, "Coeducation of the Sexes at Oberlin
College: A Study of Social Ideas in Mid-Nineteenth Century America"
Journal of Social History 6 (Winter 1972-3) p. 162.
[41] Elizabeth Anthony Dexter, Career Women of America ,
1776-1840 (Francestown, New Hampshire: Marshall Jones Co., 1950) p.
8.
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1789i but it would be almost half a century before the first state
Normal school for the training of teachers would be established. [42]
In the meantime the education of women had been left in the
hands of private schools and limited to the teaching of ornamental
branches and the so-called accomplishments that "finished" women's
education. The result of such superficial education did not always
please parents. "She has been made vain, frivolous and discontented
with the plain simple habits of home," wrote a dissatisfied father
about his daughter . [431 Such sentiments often led to the mistaken
impression that education would make young women less domestic, less
prone to fulfill their expected social roles of republican mothers
and moral pillars of American society.
By the first quarter of the 19th century, the two sides of what
would become a century-long debate were slowly shaping. On the one
hand, the demands for equal educational opportunities fostered the
need for trained teachers and for higher education for women. On
the other hand, the fear that education, whether frivolous or
serious, would spoil the character of young women loomed in the
minds of parents and ministers. Emma Willard, Principal of
Middlebury Female Seminary, proposed a solution to the dilemma. In
[42] On December 28, 1838 the Massachusetts Board of Education
voted to establish a Normal school in Lexington for the training of
female teachers and one in Barre for the training of both sexes.
Massachusetts Board of Education, Fifty-Third Annual Report,
1888-1889 (Boston: 1890) pp. 83-90.
[43] Quoted in Stow, p. 10.
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her Address to the Public printed in 1819 and widely circulated, she
used Benjamin Rush's argument to place responsibility for the
education of women on the government.
It is the duty of a government to do all in its power to promote
the present and future prosperity of the nation... This
prosperity will depend on the character of its citizens. The
character of these will be formed by their mothers; and it is
through the mothers, that the government can control the
character of its future citizens, to form them such as will
ensure their country's prosperity . [4U
]
She then suggested that women's education had to be different from
men's because the character and duties of the "softer sex" were also
different, but she emphasized that this difference did not have to
be synonymous with shallow education, "without form and void."[M5]
Willard proposed to establish a female institution which had "the
respectability, permanency and uniformity of operation of those
appropriated to males, "[46] and in which education would equally
stress religious, literary and scientific branches of learning
without omitting ornamental branches and domestic instruction. Thus
Emma Willard made clear
1) that it was the responsibility of the state to educate women;
2) that young women appeared to be less intelligent than men
[44] Emma Hart Willard, "Address to the Public: Particularly to
the Members of the Legislature in New York, Proposing a Plan for
Improving Female Education," in IJ£ From the Pedestal . Landmark
Writings in the American Woman's Struggle for Equality , Aileen S.
Kraditor, ed. , (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1968) p, 81.
[45] Emma Willard as quoted in Cole, p. 4.
[46] Willard in Kraditor, p. 82.
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only because of their poor training;
3)that women^s education had to be appropriate to women's
future roles of teacher, wife and mother.
These arguments, while innovative, did not enable Willard to
establish a Female Seminary financed by the state. Nonetheless, at
her Troy Female Seminary she trained over 200 female teachers, while
maintaining high educational standards. At the same time, she
showed that women could follow a rigorous academic curriculum
without loss of femininity. Willard's ideology, then, reaffirmed
the doctrine of separate spheres between the sexes and maintained
utilitarian goals in women's education. [47]
The question of women's higher education was highly publicized
through the works of Catharine E. Beecher. In 1824, Beecher founded
the Hartford Female Seminary. From the experience gained during her
first years as Principal there she wrote a pamphlet entitled
Suggestions Respecting Improvements in Female Education . In this
work she introduced new elements to the debate on the education of
women: first, that women should educate other women, and, second,
that teaching should be looked upon as a profession and not a
mission. She maintained that, since "the formation of the female
character should be committed to the female hand," it was necessary
to provide "suitable teachers ... in order to secure the correction
[47] Anne Firor Scott, "What, Then, Is the American: This New
Woman?" Journal of American History 65 (December 1978) pp. 679-704.
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and formation of intellectual and moral character which is deemed so
important." These teachers would, in turn, prepare other women for a
new kind of teaching profession, thus "offering influence.
respectability and independence ... to women. "[48]
Beecher merged Benjamin Rushes ideas on the educational role
of republican mothers with the beliefs of evangelical ministers when
she suggested that education would awaken women to their "highest
destinies and holiest hopes."
In her secret retirements she may form and send forth the sages
that shall govern and renovate the world.... She may enwrap
herself in the panoply of Heaven, and send the thrill of
benevolence through a thousands youthful hearts .... she may teach
the law of kindness, and hush up the discords and conflicts of
life. [49]
In this way. Beecher resolved the dichotomy between women's ascribed
roles and their desire for personal achievement by developing an
ideology accommodating both the preservation of social and female
aspirations. [50]
By the mid-1830 's significant changes had developed in the
lives of white middle-class women. Social conventions and laws had
[48] Catharine E. Beecher. "Suggestions Respecting Improvements
in Education. Presented to the Trustees of the Hartford Female
Seminary, and Published at Their Request," in Kraditor. pp. 83-84.
[49] Ibid., p. 85.
[50] See on these points Joan N. Burstyn, "Catharine Beecher
and the Education of American Women" New England Quarterly 47 (Sept.
1974) pp. 386-88 and Kathrin K. Sklar. Catharine Beecher . A Study
in American Domesticity (New York: Norton & Co.. 1973).
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discouraged women from participating in public life and had shut out
many of them from roles of public leadership. At the same time, in
the educational field, able women had begun to develop their own
educational philosophy and organizational structure under mostly all
female control. Emma Willard and Catharine Beecher among others,
through improved methods and standards of teaching and through their
writings, made enormous contributions to the development of both
theory and practice of female education. And yet their contribution
had its limits. In order to appease the fears of those opposed to
educating women, both Willard and Beecher subscribed to the ideology
of female subordination to the male, with its emphasis upon
domesticity and separate spheres of influence between men and women.
By the same token, they prevented education from becoming an
instrument for radical social change. Still, they created at their
institutions an all-female community and an autonomous space in
which women could develop a gender-related identity, both as
individuals and as a group. [51]
Mary Lyon and Mount Holyoke
Mary Lyon's ideas about an institution for the education of
women fully emerged in 1833. after the failure of the planned "New
[51] Cott, p. 203; for a full discussion of this last point see
Anne F. Scott, "The Ever Widening Circle: The Diffusion of Feminist
Values from the Troy Female Seminary, 1822-1872." History of
Education Quarterly 19 (Spring 1979) pp. 3-25.
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England Female Seminary for Teachers." Undeniably, she had been
influenced by the discussion spurred by Willard and Beecher on the
scope of female education. Mary Lyon's own personal experiences,
however, contributed significantly in shaping both educational
philosophy and organizational structure of Mount Holyoke Female
Seminary, her new project. During her years at the Ipswich Female
Seminary, she reached three decisions. First, she came to the
conclusion that an endowment was the key to the financial security
and to a considerable means of autonomy, and that salutary
independence from external pressures allowed schools to thrive.
Second, she realized that she could not rely on personal
appeals to raise an endowment. She had to act through "benevolent
gentlemen" who could speak for her, appear in public and give a
general atmosphere of legitimacy to her ideas. [52]
Third, she understood that the financial support needed to
establish a new institution would not come from "the great and
honorable." Instead, remembering how Amherst College had been
established, she decided to address her plea to the "liberal
Christians in common life" and "the more humble in life. "[53]
Her group of "benevolent gentlemen" was comprised of ministers
and actively religious men who would have the task to "befriend"
others and convince them to embrace the "important, but forsaken
[52] Green, p. 87.
[53] Hitchcock, pp. 175-76
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object" of female education . [54 ] Following the tradition of other
colleges, most of the members of Mount Holyoke Seminary's first
Board of Trustees were ministers with impeccable religious and
educational credentials as well as charitable businessmen who shared
with Mary Lyon both social background and religious involvement»[55]
Despite the presence of able entrepreneurs and of supportive
ministers, Mary Lyon was the indispensable leader of the group. An
"inveterate beggar," in the three years (1834-1837) that she spent
laboring to found the Seminary, Mary travelled extensively, made
personal visits to wives and daughters of New England farmers, and
presented the plan of the Seminary to them; wrote letters to friends
and acquaintances urging subscriptions; authored pamphlets and
appeals; and attended meetings. She discussed the details of her
educational plan with anyone who would listen and give money. [56]
Throughout this trying time she maintained her optimism in the
face of recurrent setbacks. Despite the economic depression which
hit the nation in 1837, she withstood adversities with a truly
pioneer spirit. Her characteristic physical energy allowed her to
"muster extra strength under extreme pressure. "[57] And strength she
[54] Ibid., p. 176.
[55] For a detailed composition of the first Board of Trustees,
see Appendix A.
[56] Alice F. Tyler, Freedom 's Ferment (New York: Harper and
Row, 1962) p. 252; Curti, pp. 181-82.
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needed. In fact, financial difficulties related to fund raising
efforts were compounded by a series of mishaps at the construction
site. [58] At times, in her letters she hinted at periods of
discouragement: "I seem to be very busy, and yet I accomplish
nothing. I wander about without a home, scarcely knowing one week
where I shall be the next. "[59] Nonetheless, her perseverance won
out. The school opened on the appointed day and turned a tentative
experiment into a permanent success.
How can the durability of the Seminary be assessed or
explained? Mary Lyon herself admitted that "there is no acknowledged
standard of female education by which an institution can be
measured. "[60] Yet, a careful reading of the official educational
statements issued between June of 1835 and June of 1839 provides
some understanding for the durability of Mount Holyoke.
First of all, Mary Lyon addressed her financial appeals
primarily to the very same constituency she was hoping to serve,
"those who are in the middle walks of life." In 1835 she stated:
[57] Green, p. 151.
[58] During the excavations a defect in the foundation required
moving the site twenty-five feet farther from the main road, then
some doubts about the quality of the bricks caused further delay;
then, when the construction had reached the third floor, part of the
floor and a wall collapsed. In this last instance, instead of being
discouraged, she rejoiced that "no one (was) killed, no one hurt."
Cole, p. 31; Green, p. 152; Stow, p. 65.
[59] Hitchcock, pp. 214-15.
[60] Mary Lyon, Mount Holyoke Female Seminary (South Hadley,
Sept. 1835) p. 4; hereafter referred to as Mount Holyoke .
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"Indeed it is for this class principally, who are the bone and sinew
and the glory of our nation, that we have engaged in this
undertaking. The wealthy can provide for themselves [61 ]
Secondly, she recognized and catered to the needs of the
daughters of New England families. "What class of men and women
among us, are suffering so much from idle and vacant hours, and from
time half improved, and from days busily occupied without an
important end, as our adult unmarried females?" she rhetorically
asked in 1837. [62] She probably did not know, but I suspect she
realized that the shifts in the demographic composition of New
England population had left a surplus of females whether they
married or not needed to plan for their lives. [63]
Finally, Mount Holyoke Female Seminary thrived because it
provided a comprehensive educational experience which suited the
needs of financial backers and potential students. Education at
Mount Holyoke was moral and religious first and then intellectual.
Rather than stressing individual student's academic achievements,
the school addressed the issues of both female character formation
[61] Committee to Addess the Public, Address to the Christian
Public (Northampton, June 15, 1835) p. 3.
[62] Mary Lyon, General View of the Principles and Design of
the Mount Holyoke Female Seminary . (Boston: Perkins and Marvin,
1837) p. 9; hereafter referred to as Principles .
[63] David F. Allmendinger Jr., "Mount Holyoke Students
Encounter the Need for Life-Planning, 1837-1850." History of
Education Quarterly 19 (Spring 1979) p. 29; hereafter referred to as
"Mount Holyoke Students."
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and assimilation into social roles. Mary fully subscribed to the
ideas of the Swiss educator, Pestalozzi. For Pestalozzi, education
had to be both moral and religious, natural rather than mechanical.
In schools simple mnemonic feats should be discouraged and
supplanted by intuition and reasoning. He also believed that "it
was the work of the school to fit the child for his place in
society. "[64] Hence, every detail of Mount Holyoke's educational
process was aimed at forming a "benevolent character," rather than
the "mere outward imbellishment" that was given "in nunneries. "[65]
From reading her letters and various addresses to the public,
one gains the impression that, like Emma Willard and Catharine
Beecher, Mary Lyon believed that women, while subordinate to men,
were not intellectually inferior. She shared with Beecher and
Willard the ideal that educated women were to serve others. [66] Mary
Lyon conscientiously spelled out her educational ideals. While
there is no evidence in Mary Lyon's writing that she was
particularly interested in social and economic problems of her
period, she, along with other educators of her time, supported the
notion that education was both beneficial to the individual and
[64] Tyler, p. 245.
[65] Edward Hitchcock, The Power of Christian Benevolence
Illustrated in the Life and Labors of Mary Lyon (New York: American
Tract Society, 1858) p. 213; hereafter referred to as 1858 edition.
Mary Lyon, like many Protestants, was a convinced anti-catholic.
[66] Curti. p. 188.
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advantageous to society. Mary believed that society should educate
women; in return for social support students had an obligation
toward society. Her institution fulfilled both ideals. By
educating women. Mount Holyoke could "redeem from waste a great
amount of... noble intellect, and moral power." Conversely, the
Seminary served society through the lives of dedicated women. Mary
clearly stated that the school was "designed to cultivate the
missionary spirit among its pupils," and that she considered
teaching the highest expression of such "spirit ."[67]
Her views, however, ran into the opposition of Catharine
Beecher, who objected to teaching being equated to a mission. In
1836, Beecher, who had labored to raise the occupation of teacher to
a professional status, wrote to Mary Lyon:
I fear you are starting wrong. It is the object of great plans
to raise the profits of our profession. If this is not secured
the profession will be forsaken by energy and talent and be the
resort of the stupid and shiftless. It cannot be sustained by
the missionary spirit. That will send forth ministers and
missionaries but rarely teachers. [68]
Mary Lyon*s lengthy reply revealed two main points. First, Mary
viewed teaching not as a profession, but essentially as a mission.-
You speak of the importance of raising the compensation of
teachers. In a list of motives for teaching, I should place
first the great motive, which cannot be understood by the
[67] Lyon, Mount Holyoke , p. 12; Committee, Address , n.p.;
Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University . A History .
(New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962) p. 59.
[68] Catharine Beecher as quoted in Stow, p. 43; for a complete
discussion of Beecher ideas on teaching, see Sklar, chapter 7.
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natural heart. Love thy neighbor as thyself. On this list,
though not second in rank. I have been accustomed to place
,
pecuniary considerations. I am inclined to the opinion that
this should fall lower on a list of motives to be presented to
ladies than to gentlemen, and that this is more in accordance
with the system of divine government.
Second, Mary acknowledged that public support would be lost if
appeals for greater educational opportunities for women were mixed
with demands for equality between the sexes.
Let us cheerfully make all due concessions, where God has
designated a difference in the situation of the sexes, such as
woman's retiring from public stations, being generally dependent
on the other sex for pecuniary support, &c. 0 that we may plead
constantly for her religious privileges, for equal facilities
for the improvement of her talents, and for the privilege of
using all her talents in doing good! [69]
Mary Lyon believed that the Seminary should be a permanent
institution, "which shall exert an unequivocal influence in
rendering female education a handmaid to the gospel and an efficient
auxiliary in the great work of renovating the world. "[70] Designed
to give a "solid, extensive, and well-balanced English education"
connected with "general improvement .. .moral culture. . .and enlarged
views of duty," it prepared "Ladies to be educators of children and
youth," rather than "mere teachers. "[71 ] In addition. Mount Holyoke
education was to benefit young women beyond their time in a school
[69] Hitchcock, p. 229.
[70] Mary Lyon, Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary : Female Education ,
Tendencies of the Principle Embraced and the System Adopted in the
Mt. Holyoke Female Seminary . (Boston, June 1839) p. 1.; hereafter
referred to as Female Education .
[71] Lyon, Principles , p. 1.
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room. Mary Lyon wrote in 1837:
such an education is needed by every female who takes the charge
of a school, and sustains the responsibility of guiding the
whole course and of forming the entire character of those
committed to her care. And when she has done with the business
of teaching in a regular school, she will not give up her
profession; she will still need the same well-balanced education
at the head of her own family, and in guiding her own
household. [72]
There was nothing radical or even vaguely resembling a combative
attitude in the way she enunciated these ideals. Since she was
writing in the late 1830 's, she appeared to have in mind a concept
of womanhood which was synonymous with the cult of the 'True Woman.*
Any Lady who has occasion to excel in guiding her household; in
being the active head of all her various departments of domestic
labor; in residing in the parlor and at the table without
display or diffidence, in rendering the house the abode of
hospitality as well as of domestic happiness; in becoming a
skillful teacher for her own children and for others who may be
gathered into the Sabbath school or Bible class; and in being
the mainspring of many a benevolent association; and, beside
all, who finds it desirable to be intelligent on most subjects
of practical interest, and it may be, too, to be literary
without vanity, and scientific without ostentation, — any lady,
who has occasion for all this, will have great reason for
gratitude. [73]
Thus, Mary proposed to create an institution that would abolish idle
and purposeless womanhood, and instil the idea of service as a
woman's mission.
Hoping to achieve this ideal through a comprehensive
educational program, Mary Lyon recognized that the education
[72] Ibid.
[73] Mary Lyon quoted by Fisk, p. 50
5^
provided at the Seminary was only a part in the broad process of
acculturation of young women. Since the Seminary would admit only
"adult young Ladies" aged sixteen or older, at a time "when
principles are to be adopted for life, when character is to receive
almost its last and final impression ," [7^ ] it was the goal of the
school to form woman *s character, to seek in various ways, "to cast
a powerful and decided influence ~ an influence, which shall extend
through. . .life. "[75]
The organizational structure of the school resembled very
closely the system followed by monastic orders. Although there is
no evidence that Mary Lyon was particularly well acquainted with
nunneries, her school resulted in a protestant version of a catholic
convent. From the rules and regulation to the the textbooks chosen,
from the quality and quantity of domestic work performed, everything
was designed to develop conformity and docility as well as a sense
of community.
Religion became the foundation in the process of shaping the
student's character. Everything at the Seminary was deeply steeped
in the precepts and the spirit of the Protestant Gospel. The
religious regimen that Mary Lyon prescribed to her students was not
too different from what they were used to in their own communities,
but it was certainly more rigorous. Once a week the students had
[7U] Lyon. Mount Holyoke , p. 3 and Female Education , p. 6
[75] Lyon. Female Education . p. 6.
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Bible classes; twice a day Mary Lyon addressed her pupils for talks
and prayers; once a day the teacher in charge of a section met with
them for "religious recess prayers." During these meetings.
Principal and teachers instructed the students on a variety of
topics. For example, "Thy will be done" was the theme of a morning
exercise devoted to the idea that submission to parents and teachers
would lead to Christ and to happiness within the domestic circle.
In these talks selfishness was always described as an enemy, and
self-denial as a virtue. Moreover, "suitable attention" was given
to "the maintaining of a consistent Christian deportment ."[76]
Afternoon exercises were devoted to practical topics. Punctuality,
study habits, and proper behavior were all linked to religious
spirit, since tardiness and general disorder were but the expression
of an unchristian character. Finally, during special days devoted
to the missionary cause, the students listened to incessant
exortations to practice self-denial and give. Mary Lyon's
educational process, then, reaffirmed the validity of the protestant
work ethic and merged it with the evangelical behavior exptected of
Christian women. [77]
Pious and religious principles, freely and openly imparted,
did not advocate passivity or inaction. For Mary Lyon religion
meant action, "doing good." She perceived the "cultivation of
[76] Lyon, Female Education , p. 7; Fisk. pp. 235-50.
[77] For a detailed discussion see Fisk, pp. 219-50.
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benevolence" as part and parcel of religion, and in her writing she
expressed over and over again that "the spirit of benevolence"
should be "manifest in all [of the school's] principles and in the
manner of conferring its privileges — in the mutual duties it
requires of its members, and in the claims it makes on them to
devote their future lives to doing good >"[78] Mary Lyon's religious
training and Christian education not only sought to inspire her
students to become "benevolent self-denying" missionaries in distant
lands and at home, but also induced successive generations of women
to participate in social welfare and social service work. [79]
Christian benevolence and self-denial, however, did not have to
interfere with self-preservation. Health issues and a "preventive"
approach played a significant role in Mary's concept of benevolence.
She believed that without good health a woman could not accomplish
her mission. She often stated: "the value of good health is
inestimable to a lady... she cannot perform her duties faithfully
and successfully unless she possesses a calm mind, an even temper, a
cheerful heart and a happy face. To possess all of these will
require a good deal of health. "[80] She thought that while a man
could conceivably contribute to the evangelical cause without
concern for his health, a woman could not use her infirmity for any
[78] Lyon, Female Education , p. 8; italics mine.
[79] Curti, p. 182.
[80] Fisk, pp. 240-41.
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other scope than to "seek to honor Christ by patience and
submission." For this reason, she asked "if you can do good in
another way, by taking care of your health, will you not be happier
in it?"[8l
]
Health constituted but a part of correct habit formation, which
in turn was an integral component of her view of women's roles.
Mary maintained that all of woman's duties, "of whatever kind, are
in an important sense, social and domestic. They are retired and
private, and not public, like those of the other sex. Whatever she
does beyond her own family, should be but another application and
illustration of social and and domestic excellence. "[82] Whith these
considerations then, Mary Lyon envisioned a broader view of woman's
sphere. Since she was training women to become teachers, a position
which could be viewed as a public role, Mary clarified that she
perceived woman's activity outside the home as still a part of
female social sphere; and that social and domestic spheres were
woman's private domain, while the public sphere was men's realm of
activity.
Moreover, in the eyes of Mary Lyon, social and domestic
excellence was to be reflected in the practices of her students.
Young women were to cultivate five major virtues; first, economy,
which meant "providing well at little comparative expense;" second,
[81] Fisk, pp. 240-U1; Lyon, Female Education , p. 9.
[82] Lyon, Female Education , p. 10.
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suitable feelings of independence from "the will of servants" and of
economic independence by living "within the means enjoyed;" third,
"skills and expedition in household duties;" fourth, "an obliging
disposition that would submit to the needs of the family;" finally,
"a spirit of gratitude and a sense of obligation" toward parents,
teachers and benefactors. These points were further stressed by
example and practice. The fact that Mount Holyoke Seminary was run
at one third of the cost of Ipswich was an appropriate illustration
of the principle of 'economy [83]
The Seminary under the watchful eye of Mary Lyon was to run as
a family in which each member was expected to live in the same
building and to contribute the best they could to the life of the
community . [84] To keep costs down and to reinforce the
identification of Seminary life as family life, the domestic work
for the school had to be performed by the students. Moreover,
according to Mary Lyon, domestic work freed the school from the
tyranny of hired help, preserved students interest in home duties,
and encouraged daily activity, which preserved both mental and
physical health, while providing ample opportunity for social
intercourse among the students. Further, the domestic requirement
[83] Stow, p. 103.
[84] The first catalogue of the school stated: "Every member of
the school will board in the establishment. All the teachers and
pupils, without exception will constitute one family." The same
concept was kept, worded in different form, up to 1896. See, Lyon,
Principles, p. 6.
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helped screen out "the indolent, the fastidious, and the feeble."
thus leaving "the finest of the wheat, the energetic, the
benevolent, and those whose early training has been favorable to
usefulness. "[85] In effect. Mary Lyon did not seek a total
transformation of character, rather, she made an effort to develop
the positive qualities her students brought with them to school.
The domestic work as performed at Mount Holyoke resembled the
structure of assembly-line work in a factory. At the beginning of
each term students were assigned specific tasks to be performed
alone or in groups, called "circles," at specific times of the day.
Each task, say making pies, was broken down into smaller segments.
One or more students were in charge of making crusts, others chopped
fruits, then, others assembled the pies, and, finally, one more
group of students supervised the cooking. Bells regulated every
moment of the students' lives while at the Seminary. Bells were rung
five minutes before each meal, and every half-hour between 5 a.m.
and 10 p.m. There was a warning bell for breakfast and for retiring,
and bells to remind the students that other bells were about to
ring. This particular aspect of Mount Holyoke discipline instilled
in each student a new and quite modern sense of time, its value, and
of the value of efficiency. [86]
[85] Quoted in Stow, p. 97.
[86] Green, pp. 273-74; David F. Allmendinger , Jr., "The Social
Origins of Early Mount Holyoke Students." Paper delivered at Mount
Holyoke College, January 7, 1976; hereafter referred to as "Social
Origins."
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Over seventy rules and regulations were used to stress the
importance of efficient, internalized time-discipline as well as
Christian behavior. If a Christian woman was to practice self-denial
and submissiveness throughout her life, the conformity and
regimentation required by the Seminary's rules amply developed those
two virtues. The major requirements were attendance and punctuality
at each class, meeting, meal or domestic task. Other rules expressed
the seriousness of the training at the Seminary. For example,
silence was to be observed throughout most of the day. Another set
of rules required care of the Seminary property — no marking of the
building, breaking of crockery, lying on quilts — as well as
personal property of the students — they had to keep order in their
personal wardrobe, cash had to be locked up and account books had to
be balanced at the end of each week.
The specificity of some of the rules testifies to the level of
regimentation required at the Seminary. At the same time, the
strict enforcement of every rule via the self-reporting system shows
that students were not to question but to conform. Mary Lyon
adopted at Mount Holyoke a system of "planned consensus and
self-reporting" which she had previously tested at Derry with Zilpah
Grant. At Mount Holyoke, however, offenders did not only confess to
their teachers about minor broken rules, violators of major items
were exposed before the plenary assembly of the school. Public
humiliation was an effective means of keeping order at the Seminary.
If a student did not want to be shamed in front of the entire
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school, she simply had to obey and conform to the rules. [87]
- If domestic work, bells, rules and religion were important
tools in molding the characters of young women, the course of
instruction reinforced those tools. Adopting the teaching methods
used at Derry and Ipswich. Mary Lyon stressed "high standard of
mental discipline... slow, thorough and patient manner of study" all
built within a "systematic and extensive course of solid
branches. "[88] Aware that many of her students could not stay for
the entire three years of the course, she tried to impress upon
everyone that learning was an unending process and that once a
student had developed sound foundations and "mental powers" she
could continue in her learning experience years after she left the
school. The curriculum was "to develop imagination and refine the
taste... strengthen practical faculties, mature the understanding,
and lay a firm basis for character. "[891 Further, the monitorial
system, weekly reviews, daily recitations and essay writing were not
[87] Green, pp. 279-81; Margaret Lynch, "Convent to College:
The Disciplinary System and the Character and Aims of Mount Holyoke
Seminary." Unpublished paper. May 2, 1980, Mount Holyoke College
Archives; Charlotte K. Shea, "Authority and Compliance at Mount
Holyoke College: The Passing of the Old Order, 1875-1910." Paper
presented to the AERA Convention. Boston. Massachusetts. April 9,
1980; Joseph F. Kett. Rites of Passage . Adolescence in America 1790
to the Present (New York: Basic Books Inc., 1977) p. 47. Kett
points out that public humiliation so widely used as a disciplinary
technique had its roots in the Colonial idea of publicly shaming
adult wrongdoers as a mean for keeping social control.
[88] Lyon. Mount Holyoke . pp. 4-5.
[89] Stow. p. 104
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tied to a grade system, even if a student's individual advancement
was tied to her achievement of a certain standard. Unlike most
seminaries and secondary schools, Mount Holyoke did not award prizes
to students, nor did it give monetary incentives that would push
students toward emulation. Along with other educational reformers.
Mary Lyon regarded competition a negative trait for women's
character; benevolent imitation of Jesus was far more
appropriate . [90]
Was Mount Holyoke Seminary a school for "True Womanhood?" Was
Mary Lyon hoping to turn out educated pious, domestic and submissive
wives, mothers and teachers? The evidence gathered from her public
pronouncements and school policies points towards a resounding
"YES". Mount Holyoke students were educated so that they could
contribute to the advancement of society in the years before their
marriage, and benefit their own families after they married. [91]
There was no ambivalence in her educational goals. She believed
that the development of a benevolent character and preparation for
future social roles were the main aims of the school. Knowledge was
not sought for its own sake, nor for self-fulfillment as paramount
goal, but to help the students understand that they had a task to
[90] Nancy Green, "Female Education and School Competition:
1820-1850" in Woman's Being , Woman 's Place : Female Identity and
Vocation in American History . Mary Kelley, ed., (Boston: G.K.Hall and
Co.. 1979) pp. 127-141; Stow, pp. 104-105.
[91] Elizabeth Green, p. 119.
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accomplish: to do good. Mary Lyon's goal was "not championship for
woman... not the benefit of woman as woman, but the good of the
world through woman." [92]
Mount Holyoke, as a result of Mary Lyon's goals and policies,
while akin in many resptects to other women's secondary schools was
considerably different from other, i.e. male, Seminaries and
Colleges of the same period. In the first half of the 19th century
in most small New England colleges a social change had occurred that
would transform the college experience of male students. At
institutions like Amherst, Bowdoin and Williams the concept of the
residential college and accompanying "communal arrangements that
once controlled the behavior and intellectual activity of students"
had slowly been eroded; [93] male colleges could no longer carry on
the functions of loco parentis. Student self-reliance and
self-determination had replaced the earlier tradition. By 1840
Amherst faculty had to admit that they were unable to maintain order
and that they no longer assumed the responsibilities and the
position of parents. [9^1 Thus, while male colleges were dispersing
[92] Stow, p. 35.
[93] David F. Allmendinger Jr., Paupers and Scholars . The
Trasformation of Student Life in 19th Century New England ^ (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1975) p. 7; hereafter referred to as
Paupers .
[94] Ibid., p. 114 and p. 107. Allmendinger shows that life in
a college town was far from being peaceful and quiet. Poor male
students choose not to live at the college, but boarded with
families. Consequently, students departed from college during the
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their community of students, at Mount Holyoke Mary Lyon was
re-inventing it.
Though Mount Holyoke 's pattern diverged from that of male
colleges of the time, it was not out of place with other new social
and economic organizational patterns, e.g. Lowell factories. The
organizational skills that Mary Lyon had developed at Ipswich became
the tools for creating a school in which every moment of the daily
life of each student had to be accounted for. [95] The daughters of
New England families whose lives had followed the ever-changing and
immutable rhythms of the seasons, whose minds were "task-oriented",
were, like the Lowell girls, brought in contact with a strict
"time-discipline." Bells regulated their lives, and numerous rules
ordered the activites of the whole community. Although the sheer
number of students at Mount Holyoke Seminary made some mode of
discipline a necessity — in 1848 there were 235 students enrolled
at the Seminary, while Amherst College in the same academic year
enrolled only 150 students — the change in life patterns had an
important effect on the students. C96] Life in a large institution
such as Mount Holyoke helped the students to develop a sense of
academic year without permission, they drank, smoked and generally
misbehaved. During the academic year 1830-1831, the Amherst faculty
acted on at least 89 cases of discipline.
[95] Allmendinger , "Social Origins"
[96] William S. Tyler A History of Amherst College During the
Administration of Its First Five Presidents From 1821 to 1891 (New
York: Frederick H. Hitchcock. 1895) p. 299.
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time-discipline and efficiency that were new to American culture.
The cult of efficiency and time-motion studies were at least fifty
years in the future; yet, Mary Lyon in the 1840s was applying
management principles to her school, [97] If Mary Lyon had hoped to
have an institution "based entirely on Christian principles" and
"designed to cultivate the missionary spirit among its pupils", if
she wished to provide "a multitude of benevolent self-dening female
teachers ,"[98] she also managed to instill in her students a variety
of concepts more secular than biblical in origin, typical of her
time and yet quite modern. Ultimately, even if Mary Lyon advocated
educational ideas suited for the 'True Woman', she subverted women's
prescriptive roles through her practices. By the 18UOs Mount
Holyoke's education carried the seed of a more complex and new
womanhood. The Seminary was producing a breed of Christian,
domestic, submissive women who had internalized time-discipline and
efficiency before their time.
[97] Allmendinger , "Social Origins"; Samuel Haber, Efficiency
and Uplift . Scientific Management in the Progressive Era , 1890-1920
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 196M) Introduction; for
students' testimony see Stow, p. 29^.
[98] Hitchcock, p. 212 and p. 23^.
CHAPTER III
SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF MOUNT HOLYOKE STUDENTS
1837-1910
In the first quarter of the nineteenth century, the
establishment of an unusually large number of small colleges for men
constituted a distinctive feature in the development of higher
education in New England. The Northeast became a land of local
colleges. Created primarily to serve the religious and educational
needs of local populations, private institutions like Amherst,
Bowdoin and Williams attracted poor young men from New England's
farms and hills. Nathaniel Hawthorne described these students as:
"Country graduates ... half-bumpkin, half-scholarly figures," and,
indeed, they were a strange blend of rural poverty and aristocratic
education. The provincial colleges, with their inexpensive living
arrangements, provided young men of the rural "middling sort" with
an education that served as an instrument for social mobility, while
their economically hard pressed families could save their sons from
social failure. According to historian David Allmendinger the young
men who entered local New England colleges in the first half of the
19th century, did so with the intent of improving their social and
economic conditions. As sons of impoverished farmers, they lived in
"a declining social order that could not absorb them."[1]
[1] In four New England States alone nine institutions were
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When Mary Lyon decided to establish her school for women she
had in mind the organizational structure of the new local
institutions and the social origins of the male students attending
the provincial colleges of New England. She, too. wanted to provide
quality education not for sons of farmers, but for "adult female
youths of the middle walks of life," regardless of their rural or
urban origins. As early as 1833 in a letter to Zilpah Grant, she
voiced her commitment to the middle class:
...ray thoughts, feelings, and judgement are turned toward the
middle classes of society. For this class I want to labor, and
for this class I consider myself rather peculiarly fitted to
labor. To this class in society would I devote, directly, all
the remainder of my strength, .. .not to the higher classes, not
to the poorer classes. This middle class contains the main
springs, and main wheels, which are to move the world. [2]
Mary Lyon herself had come from a rural family, not too poor to
be able to provide for the bare necessities of its family members,
but also not so rich as to ignore the meaning of money earned by
one's toil. Throughout her teaching career she had encountered
students from all walks of life. At Ipswich, however, the majority
established. Donald G. Tewksbury, The Founding of American Colleges
and Universities Before the Civil War . (New York: Archon Books,
1965) p. 3 and Chapter II and Appendix A; Nathaniel Hawthorne quoted
in David F. Allmendinger , Jr. Paupers and Scholars . The
Trasformation of Student Life in 19th Century New England . (New
York: St. Martin's Press, 1975) p. 2 and p. 11; Ronald Story,
"Harvard and the Boston Brahamins: A Study in Institutional and
Class Development, 1800-1865" Journal of Social History 8 (Spring
1975) p. 112.
[2] Marion Lansing, Mary Lyon Through Her Letters (Boston:
Books, Inc. 1937) p. 129; Edward Hitchcock, The Power of Christian
Benevolence Illustrated in the Life and Labors of Mary Lyon.
(Northampton: Hopkins, Bridman and Co., 1852) p. 178.
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of the Seminary students apparently came from "families of easy
circumstances." Mary was very much impressed by the struggle of the
minority of young women, who, with severely limited financial means
managed nevertheless to stay on at the school; they begged male
relatives to let them use money set aside for their dowry; they
often worked in cottage industries saving just enough money to
attend one more term; when they had to, they borrowed the funds
needed, all to complete their Seminary course.[3] She did not
question why so few women directly controlled the money they had
earned or inherited. Instead, she started her own institution with
the specific intent of helping women of the middle class to become
self-supporting by providing them with a good education at low cost.
At the same time, she believed that Mount Holyoke through the social
service of dedicated women had a wide sphere of influence.
In a recent study, Allmendinger has analyzed the social origins
of Mount Holyoke students who graduated or attended the school
between 1837 and 1850 while Mary Lyon was still alive. Drawing from
letters and diaries as well as from personal records and Census
material, Allmendinger has concluded that out of necessity both
Mount Holyoke students and their parents consciously planned their
entrance into an institution of higher learning. Further, in his
article he has shown that Mount Holyoke indeed attracted women from
[3] Elizabeth A. Green, Mary Lyon and Mount Holyoke . Opening
the Gates . (Hanover, New Hampshire: University Press of New England,
T979) p. 8-12; Hitchcock, p. 272.
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families of modest means. More than half (58.6 percent) of the
families producing graduates at Mount Holyoke Seminary listed in the
1850 Federal Census a real estate value worth $3,000 or less.
According to Allmendinger ' s estimates, "estates of this size were
below the average value of estates in mature farming areas at
mid-century. "[4] Both students who graduated from the Seminary and
those who did not finish (non-graduates) shared similar social
origins. In the majority of cases, the young women were daughters
of New England farmers or came "from families associated with
country occupations," teachers, clergyman, attorneys or
physicians. [5] Their social roots, therefore, were quite similar to
the school *s founder. Moreover, the students who went to Mount
Holyoke in the early years shared with the founder two major
assumptions. First, the newly acquired education was to help them
satisfy their private need, to plan for their lives, find teaching
positions and make themselves self-supporting. Second, since the
young women were dedicated to teaching as a benevolent pursuit and
were not attracted primarily by the monetary reward, they intended
their education to benefit society at large. Mount Holyoke,
therefore, served both the private needs of its students as well as
[4] David F. Allmendinger, Jr., "Mount Holyoke Students
Encounter the Need for Life Planning, 1837-1850" History of
Education Quarterly 19 (Spring 1979) p. 30; hereafter referred to as
"Mount Holyoke Students"
[5] Ibid., p. 31-32.
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the publicly held notion that collegiate institutions should be
socially useful. [6]
Social Origins
By contrast to Allmendinger * s thesis, the need for
life-planning, was not the sole moving force which sent students to
Mount Holyoke in the decades of the 1880s and the 1900s. A close
look at the social origins of two group of students who enrolled in
the years 1881 to 1884 and 1901 to 1904 reveals that the social
composition of the early Seminary had shifted and that the majority
of students at Mount Holyoke Female Seminary were no longer
daughters of New England farmers.
Students entering Mount Holyoke between 1881 and 1884 came from
families representing a different proportions in the distribution of
occupations than in 1838-1850. If we compare the two groups (Table
1), one striking change is evident: the number of fathers engaged in
agricultural pursuits declined considerably for the 1880s group.
During the period examined by Allmendinger , 55.4 percent of all the
fathers were farmers, while evidence gathered from the 1880 Federal
Census reveals a significant decline: only 34.2 percent of the
families of students then at Mount Holyoke were involved in
farming. Out of the 121 students whose father's occupations were
retraced, almost half of them (48.8 percent) fell into the category
[6] Frederick Rudolph, The American College and University : k
History . (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1962) p. 59.
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TABLE 1
Father's Occupation of Mount Holyoke Students
1838-1888
1838-1850 » 1885-1888
Father's N. of % N. of %
Occupation Fathers Fathers
Farmer 149 55.4 40 33.1
Professional
and Business 70 26.0 59 48.8
White Collar 23 8.6 8 6.6
Skilled 20 7.4 10 8.3
Semi-Skilled - - 3 2.5
Unskilled 5 1.9
No Occup. 2 0.7 1 0.8
Valid Cases 269 100 121 100
*Source: David F. Allmendinger
,
Jr., "Mount Holyoke Students,"
p. 31.
of "Professional and Business." This group was composed primarily of
men engaged in established and older professions — clergymen and
missionaries (24 fathers), physicians, lawyers and judges (11
fathers.) Worthy of notice is the presence of technologically
skilled professions such as civil engineering (2 fathers) , and of
new occupations, which reflected a modernizing structure of the
business world. Insurance company agents or grain companies (3
fathers), real estate as well as whole sale and retail dealers (4
fathers) were sending their daughters to Mount Holyoke.
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The change in social origin of students as expressed by
father's occupation, however, should not be regarded as a radical
departure from the early days at the Seminary. Although forty year,
after its founding the student body was more heterogeneous than in
the early decades, Mount Holyoke Seminary was not a school for the
urban industrial aristocracy of the North-East.
For purposes of analysis, a composite index of the social
standing of families was created and the students have been divided
into three loosely and conventionally defined groups: working,
middle and upper class. The first group, roughly a tenth of all
students, was comprised of the daughters of relatively poor working
class parents. They, with the help of scholarships or by their own
labor, could attend Mount Holyoke because, in comparison with other
women's colleges, it still had a low tuition. [?] This was true of
Alice Porter Stevens and Elizabeth Crowther. According to
information preserved in the manuscript schedules of the 1880
Federal Census, Alice, first daughter of Benjamin and Louisa
Stevens, worked in a factory when she was seventeen, two years
before entering Mount Holyoke. Her father and older brother were
fishermen and Alice, who lived in Newburyport, Massachusetts, with
the rest of her family, had to share what family resources there
[7] Between 1881 and 1888 tuition at Mount Holyoke was set at
the cost of $175 which included full board. At Smith College in the
same period room, board and tuition was $300 a year. Sarah Gordon,
"Smith College Students: the First Ten Classes, 1879-1888," History
of Education Quarterly 15 (Summer 1975), p. 153.
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were with two younger sisters. Fannie, and Nellie, respectively
eleven and eight year old, who were still in school.
Elizabeth Crowther's father was a 44 year old woolsorter. A
widower, he had moved with his family from Yorkshire county in
England to the United States between 1865 and 1867 and settled in
the town of Enfield, Massachusetts. After his wife's death, his
oldest daughter Mary stayed at home to take care of the house and
her youngest brother, while Elizabeth (age 15) and Joshua (age 13)
worked in the same mill with their father, to help with the family's
finances. Three years later, at 19, Elizabeth entered Mount
Holyoke, graduating in 1887.
The second group of young women, more than half of the
students, belonged to New England Middle class families. Mostly
committed to education, these families closely resembled the farming
families studied by Allmendinger in the early years of the Seminary
and of the New England Colleges. The family of Jennie E. Smith is a
good case in point. Her parents, David and Laura Smith were farmers
in the small rural community of Huntington, Hampshire county,
Massachusetts, but, evidently, they did not expect their children to
follow the same occupation. In fact, the 1880 Federal Census
revealed that Jennie's siblings had received some education beyond
high school. Elizabeth, the oldest, was already employed as a
school teacher; Clayton, the first male child, was a 23 year old
college student, while Jennie was already enrolled at Mount Holyoke.
The lack of details on the Smiths' as well as other families' life
7U
history does not allow an Indepth analysis of motives or even
quantitative measure of why some farmers sent their children to
college, and in particular, their daughters to riount Holyoke
Seminary. Nonetheless, it is possible to assume that in these
families money was available for one or two years of higher
education for their children, but squandering in what they might
have considered fancy finishing schools was not possible. Along
with the daughters of farmers, this second category included the
daughters of financially insecure ministers and missionaries, who
depended for their salaries from stingy parishioners or from the
Board of Foreign Missions. [8] The economic insecurity of these
students was communicated by Alice Bushee in her Journal , when in
1888, she wrote: "I do not know what to do about going home. If we
move I want to go [home] and if we don't I shall stay [in South
Hadley]. The trouble is about money for next year." Her
apprehension stemmed from the fact that her father, a minister from
Worcester, had been dismissed by his congregation and was looking
for a new position. The churches of Sunderland and Granby were
potential new pastorates but, as the congregations had not decided
whether or not to hire pastor Bushee, the whole family anxiously
waited and worried about their economic future. The financial
uncertainty of her parents' position was passed on to their
[8] Mary Isabel Park, "Reminiscences" Mount Hol yoke Alumnae
Quarterly (Spring I960) p. 30.
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daughter, who brooded about her father's preaching: "His last Sunday
is June 3rd, and then what?"[9]
About a quarter of the student body formed the last group, they
were daughters of wealthy businessmen, bankers, and lawyers as well
as members of an intellectual elite who had educational ties with
the seminary. For example, Ruth Elizabeth Wight was the only child
of a self-proclamed "Capitalist" from Springfield, Massachusetts.
Besides her family's ability to pay for her education, young Ruth
had emotional ties with Mount Holyoke, since her mother, Elizabeth
N. Lewis, had graduated from the Seminary in 1855, taught for a
while and then, in 1862, married Emerson Wight. [10]
Harriet Keopuolani Richards Williston also attended the
Seminary in the early days, and, had she finished her course of
study she would have been a member of the class of 18^7. In 1853
she married William Smith Clark, a young professor of chemistry at
Amherst College, who, in 1867, became the third and possibly the
best known president of Massachusetts Agricultural College, now
University of Massachusetts .[ 1 1 ] Seven of their eight daughters
[9] Alice Bushee, Journal , Vol. II, Friday, April 20 1888, p.
76 and Wednesday, May 12, 1888, p. 78.
[10] Alumnae Association of Mount Holyoke College, One Hundred
Year Biographic al Directory , Mount Holyoke College , 1837 - 1937*
(So. Hadley, Mass.: Bulletin Series 30, n. 5, 1937) p. 82; hereafter
referred to as One Hundred Year . All of the information on alumnae
was collated from the Directory and Alumnae bio-folders.
[11] Students who left school before the completion of their
course of studies are called "non-graduates" and they are identified
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attended the Seminary between 1878 and 1891. Among them Mary
Richards Clark, class X1886, who matriculated in the same year as
Jane Elizabeth Hitchcock, third daughter of Edward Hitchcock,
another professor at Amherst College. Hitchcock's ties with Mount
Holyoke went all the way back to Mary Lyon's youth. He was the son
of the same Edward Hitchcock, President of Amherst College, who had
been a long-standing friend and counsellor of Mary Lyon.
In the early days, Mary Lyon's school had attracted a sizable
majority of farmers' daughters and a minority of middle-class
professionals. Forty years later, in the 1880s. the Seminary was
attended by students with different social backgrounds .[ 12]
Admittedly, there was still a significant number of farmers'
daughters, but the influx of students from wealthier and established
professional families tipped the scale of the social composition of
the student body. The homogeneity of social origin and the
similarities of social intent shared by student and founder in the
early days had been modified. In the 1880s, the heterogeneity of
by the year of their potential graduation preceded by an 'x', hence
Harriet Keopuolani Richards Williston was class of x1847. Harriet
K, R. Williston, born in the Sandwich Islands, was the adopted
daughter of Samuel Williston, friend of Mary Lyon, member of the
Board of Trustees of Mount Holyoke, founder of Williston Academy and
finally, uncle of A. Lyman Williston, long time Treasurer of the
Board of Trustees of Mount Holyoke.
[12] The shift in the social composition of Mount Holyoke
Seminary students also mirrored the demographic and occupational
changes which took place over a forty year period in New England.
For example, by the 1880s the rural population had considerably
declined; see Table 8.
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social origins altered the social assumptions and the expectations
that had linked earlier students to the Seminary.
Despite the shift in paternal occupation from farming to
professional, and the consequent heterogeneity of social origins,
Mount Holyoke in the 1880s did not tap the same pool of applicants
attracted by the new women's colleges. If we compare the social
origins of Mount Holyoke students, classes of 1885 to 1888, with
Smith College students of the same classes, we notice a striking




Father's Occupations of Smith College
and Mount Holyoke Seminary Students
Classes of 1885-1888
Smith * Mount Holyoke
Father's N. of % N. of %
Occupation Fathers Fathers
Farmer 14 5.8 40 33.1
Professional
and Business 188 77.7 59 48.8
White Collar 23 9.5 8 6.0
Skilled 11 4.5 10 8.3
Semi-Skilled - - 4 2.5
Unskilled 6 2.5
Unemployed - - 1 0.8
Valid Cases 242 100 120 100
*Source: Sarah Gordon, "Smith College Students," p. 150.
In an interesting article Sarah Gordon argues that Smith's
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"community was organized with a view of dissolving distinctions of
wealth and status which diversity brought with it", implying that
the social origins of Smith students as reflected by their father's
occupation, were quite diverse, [13] However, if the data presented
in Gordon's article are reclassified and the occupations of
professional fathers are combined with business employers, the
results show that more than three quarters of the fathers of Smith
College students fall into the category of "Professional," followed
by almost ten percent who are white collar workers, and a mere 5.8
percent who were farmers (Table 2). Hence, while Smith College
attracted a vast majority of daughters from financially secure
professional and managerial classes, the roots of Mount Holyoke
families, at this time, were almost evenly divided between farmers
and professional occupations
.
The shift from farming fathers toward professional occupations
should not be regarded as an isolated occurrence within four classes
of 1885 to 1888. Rather, it represented the beginning of a trend
that would eventually lead Mount Holyoke College to be considered a
school for daughters of the professional and managerial elite. In
fact, quantitative evidence points to the existence of such changes
in the social structure of the student population that by the 1900s,
as Mount Holyoke evolved into a full-fledged college, its students'
social origins resembled more closely Smith College students of
[131 Sarah Gordon, p. 147.
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twenty years earlier than Mount Holyoke's. Students who enrolled at
the College between 1901 and 1904 came predominantly from
"Professional and Business" families; judges and lawyers (22
fathers), physicians (27), manufacturers (38), engineers (16),
businessmen and bankers (30), university professors (10), and
self-defined "Capitalists" (4). All in all, by the first decade of
the 1900, over 60 percent of the college students were the daughters
of professional fathers.
TABLE 3
Father's Occupation of Mount Holyoke Students
1885-1908
1885-1888 1905-1098
Father's N, of % N. of %
Occupation Fathers Fathers
Farmer 40 33.1 72 12.0
Professional
and Business 59 48.8 360 60.2
White Collar 8 6.0 110 18.4
Skilled 10 8.3 '+5 7.5
Semi-Skilled 3 2.5 9 1.5
Unskilled - - 1 0.2
Retired - - 1 0.2
Unemployed 1 0.8
Valid Cases 120 100 598 100
In the twenty year span between the last of the Seminary students
and the students entering Mount Holyoke College in 1901 to 1904,
professional fathers represented the largest increase, from 48.8
percent in 1885-1888 to 60.2 percent in 1905-1908, with a net
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increase of ll.U percent. The fathers who were farmers declined by
a dramatic 21.1 percent.
This remarkable shift could be attributed, at least in part, to
the changed social and economic structure of the country as a whole
and of New England in particular. Concurrent with population
movement toward the city, rural population and people involed in
farming rapidly declined. Moreover, as the United States became a
urbanized nation, the number of successful farmers with sufficient
means to send their daughters to college declined, and the urban
professional and managerial class took charge of many educational
institutions. C 14] At Mount Holyoke, for example, the increase among
the number of professional fathers was paralleled by a similar
Increase among the number of "White Collar" fathers, which swelled
from 6.0 percent to 18.4 percent in a twenty year period.
Undoubtedly, a different definition of "middle class" had
helped the shift in admission. There is no evidence that the change
from a majority of farmer's daughters in Mary Lyon's days to a
majority of professional's daughters in Mary Woolley's time had been
dictated by a conscious policy of exclusion of one social group in
favor of another. External changes in the economic as well as the
ethnic composition of the labor force have to be taken into account.
[14] Burton J. Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism : The
Middle Class and the Development of Higher Education in America .
(New York: Norton Co., 1976) p. 33.
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Moreover, the change in the social origins of the student body
had not been sudden or abrupt. On the contrary, the quantitative
evidence suggests that over a period of years the homogeneity of the
early classes shifted toward a more heterogeneous group in the
1880s, to revert to homogeneity in the 1900s. The shift in the
social composition of the student population in the 1880s seems to
coincide with a transitional period in the organizational life of
Mount Holyoke. Exactly when the school was debating the role it
should assume in the educational system, whether to continue as a
seminary or to evolve into a collegiate institution, the students
admitted came from diverse social stations. Thus, the classes
between 1881 and 1888 represent a unique group of women caught in
the crossroads of an unexpected social experiment and of conflicting
ideas about the institution and its future educational role.
Geographical Origins
The shift in occupational pursuits of fathers reflects, too, a
shift in the residence of Mount Holyoke students from rural to urban
Out of 115 Massachusetts students for whom we have information on
their place of residence, 82 students, or 71.3 percent of the 1880
group came from rural communities (i.e., from town and villages with
less than 8,000 inhabitants) and only 28.7 percent from urban areas
with more than 8,000 people. Twenty years later, more than half
(56.1 percent) of the students attending Mount Holyoke between 1901
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Valid Cases 115 100 321 100
and 1908 came primarily from larger cities. [15] Further, in
1885-1888 the proportion of students coming from small communities
of 5,000 people or less was considerably higher for Mount Holyoke
students when compared with Smith College students (Table 5). [16]
[15] For the division rural-urban see: U. S. Bureau of the
Census, "The Development of the Urban-Rural Classification in the
United States." Current Population Reports (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, Series P-23, n. 1.
[16] A word of warning is needed here concerning the size of
the communities. The figures given and the results presented are
statistically correct, but they are an approximation of historical
reality. The place of residence was taken from the college records
and the size of the these communities was provided by the 1880 and
the 1900 Federal Censuses. In certain cases, however, the de jure
geographical units of the Census — precincts, wards, towns — did
not coincide with the de^ facto geographical units provided by the
students. For example, Caroline Giddings, class X1886 resided in
Housatonic, a village in the Berkshire hills. Both the 1880 Federal
and the 1885 State Census counted Housatonic as part of Great
Barrington township. Thus, the figures show that Caroline came from
a town of 4,653 inhabitants, while in reality she came from a
considerably smaller community for which the total population could
not be approximated, except from an impressionistic point of view.
Fortunately, there were only two such cases out of a total of 115,
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TABLE 5
Size of Students' Town of Residence
Smith College and Mount Holyoke, 1885-1908
Smith Mount Holyoke
1885-1888 1885- 1888 1 QOS- 1 QOfi
Size of N. of % N. of % N nf h
Town Students Students students
Under
2,500 68 2U.3 51 44.3 37 11.5
5,000 37 13.2 25 21.7 53 16.5
10,000 23 8.2 8 7.0 65 20.0
15,000 34 12.1 8 7.0 27 8.7




20 17.4 134 42.0
Total 280 100 115 100 321 100
•Source: Sarah Gordon
,
Table 5, p. 153.
In fact, if we combine the figures for students coming from
communities with population under 2,500 and between 2,500 and 5,000
we see that 66 percent of Mount Holyoke students came from small
towns, while only 37.5 percent of the Smith College student body
came from similar size communities. Conversely, more than one third
(35.4 percent) of Smith v/omen came from large urban areas, while a
mere 17.4 percent of Mount Holyoke students came from cities with
more than 20,000 inhabitants. As for Mount Holyoke 1900s group,
over forty percent came from cities. In addition, more than three
quarters (78.8 percent) of the same group of students came from the
six New England states and New York state, and Massachusetts alone
which leaves the results valid.
8U
sent nearly 40 percent from its towns and villages (Table 6 and
Table 7). Since these states were the first to urbanize, we can
safely assume that the families of Mount Holyoke College students
were associated with urban occupations (Table 8).
TABLE 6




Region N. of % N. of
Students Students
North Eastern 287 66.9 674 78.8
Middle Atlantic 69 16.1 82 9.6
East Central 30 7.0 62 7.3
West Central 20 4.6 20 2.3
Western 5 1 .2 8 0.9




Valid Cases 429 100 855 100
Immigration had a smaller impact than urbanization on the changes of
social composition of the student body. Occasionally Mount Holyoke
admitted some students who were born abroad. In the vast majority
of cases they were not immigrants, but U.S. citizens and daughters
of missionaries stationed in distant places as Turkey, India,
Hawaii, South Africa, Japan or China. [17] Such was the case of
Harriett L. Bruce, class of 1887, who left her native town,
[17] Of the 283 students who were admitted in 1881-188^, and
whose place of birth was available, twenty or 7.2 percent were born
in foreign countries: six in Great Britain, three in Turkey, five in
India, three in Canada, one in Hawaii and two in South Africa.
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TABLE 7
State of Residence at Admission











Massachusetts 115 • 26,.8
Connecticut 52 12,. 1
Rhode Island 0 0
Vermont 25 5,.8
Maine 14 3..3
New Hampshire 19 4..4
New York 62 14.,4
























































* Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statistics of
the United States , Colonial Times to 1970 , Part 1 , (Washington , D.C.
Government Printing Office, 1975) p. 22 and p. 29.
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Ahmadnager in central India and her missionary parents, to gain an
education at Mount Holyoke. The year before Harriett's admission,
another young woman, Martha Pixley arrived in South Hadley from
another distant land, in this case, the state of Natal, South
Africa. Unlike Harriett, however, Martha was merely following her
mother's footsteps. Louisa Healy (class xl857) left Mount Holyoke
in 1855 to marry a young missionary, Stephen Clapp Pixley, who left
for South Africa the same year with his new bride. [18] By 1900,
however, the number of students born abroad diminished to a mere 3.M
percent of the students admitted. In fact, of the 783 students
whose place of birth was recorded at Mount Holyoke, only 2? were
born abroad (Table 9).
TABLE 9
Place of Birth of Mount Holyoke Students
1881-1908
1881 -188M 1901-1904
Region N. of % N. of %
Students Students
North Eastern 186 65.7 582 74.3
Middle Atlantic 38 13.4 72 9.2
South East 2 0.7 3 0.4
East Central 29 10.2 67 8.6
West Central 7 2.5 19 2.4
Western 1 0.4 13 1.7
Abroad 20 7.2 27 3.4
Valid Cases 283 100 783 100
[18] Both Harriett L. Bruce and Martha H. Pixley returned to
their native countries and became missionaries. Martha remained
single, while Harriett returned to the States and married at 36,
after thirteen years in India as a missionary teacher with the
American Board of Missions.
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More than half of these college students born abroad were no longer
daughters of missionaries coming back to the United States to be
educated. Ten students came from Canada, six from Northern Europe
and three from Eastern Europe, scarcely missionary territor ies . [ 1 9
]
That Mount Holyoke College in the 1900s began to reflect
slightly the impact of migratory currents is confirmed by the data
on the country of birth of the parents. Virtually all of the
students who went to the Seminary between 1881 and 1884 were born of
parents who were U.S. citizens. Only five fathers out of 103 (^.85
percent) gave as their place of birth a foreign country: England,
Ireland, Germany, Canada and Spain; of the mother's five were born
abroad, two in England, and one each in Ireland, Germany and Canada
respectively. Twenty years later, however, roughly seven percent of
the students' parents were born abroad (Table 10).
Obviously, we should not imagine Mount Holyoke as a haven for
daughters of immigrants, since foreign born parents remained a tiny
minority. Even the few who were foreign born came from Canada or
from Northern Europe, that is to say, from countries with close
cultural affinities to New England. [20]
[19] Two students came from England, two from Ireland, one each
from Scotland, Germany, Russia, Bulgaria and Rumania, two from
Turkey, two from India, one from Mexico, and two from Japan.
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TABLE 10
Place of Birth of Parents Producing
Mount Holyoke Students
1901-1908
Country N. of % N, of %
of Birth Fathers Mothers
S. A. 718 92.9 719 92.9
Northern
Europe MO 5.2 36 4.7
Canada 14 1.8 17 2.2
Russia 1 0.1 1 0.1
France 0 0 1 0.
1
Valid Cases 773 100 774 100
In the early days (1838-1850) of the Seminary attending Mount
Holyoke was not quite the equivalent of a cosmopolitan experience.
While some students came from many remote areas of the country, the
school had acquired a regional constituency. According to
Allmendinger , "more than 90 percent of the graduates came from the
six New England states and New York state." [21] In its last years
as a Seminary, the school had drawn its students from places as far
away as California and Washington and, from exotic countries, while
16.1 percent of the students had come from the Middle-Atlantic
states. The vast majority, nonetheless, still came from the North
[20] Thirty fathers were born in the British Isles, eight in
Germany, two in Scandinavian countries; twenty-eight mothers came
from England, Scotland and Ireland, seven from Germany, and one from
Sweden
.
[21] Allmendinger, "Mount Holyoke Students", p. 32.
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Eastern states (66.9 percent) (Table 6). By the 1900s Mount Holyoke
became a college and carved a place for itself among other women's
colleges, the geographical roots of its constituency became somewhat
more limited. Out of 855 students. 674 (or 78.8 percent) came from
the North East and less than ten percent from Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware and Virginia. With the growth in the number of
institutions of higher learning open to women. Mount Holyoke had
lost some of its clientele and the geographical origin of its
students became more homogeneous, but was not restricted to New
England and New York state. While a simple change of about ten
percent over a twenty year period might not be dramatic, it shows,
however that by the first decade of the twentieth century Mount
Holyoke College had become a school for the daughters of urban
professional families in the Northeast. By contrast, in the 1880s
the seminary had attracted young women from rural families of many
walks of life, as well as from neighboring and far away communities.
Family Structure
Students who entered Mount Holyoke in the 1880s and the 1900s
shared similar family structures. First of all, they grew up in
very small families. Table 11 shows that the families of Mount
Holyoke students who attended between 1881 and 1888. as well as
those who sent their daughters to the College twenty years later had
between 3 to 4 children.
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TABLE 11




1 Out 1 n n 11 y u 1 - 1 904
N. of N. of
. 01 of
Children Families Families
1 20 16.5 Q7
1 J • o
2 30 24.8 1 96 P7 f\C f m U
3 23 19 0 1 ^0 PI 1
n 20 16.5 114 16.0
5 17 14.0 75 10.5
6 3.3 42 5.9
7 5 4.1 16 2.3
8 1 0.8 13 1 .5
9 5 0.6
10 1 0.8 3 0.6




When compared to national figures, Mount Holyoke students, on the
average, grew up in small family units. In fact, we compared the
average number of children born to mothers of future Mount Holyoke
students with the average number born to United States mothers
belonging to similar birth cohorts. As Table 12 shows, Mount
Holyoke students came from families with approximately three
children (3.23) versus the five (5.72) for the national average. [22]




Children Everborn by Birth Cohort of Mothers
Children per Mother







* Source: Irene B. Taeuber, "Growth of the population of the
United States in the Twentieth Century" Demographic and Social
Aspects of Population Growth , Charles F, Westoff and^Robert Parke,
Jr., eds. (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1972) p,
42, Table 12.
The limited number of children can be easily explained by the late
age at marriage of parents. Both sets of mothers who sent daughters
to Mount Holyoke in the 1880s and 1900s married, on the average,
when they were 24, had their first child between age 26 and 28, and
gave birth to the future Mount Holyoke student when they were 29 or
30 years old. [23]
As for the fathers, there is only a slight difference in the
age of marriage of the two groups. Fathers, whose daughters would
[23] The average age of marriage for the mothers of students
who entered Mount Holyoke between 1881 and 1884 was 23.63, median
age 23.00, mode 23.00, valid cases 11; mother's age at first child:
mean 27.94, median 27.5, mode 28.00, valid cases 87; mother's age at
birth of Mount Holyoke student mean 30.12, median 30.20, mode 28.0,
valid cases 87. For the students enrolled between 1901 and 1904,
mother's mean age at marriage 24.71, median 23.91, mode 22.00, valid
cases 257; age at first child: mean 26.59, median 25.09, mode 26.00,
valid cases 387; age at birth of Mount Holyoke student: mean 29.43,
median 28.58, mode 26.00, valid cases 543.
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enroll at Mount Holyoke between 1881 and 1888, married at the
average age of 31, while the fathers of the 1900s group exchanged
their marital vows when they were 28 or 29. The latter sired their
first child roughly two years later, at 30, while the fathers of the
1880s group had their first child virtually a year after their
marriage, at 32. Finally, the students who would enter Mount
Holyoke were born when their fathers were between 33 or 3U years
old. [24]
Similar to the early Seminary students, Mount Holyoke students
of the 1880s and the 1900s lived in families which were started
relatively late so that by the time the students entered the school
in South Hadley their parents had more likely achieved the peak of
their earning powers. Even if they had made early shifts in
careers, most of the fathers would have settled on their ultimate
occupation. By the time students entered the Seminary, on the
average, their fathers were in their mid-fifties, and their mothers
in their late forties which means that the students' parents had
[24] For the 1880's group father's age at marriage: mean 31.2,
median 30.7, mode 24, valid cases 11; father's age at first child:
mean 32.09, median 31.16, mode 34.00, valid cases 82; father's age
at birth of the future Mount Holyoke student mean 35.06, median
34.80, mode 34.00, valid cases 83- For the 1900's group father's
age at marriage: mean 28.8, median 27.8, mode 26.0, valid cases 247;
father's age at first child: mean 30.57, median 29.50, mode 28.00,
valid cases 378; father's age at birth of future Mount Holyoke
student: mean 33.60, median 32.48, mode 32.00, valid cases 533.
Decennial census of the United States did not report statistical
information concerning age at marriage until 1890 so that any




passed their childbearing stage (Table 13).
TABLE 13















Below 40 2 2.5 97 1.9
41-50 26 32.1 233 44.5




Valid Cases 81 100 524 100
Mother's age
Below 40 7 8.1 47 8.7
41-50 44 51.2 333 61.9
51-60 32 37.2 137 25.5
Over 60 3 3.5 21 3.9
Valid Cases 86 100 538 100
Moreover, all three group of students — 1837-1850, 1881-1884
and 1901-1904 — came from families which were still intact at the
time of their enrollment. Allmendinger reports that fathers
survived for 87 percent and mothers for 81 percent of the early
students, and that 96 percent of all students had one or both
parents alive. Students who enrolled at Mount Holyoke between 1881
and 1884 came from families with similarly high parental survival
rates. In fact, 96.6 percent of the students had one or both
parents alive. The fact that considerably more fathers had died
than in the group studied by Allmendinger could have been the result
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of the civil war. Only 82.2 percent of the fathers survived, while
87.3 percent of the mothers were alive when their daughter entered
Mount Holyoke. The 1900s group counted among its ranks even fewer
students with both parents dead. A 98.4 of Mount Holyoke women had
one or both parents alive, with a survival rate of 87.7 percent for
fathers and 89.7 percent for mothers. Just as it was in the early
days. Mount Holyoke was not an asylum for orphans. [27]
Nonetheless, the death of a parent, whether father or mother,
at times provoked sudden changes in the lifestyle of students. In
1886 the death of Joshua Hunt father of Gwenllian (x1888) and
stepfather to Edith Roraing (x1890) forced both women to leave the
school and return to Avondale, Pennsylvania to help their
unfortunate mother. Similarly, the death in 1884 of Caroline
Elizabeth Holman forced her oldest daughter Mabel D. Kingsley to
leave Mount Holyoke and go back to her native Northampton to attend
to the needs of her three brothers and supervise the smooth running
of a household complete with servants and boarders. Death of a
parent, however, did not always result in a permanent departure from
school. Harriett Russell Pease who had lost her mother in 1864,
[27] David F. Allmendinger , "Mount Holyoke Students," p. 37; out
of the 118 students entering between 1881 and 1884, 86 (72.9
percent) had both parents alive, 17 (14.4 percent) had lost their
father, 11 (9.3 percent) did not have a living mother and only 4
(3.4 percent) had both parents dead; out of 620 students entering
twenty years later, 490 (79.0 percent) had both parents alive, 66
(10.7 percent) had lost their father, 54 (8.7 percent) had lost




found in her stepmother, Mary W. Chapin, the former principal of
Mount Holyoke Seminary, a staunch supporter of higher education.
For Florence Purrington, graduate of the class of 1886 and future
dean of Mount Holyoke College, her stepmother, Mary A. Beard, also a
graduate of the seminary, class of 1859, was instrumental in helping
young Florence and her sister Emily in getting an education. In
1880, the death of her husband, Lewis M. Purrington, forced Mary and
her family to move to South Hadley and open a boarding house for
Seminary students. The Purrington home became a social center, a
forerunner of the dormitory, which provided a homey atmosphere to
lonely students as well as a sufficient income to allow Florence and
Emily to continue with their education.
In the case of the death of a husband, the widow sometimes
found shelter with her father in law or her own family. The latter
was the case of Eliza Root Dwight, who after the death of her
husband, James P. French, in 1867 moved from Amherst to Belchertown
to live in the same house with her widowed mother, Sophia Dwight,
her sister, Clara, and her recently born child, Dora French. In
most cases, however, these arrangements might have been
counterproductive, for most of the women who lived with the
surviving parent under the care of relatives did not complete their
education. By contrast, it seems that orphaned women fared better;
often they were adopted or taken in by relatives who had no children
of their own. James McKenzie a wealthy mariner from South
Dartmouth, (Mass.), for example, took in the three children of his
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sister Grace, after her death. Mary, the only daughter and the
youngest child, could have been adopted by her uncle, because in the
1880 census schedule she is the only child listed with the name of
McKenzie, while her two brothers still carry the name of her father,
Cumiskey. Even if not formally adopted, Mary Philinda Dole found in
the Williams family of Ashfield more than just shelter. After the
death of Mary's parents, she moved in with her maternal grandmother
and then, for more than nine years, lived with the Williams family
whom she remembers fondly as a supportive group. In her
autobiography she wrote: "I was never scolded by anyone ... I
believe that scolding decreases in value the more it is used. A
little judicious praise is more effective. "[26]
Another similarity shared by most Mount Holyoke students was
related to their order of birth. In both groups, about half of the
enrolled students were the oldest surviving children, with roughly
40 percent as second and third child (Table 14). Thus, just as in the
early days of the Seminary under Mary Lyon, no particular custom of
primogeniture prevailed to show that either older or younger children
would go on to higher education .[ 27 ] The decision to continue one's
education was probably reached within individual family units after
proper assessment of financial situations and the ability of the
daughter to withstand the arduous academic discipline.
[26] Mary P. Dole, A_ Doctor in Homespun , (Privately Printed,
1941) p. 17.
[27] Allmendinger , "Mount Holyoke Students," p. 34,
Table 5.
TABLE 14
Birth Order of Mount Holyoke Students
1881-1908
1885-1888 1905-1908
Birth N. of % N. of %
Order Children Children
Only 19 15. U 71 10.1
fif'st 41 35.8 258 36.7
Second 33 26.8 179 25.5
Third 13 114.6 84 1^9
Fourth 5 4.1 50 7^1
fifth 3 2.4 28 4^0
Sixth - _ 10 2.1
Seventh 1 0.8 10 1.4
Eighth - - 8 1'. 1
Valid Cases 123 100 703 100
TABLE 15
Birth Order of Mount Holyoke Students
Among Daughters
1885-1888 I905-I9O8
Birth N. of % N. of %
Order Daughters Daughters
First 86 69.9 475 68.7
Second 8 6.5 39 5.6
Third 2 1.6 8 1.2
Fourth 1 0.8 3 0.4
Last 26 21.1 167 24,1
Valid Cases 123 100 692 100
male and female children is to be expected, and that at birth the
ratio of 105 baby boys to 100 baby girls is a natural compensation
for the high rate of mortality among male children. The
comparatively high sex-ratio of 105 at birth declines with age to
approximately 95 male per 100 females at maturity. For Mount
Holyoke families the sex ratio was even more unbalanced than what
demographers would consider normative . [29 ] Families of the 1880s
group had 58.33 male children to 100 female, and the 1900s group
there were 52.94 boys for 100 girls. Moreover, over 60 percent of
the families producing Mount Holyoke students entering in the 1880s
had either only one boy or no sons at all. This figure increased to
almost 70 percent for the 1900s students (Table 16). Since
families had a "deficit of sons"[30] and a surplus of daughters,
it would be logical that parents would provide for some
of their daughters the same way they would have provided for a son.
This was the case for Julia M. Edwards, whose parents had seven
daughters, all of whom had received some education. In fact,
according to the 1880 Federal Census schedule, William and Julia A.
Edwards had five daughters, ranging from the age of 19 to 4, at
school, while the two oldest ones, Katherine and Alice, had
presumably finished their education, since they were already
[29] United Nations, The Determinants and Consequences of
Population Trends (United Nations; New York, 1973) vol. I, p. 262.
[30] David F. Allmendinger , "Mount Holyoke Students," p. 35.
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However, if we examine the birth order of Mount Holyoke
students among exclusively the daughters who survived in each
family and relate the birth order to the years of the students-
enrollment, we notice that in both cases roughly 70 percent of the
students were first born or first surviving daughters and that only
21.1 percent and 24.1 percent for the 1880s and the 1900s group
respectively, were last born daughters (Table 15). These
figures seem to suggest that while there was no specific rule
of primogeniture between male and female children, a priority did
exist among the daughters. Students' letters and diaries give no
indication of any particular custom of giving precedence to the
oldest daughters. It is possible, however, that these
first-born-or-surviving daughters would be destined by their
families to take the place of a missing son through acquiring a
quality education and preparing themselves for a career. This
possibility becomes more than a mere suggestion, if we look at the
sex ratio of children in families producing Mount Holyoke students.
As already noted by Allmendinger , there was a peculiar element
in the structure of Mount Holyoke students' families. They seemed
to have "twice as many surviving daughters as sons. "[28]
Demographers have noted that at birth an unbalance between number of
[28] David F. Allmendinger, "Mount Holyoke Students," p. 35;
the 1885-1888 families had an average of 2.03 daughters and 1.21





Sex of Children in Families Producing
Mount Holyoke Students, 1881-1908
1881-1888
Daughters in Family Sons in Family
Daughters N. of Sons N. of %
Families Families
nU 0 0 nU 40 33.1
1 46 36.8 1 38 31.4
2 U7 37.6 2 27 22.3
3 23 18.4 3 1 n1 u Q ^O . 3
}|
5 4.0 4 c
c
D 2 1 .6 5 1 n QU . 0
0 1 0.8 5
7 1 0.8 7 — —
Valid Cases 125 100 121 100
1901- 1908
Daughters in Family Sons in Family
Daughters N. of % Sons N. of Ofto
Families Families
0 0 0 0 273 38.3
1 2U0 33.8 1 223 31.3
2 267 37.6 2 123 17.5
3 119 16.7 3 59 8.3
57 8.0 4 23 3.2
5 18 2.5 5 6 0.8
6 7 1 .0 6 3 0.4
7 2 0.3 7 1 0.1
8 1 0.1 8 1 0.1
Valid Cases 711 100 712 100
teaching school in their home town, Westhampton. In this case, the
imbalance in the sex-ratio somewhat favored the students. Like
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Julia, Mount Holyoke students did not have to contend with male
siblings for access to education, but they had to be aware of their
sisters. In fact, the number of students who were the only female
child (over 30 percent for both student population), indicates that
most of the Mount Holyoke women had at least one or two sisters.
The unusual sex-ratio among Mount Holyoke families might have
had another effect besides lack of competition from male siblings.
Since interaction with adults and siblings plays an important role
in the development of self-image, there is the strong possibility
that growing up in a family composed mostly of women would have
helped daughters to develop earlier a strong sense of "self" as well
as a precocious idea of a separate and limited female sphere. In
other words, in many families of future Mount Holyoke students, the
father was possibly the only male presence. According to the ideas
originally developed by Carroll Smith-Rosenberg in her article "The
Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations between Women in the
Nineteenth-Century America," women had developed through their
formal and informal network a female sub-culture that supplied them
with emotional reinforcement and sustenance. [31 ] At the same time,
however, as William Chafe has postulated, "women have kept each
other in line." Mothers taught their daughters how to behave like
ladies, how to "play a role" and how to occupy their proper place
[31 ] Signs : Journal of Women in Culture and Society 1 (Autumn
1975) pp. 1-29.
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within their sphere. [32] Both Chafe and Smith-Rosenberg focus upon
the mother-daughter and non kin woman to woman relationships. Along
with studying the interaction between generations of parents and
their daughters, historians may want to consider sister sibling
relations. For example, it is not clear whether the presence of
female siblings improved women^s ability to gain independence and
assertiveness, or, if on the contrary, sibling rivalry would have
been intensified by the presence of sisters. Patricia A. Palmieri
has recently examined the domestic roles played by sisters of highly
successful academic women at Wellesley College. Wellesley academic
women "were often singled out by their parents from the other
daughters and treated as destined daughters. They were exempt from
the stereotypical female behavior of their sisters. "[333 Palmieri
further noticed that "as adults, submissive sisters sponsored their
career-oriented sister, subordinating themselves and even
sacrificing their own career aims in order that their bright sisters
could achieve. "[34]
Due to the lack of more comprehensive information one cannot
advance firm conclusions about the internal dynamics of families of
[32] Willam H. Chafe, Women and Equality. Changing Patterns in
American Culture (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1977) pp. 70-71.
[33] Patricia Anne Palmieri. "In Adamless Eden: A Social
Portrait of the Academic Community at Wellesley College. 1875-1920"
(Ed.D. dissertation. Harvard University, 1981) p. 290.
[34] Ibid., p. 297.
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Mount Holyoke students. Nonetheless, little bits of documentation
allow me to suggest that an inbalanced sex ratio had a somewhat
positive impact on future Mount Holyoke students. First of all.
growing up in a family with a majority of sisters might have helped
young women to develop an early sense of independence. For one
thing, the presence of many sisters could have alleviated some of
the burdens of domestic work, allowing for more free time.
Children, like adults, seem to need moments of creative idleness, a
personal time to think and give free rein to their imagination.
Modern psychologists suggest that from these moments of leisure
children emerge fully charged with new energies, and renewed desire
for more experiences. With more free time available, young women
could have developed more keenly their creativity and could have had
time to digest and incorporate academic knowledge at the secondary
level. [35] Moreover, some of the pressure to behave like a lady and
remain within a "proper sphere" could have been diminished. Among
many daughters parents could have tolerated the presence of a
deviant soul who behaved like a "tomboy."
We have to bear in mind that these young women chose to attend
an institution of higher learning at a time when only a fraction of
[35] Elena Gianini Belotti. Dalla Parte delle Bambine
L' influenza dei Condizionamenti Sociali nella Formazione del Ruolo
Femminile nei Primi Anni di Vita . [Taking the Side of Girls. The
Influence of Social Conditioning on the Formation of Feminine Roles
during the First Years of Life.] (Milano: Feltinelli. 197^) p. 9^
and p. 162.
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the white female population in the United States attended college or
college-like institutions. Somewhere along the line of their
process of socialization, they must have developed sufficient sense
of their own identity, sufficient security and self-confidence to
allow them what was considered in 1880 an atypical and
non-traditional educational pursuit. Nonetheless, some elements of
tradition might have remained intact in their process of
socialization. The fact that they and their families preferred a
Seminary a tried and true institution to a college such as Smith
could be an indication that, all elements being equal, education for
a Christian, benevolent womanhood might have prevailed.
The favorable effects of an inbalanced sex-ratio were also
compunded by strong and active female role models. A small
percentage of both groups of students considered in this study had
female relatives who attended or graduated from the Seminary. Out
of the 429 students who enrolled between 1881 and 1884, 54 (12.6
percent) came from families who had some of its members educated at
Mount Holyoke Female Seminary. Obviously, since the institution was
still fairly young, mothers constituted the vast majority of these
relatives, almost 55 percent (Table 17). Twenty years later, 152
students or 17.7 percent of all enrolled students had ties with the
early seminary, since both mothers and grandmothers had
attended. The majority (46.1 percent) had sisters who
had entered Mount Holyoke in its early days as a college. To
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the influence exercised by family educational traditions and the
inbalanced sex-ratio we have to add the impact exercised by members
of one's community. Although not easily quantified, we cannot
disregard the significance of being exposed at a young age to ideas
related to education, to the same genteel reformist impulses which
had made of Mount Holyoke a school for Christian women. Mary
Philinda Dole, Mount Holyoke class of 1886, recounted in her
autobiography how Ashfield, her hometown, had became a summer resort
for the best minds of New England. In 1864, Charles Eliot Norton of
Harvard made it his summer residence and the following year he was
joined by George William Curtis, editor of Harper's. Both gentlemen
enjoyed the rustic quality of life in the Berkshires and devoted
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some of their time to lectures and public readings. Literature and
art were not the sole stimulation for Ashfield folks. G. Stanley
Hall, who was an "Ashfield boy." also contributed to bring science
to the small country community. Undoubtedly, from those encounters
with famous men, young Mary gained a vision of a world beyond her
native hills that she could not easily forget. [36]
Summary
From quantitative evidence, letters and diaries, a profile of
the social background of Mount Holyoke students emerges, which can
be summarized by the antithetical concepts of change and continuity.
Significant changes had occurred in the social origins of the
students as expressed by the father's occupation. By the 1880s
Mount Holyoke women no longer came from predominantly farming
families. They were the daughters of white collar workers and of
professionals as well as farmers. Hence, the student body was more
heterogeneous than it had been in the early years of the Seminary.
By the first decade of the twentieth century, Mount Holyoke returned
to a relatively homogeneous student body. The 1900s college
students were primarily the daughters of professional and managerial
urban families.
Geographical shifts in the patterns of residence also had taken
place. Significantly, 71.3 percent of the students who enrolled at
[36] Dole, pp. 36-39
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the seminary between 1881 and 1884 resided in rural communities,
thus continuing a pattern established at the inception of the
school. Twenty years later, by contrast, only 43.9 percent of the
students came from rural Hew England.
Despite these changes, a level of continuity persisted in the
family structure of Mount Holyoke students. Even if, when compared
to the families of women attending Mount Holyoke under Mary Lyon,
there was a decline in the size of families of Seminary students as
well as of College students, all three groups — 1837-1850,
1881-1884 and 1901-1904 — had parents who married late and had
their children late. The late age of marriage, however, had little
or no impact on the stability of the family as few students were
orphans. In addition, the families of origin of Mount Holyoke women
shared an unusual feature. They had more daughters than sons,
which, in turn, could explain why the daughters pursued higher
education, and possibly why they chose a single-sex institution.
CHAPTER IV
STUDENTS' LIFE AT THE SEMINARY, 1850 - 1880.
On March 5, 18M9 the well regulated life of Mount Holyoke
Female Seminary received a devastating jolt. After a brief illness,
Mary Lyon, its founder and leader, died. At other schools the death
of the founder oftentime meant the sudden demise of the entire
enterprise. At Mount Holyoke, however, teachers, students and
members of the Board of Trustees skillfully confronted and
surmounted the inevitable crisis which followed Mary Lyon's
death. [1] The reasons for the successful continuation of the school
can be attributed undoubtedly to the ability of individual teachers,
but, most of all, to the systematic organization that Mary Lyon had
left behind. This chapter will examine two major processes which
developed almost simultaneously. One was a process of
crystallization of organizational structures and educational values;
the other, a process of erosion of the very same values. The first
process started right after Mary Lyon's death. Since her
experiences at Ipswich, Mary Lyon had been aware that the life of an
educational institution could not depend solely on its founder.
While the Seminary in South Hadley was still at the planning stages,
she wrote:
[1] Elizabeth Alden Green, Mary Lyon and Mount Holyoke ,
Opening the Gates . (Hanover, New Hampshire: University Press of New
England, 1979) pp. 309-313.
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Much care will be taken to adopt permanent principles and mature
a system that may outlive its founders. There should be such ageneral division of labor that no department shall require
persons of extraordinary ability. Superior gifts are very
convenient, but they are rare and any institution that can be
carried on only by such persons would be likely to fall by its
own weight. [2]
When the time came, everybody seemed to know what was expected of
them and the whole community knew what to do.
The bureaucratic mechanisms of the school were so well
developed that for almost two years after Lyon's death the Seminary
did not have an officially appointed Principal, and yet everything
proceeded quite well. Finally, in 1852, the Board of Trustees chose
as new head of the school Mary Chapin. Mary had been associated
with the school since 1838 when she entered as a student. After her
graduation, in 1843, she remained at Mount Holyoke as a teacher and
for two years (1850-1852) she carried on administrative tasks as
Associate Principal. Under her thirteen year long administration
the school continued to follow Mary Lyon's educational principles.
After Mary Chapin 's marriage to Claudius Pease, in 1865, the reins
of the Seminary were left into the hands of other female
administrators who like Mary Chapin had been both students and
teachers at the school. This allowed for a conspicuous continuity
in Mount Holyoke 's educational ideas, its moral and religious
[2] Mary Lyon quoted in Sarah D. Locke Stow, History of Mount
Holyoke Seminary , South Hadley , Mass . during its First Half Century ,
1837-1887 . (South Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke Seminary, 1887) p.
184.
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character and its pedagogical aims. [3] Ada Howard, Wellesley
College's first President and a graduate of Mount Holyoke, once
recalled that, although she had entered Mount Holyoke Seminary four
years after Mary Lyon's death, she could hardly believe that she had
never known her, so vividly had her presence continued to be
felt. [4] Continuity of direction in the school was also maintained
by an unbroken line of members of the Board of Trustees, who either
had worked with Mary Lyon at establishing the institution or who had
known her and were acquainted with her work. [5]
Throughout the period from the early 1850s to the early 1880s,
the Seminary did not have public statements spelling out its goals.
Principals' Reports for these years did not show any evidence of
drastic changes in the directions followed by the school. Proper
character formation, strong moral and religious tone continued to be
stressed as the major concern of both faculty and students. [6] The
[3] Sophia D. Hazen, class of 1841, served as Acting Principal
from 1865 to 1867; Helen M. French, class of 1857, Principal from
1867 till her marriage in 1872, was followed by Julia E. Ward, also
of the class of 1857. In 1883, Principal Ward resigned and was
replaced by Elizabeth Blanchard, class of 1858. Stow, pp. 186-88
and pp. 350-51.
[4] Margaret E. Taylor and Jean Glasscock, "The Founders and
the Early Presidents," in Wellesley College , 1875 - 1975 : A Century of
Women . Jean Glasscock, ed., (Wellesley, Ma: Wellesley College, 1975)
p. 1
.
[5] Ibid., pp. 348-50.
[6] Sophia D. Hazen, Principal 's Report . July 17, 1867; Helen
M. French, Principal 's Report , July 22, 1868 and July 14, 1869; Mary
Ellis, Principal 's Report . July 31, 1872; Julia E. Ward, Principal 's
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Seminary Catalogues also revealed no major changes. The same
educational and organizational structure introduced by Mary Lyon was
maintained almost totally intact until after the Civil War.
Some aspects of life at Mount Holyoke, however, did change. By
1881, the Seminary had undergone some remarkable physical changes
since its founding. To keep up with a quickly growing student body,
new structures had been added to the solitary Main Building erected
almost half a century before in 1837. [7]
In 1870. the Library was erected. The fire-proof structure was
connected to the Main Building by a covered passageway, so that the
students could "frequent its cosy alcoves on stormy as well as
pleasant evenings ."[8] Students considered the Library "the only
Report , July 1, 187^; Mary 0. Nutting to Rev. Dr. Kirk, July U,
1870; all of the sources cited in this chapter, unless otherwise
noted, are located at the Mount Holyoke College History Collection,
Mount Holyoke College Library*
[7] Already in 1841, a South Wing had been added to the main
building, but increased demand for admission required the
construction of a North Wing in 1853. Twelve years later, in 1865, a
gymnasium was added between the two Wings, thus completing a
quadrangle with the central building. The three upper stories of the
quadrangle were occupied by students' and teachers' bedrooms, while
the ground floors had parlors, recitation rooms and the lodging for
the Principal and her associates. The institution's supporting
services were located in the basement with the laundry room, dining
hall and "Domestic Hall," as the kitchen was named. Margaret D. Ely
Morse, "Reminiscences of the Early 'Seventies," Mount Holyoke
Alumnae Quarterly , 15 (May 1931) pp. 23-24.
[8] Emily Florence Paine, "A Girl's Life and Work at Mount
Holyoke," The Delineator . A Journal of Fashion , Culture and Fine
Arts, 54 (October 1894) p. 496. The library contained more than ten
thousand books, "carefully selected with reference to the course of
study." They ranged from works of "rare English writers," foreign
authors, "costly illustrated" scientific works and a collection of
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place that was beautiful" on the entire campus, and. as one alumna
remembered: "Here rewarding hours of reading and studying were
spent. "[9]
Within six years, however, the rapidly growing Seminary needed
more room for the sciences. To satisfy the demand for equipment and
laboratory space, the Lyman Williston Hall was finished in 1876. [10]
By the late 1870s the Seminary had become a self-contained community
of over 280 students and teachers.
Engravings and students' descriptions of the grounds leave the
reader with the distinct impression that the Seminary was surrounded
by an exceedingly beautiful landscape. The main quadrangle and the
library were "but a little removed from the well-shaded highway,"
while Williston Hall, on the rear of the main building, faced the
gently rolling slopes of Prospect Hill. An artificial lake with a
boat-house completed the romantic picture of "rare loveliness." The
beauty of New England's landscape with buildings "half-hidden by the
art books. Annual Catalogue of the Mount Holyoke Female Seminary in
South Hadley , Mass . 1881-82 , (Northampton: Bridgman and Childs
Publishers, 1882) pp. 18-19; hereafter referred to as Catalogue ,
followed by the academic year.
[9] Morse, p. 26.
[10] Located at the north of the quadrangle, Williston Hall
contained "rooms for lectures and recitations, chemical
laboratories," as well as geological and mineralogical cabinets. The
top floor of the building was occupied by the art galleries with
"well known American painters," copies of Murillos, Raphaels and
other less known paintings. Catalogue , 1881-82 » p. 22-23. The last
addition to the Seminary had been the astronomical observatory which
was completed in June of 1881, and is still in use today.
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trees," fields and orchards extending from the "free open country to
the mountain bordered horizon," charmed many young scholars .[ 1 1 ]
Despite the significant expansion of the number of buildings,
some aspects of living at the Seminary remained unaltered throughout
the three decades from 1850 to 1880. Class after class of young
women went through similar experiences, different for each
individual, but aimed at reaching the same educational goals.
Students arriving at the Seminary were greeted by one of the
teachers who led both newcomers and returning students to the parlor
where the principal or one of her associates assigned rooms and
roommates. [12] The choice of roommates was ordinarily left up to the
students. Teachers aimed at satisfying most requests, but, to avoid
possible disciplinary problems, they tried "to put a wild one and a
steady one together ."[ 1 31 Older students were also expected to
exercise a moderating influence on younger roommates, as well as to
introduce newcomers to the complex set of rules which governed the
Seminary. [ 14] If a particular combination of roommates did not
succeed, after four weeks from the beginning of the academic year,
on "moving day," students were allowed to change rooms. [15] Frequent
[11] Paine, p. 496.
[12] Anna M. Cole to Whom It May Concern, September 10, 1883.
[13] Susan Libby to Emily Whitten, January 8, 1852.
[14] Georgiana Hodgkins, "The Curriculum of Twenty-Five Years
Ago," The Mount Holjfoke 22 (October 1912) p. 79.
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room changes gave students the possibility of meeting other students
from diverse backgrounds. It also taught young women how to adapt
themselves to "the peculiarity of other people." In addition, as
students did not remain in one room long enough to feel less than at
home in another, they learned not to be "easily disturbed by the
frequent changes of life surroundings ."[ 1 6
]
The Seminary provided only the bare necessities to furnish
students' rooms. In 1882, at her matriculation, Clara Smith detailed
the simple furnishing of the room she shared with two other
students
:
There are two lamps in each room one is quite a large handsome
one with a porcelain shaid [ sic ] the other is smaller, there is
a thermometer, a box of matches, two pitchers, pail to bring
water in a lampfiller in each room. There are spring beds which
look quite easy... the table in the room is square with one a
leaf on one side. There are 6 bookshelves and as many more
shelves in the closet. There are two wooden footstools .[ 17
]
From this description one gains the impression that simple, almost
monastic living was expected of students. Young women, however,
tried to liven up their immediate surroundings by decorating their
rooms. Small pieces of furniture mailed from home or bought locally,
[15] Arthur C. Cole, A Hundred Years of Mount Holyoke College .
The Evolution of an Educational Ideal . (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1940) p. 81.
[16] Emily H. Beckwick to Sarah D. Locke Stow, March 16, 1886;
Ellen Blakely to Sarah D. Locke Stow, September 10, 1886.
[17] Carolyn Mitchell McCulley, Clara E. Smith : An Essay in
Biography , (South Hadley, Mass.: Honor Paper presented to Mount
Holyoke College, 1954) Vol. 2, pp. 2-3; see also Anna M. Cole to
Whom It May Concern, September 10, 1884; for a detailed description
of an early room see Lucy S. Barlow to her brother, January 1845.
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colorful spreads, comfortable cushions and miscellaneous bric-a-brac
often served the purpose of creating a "homey" atmosphere .[ 1 8
]
The first several days of the new academic year were dedicated
to moving in and getting acquainted with other students and
teachers, but even before the initial excitement was over the real
work began: for incoming students the first week was especially
hard, because they had to complete their process of admission by
passing a severe entrance examination. Since the days of Mary Lyon,
the admission process was aimed at selecting young women who would
show strong ability to complete the full course of studies as well
as good moral and physical character. To assess the quality of
potential students, Mary Lyon at first relied on letters of
application written on behalf of candidates by ministers, fathers,
former students and Mary's own acquaintances . C 19 ] By 184?, she
developed a two page printed circular in which she explained that
health was a factor necessary for the success of the school.
Candidates should be well enough to manage four flights of stairs
and the most arduous domestic work assignments. The circular also
requested information on residence, parentage, age, and scholarship
of the applicant, followed by additional information on general
[18] Elizabeth M. Landfear, "Detailed Plan of a Student's Room
in the Seminary Building, 1887-88;" Sarah Hunter to her mother,
September 20, 1882; Anna M. Cole to her mother, October 26, 1884;
for a description of improvements on Seminary rooms see "Katie" to
Mary A. Phelps, October 22, 1878.
[19] Green, p. 222.
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health, (e.g. "Can she walk a mile a day in good weather?") ability
to perform domestic work: (e.g. "Will she need any special favor in
her domestic work?") and a final question on the candidate's
reliability in taking "good care of her own health ... .clothing, and
... money. "[20]
I
The circular remained in use well into the late 1850s as
suggested by a brief note written on one copy by the Principal, Mary
Chapin, and dated 1856. [21] There is no evidence that by the early
1880s the process of application and admission had radically
changed. The candidate's teacher or her parents would write a letter
to the Principal and provide information about "name, age,
attainments, and general characteristics of the applicant." In May,
a successful applicant would receive a catalogue of the Seminary,
the only indication that she had been accepted. [22]
Age also played a significant role in the admission process.
From the very beginning of the Mount Holyoke enterprise, Mary Lyon
kept the sixteen year old age requirement as instituted at Ipswich.
With rare exceptions, the age limits remained in full force
throughout the years, but in 1881 the Seminary Catalogue read:
"While candidates are admitted to the Junior class at sixteen years
[20] Mary Lyon, Candidates for Mount Holyoke Female Seminary ,
1847; Green, p. 222.
[21] Mary Chapin to Miss Brown, May 24, 1856.
[22] Catalogue , 1881-1882. p. 28; Mary 0. Nutting to Mary A.
Phelps, March 6, 1874.
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of age, it is desirable that they should be seventeen or
eighteen. [23] On the average, students who matriculated between 1881
and 188^4 were a little over 18 years old, while, just as in the
early days under Mary Lyon, the population contained a wide range of
ages. [24] As shown on Table 18, the youngest student was 14 and the
oldest Ul years old.
TABLE 18
Age at Admission of Mount Holyoke Students
1885-1888
Valid Cases
A C7 A M r> f"





















18.68 Median 18.3 Mode 18.0
[23] Catalogue . 1881-1882, p. 23; for
comments on age at
admission i^e also Julia E. Ward, Principal
's ReEOLk. Ju"^ 21, 1876.
[24] David F. Allmendinger , Jr. has shown
that for the Mount
Holyoke matriculating classes of 1838 to
1850 the age ranged between
16 and 33. The broad spectrum appears
to have been typical of the
ante-bellum educational patterns for both





Vassar, Wellesley and Smith College
1882-1888
Smith » Vassar*» Wellesley**
1885-1883 1882-1883 1882-1883
Age N. of % N. of % N. of %
Shudpnt"V-/ Kjt \J V« I 1 fcj otudents
14 — —
1 0.29
15 5 1 .83 25 7.31 1 1.41
16 14 5.13 58 16.96 5 7.04
17 40 14.65 88 25.73 24 33.80
18 85 31.13 73 21.35 10 14.08
19 63 23.08 48 14.04 15 21 .13
20 36 13.19 20 5.85 10 14.08
21 18 6.59 15 4.39 4 5.63
22 3 1.10 5 1 .46
23 6 2.20 3 0.88 1 1.41





Total 273 100 342 100 71 100
Average
Age 18.61 17.81 18.34
^Source: Sarah Gordon, "Smith College Students. The First Ten
Classes, 1879-1888" History of Education Quarterly 15 (Summer 1975),
Table p. 152. Note that the years correspond to year of graduation
not year of birth.
**Source: Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics, "Health
Statistics of Female College Graduates", Sixteen Annual Report
,
August 1885, p. 478 and p. 514. Note that the years refer to the
year of matriculation, not year of birth.
Allmendinger
, Jr.. "Mount Holyoke Students Encounter the Need for
Life-Planning, 1837-1850." History of Education Quarterly 19 (Spring
1979) p- 37 and. Paupers and Scholars . The transformation of Student
Life i_n 19th Century New England. (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1975) p. 21.
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This broad spectrum of ages not only represented a mixture of social
experiences but also summarized the differences between the type of
students who applied to Mount Holyoke and the young women who
entered the newly founded women's colleges . (Table 19)
A cross-sectional study of college women, which was conducted in
1885, showed that students entering Vassar and Wellesley in 1882 had
an average age of 17.81 and 18. 34 respectively, while Smith college
students entering between 1381 and 1884 had an average age of 18.61.
Averages, however, should not hide the fact that Smith and
Wellesley college students show a narrower age spread than Mount
Holyoke. In fact, as Table 19 illustrates, the youngest students
admitted at Smith and Wellesley were 15 year old and the oldest 25.
Vassar had students matriculating between the ages of 14 and 28. [25]
Despite the difference in the age range. Tables 18 and 19 clearly
exemplify that 78.4 percent of Mount Holyoke students were admitted
around the same age group (17 to 20) as their college counterparts.
Based on these figures, we can conclude that Mount Holyoke Seminary
functioned, at least for a minority of students, both as a
preparatory school and as a department of adult education, though,
in the majority of cases, it admitted women of college age.
[25] The slightly broader range of ages for Vassar College




The requirements of the entrance examinations are the only
elements which have survived and are available to the scrutiny of
the modern historian. Since Mount Holyoke did not have a Board of
Admission until 1916. and since only letters of acceptance have
survived, we have virtually no information on the full selection
process followed by Mary Lyon and her successors. It would be quite
helpful in understanding the school^s educational ideals to know who
was excluded and for what reasons, and if there were any written
guidelines for selecting the appropriate candidates . [26]
In an effort to make admission progressively more selective,
Mary Lyon had constantly revised the material covered by the
entrance examinations. After her death, her successors followed her
example and from one year to the next they added new topics and new
material to be covered in a three day written examination . [27] In
1881, incoming students were tested in a variety of subjects ranging
from English grammar and analysis, to mental and written arithmetic,
algebra, physical and modern geography, Latin grammar and
literature, and history of the United States. [28] Noticeably absent
[26] There is almost no evidence of potential students
complaining about being excluded, except for one example cited by
Green , p. 203
[27] Mary 0. Nutting to Rev. Dr. Kirk, July U, 1870. To the
best of my knowledgr, no copies of students entrance examinations
have survived, and if they have they are not available to scholars.
[28] Catalogue, 1881-1882, p. 23
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from the list of subjects was Greek, which was required at Smith
College as well as at other women's colleges . [29
]
After the ordeal of a three day written examination, the
students had to wait for the results. The relatively short period
of uncertainty enhanced the tension experienced by the new students.
To avoid a prolongued waiting, teachers tried to grade the
examinations the same day they were taken. Then, the names of the
students who were "excused", as passing was called at Mount Holyoke,
were read at dinner in front of the whole school. [30] The following
day the newly accepted students entered the appropriate required
courses. For those who failed the entrance examination, Mount
Holyoke teachers often recommended further preparation on one or
more topics to be pursued at home. In other cases, where need
suggested it, the Principal advised enrollment at another school for
a short period of time, as the Seminary did not have a preparatory
department. [31
1
[29] The 1881 Smith College "Official Circular" shows that
Xenophon's Anabasis , Homer's Iliad , Greek grammar and prose were
required for admission to the first year, p. 2.
[30] Gertrude E. Somes, Extract from letters written from Mount
Holyoke Seminary , '88-'89, September 17. 1888, p. 6.
[31] The suggested school oftentimes was directed by a Mount
Holyoke alumna and it followed the "Mount Holyoke plan." Sarah
Hunter to her mother, September 20, 1882. For the 1880s there are




Since its inception. Mount Holyoke had a three year course of
studies. After 1863, the Seminary offered a four year curriculum
divided in Junior, Junior Middle, Senior Middle, and Senior year.
The unusual terminology used for the first three years, instead of
the traditionally accepted terms of Freshman, Sophomore and Junior,
was carried over from the early days under Mary Lyon. Perhaps the
result of English influence, it is possible that the choice of names
resulted from an effort of rendering the concept of higher education
for women less radical and more acceptable through the use of a
nomenclature different from men's colleges. By the decade after the
Civil War, however, the names had become a constant reminder that
Seminary students were different from college women elsewhere.
Each academic year was divided into three terms, Fall, Winter
and Spring which were interrupted by brief winter and spring
vacations. [32] During each term the students attended courses on
ancient authors such as Cicero and Virgil, they were introduced to
algebra, a foreign language, and ancient and modern history, and
some courses in psychology and ethics which still carried the names
of mental and moral science and "Evidence of Christianity ."[331
The courses were divided into series , in which only two
subjects were pursued with "relentless concentration." Each series
was six week long so that subjects like algebra and trigonometry
[32] Catalogue, 1881-1882, p. 28
[33] Hodgkins, p. 76.
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were covered in a rather short period of time. [34] To make sure that
each student would completely and thoroughly assimilate the required
subjects, every fourth lesson was a review of the three preceding
ones. The breadth and intensity of each term made frequent reviews
a necessity, and as a student wrote home in 1882: "They give long
lessons here and one is expected not to pass over a word without
learning it. "[35] There were also "half-courses", that is to say
full courses pursued at half the time normally required. This
feature was particularly useful for those students who either had
previous training or familiarity with a subject. By taking
"half-courses" some students could move to the next set of
requirements within yet a shorter period of time.
The organization of the course of studies had not changed since
the days of Mary Lyon's teaching at Derry and Ipswitch. Students
advanced lockstep from one required course to the next, as the
Seminary did not offer a course of elective studies and a field of
major concentration was not required. In 1881, the Catalogue read:
"The studies of the course will be taken in their order, and pupils
will be advanced from class to class according to their progress and
not according to the time spent in the Seminary ."[36] The rigidity
[34] Ibid., p. 77.
[35] Sarah Hunter to her mother, September 20, 1882; for a
student comment on "thourough education" see Susan R. Libby to Emily
Whitten, January 8, 1852.
[36] Catalogue, 1881-1882, p. 24.
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of the curriculum must have brought some complaints from students
who wanted more flexibility. In 1869, the Principal, Helen French,
reported to the Board of Trustees that the course of studies was
"too full for the highest good of the pupils." She then proceeded to
suggest "the expediency of raising, somewhat [sic] our standards of
admission, thus allowing more time for certain branches now
receiving less attention than it is their due or for the
introduction of optional studies ."[ 37 ] This early move towards
raising the admission requirements could have brought the Seminary
to the same level of most male colleges and of Vassar College.
Instead, a certain timidity and the fear that the public would react
negatively to changes in the curriculum prevented a gradual
reorganization of the Seminary's course of studies. Consequently,
throughout the 1870s, Mount Holyoke's program of studies remained at
a stand still, while other institutions of higher education for
women not only pursued a classical curriculum copied from male
colleges, but also ventured to introduce some flexibility with
optional or elective studies.
Although advanced studies in many fields had been actively
encouraged since the 1870's only students with exceptional abilities
were allowed to take more than the required work. [38] The faculty
was quite firm on requirements and often, before allowing a student
[37] Helen M. French, Principal 's Report , July 1U, 1869.
[38] Hodgkins, p. 77.
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to take on more work, the Principal personally interviewed a pupil
and inquired if the young woman did not have enough with her
assigned academic as well as domestic duties. Often, just a few
weeks at the Seminary were sufficient to discourage any ambitious
pupil from persevering in her request. As a student put it: "I
begin to think that two studies ... are enough. I would like time to
breathe and get rested. "[39]
Since the days of Mary Lyon, sciences had always been
particularly stressed at Mount Holyoke. After 1849, the Seminary
tried to maintain high standards by inviting outside lecturers to
come to the school. In 1856, Prof. Hitchcock of Amherst College
delivered a series of lectures on geology, while the year before
Prof. Paul A. Chadbourne of Williams College concluded his three
week-long lecture series in physics with a special evening address
on his experiences as a physicist in exploring the resources of New
Foundland.Cno]
Although this arrangement was continued throughout the life of
[39] Somes, September 19. 1888, p. 7 and September 26, 1888, p.
12.
[40] Cole, p. 141; in 1881, the Seminary Catalogue listed among
its required courses Botany, Mineralogy, Zoology, Chemistry,
Physics, Astronomy and Geology, and among its outside lecturers
Charles A. Young, Professor of Astronomy and Physics at Princeton
College and member of the Mount Holyoke Board of Trustees, Charles
H. Hitchcock, professor of Geology at Dartmouth College and son of
Edward Hitchcock, and Charles 0. Thompson, Professor of Chemistry at
the Worcester Free Institute. Ida E. Seamans Bills (1885) letter
dated June 1 , 1947.
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the Seminary, most of the daily routine of teaching was carried by a
group of unique women who, with their enthusiasm and deep personal
commitment to teaching, contributed to make Mount Holyoke wellknown
for its training in the sciences. Lydia Shattuck, Cornelia Clapp,
Henrietta Hooker, and Elizabeth Bardwell possibly represented the
best products of a Mount Holyoke education. All four graduated from
the school and remained there after graduation as teachers.
Elizabeth Bardwell, class of 1866, spent thirty years at the
Seminary teaching astronomy and physics. As Director of the
Observatory, she made it possible for many young women to discover
the frontiers of the cosmos. Henrietta Hooker, class of 1873, spent
the best part of her career at the Seminary teaching botany. Because
of her personal vivacity, she had been nicknamed by the students
"tell-tale". [41 ] Her intense desire to continue experimental work
led her to study privately with many leading botanists both in the
United States and abroad and to bring back to the Seminary new
teaching methods, new discoveries and a sense that the school was on
the cutting edge of the scientific world.
If Henrietta Hooker introduced many students to the of plant
life, Cornelia Clapp led young women to the discovery of the animal
world, and at least for one student, Mary P. Dole, Clapp*s courses
in zoology were the beginning of a life-long commitment to medicine
[m] Comments pencilled in Catalogue , 1886-1887, presumably by
Cora A. Stone, 1889, p. 5,
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and science. [42] An enthusiatic teacher, Clapp graduated in 1871 and
joined the Seminary's teaching staff a year later. The students
identified her as "the jolliest, [and] most undignified" of all the
teachers as well as "the most human... of them all. "[43] This
"undignified, comic witty" woman, who also taught gymnastics, was an
unusual role model for many of her students. To suit her needs for
freedom of movement she wore short skirts, because "long skirts
interfered with her climbing trees to look into bird's nests," and
bobbed her hair, since "she had no time to fuss doing up hair. "[44]
The oldest of the group was Lydia Shattuck. class of 1851. The
only member of the Seminary who had known Mary Lyon, she carried on
Lyon*s commitment to the sciences and spent most of her life at the
service of the Seminary . [45] At first she taught chemistry, and then
after the 1860s she devoted her time to teaching botany, organizing
an extensive botanical collection and providing the school with a
botanical garden and a conservatory. Her accomplishments were many,
but she should best be remembered for two major contributions.
[42] Mary Philinda Dole, A Doctor in Home-Spun (Privately
Printed, 1941) p. 48.
[43] Hattie Savage to her parents, March 23. 1877; Martha Votey
Smith, "A Journey of Rememberings, 1875-1881, Mount Holyoke Alumnae
Quarterly , 15 (August 1931) p. 100.
[44] Comments pencilled in Catalogue , 1886-1887, presumably by
Cora A. Stone. 1889. p. 4; Votey Smith, p. 100.
[45] Bertha Blakely, "Mount Holyoke in 1888-1893." talk given
to students in Rockefeller Hall. 1947.
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First, she introduced the method of laboratory experiments at Mount
Holyoke.[U6] Second, she presented the theory of evolution at the
Seminary.
A personal friend of Louis Agassiz, Professor of Zoology at
Harvard University, Asa Gray, Professor of Botany at the same
institution, and James D. Dana, Professor of geology at Yale
University, Shattuck found herself caught in the debate on Charles
Darwin's Origin of the Species between Agassiz, who opposed Darwin's
ideas as heretical, and Asa Gray, who had expoused Darwinism. [ 4? ] On
one occasion, perhaps in 1872, a group of young colleagues and older
students gathered in her room to hear her explanation of the theory
of evolution. As a member of the faculty remembered, the "new
doctrine of evolution was discussed and accepted ." [48] Shattuck's
strong support for evolutionary theories came through in 1882, when,
in response to questions posed by the members of the Mount Holyoke
Northwest Alumnae Club, she stated: "Perhaps your question means to
ask whether we have thrown the Bible overboard, I reply: we never
did use it as a textbook for science and we do not now. "[49]
[46] Stow, pp. 324-25-
[47] Bert J. Loewenberg, "The Reaction of American Scientists
to Darwinism," American Historical Review , 38 (July 1933) pp.
687-701
[48] Mary Ella Spooner Brown, Recollection of Mount Holyoke
Female Seminary and South Hadley , 1868- 1884 (Typewritten paper,
1937) p. 17.
[49] Lydia Shattuck quoted in Isabelle Sprague, "Creationism
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Shattuck's acceptance of Darwinism and faculty support of the theory
of evolution did not necessarily lead to its teaching in the
classroom. The Seminary appeared to have taken a middle of the road
position as in 1876 and 1877 it invited Reverend Joseph Cook to
deliver a series of lectures on science and religion which offered a
conciliatory point of view on Darwin and its theory. [50]
Before 1883 the Seminary employed almost exclusively former
graduates. The presence of a body of teachers who had shared the
same educational experience resulted in a beneficial sense of
continuity of educational traditions as well as in the formation of
a tightly knit community of women with their ideological roots well
planted in Mary Lyon*s days. Although very few of the teachers made
substantial contributions to their academic field, most of those
dedicated women were warmly remembered for the attention they paid
to students within and without the classroom. In one instance, Anna
M. Cole wrote to her mother that one Sunday morning she started to
go to church "without anything over my shoulder." One teacher. Miss
Hooker, "noticed that fact... and sent me back to get some wrap."
Anna's response to so much attention was mixed, as she wrote: "It
seemed to be rather good to be taken care of although I did have to
travel back up two flights of stairs. "[51]
and Evolutionary Theory at Mount Holyoke Seminary." Founder's Day
Speech, November 9, 1980.
[50] Cole, pp. 157-58.
[51] Anna M. Cole to her mother, October 26, 1884.
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Since students and teachers lived in the same building, the
amount of daily contact was remarkable. Besides classroom time,
prayer meetings and special "section meetings," students were under
the constant watchful eye of at least one teacher. Even at meals
students sat at assigned tables presided over by a teacher. [52]
Often the teacher assumed the function of an older sister, a mature
confidente, whose principal task was to aid the development of each
student's character. For most students, the teacher-pupil
relationship developed into "a close and dear" friendship. [53 ] The
enormous amount of daily contact could be achieved in part because
of a considerably high student-teacher ratio — in 1881 there were
ten pupils for each teacher — [5U] and in part because teachers and
students lived in the same building and shared the same facilities.
As a consequence, it was almost inevitable that some strong
affections would develop especially between students and younger
teachers. [55] By the same token, prolonged contact with the teaching
staff, at times, bred contemptuous remarks. Julina Hall in a letter
[52] Martha Votey Smith, p. 100; Somes, p. 11; Anna M. Cole to
her mother, October 26, 1884.
[53] Mary Ella Spooner Brown, Recollections , p. 7.
[54] Mount Holyoke employed twenty-seven full-time teachers and
had 268 enrolled students.
[55] Alice Bushee Journal , vol. I, November 18, 19, 20 and 27,
1886; in 1872, Lucy Shelmire wrote to her cousin: "I think there
never was a nicer company of teachers than those here, they are just
as nice as they can be." October 22, 1872.
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to her brother, called one of the teachers, Miss Bardwell, "Just
stiff and poky enough for a missionary's wife. "[56] But if many
students expressed personal dislike for some teachers, especially
for those who followed more rigidly the Seminary's rules, most did
so privately.
At Mount Holyoke, teachers appeared to have the primary
function of transmitting cultural values through personal example
and knowledge of specific topics within the rigid framework of
classroom teaching. Unfortunately very little has survived on the
role teachers played in the classroom. In trying to assess the
quality of instruction at Mount Holyoke, a printed list of books
used for classroom purposes simply does not satisfy the historian's
need for more detailed sources. Short of a careful and meticulous
content analysis of text books used at the Seminary, historians
still know too little about what happened in the classroom. In what
context was, say, Shakespeare discussed, what ideas did individual
teachers hand down to the students? What concepts of female identity
were presented through academic subjects? These and many other
related questions will remain unanswered unless new material is
uncovered and properly analyzed. Students notebooks which have been
preserved at Mount Holyoke are the only indication of what students
[56] Julina 0. Hall to "My Dear Brethren", January 20, 1867,
Clark University Library; for critical remarks on Anna Edwards, see
"Lou" to "Dear Lucy", January 11, 1887, Uncatalogued Letters, Mount
Holyoke College History Collection; and Augusta H. Lockwood to
Harriet B. Stowe, April 17, 1877.
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were expected to learn. F.o. reading the. one gains the i.p.ession
that, as in to the early days under Mary Lyon, every topic carried a
Clearly stated religious message of self-sacrifice and benevolence.
Katherine DeWitt copied and underlined in her notebook the following
quote from a lecture: "He who cannot keep his temper, or be
self-sacrnfici^ cheerful, tender, attentive at home, will never be
of any real or permanent use to God's poor abroad." Finally,
political and social issues of the day were not discussed within the
context of classroom instruction. Moral education was far more
appropiate for Christian women. Clara E. Smith in one of her note
books wrote the following definition taken from a course in
education: "The formation of habits belongs to the will... H[abit]'s
which one forms make up Punctuality. Regularity and Silence ."[ [57]
Thus, from the academic point of view. Mount Holyoke continued to
carry Mary Lyon's message that women's special nature had assigned
them to traditionally female duties.
Besides notebooks containing hurried classnotes, compositions
have also been preserved. Although they were not part of the regular
curriculum and were not "counted" for purposes of graduation, the
weekly English composition acquired a great deal of importance,
especially at a time when writing skills were much valued. [58]
[[57] Clara E. Smith, class of 1885; Katherine DeWitt. class of
1887; Anne Blakely, class of 188^; Delia Warner, class of 1874, all
of their notebooks are in their personal Bio-Files at the Mount
Holyoke College History and Archives.
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Required of all students, the themes had been instituted under Mary
Lyon to test both literary abilities and rhetorical skills. [59] Some
students found the regimen of weekly compositions quite hard, since
anyone who mispelled four words in any theme had to undergo
additional training. In 1872, Lucy Shelraire wrote to her cousin:
"compositions are the worst things here, if we miss four words while
we are here, or as soon as we have missed that many, we are invited
into the spelling class , and that is not considered any honor ." Lucy
proudly reported that "as yet I have not had mistakes ."[60] Judging
from the quality of the themes, the weekly exercise would have been
unnecessary, as there were few errors of syntax and virtually no
mispellings.
The subject of the themes fell essentially into one major
category. A Christian conception of individual mission and of duty
appeared to have been consistently reiterated by the students. It is
not clear, however, whether they wrote what their teachers expected
to hear, or whether the compositions indeed reflected independent
thinking and the expression of personal beliefs. Originality,
certainly, was not projected by the titles of many of the
compositions, e.g. "A view," "The weather," "Recollection of
childhood" such titles would be appropriate for a secondary school;
[58] Sarah Hunter to her mother, September 20, 1882.
[59] Cole, p. 58.
[60] Lucy Shelmire to her cousin. October 22, 1872; see also
Alice Bushee, Journal. Vol. I, October 26. 1886.
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they do not seem to belong to the high quality of education the
Seminary aimed at providing. [61 ] Moreover, among the Seminary themes
we do not find the expression of political and social ideas that
were revealed, for example, in Jane Addams' college themes. [62]
Despite the lack of historical evidence on grades and
examinations and the paucity of information on both quality and
content of written work, we can make some tentative assessment of
the educational structure from all the information thus far
available. First of all, the methods of admission, the choice of
teachers, and the organization of courses followed the educational
schemes laid out by Mary Lyon in the early days of the Seminary. In
other words, the institution had become static in its organizational
structure and educational values. Secondly, students' intellectual
capacity, understood as academic achievement and intellectual
curiosity, was essentially geared to the formation of morally
competent and academically proficient teachers. A structure for the
[61] Anne Blakely, "The Mission of the Mountains," April 12,
188M and "Mrs. Browning". March 8. 188M; Florence Kent, "Collegiate
Education for Women," April 16, 1870. For a list of composition
titles see Mary Chaffee Dudley, Account Book , 1877-1878.
[62] During her years at Rockford College, she wrote
compositions entitled "Tramps" and "The present policy of Congress."
Even if, according to one of her biographers, Allen F. Davis, "she
revealed little sympathy for" the tramps, and the impact that
environment and circumnstance had on their condition, the very fact,
however, that Addams wrote compositions devoted to political as well
as social problems is an indication that, at least at Rockford
College, students were not isolated from their social context. Allen
F. Davis, American Heroine : The Life and Legend of Jane Addams (New
York: 1973) pp. 18-19.
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development of individual interests was not among the Seminary
academic practices. The lack of electives and the rigidity of the
curriculum did not allow much room for personal exploration or for
the development of interests and activities in intellectual matters
beyond course requirements.
The Social Experience
According to Mary Lyon's scheme, the proper formation of female
character was to be achieved both within and without the classroom
through religious teaching. Although "Bible Study" did not count
for graduation purposes. Biblical exegesis, like any other religious
matter, had an enormous significance. The Bible was taught
throughout the four years of course work and Bible classes were held
every week. [63] Religious instruction was not only present in the
classroom but pervaded every minute of the daily life of students.
In one of her letters home, Gertrude Somes gave a sketch of their
daily religious regimen:
[63] Sarah Hunter to her mother, September 20, 1882 said that
they had Bible class every day, but she might have confused Bible
class with Bible reading, which took place everyday. Thoroughness
was again the key word. Instruction started with the Creation and
during the four years every passage of the Bible was covered. At the
end of every term, students were examined on topics such as "the
meaning of Genesis," The "principal objects of the book," and were
asked to cite "passages showing the nature and the necessity of
repentance," and that "redemption is through the death of Christ"
and "salvation by Grace alone." Lizzie Bartlett, "Bible Topics,"
Account Book , 1877. There was no indication in students' papers
that discussion of biblical controversies ever took place in or
ouside the classroom.
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...long grace before breakfast; devotions at 8:U5 in the Hall
consisting of Bible reading, singing, a long prayer and a short
lecture by Miss Edwards [associate Principal]; grace at dinner
grace before supper, reading singing and a long prayer after;
recess-meeting of fifteen minutes at eight every evening, except
Tuesday and Friday, when we have longer meetings . [64
]
In addition, every student "was required to spend half an hour every
morning and evening absolutely alone and presumably engaged in
devotional readings and prayer." [65] To allow students the physical
space in which to observe their "quiet half-hour," each bedroom had
a large closet lighted by a window. Every girl entered the closet,
as her roommate was in the room, for a short time of rest and
reflection, a pause in a long a busy day. [66]
With such religious obligations for the week-days, one can
imagine the Sabbath. It was more than strictly observed. No student
was allowed to leave the Seminary, to make or receive calls on
Sunday, since "the excitement of visiting, of meeting friends, and
of home scenes, will prevent, in a measure, the benefit that may be
derived from a proper observance of the day. "[67] As a consequence,
no one was permitted to leave the building except to go to church or
for a half-hour, between five and five-thirty, to go outdoors, and,
even then, students were only allowed to walk on one particular
[6U] Somes, p. 6.
[65] Louise Lamprey, Letter to the New York Herald Tribune
dated Limerick, Me, March 6, 1928.
[66] Morse, p. 25.
[67] Catalogue, 1881-1882, p. 28.
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lawn. [68] The day was totally devoted to worship. Reading was
severely discouraged; even religious literature was not available in
the reading room. Again Gertrude Somes writes:
On Sundays we have devotions after breakfast instead of in theHall. Church at 10:30, Bible class at 4. section meeting ormeeting in the Hall at 8.... Instead of recitations, one must go
to church, study recite Bible lessons and they are not short; goto meeting in the evening, work and keep forty minutes silent
time. [69]
Although both section and evening recess meetings were not
mandatory, if a student "wished to stand well with the faculty." she
had to attend them every day and especially on Sunday. [70]
The Seminary albeit Protestant was non-sectarian, but stressed
the importance of religiosity and expected every graduating student
to be also a church member. Since the early days at Mount Holyoke,
Mary Lyon felt personally responsible for the salvation of her
pupils' souls. In each year of her administration, special days of
fast, and prayer were devoted either to the missionary cause or to
educational institutions. During the days of fast special efforts
were made by all of the teachers to lead the unconverted students to
the road of salvation and revivals were not uncommon.
Unconverted students were subject to a great deal of attention.
Every year, a few days after the beginning of the school year,
[68] Lamprey, To New York Herald Tribune ; Somes, p. 9.
[69] Somes, p. 6 and p. 9.
[70] Lamprey.
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students who were "professors of religion" and church members were
asked to stand up in front of the school's assembly. Those who did
not profess religion became the objects of constant prayers. Special
meetings were held for them in Mary Lyon's private parlor. During
these meetings she would talk to the "unconverted", pray for them
and exhort them to abandon their sinful ways. Coupled with personal
appeals from the Principal, roommates, classmates and friends all
joined in an attempt to lead the stray soul into the flock. It was
rare that anyone could effectively resist both peer pressure and the
authoritative pleadings of Mary Lyon. [71] Such intense evangelical
fervor would be quite hard to comprehend for a twentieth century
mind. But in the 1830s and 1840s, the religious regimen followed at
Mount Holyoke was not unique. Similar routines prevailed at other
evangelical educational institutions such as Amherst, Williams and
Yale. [72]
The religious patterns instituted by Mary Lyon continued to be
[71] Louise Porter Thomas, Seminary Militant , an Account of the
Missionary Movement at Mount Holyoke Seminary and College . (South
Hadley, Mass.: Mount Holyoke College, 1937) pp. 25-26. Emily
Dickinson's first hand experience as a lost soul at Mount Holyoke
proved to be extremely painful. During her stay at the Seminary in
1845, she could not avoid the relentless and merciless pressure
brought upon the students. John Cody, After Great Pain . The Inner
Life of Emily Dickinson
,
(Cambridge, Ma: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University, 1971) p. 18.
[72] Cole, p. Ill; Gail S. McClung, "Religion at Mount Holyoke:
a History of Committment." Mount Holyoke Alumnae Quarterly 59
(Spring 1975) pp. 13-16. See also The Vermont Chronicle , January 13
and February 3, 1847 which reprinted news of religious conversions
and revivals at the Seminary.
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maintained, virtually unchanged, by her successors. Year after year.
Principal and teachers reported the conversion of many students.
However, if on the surface the school's religious life appeared to
be just the same, underneath there were some waves of discontent.
The erosion process, which was mentioned at the beginning of the
chapter, developed parallel to the process of crystallization. As
teachers followed in almost every detail the educational path laid
out for them by Mary Lyon, students started expressing, here and
there, their displeasure, which reflected a change in student
attitudes towards the educational role of the school. Mary Lyon had
tried in every way to identify the institution with family. In her
ideology, each member of the Seminary community was part of the
Mount Holyoke family, with the teachers as mothers and the pupils as
their children. But by the decade after the Civil War, students no
longer looked at the Seminary community as an extension of their
family. Possibly, because of changed economic and social conditions
among students, young women started to look at Mount Holyoke as an
academic community rather than a broadly defined educational
institution devoted to the formation of the character of its
students. Religion, which was such a fundamental part of the
students' educational process, was the first target. For example,
students addressed their letters to friends and relatives from
"Mount Holyoke Convent," and freely admitted that: "we are in a sort
of nunnery ." [73 ] At other times the discontent became more obvious.
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as in this student's letter to her girlfriend.
Two weeks from tomorrow is the day observed by the Seminary as aday of fasting and prayers for schools and colleges throughout
the land and there will be prayer-meetings every half hour
during the day. We are not required to go to more than one but
It IS expected that we will, and they like to have one roommate
go to the first meeting and the other to the second and so on
through the day so that we may not be together in our rooms at
all. I suppose they think we have too good a time if we were
together . [74]
The letter clearly shows that even in the late 1880s the faculty
still conducted what is called nowadays a "drive" to convert the
unconverted, and still aimed at having every graduating senior a
member of the church. [75] Despite the teacher's efforts, however, in
the 1870s the Seminary seldom enjoyed the kind of emotional revivals
which had sparkled under Mary Lyon. [76] Nevertheless, if the results
were none too positive Mount Holyoke did not experience a decline in
orthodox religious practices. The same overt religious teachings and
atmosphere of the early days persisted and the nick-name "Puritan
Convent" could have been easily applied to the Seminary in any
period of its history. [77]
[73] Julina Hall to "My Dear Brethren," January 20, 1867, Clark
University Library; Susan R. Libby to Emily Whitten, January 8,
1852.
[74] "Lou" to "Dear Lucy", January 11, 1887.
[75] Lamprey to New York Herald Tribune
[76] In 1871, Mary Ellis and Julia E. Ward admitted in their
Report : "We have been visited by no general and powerful revival."
Principal 's Report , July 5, 1871; see also the following Reports ,
Helen M. French, July 22, 1868; Mary Ellis, July 31, 1872 and Mary
0. Nutting to Rev. Dr. Kirk, July 4, 1870.
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Data on religious affiliation provided by the alumnae in 1915
showed that well over 90 percent of the students enrolled between
1881 and 1888 were members of Protestant churches. Whether
membership to one religious group was part of the admission policy
is not clear, however, only a puny minority of students were
Catholic or members of other religious groups. [78] (Table 20)
TABLE 20
Religious Affiliation of Mount Holyoke Alumnae
1881-1885
Religion N. of %
Students
High Protestant 188 84.7
Low Protestant 28 12.6
Roman Catholic 3 1^4
Other 3 1^4
Valid Cases 222 100
Note: the date refers to years of matriculation not of birth.
Mount Holyoke's moral and religious training sparked the
committment of some of its early alumnae to the missionary cause.
Almost every year, some Seminary graduates became missionary abroad,
the only field of employment, besides teaching, which was acceptable
[77] Cole, Chapter 6, pp. 102-27-
[78] High protestant includes 106 members of the Congregational
church , 49 Presbyterians , 21 Episcopalians , 2 Unitatians , 6
Christian Scientists, 3 Lutherans and 1 Anglican. The group called
"Low Protestant" was composed of 13 Baptists, 10 Methodists, 2
Evangelicals, 2 Universalists , and one Quaker.
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for middle-class women in the ante-bellum period. [79] After the
Civil War, the school still pursued its involvement in the
missionary field. Teachers continued to leave the school to become
missionaries, and alumnae who had married missionaries often stopped
to visit the school to urge the students to join in. Additionally,
returning missionaries often preached and gave lectures on exotic
foreign lands and the "strange" customs of the natives. [80] Although
the school's administration never forced students to become
missionaries, teachers tried in any possible way to facilitate the
development of a strong religious spirit, which indirectly
strengthened the ties of students with the missionary field.
Constant reiteration of Mary Lyon's idea that education carried a
social obligation logically led many students towards missionary
work. Moreover, the school had made special allowances for students
who expressed an interest in foreign missions. Students with a
"calling" from the missionary field were encouraged to be part of
the "Stellae Vigiles." The only student club which existed at the
Seminary, it had been established with the purpose of helping the
daughters of missionaries who attended Mount Holyoke to share
[79] In 1839, Emma Bliss, class of 1838, sailed to Smyrna as a
Missionary-bride. She was followed in 1843 by Fidelia Fisk, class of
1842, who left her teaching position at the Seminary to join the
missionary cause in Urumiah (Iran).
[80] Mary Ellis, Principal 's Report , July 31 • 1872; "Katie" to
Mary A. Phelps, January 28, no year; Alice Bushee, Journal , Vol. I,
October 8, October 31 and November 5, 1886.
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cultural experiences. Students, however, often joined the club
because its members enjoyed the privilege of gatherings without the
surveillance of teachers . [81 ]
The pressures felt by Mount Holyoke students to become
missionaries, however, were certainly not unique. Jane Addams
describes in Twenty Years at Hull House her experience while
attending Rockford Seminary in the late 1870 's: "During the four
years it was inevitable that every sort of evangelical appeal should
have been made," which resulted in "a concerted pressure to push
[her] into the 'missionary field'. "[82] Addams held herself aloof
from the religious pressures at Rockford, and her example was
followed by many Mount Holyoke women, who did not find the field of
missionary work sufficiently enticing. At other times, students
found the constant appeals for money and for work outright enraging.
On April 5, 1870 Julina Hall wrote to her brother:
I have had something extra all this year — we are just tortured
to death here with missionaries. If they could only stay in the
heathern lands when they once get there I think I would give one
tenth of all my income to get rid of the harangues we have to
hear — This is my spirit of benevolence . [83]
[81] Margaret Ball, "Students Activities during Seventy-Five
Years" The Mount Holyoke 22 (October 1912) p. 88; Marna Nutting,
"Random Reminiscences," p. 2 and p. 7.
[82] Jane Addams, "The Snare of Preparation," Twenty Years at
Hull 's House (New American Library, Signet Classics: New York, 1961)
p. 50




Possibly this little blow up did not receive appropriate attention
by her brother, since, in the same month she wrote her mother a
truly angry letter.
Perhaps missionaries do much good in barbarian lands — but they
are a nuisance here — they ought to benefit the cause much
somewhere to compensate for the active damage they do to it here— ...My highest idea of possible barbarism is that there are
people in the world who look with love and reverence upon^these
dried up mullen stalks of the Lord's Garden. This is not fun or
sarcasm
, but an explosive gas which I don't dare shut in any
longer. [84]
A rebellious spirit such as Julina's would have found the
highly regimented life at the Seminary rather uneasy, but her
comments represented to the tip of an iceberg of dissatisfaction
with the overt evangelical atmosphere of the Seminary.
Recitations, compositions and Bible classes were only one
aspect of the routine events at the school. Added to their
intellectual pursuits, the students had to contribute to the
physical care of the Seminary through their domestic work. At the
beginning of the year everyone received an assignment which had to
be carried on throughout the six weeks of the term, after which the
assignment was changed "so as to avoid monotony. "[85] The original
plan devised by Mary Lyon would have all of the domestic activities
carried on by students under the supervision of teachers. After the
Civil War, however, students' poor health and, possibly, students'
[84] Julina 0. Hall to her mother, April 1870, Clark University
Library.
[85] Morse, p. 24.
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complaints led the Principal to employ "more help from outside in
the domestic department ." [86 ]
Students' complaints contributed to the process of erosion of
Mary Lyon's educational pillars. Along with religion, domestic
chores were among the favorite topics of discussion in students'
letters. Despite the Pricipal's attempt to ease the burdens of
domestic tasks, such activities as peeling potatoes or scouring
knives for forty-five minutes every day proved to be undesirable
chores for some students . [87 ] The change in the social composition
of the student body might have had something to do with the surge of
complaints against domestic work which appeared in the 1870s. While
it is not certain, there is strong possibility that young women
coming from upper middle class families would have found the
imposition of domestic work particularly unpleasant . [88]
Students' complaints, however, were seldom direct and often
were covered by a subtle mask of irony, as shown in one student's
letter: "Tomorrow will be recreation day again, and, then, oh, then
[86] Sophia D. Hazen, Principal 's Report
,
July 17, 1867; in
1874, the Board of Trustees decided that more of the severe and
coarse domestic labor in the Seminary may be performed by help
outside of the work done by the young ladies." Secretary of the
Board of Trustees, Records of the Board of Trustees , vol. I (July 1,
1874) p. 133.
[87] Anna M. Cole to her mother, October 26, 1884; Sarah Hunter
to her mother, September 20, 1882.
[88] For a discussion of the heterogeneity of the students'
social background, see above. Chapter 3.
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I can have the extreme pleasure of mopping the lower hall by the
reading room door, just where everybody can see whether it is
clean. "[89] Students' letters revealed no pride in the "democratic"
nature of domestic work. They looked at their domestic chores with
ambivalence; on the one hand, they were annoyed at having to clean
the Seminary Hall besides having to cook for the whole school; on
the other hand, work was a way of leaving the books and socialize.
Even though there were complaints, most students discovered that "a
group of half a dozen girls can have good times even at washing
dishes and make life-long friends at the same time. "[90] As groups
of students gathered under the supervision of a student-leader,
"circles" were created. Those in charge of mending tablecloths
became the "Sewing Cirle", those who prepared desserts were known as
the "Pie Circle", while students who were doing dishes after
breakfast formed the "White Crockery Circle." In 1882. Clara E.
Smith reported; "We stood side by side wiping dishes and got
considerably acquanted [sic]. "[91] The Circles actually supplied the
beginning of an informal female network, a rudimentary structure of
support groups where students could vent their feelings, and
homesick juniors found a place where they could "exchange symptoms
of homesickness" and talk about their hometowns. [92]
[89] Lucy Shelraire to her cousin, October 22, 1872.
[90] Dole, p. 44; "Katie" to Mary A. Phelps, October 22, 1878
[91] Clara E. Smith, quoted in McCulley, vol. 2, p. 6,
1^7
Further pressure to accomplish "a maximum work in a minimum
time" was maintained by the constant chiming of bells. [93] Just as
in the early days, every moment of the day students heard bells ring
to call them to their next task. At quarter past six a student in
charge of ringing bells would be "promenading all the halls tolling
the bells." Then at quarter of seven came the "single stroke of the
bells for half an hour before breakfast," followed by "the fifteen"
minutes before breakfast, and that bell had "to be rung very
vigorously to wake all the damsels inclined to sleep over," after
which came five stokes for "the five" before breakfast, and at
quarter past seven the breakfast bells. Three minutes after it there
was "a single stroke of bells, and woe be to anyone if she is not at
her place at table, for she is tardy , a great sin. "[94] This pattern
of constant bell ringing went on at the same rapid pace throughout
the day, and each bell had its meaning as well as its accompanying
infraction
.
The first bell after b.[reakfast] is at eight, then all must
leave each others' rooms, & if the bell three minutes later
catches a girl in any room but her own, she is " tardy " . Then
there are bells at a quarter of nine, quarter past nine for
"first extra work circle", every three quarters of an hour are
bells and "tardies" until the hour bell before dinner, then they
come just as they did before breakfast, in the P.M. bells are
rung every hour till [the] hour before supper, after supper they
are rung every half hour, with tardies to those when we are to
[92] Votey Smith, p. 101.
[93] Ibid., p. 100.
[94] Emily Mellen to Laura, February 27. 1883.
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cease entering rooms," or "keep silent hours." At a quarter of
ten IS the retiring bell, and at ten the "tardy" when every girl
must be in a horizontal position between the sheets, or she is
"tardy," neither must she leave that place before eleven o'clock
for a moment or she is "tardy," after eleven and before five A.
M. she must not get up unless for a minute, if absolutely
necessary, she cannot then go to another's room until the five
before breakfast . [95]
The double pressure of finishing a task within the allotted
time and the lack of large amounts of time devoted to the students'
personal use often provoked their angry reactions against the
regimentation of life at the Seminary. Interrupted repeatedly by
bells while writing a letter, a young woman commented: "It is such a
nuisance to have it ring when I am doing something particularly
interesting or that I want to finish... Really I shall be insane
very soon if these bells don't keep still for a while. "[96] Since
bells were an integral part of the overall disciplinary system
enforced at Mount Holyoke, it was not unusual for students to poke
fun at the complex regulations which governed the school. In the
"Blue Laws of Mount Holyoke Seminary" and the "Fire Laws" students
expressed in satiric form a burning criticism of the absurdity of
Seminary rules. [97] As will be remembered, Mary Lyon had instituted
strict regulations which were aimed at character formation. [98]
[95] Emily Mellen to Laura, February 27, 1883.
[96] "Lou" to "Lucy", January 11, 1887.
[97] Both sets of laws are in a volume of Seminary Literature ,
in Clara E. Smith personal file; Cole, pp. 174-76. .
[98] See above chapter 2.
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Forty years after her death, the same rules were still fully
enforced through an honor system. Punctuality and order were
constantly stressed. The 1881 Catalogue read: "Without a high
standard of punctuality, it is impossible to maintain a high
standard for study and correct scholarship. " [99 ] During the daily
study hours, which were "perhaps seven out of twenty-four," silence
was maintained throughout the building; no conversation was allowed
during classes, school exercises, before the rising bells, after the
retiring bells and devotional hours, not even with one's roommate;
whispering was permitted only during domestic work and in the
hallways. Students were bound to their rooms during study hours,
except for three times a day and on Wednesday, recreaction day.
They were prohibited from getting out of bed before five or after
six or from going to bed after ten. Both the purchase of any snacks
and eating out of meal times were also severely discouraged .[ 100]
Most of the students did not find the rules too difficult to follow,
but it took some work to get used to a new pattern of strict, almost
military life. First year students found the array of school's
regulations quite bewildering and at times overwhelming. Alice
Bushee recorded in her Journal a laconic comment: "we have a lot of
rules and they make me weep whenever I come in contact with
[99] Catalogue, 1881-82, p. 27.
[100] Emily Mellen to Laura, February 27, 1883; Alice Bushee,
Journal, Vol. I, September 9, 1886; Cole, p. 78.
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them.mOl] Possibly, students who came from a less disciplined
homelife found the adjustment especially difficult.
If the regimen of life at the Seminary did not mellow with the
passing of time, neither did its enforcement. The school still
followed the self-reporting system instituted by Mary Lyon, the very
same system she had used at Derry and Buckland in the 1820s.
Infractions were divided into two major categories, as some rules
were more important than others. "First class exceptions" included
absence from church recitations and meals as well as tardiness in
doing assigned tasks. "Second Class exceptions" were minor offenses,
such as talking during study hours, having one's wardrobe and room
out of order, not having one's account properly balanced at the end
of each week and "walking over wet floors on recreation day.! "[102]
Each day the students had to report in writing to their section
teacher any infraction and the reason for it. The teacher would then
interrogate the culprit. "Why is this?" she would ask, "has it ever
happened before?" "will it happen again?" If the infraction was a
minor one the pupil was normally excused; if the transgression was a
"first class" one, more serious action would follow. [103]
The major ordeal of the self-reporting system was faced on
[101] Alice Bushee, Journal , Vol. I, September 17, 1886; see
also Sarah Hunter to her mother, September 20, 1882 and Sarah Hunter
to Annie, October 9, 1882.
[102] Morse, p. 26.
[103] Mary H. Buck to Sarah French, November 27, 1887
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Saturday mornings. The teachers. Principal and Associate Principals
sat on the Seminary Hall platform facing the Seniors, with the other
classes arranged in respective order behind the Seniors. After a
brief introduction the Principal would read the "first class" rules.
The seniors were then requested to rise, and those who had no
exceptions were told to be seated, and the "sinners" remained
standing. This procedure was followed for all four classes. Then,
the offenders were required to march forward and take the front
seat. The rules were then read again and each student rose when her
particular "sin of omission" was read out. After the silent and yet
quite obvious admission of guilt, the students were allowed to march
back to their positions at the end of the ceremony. While the ritual
had developed from the self-accusing and self-questioning spirit of
the Second Great Awakening, and while it intended to form the
students' habit of making the right decision as well as
self-sacrifice, by the 1870s it had become the object of
defiance. C 104]
Despite the presence of numerous and specific rules and of
their strict enforcement through the self-reporting system, the
Seminary was not immune from disciplinary problems. Evidence that
students often broke the school's regulations can be found in many
letters and diaries. [ 105] At times, breaking the rules might have
[104] Morse, p. 26
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been an act of assertion, a way of outsmarting the teachers. Julina
Hall wrote to her brother Stanley:
I hope you wont [sic] be surprised at any time if you hear that
I have been expelled from this institution on account of
unbecoming levity of character. We had such a " girlish " frolic
the other night. We dressed up a pillow in all the paraphanalia
[sic
J
of female reg. and placed it before a book by the table.
And just then the room had got smoky and we opened the door and
when the girls came up from exercises they stopped before the
door and laughted and made all sorts of remarks strangely
forgetful of rules forbidding, "abscence from room in study
hours," and "delaying in the halls," and "speaking above a
whisper in the halls," etc... we had not broken any single rule
and all the rest had. [106]
In most cases broken rules were the simple expression of youthful
exuberance which manifested itself in "girlish frolics" or in a
"necking party" at the table headed by one of the most rigid
teachers. Miss Nutting. [ 107] At other times, however, the
disciplinary problems acquired a rather serious tone. In 1877, Julia
Ward reported that during the academic year both teachers and
Principal "were constantly pained and perplexed by a lack of
earnestness" among the students. "Something. . .appeared to be sapping
the spiritual life of the students," and after a long search that
[105] Mary H. Buck to Sarah A. French, November 27, 1887; Sarah
Hunter to Annie, October 9, 1882; Alice Bushee, Journal , Vol. I,
November 12, 1886.
[106] Julina Hall to "Dear Brother Stanley," March 1867. Clark
University Library.
[107] The "necking party" was a contest to see whose students'
necks could be stretched out the most without raising the shoulders,
and above all without attracting the attention of the teacher. Votey
Smith, p. 100; Lucy Shelmire to her cousin, October 22, 1872;
Harriet E. Savage to her parents, March 12, 1878.
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"something" turned out to be card-playing. During the ensuing
investigation the culprits were expelled, but worst of all it was
discovered that such an unchristian behavior had been practiced for
at least twelve years. [108] Card-playing, unfortunately, was not an
isolated instance. Throughout the 1870s life at the Seminary was
marred by other disciplinary problems which often required extreme
measures, such as expulsion from the school. For example, in 1880
Principal Ward reported: "one of our younger children was unable to
resist the temptation to ride with young gentlemen, without the
knowledge or consent of her teachers and has been committed to the
care of friends, with their entire approval ."[ 109]
Many of the severe and widespread cases of disobedience had
their roots in the strict regimen of life imposed on students. In
the 1870s Mount Holyoke students had to live by rules they did not
choose, and, most of the time, did not understand; they had to
follow only mandatory courses and listen to religious injuctions
without possibility of discussion. Students looked at the Seminary
as a boarding school, more than a collegiate institution. Even
their leisure time had been planned a priori . Mary Lyon, believing
that leisure was an integral part of the work ethic pursued at the
[108] Julia E. Ward, Principal 's Report . June 20, 1877.
[109] On severe disciplinary problems see, Helen M. French,
Principal 's Report
,
July 1U, 1869; Mary Ellis and Julia Ward,
Principal 's Report
,
July 5, 1871; Mary Ellis. Principal 's Report .
July 31, 1872; "Katie" to Mary A. Phelps. January 28, 1878; Julia
Ward, Principal 's Report . June 1879 and June 23. 1880.
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Seminary, had created specific slots of "free" time for the
students, and prescribed how much and what kind of leisure time her
students should have. Wednesday was officially designated as
"recreation day" at Mount Holyoke. Unfortunately, both Mary Lyon and
her successors had un unusual concept of recreation, since the day
was just as regimented as the rest of the week. Students had to do
their personal laundry, put in order their wardrobe, attend the
usual devotional meetings, catch up with their studies and write
their weekly composition .[ 1 1 0] If they had time left, they would
write letters to family and friends. Obviously, the entire
structure of the school tried to discourage any form of free time
not actively employed in some form of occupation.
Curiously enough, Mary Lyon appeared to have had a clear
understanding that life at the Seminary with its myriad of
activities would have created a need for recreation, for that
special time in which students could relax. For this reason, she
introduced among the numerous school's rules a mandatory daily
mile-long walk to be taken in the morning before breakfast or in the
afternoon before supper. The exercise served both as a light
physical workout and a means of releasing pent up nervous energies.
The daily walk also solved another problem caused by institutional
life. Despite the fact that students shared the same physical
[110] Lucy S. Barlow to her brother, March 12, 18M5; Effie
Margaret Hayes, Diary , January 29, 1866.
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space, they complained that there was no time to get to know each
other, to share experiences with their peers. "Don't you wonder,
when everyday is full as can be, where the hour comes from?" mused
Harriet Savage. "A part comes out of gymnastics from which we are
excused, and the rest comes from nobody knows when. It is
made. "[Ill] Domestic work circles and, especially, daily walks
allowed the students to band together and talk, while they were
fulfilling one more duty. Often the walks were occasions for unusual
recreational pursuits. A couple of students decided to go for long
"tramps" through the fields of South Hadley, and while walking they
sang. Singing in effect, proved to be the perfect "remedy for
depression, repression, suppression and oppression ."[ 1 12]
Throughout the 1860s there were signs that students enjoyed a
little more freedom to amuse themselves, and by the mid-1870s it
appears that, on the one hand, the school had finally reached some
recognition of students' needs for leisure and recreation, and on
the other hand, students disregarded rules and regulation and made
time for their personal use.
After the Civil War, the Seminary's administration allowed the
presence of festivities and parties to flourish within the rigid
[111] Harriet E. Savage to her parents, March 19, 1878. See
also: Somes, December 18, 1888, p. 32; Lucy Shelmire to her cousin,
October 22, 1872; Anna M. Cole to her mother, October 26, 1884.
[112] Amelia D. Jones, "Sunny Memories of Holyoke Life" The
Mount Holyoke, 12 (February 1903) p. 289.
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framework of work, prayers and study. Thanksgiving. Christmas and
New Year changed from austere religious days under Mary Lyon to more
joyous celebrations, complete with special foods and
entertainment. [113] Besides traditional holidays, in the Spring the
whole Seminary enjoyed a full day of vacation from duties and bells.
Following similar traditions at Amherst and Willams College, on
Mountain Day the entire faculty escorted the whole student body for
a picnic on top of one of the local mountain ridges. But, unlike the
early period, when the day was devoted to a geological field trip,
by the 1880 's Mountain Day had become a day of celebration of the
end of the academic year and a moment of respite before the final
examinations. [114]
Parallel to the development of traditional festivities, the
Seminary also supported the advancement of gymnastics as a
recognition that physical activity could be "fun," besides being
"healthy. "[ 1 15] Calisthenics had already been part of the obligatory
[113] On early Christmas see Lucy S. Barlow to her brother,
January 18M7; Augusta H. Lockwood to Harriet B. Stowe, February 2^,
1875 and December 5, 1877.
[114] Anna M. Cole to her sister, June 2, 1888; Mary 0.
Nutting, "Students and Social Life at Mount Holyoke Fifty Years
Ago." Typewritten paper, p. 2; on the tradition of Mountain Day at
Amherst and Williams see: U.S. Government, "Physical Training in
American Colleges and Universities." Circular of Information of the
Bureau of Education, n. 5, 1885 (Washington: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1886) p. 17.
[115] Joanne C. Morawski, "Leisure Activities at Mount Holyoke
College, 1847-1913." Unpublished paper. May 9, 1977, p. 5.
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exercises under the administration of Mary Lyon. Calculated "to
produce health, grace of motion and agreeable manners," these simple
exercises concentrated on arm motions, proper posture and marching
in time to music. [116] Although dancing as such was forbidden at
Mount Holyoke, calisthenics resembled more dancing than strenuous
physical activity. In 1863, however, Ellen Parson, a graduating
student, in her public senior oration presented a strong case in
favor of physical education. She pleaded for the construction of a
gymnasium and for the introduction of formal training for the body,
so that "grace, power, self-control, ability to think and act well,
a clear head and a light heart" could be the "legitimate results of
judicious physical training. "[ 1 17] As the Trustees believed that it
was the function of women's schools "to renovate the female
constitution" throughout the whole country, the student's plea for a
gymnasium was favorably received by the administration as well as
the public. [118] The physical training adopted at the Seminary,
nonetheless, remained well within the realm of traditional feminine
behavior. The exercises, which followed the methods introduced in
[116] Zilpah Grant quoted in Morawski , p. 4; Mary 0. Nutting,
"Students and Social Life," pp. 3-M.
[117] Ellen Parson, "A Plea for a Gymnasium," Oration given at
the 1863 Seminary Graduation; Mildred Howard, "Physical Education at
Mount Holyoke College, 1837-1974."; on Dio Lewis see Thomas Woody,
History of Women ' s Education in the United States (New York: The
Science Press, 1929) Vol. II, pp. 114-15.
[118] Edward N. Kirk, D.D. to Helen M. French, 1860.
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the early 1860s by Dio Lewis, were not radically different from
calisthenics. Marching and drills probably resembled the gymnastics
practiced at men's schools, but had a visual content that was
typically feminine. In 1881. the annual gymnastics exibition
featured the "broom brigade." Students "dressed with caps and
aprons, each one bearing a broom and having a dust pan strapped to
her back" marched in front of a large audience .[ 1 1 9] The reporter
from the Springfield Union noted:
The determination with which they executed the order "charge
brooms" struck terror for a moment to the hearts of all the
young men present contemplating matrimony, but the vigor with
which the weapons were handled promised well for thre future
welfare of the homes over which the members of the broom brigade
shall preside. [120]
In addition to formal celebrations, gymnastics, and recreation
organized by the school, the years between 1875 and 1885 witnessed
the development of spontaneous and informal activities organized by
the students. Regardless of the fact that they were breaking
Seminary rules, small groups of friends often gathered to savor
special treats illegally acquired in the village or received from
home. These 'spreads' carried with them the additional thrill of
being forbidden; "if we lingered beyond the retiring bell it was a
dangerous pasttime." because, as a student wrote, "we were fearful
that the delicious odor of hot chocolate would betray us. "[121]
[119] Springfield Union , June 23, 1881. Mount Holyoke
Clippings, Series 2, vol. II, p. 1.
[120] Ibid.
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Outdoor activities, however, remained the mainstay among students-
recreational pursuits. Walks, tramps, and sleighrides on the
sourrounding hills created that special personal space when the long
arm of the Seminary did not control students, when young women could
be just that, young women, and when friendships blossomed.
Students at Mount Holyoke. just as in other women's colleges,
engaged in what they called "mashing." Letters and diaries mention
the practice of a sort of amour courtois which was based on the
outward expression of strong emotions for a particular friend. In
1883. Emily Mellen wrote: "You ask me if I have any mashes. I
suppose I have what the girls call "a mash," Miss Nutting a
missionary's daughter and I are pretty good friends and because we
go to walk pretty often together, the girls say we are
"mashed. "[122] In the 1880s the practice of pairing up special and
intimate friends appeared to have been wide-spread and accepted at
the Seminary as well as by the female public. Women outsiders
assumed that at any single-sex institution women enjoyed all of the
benefits of extended and intimate friendships which carried all the
rituals of heterosexual courtship. [ 123]
[121] Emma Sanford Herendeen, "Recreation and Social Life at
Mount Holyoke College, 1888-1892." Typewritten.
[122] Emily Mellen to Laura, February 27, 1883; Alice Bushee in
her Journal . Vol. II, February 12, March 2, March 13, November 10,
1887 chronicles her intimate friendship with another student. By the
following year, however, Alice seem to have outgrown her all-female
environment and to be dreaming of a 'true love' within the marital
sphere. On this see the February 2, 1888 entry.
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It seems, however, that students also perceived themselves as
independent, rational and efficient women, and that, as a
consequence, they denied the intense emotional committment required
by the "mash." In the same letter to her friend Laura, Emily Mellen
wrote:
I do not believe in "mashes" they take up too much time, some
girls seem to think if they are intimate they must spend all
their spare time together, when I would rather go to see girls
when I feel like it, and if I don't do something else. [124]
Emotions imposed unwanted restrictions on individual freedom, and on
the extremely limited time available for personal use. The
regimented life at the Seminary left little or no space for romantic
involvement. In this sense some Seminary students resembled very
closely the first generation of college women who downplayed
emotions, or in the words of Jane Addams, "departed too suddenly
from the active emotional life led by their grand mothers and
great-grand mothers ."[ 125] Unlike Vassar where "smashes" were
considered both "a pest" and dangerous to the health of students,
[123] Note, for example that Mellen 's letter was addressed to
Laura, who was not a student and had obviously enquired about
"mashing." See also the path-breaking article by Carroll
Smith-Rosenberg, "Love and Rituals," Signs ; Journal of Women in
Culture and Society
, pp. 1-29 and Nancy Sahli, "Smashing: Women's
Relationships before the Fall," Chrysalis , a Magazine of Women *
s
Culture 8 (Summer 1979) pp. 17-27.
[124] Emily Mellen to "Laura," February 27, 1883.
[125] Jane Addams, Democracy and Social Ethics, Anne Firor
Scott, ed., (Cambridge, Ma.: The belknap Press of Harvard
University. 1964) p. 64; Sahli, p. 26.
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the practice of "mashing" seldom became a problem at the
Seminary. [126] The rigid discipline and the close watch kept by
teachers did not encourage the development of prolongued and
intimate relationships among students. Moreover, if in the
judgement of the teachers, the relationship among two students
should go beyond acceptable terms, the Principal could always
intervene and separate the "mashed" couple by merely changing their
room assignment and rescheduling their daily routines. [ 12?
]
From this lengthy analysis of the many aspects of students'
life at the Seminary we can draw two major conclusions, one from the
point of view of the institution and another from the students'
stand point. After Mary Lyon's death, the institutional structure
of Mount Holyoke, like most social and economic structures, had
undergone a slow and inexorable process of crystalization . The
Seminary which had established itself as a viable educational
institution under the strong leadership of Mary Lyon, survived only
by holding on to a virtually unchanged structure. Consequently, the
school had less and less room for fundamental alterations. This is
[126] Sahli, p. 22.
[127] In a letter to a friend a student explained how Principal
Ward handled a friendship which had gone beyond acceptable
boundaries. "Miss Ward was fully impressed with the idea that it
was very wrong for Helen and me _to be together. That is all the
reason she would give, but she did her best to make us feel as if we
were the most wicked creatures in existence." Augusta H. Lockwood to
Harriet B. Stowe, April 3, 1878.
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not to say that changes did not take place. On the contrary, almost
every year teachers and administration adapted the structure to the
needs of the community. These, however, were minor changes, tuning
up of the school's mechanisms, which did not alter the static and
regimented life of the school. It would take major transformations
from without to create both the need and the space for crucial
alterations within the institution.
The advent of successful women's colleges coupled with some
changes in the climate of opinion as well as in the social origins
of Mount Holyoke students would push the school to re-evaluate its
assumptions, its educational goals and, ultimately, reassess its
very own raison d'etre. For example, the development of different
social and economic circumstances within the student body led to an
assault on the most rigid and distasteful aspects of life at the
school. The disciplinary problems which surfaced throughout the
1870s were just a warning bell, a sign that the educational
experience at the Seminary no longer satisfied the demands and the
realities of the new type of student — daughters of professionals
rather than farming families. As for the students their discontent
never broke into an open rebellion because the institutional
structure which had been created to control young women's lives, did
not allow it. With every moment of the day to be accounted for, a
demanding academic calendar, and a strict supervision, there was no
space to develop a formal protest. Nevertheless, students'
displeasure, whether acted upon or merely verbalized, reflected a
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change in students' attitudes. The process of erosion of Mary
Lyon's educational values became transformative of the school when
students stopped considering the Seminary as their educational
family and started looking at Mount Holyoke as a separate
institution which should provide more academic knowledge and less
character formation.
CHAPTER V
FROM SEMINARY TO COLLEGE
In 1836. a year before the opening of Mount Holyoke. Mary Lyon
wrote to Zilpah Grant in a moment of elation:
femalls ?hii 7. t
=°''"^'"stone
. . .
for an institution for
iTu nr.'/ ' : ^" ^^"'^^^ education. The workwill ot stop with this institution. [1]
She clearly understood that the opening of the Seminary marked the
beginning of a new era in women's higher education, and she
prophesized that, sooner or later, other institutions would be
founded to educate women. She could not have foreseen, that the
establishment of other institutions would have created problems for
her own Seminary, and that another "body of gentlemen" would have
hampered the progress of the school from the old Seminary to a
modern collegiate Mount Holyoke. The frame of this chapter will be
the critical period of passage from Seminary to College. Particular
focii will include the mixed reactions of teachers and Trustees to
the founding of women's colleges, the general reading public's
perceptions of the Seminary vis-a'-vis the new collegiate
institutions, and, finally, the role played by the Board of
Trustees.
[1] Marion Lansing. Mary Lyon Through Her Letters . (Boston






Mary Lyon's ideals of educating women to be benevolent
Christian servants of society worked out very well in the decades
prior the Civil War. when young women were still expected to conform
to the prescriptions of the cult of true womanhood, when
colleges still educated their students for the traditional
professions of minister and lawyer and higher education for
was in its infancy. After the Civil War. winds of change forced
educational institutions to reconsider their ideals and purposes.
In the two decades following the Civil War. many male colleges
already in existence changed their structure from unsystematic and
disorganized schools preparing students for traditional occupations
to well-ordered and more complex institutions in which every
educational step would lead the student to the acquisition of a
professional degree. Prior to the Civil War. a young man who wanted
to become a lawyer or an engineer or a business manager could have
earned his college degree and then acquired the needed experience in
the real world by reading law or working his way up in a business
firm. After the war. the advancement of an economic system based on
capital, technology and complex organizational structures required a
more standardized knowledge which could be obtained only at
specialized professional schools. As law. engineering, business and
medical schools developed, a college degree became but one step in a
hierarchical educational structure. This slow and yet inevitable
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process culminated in the 1880s. when President Eliot of Harvard
consolidated all undergraduate studies in the College, and built
around it professional institutes as well as research facilities.
Princeton College became a University de facto in 1877 when graduate
studies were introduced on a permanent basis with the use of the
graduate seminar. [2] In contrast to the professional orientation of
expanding universities, rural middle-class institutions, such as
Amherst. Williams. Bowdoin. revived the residential college and
recreated a romantic vision of the collegiate community. [3]
Concurrent with the process of professionalization
. male
students' expectations also changed. Before the Civil war,
education and wealth had been part of a student's inherited social
status. After the war social and economic developments enhanced the
correlation between higher education and economic gain. Students
discovered that a college degree opened the upper levels of the job
hierarchy and. with it, financial rewards. Consequently,
educational institutions became more concerned with their students'
expectations of improved economic opportunities than with society's
[2] Burton J. Bledstein, The Culture of Professionalism : The
Middle Class and the Development of Higher Education in Americi
(New York: Norton Books, 1976) p. I30.
*
[3] David F. Allmendinger
.
Jr.. Paupers and Scholars . The
Transformation of Student Life iji 19th Century New England . (New
York: St. Martin's Press. 1975) p. 124; Ronald Story, "Harvard and
the Boston Brahamins: A Study in Institutional and Class
Development. 1800-1865." Journal of Social History 8 (Spring 1975)
p. 112.
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expectations of service from educated men. [4]
One after another, male institutions of higher learning
redefined their roles. As many colleges became universities, the
ai.s Of such institutions changed from preparing young men to
fulfill a broadly defined "calling" to showing their students the
most effective way toward a professional specialization. In the
East the move toward professionalization and the growth of
prestigious graduate schools perpetuated the exclusion of unwanted
students, e.g. blacks, women, and certain religious and ethnic
groups. In this climate of institutional reorganization,
professionalism, and ultimately exclusion, coeducational
institutions and colleges for women appeared on the educational
scene
.
Higher Education for Women
Coeducation had been available at Oberlin, Hillsdale and
Antioch Colleges as well as at Utah and Iowa Universities in the
ante-bellum period; following the Civil War, more institutions
became coeducational and admitted women. Economics played an
important role in the coeducational movement. Throughout the war
and the early part of the Reconstruction, many male colleges and
[M] Frederick Rudolph. The American College and University : A
History- (New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 1962) p. 65; Samuel Bowles and
Herbert Gintis, Schooling i£ Capitalist America . Educational Reform
and the Contradictions of Economic Life . (New York: Basic Books
Inc.. 1976) pp. 22-23.
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universities experienced shrinking enrollments, and. as a
consequence, a decline in revenues fro. tuition fees. To solv,
their financial problems universities like Cornell decided to admit
women to flu the seats left empty by men. [5]
Besides economic necessities spurring the coeducational
movement, several other factors contributed to kindle public
Interest in women's higher education in the last half of the
nineteenth century:
First, the establishment ofa universal public primary and
secondary school system open to both sexes encouraged more young
women to prepare for college-level work. Since private Academies
were quite expensive, without a universal public educational system
fewer students would have been able to prepare for college.
Second, the constant demand for teachers increased with the
legislation of public secondary education. Moreover, the Civil War
created many opening for new teachers, as men left the schoolroom
for the battlefield. After the war. the natural increase in
population coupled with waves of immigration impelled the growth of
public education and created a demand for teachers that seminaries
and normal schools no longer could meet. Female teachers could fill
that demand efficiently, for. as many local boards of education
[5] Willystine Goodsell, The Education of Women. Its Social
Backgroud and Its Problems . (Mew York: McMillan Co., 192U)
24-25. For a discussion of women's admission to male institutions




quickly discovered, female school teachera could be hired for lower
salaries than male teachers.
Third, various social developments gave many middle-class women
a great deal of leisure time that could be devoted to not only club
work and reform activities but to education as well. Immigration
and the abolition of slavery opened up a pool of cheap female labor
that could be hired for domestic service in middle-class homes.
Further, as the country moved fairly quickly toward
industrialization, the growth of mass-produced goods relieved middle
class women from some tiresome and time-consuming tasks such as
bread making and sewing clothes for the family.
Fourth, technological developments and changes in the structure
of the business world which accompanied the rapid modernization of
American society also created a large number of employment
opportunities for women, especially in office work and sales which
required education, at leaat st the high school level.
Finally, prior to the Civil war. the active participation of
women in reform groups, in philanthropic organizations, in the
abolitionist movement and, above all, in the burgeoning feminist
organizations had led more women to analyze the roots of their
conditions and to demand equal educational opportunities.
Ante-bellum female activism continued and developed further after
the War. [6]
[6] Mable Newcomer. A Century of Higher Education for American
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Although it may seem that the war acted as a water shed in the
developemnt of female higher education, the roots of these changes
were clearly planted well before the war. Already in 1848 at the
Seneca Falls Convention, feminists had addressed the issue of higher
education for women in the "Declaration of Sentiments." Following
the Civil War. feminists continued to believe that access to higher
education along with the vote would open the way for a new golden
age for women. [7] It would be a mistake, though, to identify the
supporters of higher education for women as always feminists. Often
non-feminists were proponents. While access to higher education for
women was one of the various goals of women's rights advocates,
champions of colleges for women did not always identify themselves
with female emancipation . [8
]
\Jomen. (New York: Harper and Row. 1959) p. 153; Rudolph, p. 316-Joyce Antler. "The Educated Woman and Professionalization : The
Struggle for a New Feminine Identity. 1890-1920." (Ph.D.
Dissertation. State University of New York at Stony Brook, 1977) pp.
[7] William 0' Neill. The Woman 's Movement . Feminism in the
United States and En^^ (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, Inc.7"l969)
p. 109; William H. Chafe, The American Wom^. Her Changing Social
Economic and Political Roles
, 1920-1970. (New York: Oxford
'
University Press. 1972) p. 12; Eleanor Flexner. Centur^r of Stru^^
The Woman 's Rights Movement i£ the United States . (New York*
Atheneum, 197^) p. 127.
[8] George P. Schmidt, The Liberal Arts College . A Chapter in
American Cultural History . (New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers University
Press, 1957) p. 136. A study of the demographic and cultural impact
of the civil war on families of future college students is very much
needed if for no other reason than to determine whether families
sent their daughters to college because the war had devastated the
demographic balance and created a surplus of females.
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Old and New Instituti ons
s
'om
After the end of the war. the .ove.ent for women's equal access
to higher education ca.e to full fruition; but. while co-education
blossomed in the central and western part of the nation, privately
endowed single-sex colleges found a favorable terrain in the north
eastern part of the country. Colleges for wo.en such as Vassar
(1865). Wellesley (1875) and Smith (1875) opened their doors to a
new generation of American students. The attitudes toward women'
education in the new single-sex colleges differed in emphasis fr
the old seminaries. Institutions like Mount Holyoke. Rockford.
Western. Lake Erie. Mills and many other women schools which had
been established before the 1860s stressed character formation and
women's service to society. By the 1870s these schools came to
represent the old order, their educational ideals no longer
satisfied the demands of middle-class women for equal access to
educational credentials. By contrast, the new women's colleges
tried to provide students with an educational structure which
emphasized women's educational needs. In other words, the new
women's colleges were more concerned with the demands of individual
students for culture than as with Mount Holyoke Seminary with
character formation and social purpose. [9] Smith College's stated
object was "the establishment and maintenance of an institution for
[9] Rudolph, pp. 59-60
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the higher education of young „o™en , with the design to furnish them
means and facilities for education equal to those which are afforded
in our colleges to young men. "[10]
Equal educational opportunity meant that the education imparted
to the female students was to be of equivalent quality with men's
colleges. In 1861. Matthew Vassar admitted: "It occurred to me that
woman, having received from her creator the same intellectal
constitution as man. has the same right as man to intellectal
culture and development ."[ 1 1 ] The course of studies at the new
women's colleges was modelled after the classical curriculum of
Harvard. Yale and Princeton. Greek. Latin and high level
mathematics along with English and the physical sciences became the
standard fare for college women. Moreover, unlike the curriculum at
pre-Civil war seminaries, the curriculum of the women's colleges
stressed intellectual rigor and artistic sensibility as well as
students' autonomous thinking. The introduction of the elective
system, for example, allowed young women to tailor their studies to
personal interests and inclinations. [ 12]
[10] Elizabeth Deering Hascom and Helen French Green. Sophia
Smith and the Beginning of Smith College (Northampton, Mass.: Smith
College. 1926) p. 115; Joseph Taylor wished to give women "all the
advantages of a college education which are so freely offered to
young men," quoted in Newcomer, p. 56.
[11] Matthew Vassar 's First Address to the Trustees of Vassar
College, February 6, 1861, quoted in Newcomer, p.1.
[12] Rudolph, pp. 317-18; during the decades between the Civil
war and the 1880s. the educational value of the classical curriculum
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Non-acade.ic life at the new women's colleges also reflected a
newly-found autonomy of students. As did .en's colleges, the new
women's colleges, Vassar. Wellesley and S.ith encouraged students'
participation in extra-curricular activities which, rather than
dominated faculty 33 they were at Mount HolyoUe. were controlled
students. Dancing, sociables, athletic clubs, debate societies
and religious organizations headed by students provided a gay and
lively social life comparable in style to men's colleges. Women
students following the tradition of male colleges belonged to
graduating class organizations complete with class officers,
'historians', 'poets', and with separate class insignia, class
colors and especially class privileges. Seniors at Vassar were
entitled to the use of special parlors, separate corridors and
enjoyed "senior precedence. "[I3] The collegiate way as "a body of
traditions and practices." derived from male institutions, became
the trademark of life at women's colleges .[ 1 4 ] Lifeat Vassar. Smith
at men's colleges had been questioned. It is worthy of notice thatwhile Its IS true that women's colleges copied the classical
curriculum, they also introduced a full array of electives that
placed them on the cutting edge of educational experimentation as
well as outside of any comparison with men's institutions .See for
example, Wellesley College first curriculum (1875) which carried
electives for all four classes, Patricia Ann Palmieri, "In Adamless
Eden: A Social Portrait of the Academic Community at Wellesley
College, 1875-1920," Ed.D., Harvard University, 1981. p. 38.
[13] Frances T. Marburg, "The Social Life of Vassar Students"
The Vassar Miscellany (Oct. 1915) p. 12.
[14] Rudolph, p. 325; Stephen Merrel Clement III, "Aspects of
Students Religion at Vassar College, 1861-1914." (Ed.D.
Dissertation, Harvard University, 1977) p. 250.
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and Wellesley induced the students to identify themselves with their
class organization and, in turn, to identify their class with their
Alma Mater. Finally, their sense of the uniqueness of both their
academic and non-academic collegiate experience was further
reinforced with the founding in 1882 of the Association of
Collegiate Alumnae, which excluded from its membership graduates
from "inferior" colleges and other non-collegiate schools such as
Mount Holyoke Seminary .[ 15]
^o^nt Holyoke and The New Colleges
In South Hadley, the founding of the new women's colleges
received mixed reactions. On the one hand, following Mary Lyon's
belief that "education should keep up with the age," some teachers
and members of the Board of Trustees welcomed the opening of the new
colleges as an advance in the field of female higher education. [ 16]
In their eyes Vassar, Wellesley and Smith provided a needed
diversity in the vast educational world. In 1873, in a well
publicized address titled "The Higher Education of Women," William
[15] John P. Rousmaniere "Cultural Hybrid in the Slum: The
College Woman in the Settlement House, 1889-1894." American
Quarterly
. 22 (Spring 1970) p. 54; William 0 ' Neill
.
"Everyone Was
Brave. A History of Feminism in America . (New York: Quadrangle
Books. 1969) pp. 79-84; Roberta Frankfort. Collegiate Women .
Domesticity and Career in Turn-of-the-Century America . (New York:
New York University Press, 1977) Chapter 6.
[16] Mary Lyon quoted in Arthur C. Cole. A Hundred Years of
Mount Holyoke College . The Evolution fo an Educational Ideal ."TNew
Haven: Yale University Press. 1940) p. 71.
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Tyler, professor at Amherst College and member of the Mount Holyoke
Board of Trustees, frankly admitted: "There has been some fear, not
to say jealousy, that we are getting such institutions [women's
colleges] rather thick in New England ."[ 1 7 ] A staunch
anti-suffragist and an advocate of separate education for women.
Tyler gallantly dismissed the idea of too many single-sex colleges.
When he stated: "Education ... is the business of New England and
there is little danger of its being over done at present."
Recognizing that an unbalanced sex-ratio had worked in favor of
women's education, he emphasized that students would not be lacking
in a region with "thirty thousand more women than men. "[18] With
pride, he reassured listeners that Mount Holyoke need not have "any
occasion for jealousy or any ground for fear of any number of other
institutions, however imposing their names, or however rich their
endowments." Tyler was certain that no harm could come to an
institution "planted for the ... education of . . .women . . .of that great
middle class; .. .rooted in the sympathies of the masses, in the
support of the ministers, and in the confidence and good will of
Christian families. "[19]
[17] William S. Tyler, Th^ Higher Education of Women.
(Northampton. Ma.: Bridgman & Childs, 1874) p. 22.
[18] Ibid., pp. 22-23; according to the Massacusetts State
Census, in 1875 the sex-ratio (number of males per 100 females) of
peaople age 14 to 19 was 93.4 with 6,754 more women than men.
Carroll D. Wright. The Census of Massachusetts : 1885 . Population and
Social Statistics . (Boston: Wright & Potter, 1887) Vol. I, p. Ixii.
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Tyler's confidence in the qualities of Mount Holyoke was also
shared by some of the older teachers. In a letter to a former
student, Lydia Shattuck. a Mount Holyoke science teacher, reaffirmed
her faith in the superior quality of Mount Holyoke Seminary's
education as she wrote;
We do not mean to die for want of faith and works combined, andwe are sure we know how to make a successful school, taught as
o? God.
[20]''' experience and - we hope - taught also
Shattuck's and Tyler's confidence, however, was not uniformily
shared by the Seminary community. The new women's colleges were
regarded with suspicion, disappointment and downright bitterness by
many members of the administration and alumnae. Principal Ward had
been particularly affected by the establishment of Wellesley and
Smith. Shattuck in the same letter warned her former student:
"Please do not say anything to Miss Ward about my allusions to these
schools for she is disposed to cry All Hail to both. "[21] This
negative attitude stemmed from the fact that two college founders
had come from the ranks of the Mount Holyoke Board of Trustees.
Henry Durant, founder of Wellesley, had been a member of the
Mount Holyoke Board since 1867. He resigned in 1879 when the care
of the new college did not allow him any time to devote to the
Seminary and its affairs. Needless to say, his decision to
[19] Ibid., p. 23.
[20] Lydia Shattuck to Mrs. Dowd, July 1875
[21] Ibid.
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establish a "real college at that point" was not welcomed at the
Seminary. One of the teachers. Mary Ella Spooner. noted that "great
disappointment was felt that he had not chosen to make the Seminary
a College. "[22] Perhaps, Principal and teachers had hoped that
Durant would assume a position of leadership and lend a hand, if not
his wallet, in the renovation of the aging educational structure of
the school. It was never clear to many members of the Seminary why
Durant would prefer to create his own institution based on the same
organizational structure as Mount Holyoke. After all, Wellesley
College had adopted the domestic work feature and the disciplinary
organization of Mount Holyoke. and, a Seminary alumna had been
chosen by Durant as first President. Historian Patricia Palmieri
suggests that among his evangelical motives, Durant's "Passionate
Communitarianism" pushed him to establish the College at
Wellesley. [23] At the time, however, the explanation put forth at
the Seminary was that he might have been "disinclined to have
another person share the honor that belonged to Mary Lyon
alone. "[24] Nonetheless, Durant's resignation was "very graceful":
he accompanied his letter with a check for $200. [25]
[22] Mary Ella Spooner Brown, "Recollections", p. I3.
[23] Palmieri, p. 25-26.
[21] Mary Ella Spooner Brown, "Recollections', p. 13.
[25] Unidentified newspaper, June 26, 1879, Clippings , Series
2, Vol. I, p. 59-60; all of the Clippings are located at Mount
Holyoke College History and Archives, unless otherwise noted.
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Some of Mount Holyoke's faculty and students' reactions to the
foundation of Smith were even more negative than for Wellesley.
Geographically, at least. Wellesley was located in the eastern part
of the state and posed less of a problem to the preeminence of the
Seminary as a female educational institution. Smith, however, had
sprung up in a couple of years just a few miles from South Hadley.
virtually in the Seminary's own backyard and was regarded as a real
threat to the Seminary's survival. The inherited wealth of a single
woman. Sophia Smith, had contributed to the establishment of the
college in Northampton, and. in the words of a local reporter. Smith
College not only enjoyed "a grand endowment to start with," but was
also blessed "with liberal donors to pass in their checks for eight,
ten or twentyfive thousand dollars at a time. "[26] The solid
financial footing of Smith College prompted resentment at the
Seminary. This resentment was compounded by the fact that Rev. John
M. Greene, pastor of Hatfield First Congregational Church and member
of Mount Holyoke's Board of Trustees from 1866 to 1875, had served,
as private counsel to Sophia Smith, steering the attention of the
elderly woman toward the field of higher education. At various
times. Greene had encouraged her to give money to his old Alma
Mater, Amherst College. At one point he also made an effort to
develop in her an interest in Mount Holyoke. Greene, whose wife.
[26] S.E.B., unidentified newspaper, June 24, 1881, Clippings
,
Series 2, Vol. I.
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Louisa Dickinson, had been educated at the Seminary, argued that
"Mount Holyoke needed to be lifted to a higher and broader
intellectual plan and be made a real woman's college of which there
was a great need in Massachusetts [27 ] Sophia Smith, however, a
rather quixotic and erratic woman, had never seen the Seminary,
refused to visit it and only unwillingly met with from a delegation
of teachers. Predictably, the South Hadley delegation failed to be
heard, and Sophia Smith continued, without clear reasons, her
opposition to endowing Mount Holyoke.
The streak of negative reactions at Mount Holyoke towards the
newly founded women's colleges appeared to have subsided with time.
An attitude of peaceful coexistence developed within the Seminary
community, especially when the new colleges did not bring the
Seminary, as predicted by some, to the verge of destruction. As for
the students attending the Seminary between 1870 and 1880. there is
no evidence that the new women's colleges made a significant
difference in their daily lives. Possibly, young women shared with
the anonymous author of the following quotation the opinion that
their education was too different in scope from college education to
be worthy of antagonistic feelings:
This Seminary holds a unique and peculiar place among other
schools, or colleges. . .its marked religious feature, its aim to
send forth Christian women . fitted and adorned for any sphere,
[27] Rev. E.S. Dwight, "The Colleges and Seminaries of
Hampshire County," The Congregationalist . September 1876. Clippings .
Series 2, Vol. I, p. 49; Hascom and Greene, p. 42.
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oin![28]'
''''''' ^'^'^ ^ ^-^^ all its
Nonetheless, from time to time, one senses the presence of
competition between Mount Holyoke and the other schools, especially
among alumnae. In a letter addressed to a fellow alumna Louisa M.




celebrating the Jubilee of our Queen [Mountyo e]. By the way. don't you think she has a grander recordfor the past fifty years than that other Queen that they aremaking such a fuss about across the water?[29]
By the "other Queen" the faithful alumna obviously meant Smith
College. The tone of the letter indicates that at least in this
case, the rivalry between the two institutions had come out in the
open
.
If the creation of new institutions of higher education for
women had left members of the Mount Holyoke community with mixed
feelings of disappointment and confidence in the school's values, it
also sent a beneficial shock-wave throughout the Seminary. Possibly
spurred by the 1876 Centennial celebration of United States
independence which created a climate of opinion of self-examination,
the Seminary took stock of its past and its advances vis-a'-vis new
[28] Unidentified newspaper. 1876. Clippings . Series 2. Vol. I.
p. 48c; see also for similar feelings O.A.Kingsbury. "A Day at Mount
Holyoke Seminary." The Illustrated Christian Weekly. March 5. 1881.
p. 114.
[29] Louisa M. Vfhitney to Helen Savage Ball. July 22. 1887; the
Jubilee of Victoria. Queen of England, was celebrated in June 1887.
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educational institutions. Mount Holyoke. finally, had a basis for
comparison and what the administration saw was not too pleasant.
"Smith college ...[along] with the Wellesley plan, made Mount
Holyoke seem medieval." sadly commented one teacher. [30]
Moreover, advances in the educational field had left Mount
Holyoke in an isolated and precarious position. On one side of the
educational scale, the advent of many private secondary schools and
the growth of public high schools had served to diminish the value
of a Seminary education. At the other end of the spectrum, the
creation of state-founded normal schools, the founding of colleges
for women and the admission of female students to many universities
had slowly chipped away at the largest constituency of any
Seminary. [31] Mount Holyoke was running the risk of sliding backward
into the role of a glorified secondary school, or, even worse, of
being perceived as part of a dying educational order which belonged
to the ante-bellum period. [32]
Public Opinion and Mount Holyoke
The post Civil War establishment of new institutions of higher
education for women provoked a resurgence in the century long debate
[30] Brown, p. 13.
[31] Elene Wilson Farello, A History of The Education of Women
in the United States , (New York: Vantage Press, 1970) p. 1*49.
[32] Julia Ward, Principal 's Report . June 30. 1875; for college
women's perceptions of Mount Holyoke see: Palmieri. pp. 57-61.
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on ween and education. The complex social order which blossomed in
the 1870s carried with itself the fruit of two opposing views of
women's roles. On the one hand stood the "feminist-rationalist"
view. Which advocated equality for the sexes and freedom to develop
according to their innate abilities. On the other hand stood the
"conservative-romantic" vision, which, spurred by an intense desire
to conserve and preserve a perceived idyllic social order of the
ante-bellum period, had built elaborate religious and scientific
arguments around women to protect the sanctity of separate
spheres. [33]
Advocates of the "conservative-romantic" vision had opened
their barrage of attacks on women's higher education with the
[33] It seems as if historians involved with women's history
are constantly creating new terminology and thus, re-invent thewheel. To avoid adding to the plethora and confusion of new
vocabulary. I have borrowed quite heavily from other historians
concepts and language which are familiar to most scholars of woman'shistory. The terms "rationalist" and "romantic" have been taken
from the discussion of the "New Masculinist Ideology" developed in
Barbara Ehrenreich and Deidre English, For Her Own Good. 150 Years
of the Experts Advice to Women . (New York: Anchor B^^, 1979)"FpT
1-29. The term "conservative" has been inspired by Paul Boyer's
discussion of the reformers' efforts to recreate "in the cities the
moral order of the village." Urban Masses and Moral Order in
America. 1820- 1920 . (Cambridge, Ma; Harvard University Press. 1978)
p. 2. Needless to say these terras are not meant to conflict with
William O'Neill's definition of "social-feminism" and Barbara
Welter's "cult of True Womanhood." I see the "rational-feminist" and
the "conservative-romantic" as varying degrees on the same scale of
values between polar extremes of feminism and traditional views.
See the diagram used by Anne Firor Scott, "The Ever-Widening Circle:
The Diffusion of Feminist Values from the Troy Female Seminary,




publication in 1873 of Edward H. Clarke. Sex in Education
; or. A
Fair Chance for th^ A well-known physician. Clark
affirmed that curricula of studies which were identical for both
boys and girls had a negative impact on the physiological
development of women, since intense intellectual activities went
against the pre-ordained and immutable "feminine organization."
Despite ridicule and reasoned rebuttals from supporters of women's
education Clarke's book went through twelve successive editions
within the first year of publication, a clear proof of the reading
public's interest in the topic. [35]
The public spirited elite was quickly attracted by the ensuing
controversy, and newspapers fostered the heated and prolonged
debate. [36] Regardless of whether a majority of Americans supported
or opposed higher education for women, the focus of the argument was
on co-education and the new women's colleges. The molders of public
opinion and the social and intellectual elite, which had played such
an important role in the foundation and maintenance of Mount Holyoke
Seminary, were more interested in the "new-fangled" women's colleges
than in the old-fashioned Seminary. Consequently, Mount Holyoke
seemed to have been immune from the most virulent attacks of
opponents of women's higher education primarily because it had been
[34] (Boston: James R. Osgood and Co., 1873)
[35] Clarke, p. 17; Antler, p. 30.
[36] Antler, pp. 29-41.
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ignored. In fact, the Seminary had been the object of very few. if
any, attacks.
Although the school remained "a favorite with the public." in
the 1870s the more progressive-minded newspapers presented Mount
Holyoke as an institution of a "conservative nature." a "school of
the prophets." and "a puritan convent. "[37] These descriptions were
not one of approval. In effect, the Seminary's intense religious
practices, its domestic work and the rigidity of its rules came
under public attack in the first half of the decade. On September
^* Congregationalist carried a brief letter which stated:
"There seems to be a feeling among many persons that pupils at Mount
Holyoke Seminary often receive physical injury from the plan of
household labor connected with their studies. "[38] Domestic work had
been attacked at various times throughout the Seminary's existence,
but, prior to 1872, it had not been linked to health issues, and
certainly, the Seminary plan had never been accused of inflicting
C37] Unidentified newspaper. Clippings . Series 2, Vol. I, July
1873, p. 24a; Springfield Republican , June 27, 1884. Clippings ,
Series 2, Vol. II, p. 8; Springfield Union. July 3, 1873, Clippings .
Series 2. Vol. I. p. 50; Cole, p. 102; throughout the discussion of
this section the term "the public" has been used to reflect the use
that newspaper articles, letters and published reports made of itBy
"the public" writers often meant the "reading" public, but also that
anonymous mass of people who. in a democracy, are supposed to have
an opinion. Although it is extremely vague and it does not suit the
rigor of historical research, I felt the term was an accurate
reflection of a growing feeling among Seminary members that "the
public" as an anonymous force could have a substantial impact on
their future.
[38] Clippings , Series 2, Vol. I. p. 8.
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Physical injuries on its students. As a .atter of fact, since the
days Of Mary Lyon, the school had tried in .any successful ways to
point out that education was not detrimental to women's health. The
precise accusation published in the Congregation^ however,
spurred an array of responses from several "Friends of the Seminary"
as well as the "Mother" of a student. [393 To make sure that the
defense of the Seminary was complete, statistical data collected and
published two years before were reprinted. The data showed that,
when compared with graduates of male colleges. Mount Holyoke
students lived longer and in larger numbers than graduates of
Harvard. Yale or Dartmouth. [40]
Notwithstanding statistical evidence and personal testimonials,
the debate did not subside. It was rekindled two months later when,
in the issue of November 7, the Congregationalist published a letter
from an alumna, who, openly and. for the first time, publicly,
criticized another feature of the Seminary:
It is not the domestic work which makes the life at Mount
Holyoke hard; but rather the various exercises (many of them
growing out of this self-reporting system) with which the time
is occupied leaving too little time for rest or study There
are many very pleasant features about the "old home." As a
whole, there is too much self-reporting, tending to produce a
morbid conscience, or an inactive one. too many little
exercises, calling girls up and down the stairs, which has
injured some young ladies for life, not enough sisterly feeling
existing between teachers and scholars, too many restrictions
t39] Congregationalist . October 3 and October 24. 1872,
Clippings , Series 2, Vol. I, p. 8.
[^0] Congregationalist , October 3, 1872. Clippings , p. 8.
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reaction 'whichl
^'^^^"."^^ "~ system and causing a, hich to many is unpleasant for years. [41]
Despite rebuttals from students and from a former principal. Helen
French Gulliver, it is easy to see why the Seminary felt threatened:
the school had been presented to the public as a place whose unique
features could endanger the physical and psychological well-being of
its students
.
Another salient feature of the Seminary, its teachers, also did
not seem to sit too well with "the public". Since the overwhelming
majority of the teachers had been trained at the Seminary,
outsiders, according to Principal Ward, perceived that the school
fostered an inbreeding of old ideas and antiquated methods. In the
long run the unwritten policy of hiring only alumnae had to be
abandoned (1890s). especially in light of the varied and diverse
faculty composition at women's colleges. [42]
The religious aspects of Mount Holyoke's education, which had
been safeguarded up to 1875, were openly attacked in a series of
"Letters of Remonstrance." The writer. Reverend Edward C. Towne was
"quite out of sympathy with some traditional religious features"
practiced in South Hadley. In effect, he launched a full-fledged
attack on "the fashion of enforced pietism and ... religious
terrorism" used at Mount Holyoke to enforce Mary Lyon's educational
[41] Clippings , Series 2, Vol. I, pp. 8-9.
[42] Julia Ward, Principal 's Report, June 23, 1880.
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ideals, when he wrote:
Despite the fact that he presented the Seminary as a hardline
fundamentalist religious institution. Towne recognized that despite
offensive means the educational ends of proper religious and
domestic character formation supported at Mount Holyoke were far
more palatable than the concessions to "the secularism and the
paganism of modern learning," followed at Smith college. [44]
In many ways Towne's criticism of religious practices, the
anonymous alumna's dissatisfaction with the self-reporting system,
and public commentary on the domestic work could have severely
damaged the Seminary. After all. it could be argued, the image of a
school is almost entirely based on external prestige and, once the
reputation of an institution is tainted by severe criticism, many
years of work can be quickly destroyed. By the same token, however,
open critical remarks of some educational features could enhance the
quality of the school and strengthen the support from its
constituency. This appeared to have been the case for Mount
Holyoke.
[43] Rev. Edward C. Towne, "Letter of Remonstrance," Christian
Weekljj;, July 29. 1875. Clippings , Series 2, Vol. I, p. 34a; August
19, 1875. p. 3'4d and p. 34c.
[44] Ibid.. August 19. 1875, p. 34d.
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In 1875. after Rev. Towne's attacks, former state Governor
William Claflin. a member of both the Wellesley and Mount Holyoke
Boards of Trustees, and a staunch advocate of women's rights, saw in
the change from Seminary to a collegiate institution an answer to
all the criticism leveled at the school. Reportedly he stated about
Mount Holyoke: "The name should be changed and the school called a
college." He also believed that unless the change from Seminary to
College took place many highly qualified students would be attracted
elsewhere. [i45] The innovation envisioned by Claflin evidently came
very slowly, as more than ten years would have to pass before Mount
Holyoke aligned itself with other women's colleges. In the
meantime, the public seemed to have come to grips with a strange
institution such as a female Seminary. Since it did not grant
degrees but only diplomas, then, one could safely conclude, it must
be a secondary school. A comment to that effect was published in
1880 in one of the country's leading educational journals, the New
England Journal of Education . The anonymous journalist wrote:
The country now abounds in free and academical schools of equal
merit, besides many of greater pretension. Mt. Holyoke [though]
has never been favored with those great benefactions which have
smoothed the financial highway of many an institution far less
deserving. . .has all the time improved, and to-day is one of the
most substantial of the higher secondary girl 's schools in the
[45] Quoted in Julia Ward, Principal 's Report , June 23, 1880;
"William Claflin," in Biographical Directory of the Governors of the
United States , 1789- 1978 . Robert Sobel and John Rairao, eds. . (Meckler
Books: Westport. Ct., 1978) Vol. II, pp. 709-710; "William Claflin"
in Dictionary of American Biography . Dumas Malone, ed., (Charles
Scribner's Sons: N.Y., 1930) Vol. IV, pp. 110-111.
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country. [46]
The last part of the statement must have thrown the Seminary
administration into sheer desperation. Undoubtedly, the principal
authorized a rebuttal. It appeared in a two-page article published
the following year also in the Journal of Education in which the
importance of moral power, character formation, and discipline in
women's education were reiterated. [47]
Identity Crisis and Change
External attacks and internal turmoil eventually took their
toll and led to an institutional crisis. After the opening qf
women's colleges, where was Mount Holyoke going? Undoubtedly. Julia
Ward must have asked herself what role the Seminary was to play in
the future. In 1875, Ward reported that her fund-raising efforts
had not been quite as successful as she had hoped because the public
felt that the school had no future, that it would sink to the level
of a preparatory school, while the new single sex-colleges would
carry on the work of higher education. Further, potential
benefactors recognized that Mount Holyoke was indeed the mother of
the new colleges, but, as one minister put it: "Mothers die and
[46] New England Journal of Education
, May 13,1880, Clippings ,
Series 2, Vol. I, p. 65; italics mine.
[47] "Mount Holyoke", Journal of Education . Vol. XIV, n. 1,
June 30. 1881. pp. 10-11; Julia Ward. Principal 's Reoort, June 23.
1880.
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daughters take their place. "[48]
As a response to the public's sentiments and in an effort to
keep pace with the new colleges. Ward and the Trustees made a
conscious effort to bring about changes, but they hoped to settle
for minor changes in the organizational structure of the school as
well as in academic matters. For example, to accomodate students'
complaints about domestic work, both the Principal and the Board of
Trustees in 1874 reformed its practice by easing some of the
students' domestic burdens through paid help. [49] Three years later
the Board sanctioned the introduction of optional studies in French.
German. Music and Greek to satisfy the requests of students for more
curricular flexibility. [50]
The introduction of new subjects, however, brought to the
forefront old problems with faculty salaries. Already in 1872. the
Principal Helen M. French recognized that the limited salary offered
to new teachers did not allow the school to retain a qualified
faculty, and that the school had "lost ground decidedly in musical
culture. "[51] Ten years later, the problem was still not solved.
[48] Julia Ward, Report . June 30. 1875; Julia Ward, "A. L.
Williston. The hour and the man." June 4, 1913. p. 2.
[49] Secretary of the Board of Trustees. Records of the Board
of Trustees . Vol. I. July 1. 1874. p. 133; identified hereafter as
Records .
[50] Ibid., p. 152b.
[51] Helen M. French to Rev. E.N. Kirk. June 26. 1872.
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Julia Ward admitted that engineers and carpenters working at the
school commanded salaries higher than any faculty member. Since
salaries were regarded by Mary Lyon not as compensation but rather
as a form of support for benevolent individuals, both the Trustees
and the Principal were opposed to raising salaries. Besides the
fact that by keeping low salaries the Seminary could keep its
tuition to an affordable level, the administration felt that if a
teacher wanted a higher salary she was more interested in money than
inclined in doing Christian work. [52]
Indeed, thirty years after the founder's death. Mount Holyoke
teachers took very seriously their Christian work and the mandate
they had received from Mary Lyon to build the moral character of
students — so much so that when changes in the disciplinary
structure of the school were suggested by the Board of Trustees most
of the teachers entered into open conflict with the Board. In 1880.
the Trustees, alerted by the Principal of consistent disciplinary
problems, and by public criticism, appointed a Committee on
Discipline "to make a thorough examination of the discipline and the
curriculum of study" at Mount Holyoke. This decision was understood
by the teachers as an effort to relax the Seminary's rigid
discipline. [53] The action of the Board provoked negative responses
[52] Julia Ward, Report . June 21. 1882; Edward Hitchcock. The
Po^Q*" 2L Christian Benevolence Illu trated i£ the Life and Labors of
Mary Lyon . (Northampton, Mass.: Hopkins, Bridgman & Co.. 1858) p.
133.
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and resistence from the teachers. In a letter to William Tyler, a
member of the committee. Mary 0. Nutting, the Seminary librarian,
expressed the belief that a relaxation of the rules of the school
would destroy the goals of the Seminary. She stressed the fact that
Mount Holyoke was founded "not simply... to give a sound and
extensive intellectual education," but at the same time, "to do
something quite above and beyond that... to make our girls...
well-balanced, high principled, efficient Christian women."
Reminding the Trustee that students could not achieve such results
without discipline, Miss Nutting emphasized that the self-reporting
system was an integral part of character formation and that "habits
and traits of character .. .will not do itself ." Moreover, she
underlined the fact that the in loco parentis role of the school
would be needlessly damaged, because "careful parents prize the
moral and religious training of Mount Holyoke Seminary above all its
other advantages." To all these reasons she added that it would be
unwise to modify the very rules which Seminary teachers had found
good for themselves in their own school days. [54]
Nutting was not alone in her opposition to alterations of the
school's discipline, Mary Chapin, a former principal, wrote the same
year to Prof. Tyler:
In my twenty-one years experience at the Seminary I learned
[53] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records , Vol. I, p.
175.
[54] Mary 0. Nutting to Rev. Dr. Tyler, May 10, 1881.
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j-ri one Duiiding, as one family you mu<=!i- h^v^ k-^^ n
It see^s to nft^r^rsie^of .-^o leS^ J? rT^'most objectionable. [55] leachers is by far the
The Trustees thus found themselves confronted with "a flutter of
excitment and anxiety among the teachers" as well as among alumnae
in opposing eyen the slightest modification of the self-reporting
rules. The committee was forced to stall and forego any action.
Nonetheless, as a Board member wrote: "I still think it
[self-reporting] should be reformed by abolishing 'the front seat/
alias 'the anxious seat.' alias 'the pillory'." Convinced he was on
the right track, he concluded: "There are some things which we must
reform or impose gradually. But perhaps a continual pressure is the
best way to bring it about. "[56]
The problem encountered with the teachers made quite obvious
that significant changes would have been very difficult to achieve
at an institution so deeply rooted in its own traditions. Further,
from the arguments reported above, it is easy to discern that Mount
[55] Mrs. C.B. Pease (Mary Chapin) to Rev. Dr. Tyler, June 11,
1881; at Vassar College a group of female teachers were in charge of
overseeing the behaviour of the students and that "the rules
governing quiet hours, order and decorum were kept." Frances T.
Marburg, p. 8.
[56] William S. Tyler to Dr. E. Clark, June 13. 1881.
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Holyo.e.s teachers saw their roles in character formation as
essential to educational results, but. at the sa.e ti.e. considered
students malleable clay in their expertly trained hands. Caught in
the myth of the infallibilty of Mary Lyon's methods, the teachers
fell back on the security of a well known past without realizing
that the school needed a new outlook toward educational methods and
the social roles of women. To be sure. Julia Ward was well aware
that the Seminary represented the old order, the ante-bellum ideal
of higher education which stressed character formation through
discipline and religious injunctions and that the newly established
colleges placed more emphasis on intellectual achievements.
Unfortunately, she was unable and unwilling to attain major changes.
She believed that Mount Holyoke Female Seminary was "sacred." that
"its methods must be sui generis", distinct from other
institutions. [57]
In 1882, Ward resigned, but not without having tried to bring
about one important change. In 1880 in her annual report she
suggested to the Board of Trustees the possibility of changing the
name of the institution from Seminary to College, while keeping
intact the original characteristics of the school. The idea of a
simple change in the name of Mount Holyoke without major alterations
in the internal structure of the institution did not appeal to the
[57] Julia Ward. Principal 's Report . June 23, 1880: July 2.
1873: June 21, 1882.
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.embers of the Board. Possibly they felt that if the school were to
become a college on the same level of Vassar. Smith or Wellesley,
Mount Holyoke had to offer the same course of studies as well as a
less constricting social life. After a two year delay, in 1882,
after having heard a preliminary report from an ad hoc committee,
the Trustees tabled the motion, leaving the whole issue
unsolved. [58]
If Principal Ward showed a mixture of optimism and pessimism on
the future of the school, along with reticence in pushing for
radical changes, the Trustees demonstrated a similar level of
indecision and hesitation in introducing major structural
transformations. In retrospect, one can see that the Board had
received conflicting messages. On the one hand, students-
displeasure with the school's discipline hinted at the need for
changes in social arrangements. On the other hand, teachers opposed
the very idea of such transformation, while the Principal demanded a
mere change of name. Moreover, to add to the confusion, the very
composition of the Board did not allow the development of firm
leadership. Predictably, for almost ten years, from 1873 to 1883.
the Seminary lacked a precise sense of direction.
[58] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records, Vol. I. p.




Just what induced the Trustees to avoid the issue of .a.ing the
Seminary into a College before 1887 beoo.es clearer from a brief
composite portrait of the twenty-five men who. between 1873 and
1883, were members of the Board . [591 (Table 21)
The Board was almost entirely composed of men born in New
England rural communities with almost half listing small
Massachusetts towns as their place of birth. The obvious
predominance of Bay state natives and New Englanders was not the
result of sheer chance, but remained in line with the desires
expressed by Mary Lyon to establish the Seminary as a school for the
daughters of New England families. Consequently, it seems logical
to have native born New Englanders in charge of the policy-making
body of the Seminary.
As can be expected, the Trustees were also an exceptionally
well educated group. More than three quarters of the members were
college educated, while the rest, seven out of twenty-five, had
received public secondary education or had attended private
academies. In addition to being better educated than their
contemporaries, the Trustees also graduated from similar colleges.
More than three quarters of the Trustees attended middle-class
provincial colleges such as Darthmouth. Middlebury, Williams and
Hamilton. Further. Amherst College alone counted seven of its
graduates among members of the Board.
[59] See appendix A for a list of biographical sources, and a
more detailed statistical information on the Trustees.
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TABLE 21
Members of the Board of Trustees
Mount Holyoke Seminary, 1873-1883
Name
nes idence
Monson 1836 -1 877
i^ortnampton 1847 -1874
Boston 1856.-1874


















South Hadley 1881- 1892
New York 1881- 1895
Springfiled 1881- 1887
Worcester 1881- 1916
Andrew W. Porter, Esq.
Rev. Eliphalet Y. Swift




Rev. William S. Tyler
Sidney E. Bridgman, Esq.
Rev. John M. Greene
Henry F. Durant, Esq.
A. Lyman Williston
Rev. Nathaniel G. Clark
Hon. William Claflin
Edward Hitchcock, M.D.
Rev. Julius H. Seelye
Hon. Edmund H. Sawyer
Rev. John R. Herrick
Francis Amasa Walker
Rev. John L. R. Trask
Henry D. Hyde, Esq.
Charles A. Young
Rev. William D. L. Love
Rev. William M. Taylor
John H. Southworth, Esq.
G. Henry Whitcomb
* Source: Stow, pp. 343-349.
From the point of view of religion and political affiliation
the Trustees were also extremely homogeneous. Almost everyone,
twenty-three out of twenty-five, was an active member of a
Congregational church; all of the Trustees for whom political
information could be found were Republicans.
With common grounds in education, religion and politics. Board
members differed only slightly in their occupational pursuit.
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Except ror Austin Rice, who was a typical " JaC-or-all-trades" but
called himself a far.er. all the other Trustees belonged to the
educated professionals of New England. [60] Many merchants and local
manufacturers had held a strong interest in the Seminary, while
college Presidents and professors had felt an obligation to
participate quite actively in the establishment of the school. (See
Table 27. Appendix A) With sixty percent of the votes, businessmen
and professionals constituted the majority of the Board over the ten
year period between 1873 and 1883. The rest of the Trustees were
ministers. Despite the image of religious predominance projected by
the Seminary, its highest governing body had only eight ministers.
True to the history of the school and the ideas of Mary Lyon the
Trustees selected for membership on the Board prosperous Christian
men. who had been involved with charitable religious associations,
missionary work or the field of educational administration.
Still, the substantial homogeneity of the social, environmental
and economic background of the Trustees cannot fully account for
their reticence to push for changes. To explain their indecision,
we have to take a look at the membership changes over the ten year
period between 1873 and 1883. During these years the Board was in
constant flux and ten new men replaced those who had died or had
resigned. The image of uniformity presented before needs to be
a
[60] Austin Rice throughout his life was a teacher,
selectman, an assessor, a county commissioner, one of the directors
of Conway National Bank as well as a farmer.
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adjusted through a closer scrutiny of the men who left, those who
replaced them and those who stayed.
Of the ten. who left the Board, either because of death or
retirement. [61] two. Edmund Sawyer, a local businessman and John R.
Herrick. pastor of South Hadley First Congregational church, stayed
for a short period of six and four years respectively. The
remaining eight members can easily group under the title of the "old
guard." Half of these men had become trustees of the Seminary in the
perilous decade of the 1850s. when, after Mary Lyon's death, the
school needed strong guidance from people who were extremely
familiar with the founder's educational ideas. Among them were men
like Austin Rice. Rev. Edward Kirk and his friend Abner Kingman, all
intimately tied to the geographical, occupational and religious
roots of Mary Lyon's educational philosophy. Rice, who was
eighty-two when he died in 1880. after twenty-two consecutive years
on the Board, had come from the hills of western Massachusetts where
Mary Lyon, his contemporary, had been born. Rev. Edward N. Kirk,
although a native New Yorker, had shared with Mary Lyon a strong
belief in the evangelical mission of educated Christian women, and
carried it through his sixteen year long presidency on the Board of
Trustees. For Abner Kingman his twenty-four year long membership to
the Board was the outcome of a personal conviction in the social
[61] Andrew Porter. Edward Kirk. Abner Kingman. Austin Rice and
Edmund Sawyer were the trustees who died. E. Y. Swift. Hiram Mead,
John M. Greene, Henry Durant, and John R. Herrick instead resinged.
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role Of educated „o.en as well as the result of strong personal ties
to the Seminary. Deeply co^itted to Christian causes. Kingman had
become a ™e™ber 1„ ,856. Just two years after his carriage with a
Seminary alumna. Sarah Jane Anderson, class of 18-48. [62]
Among the eight members of the "old guard" four had also been
Pioneers In the field of collegiate education for won,en. Besides
John M. Greene, who helped with the establishment of Smith College,
and Henry F. Durant. the founder of Wellesley. Edward Kir. and Abner
Kingman were among the original members of the Board of Trustees who
adapted much of Mount Holyoke's educational philosophy to Wellesley
college.
Deaths and retirements drained the Board of its most
experienced and committed members. As we have already discussed
above, both Greene and Durant had retired from membership on the
Board to work on other colleges. The year before Greene's
retirement, in 1874. Rev. E. Y. Swift abandoned his position among
the Trustees. Elected to replace Joseph D. Condit. one of the
original Trustees, Swift also knew and had worked closely with Mary
Lyon during his pastorate in Northampton between 1845 and 1850 and
carried on her message to many Seminary students as a spiritual
guide of the Congregational church of South Hadley from 1850 to
1857. However, the biggest loss for an already depleted Board came
[62] After the death of Sarah, in 1865. Abner remarried and his
second wife, Caro Graves Allen, was also a former Seminary student.
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in 1877 When Andrew W. Porter died. He was the last of the original
group Of "benevolent gentlemen" who had helped Mary Lyon with the
foundation of the Seminary, and for many years he had been her
financial advisor. [63] Although in his last years he had been only
marginally active, his death marked the beginning of an era of
transition between the old and the new guard.
The change that the disappearance of these men brought to the
composition of the Board was unquestionably significant. In the
course of eight years less than half of the Board members died or
retired; seven out of the ten who left had been personally
acquainted with Mary Lyon and five of them were ministers.
Naturally, because of the usual ebb and flow of generations, the
"old guard" was replaced by younger men. who shared with the old
Trustees geographical and religious backgrounds, but who had a less
intense committment to the tradition of Mary Lyon. For one thing,
the newly elected Trustees had no direct personal ties with Mary
Lyon or the school. Nonetheless, they were not alienated from the
ideological roots of the Seminary. They carried with them the ties
of a shared heritage, and they were undeniably part of a cultural
continuum with their roots in genteel liberal traditions. [6^1]
The new Trustees were young men — average age at election to
[63] Green, p. 87.
[64] Francis Amasa Walker, John L. R. Trask, Henry D. Hyde,
Charles A. Young, William M. Taylor, John H. Southworth and G. Henry
Whitcomb composed the "New Guard."
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the Board was 48 — who w^r*. .^n n • ,W ere still actively involved in unfolding
their professional lives. For example. Francis Arnasa Walker,
throughout his ten year long tenure on the Board occupied a variety
of positions: U. S. Commissioner to the International Monetary
Conference in Paris. Superintendent of the Tenth Federal Census
before being elected President of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1881. The first two occupations too. him to Paris and
Washington, while the last one absorbed so much of his time that in
1886 he decided to resign. Similar situations were also faced by
another member of the Board. John H. Southworth. a prominent
Springfield entrepreneur, resigned in 1887 because of "too many
engagements." and after having limited his participation to the
activities of the Board to few annual meetings and a one year
membership on the finance committee . [65 ] As for the others the years
between their election and 1888 were spent in carving out their
professional position in a rapidly changing world. Consequently,
they were far less involved in the policy-making of the Board, but
because of their cosmopolitan and urban-oriented lives, they
eventually proved to be a truly modernizing force among the rest of
the Trustees.
With approximately a third of the Trustees leaving the Board,
those men who remained throughout the decade became the actual
226.
[65] Secretary of the Board of Trustees. Records
. Vol. I, p
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P0licy-.a.ers. The Minutes .ept by the Secretary of the Board
reveals that Tyler. Bridg.an. WilUston. Clar., Clanin. Hitchcoc.
and Seelye had been .embers of the highly influential executive,
finance and educational committees for the crucial years between
1880 and 1882. when the question of changing Mount Holyoke from
Seminary to College came up. and that they had been responsible for
delaying any change in the educational structure of the school.
The group of seven men who took charge of the Board were not
elderly nor ultra-conservatives, they were not even unfriendly
toward innovation. On the contrary. William S. Tyler. Nathaniel G.
Clark. William Claflin had been among the first to become aware that
traditional educational practices needed to be updated to follow
more contemporary trends. What. then, prevented these men from
pursuing a different course of action in 1880 and in 1882? No clear
answers could be found among the Trustees papers deposited at Mount
Holyoke College. One is simply left to speculate on the motives of
their actions.
First, the Trustees might have been unwilling to saddle upon
their shoulders the burdensome responsibility of radical and
far-reaching changes. With the new Trustees coming in and old
familiar faces disappearing from the scene, with Pricipal Ward on
sick-leave during the academic year 1881-82. the Board might have
taken extra-cautions and postponed the decision to more settled
times.
Secondly, the central core of the active trustees might have
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acted out or prudence. It is possible that they did not wish to add
yet another college to the new ones just established in
Massachusetts. In 1880. collegiate education for women was still a
relatively new experiment, whose outcome was yet undetermined. This
Trustees' position would have been in keeping with the protective
and cautious attitude expressed in the past by the whole Board.
However, a closer look at the Trustees membership list of
Wellesley and Smith college shows that five out seven of the central
group of trustees who stayed were also active members of the two
other Board of Trustees, and that all seven had close personal ties
with the two institutions. William Claflin and Nathaniel G. Clark
were Wellesley Trustees, while William S. Tyler was one of the
original Trustees nominated in Sophia Smith's will. A. Lyman
Williston, who was Treasurer at Mount Holyoke. was a member of the
"purse-controlling" finance committe of the Smith Board of Trustees.
As for Julius H. Seelye. President of Amherst College and Smith
Trustee, his ties with Smith college ran within his family, since
Julius' brother, L. Clark Seelye was the President of Smith College.
One cannot help but wonder if the unwillingness of these men to
bring about substantial changes at Mount Holyoke could not have been
dictated by a desire to maintain separate institutional identities
between the colleges and the Seminary, and to create a tier system
of women's higher education similar to the one that was developing
for men. [66] This speculation is partially borne out by a statement
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-de by WiUia. Tyler in "The Higher Education of Wo.en." (1873) in
Which he admitted that a "truly liberal education." as college
education was. would by its very scope be limited to the "selected
few." While Mount Holyo.e would open to those women who saw learning
as the "helper of religion. "[67] Regardless of their reasons, two
events shook the Trustees from their inactivity. First, the
election of women to the Board; second, the resignation of Ward and
the subsequent appointment of a new principal.
In 1884. the election of women to membership on the Board
somewhat modified the outlook of the Trustees towards the school.
For the first time alumnae had an official forum to which they could
bring their concerns about Mount Holyoke and its future. [68] If
[66] The idea of tier system of higher education has never beenstudied in absolute. There are hints of it in Story's article and
Ronald Story. Interview. March 9. 1982. Amherst, Mass.
[67] William S. Tyler, pp. 22-23; in 1887 Tyler re-iterated hisposition when he stated that "A college education for young men andwomen, is for the few; Mount Holyoke Seminary is for tie mLy!"
William S. Tyler, "Historical Address," in Semi-Centennial
^^r^u'^? — Holzoke Seminary . SarahTDT Locke Stow, ed..(South Hadley, Mass.: Published by the Seminary, 1888) p 123'hereafter referred to as Semi-Centennial . I am presenting this as amere speculation and. although the parallel along class lines is and
intriguing possibility, it would constitute a study all of its own.
[68] The governing body of the Seminary had been subject to
considerable pressures from alumnae to admit women in the ranks of
Trustees. In 1880, the Northwestern Alumnae Association petitioned
the Board to appoint two or three women. The following year the
Board accepted a favorable report from one of their internal
committees, but it did not act until 1884. when it nominated the
Principal ex-officio member and elected Mrs. Sarah Tappan Stoddard
Williston. It seems quite appropriate that the first woman elected
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alumnae-Trustees infused the newly expanded Board with a desire to
solve the identity crisis and steer the school in the best possible
course, the appointment of a new principal. Elizabeth Blanchard. in
1883. brought the shift in attitude needed to make a college out of
the old seminary.
It is possible that differences in personalities between Julia
Ward and Elizabeth Blanchard accounted for Blanchard 's ability to
understand the needs of the Seminary. Although contemporaries, Ward
and Blanchard seemed to come out of entirely different eras. Ward,
a tall, dignified and intensely religious woman, was a strict
disciplinarian and might have been the perfect embodiment of the
ante-bellum view of a "true woman." Blanchard, who had served as a
teacher and assistant principal during the Ward administration, was
considered by her contemporaries to have "great executive" and
business abilities, while her good sense of humor placed her outside
the traditional role of a "dread potentate in the office of the
Principal. "[69] Ward, while willing to submit to the demands of the
Trustees, expected the leadership to come from the Board. Often in
Trustee would be the descendant of a long tradition of religious
orthodoxy and reform. Her grand parents were Solomon Stoddard and
Sarah Tappan , one the grand-child of the homonymous colonial
minister of Northampton and the other the sister of the better known
reformers Lewis and Arthur Tappan. In 1886, Mrs. Helen French
Gulliver, a former principal was also elected to the Board. Cole,
p. 183; Springfield Republican , June 26, 1884, Clippings. Series 2
Vol. II, p. 9.
[69] Augusta H. Lockwood to Harriet B. Stowe. April 3, 1878;
Anna C. Edwards, Memorial of Elizabeth Blanchard . (Florence, Ma.:
Privately Printed, 1893) p. 5; Spooner Brown, p. 14; Cole, p. 184.
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her Reports, she asked questions, proposed answers, but felt that
she could not act until a decision was made. Blanchard. on the
contrary, did not wait for a mandate to come from above; she created
a Situation in which de facto changes had only to be recognized and
approved by the Board.
Because of her different style of management. Blanchard quickly
grasped that, first of all. the school needed to modify its attitude
toward students. In the words of her long-time friend, Anna C.
Edwards, she felt that "school life ought not to be all study and
work, but should have much relaxation and amusement along the
way. "[70] In addition, while recognizing that faculty, alumnae and
Trustees were not ready for sudden drastic changes she understood
quite well the uneasiness of students being exposed to "the pillar"
by the public self-reporting of one's mistakes. Though she
maintained the system of self-reporting, she made it private, taking
away one of its most offensive aspects. She gradually relaxed the
existing rules to allow a minimal sense of freedom, and in so doing
she gained support from students and parents as well as from the
Board of Trustees. At their annual meeting in 1883, Dr. Tyler
presented a paper in which he complimented the Principal and
teachers for the "larger liberty" provided to both students and
teachers. He underlined the beneficial effects of such changes and
suggested that efforts be continued in that direction so that "rules
[70] Edwards, p. 16.
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be ™ade as free and flexible as is consistent with the good order of
the family and the school. "[71]
At the same meeting the Trustees recognized that the in loco
£arentis role played by the Seminary could be somewhat diminished.
In addition, they expressed the belief that teachers' trust and
faith in the ability of the students would teach them "the great art
of self-government and self-education" not unlike "the principles of
a Christian family. "[72] The Board thus sanctioned a different
outlook toward the students that had been in the making for a number
of years. Faculty and administrators no longer looked at young
women as child-like pupils who had to be guided step by step towards
proper Christian principles; rather it assumed the existence of a
certain level of independent thinking and maturity among students.
Ultimately, this change in attitude was the real beginning of a
process of institutional modification that would come to conclusion
in 1888 with the new charter for Mount Holyoke.
Besides changes in disciplinary matters, Blanchard improved the
curriculum, encouraged students to do advanced work and provided
leaves of absence for those teachers who wanted to pursue further
studies. [73] Her greatest achievement, however, was the Jubilee of
[71] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records , Vol. I, p.
199; Sarah Hunter to "Dear Annie", Oct. 9, 1882.
[72] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records, vol. I. d.
200.
«
[73] The changes in the curriculum are evident in the Seminary
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1887. Through a careful management of funds, and because of her
"clear head and business-like methods." Blanchard raised all the
money needed to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary of the school, at
the same time increasing the Seminary's endowment. [74] Undoubtedly.
Blanchard 's abilities and keen sense of timing allowed her to
institute the right setting for far reaching alterations, but the
Semi-Centennial provided her with the appropriate stage for an
encounter of all the important components of the Seminary. At the
Jubilee celebration alumnae, students, teachers and Trustees
evaluated the past and, inevitably, debated the future of Mount
Holyoke.
A new college emerges
Throughout the early part of the 1880s the Trustees had
resisted the idea of a transformation of the Seminary, but by the
second half of the decade it became obvious that an open debate on
the future of the Seminary could not be avoided. The opening salvo
for the short and yet intense discussion was fired at the
Catalogue for the year 1884-85 when compared with previous years*
In early catalogues the curriculum appears as a list of authors and
books, while in the year 1884-85 the curriculum acquires a
descriptive tone in which the field of study rather the books used
are stressed. For a complete discussion of Blanchard's personality
and her achievements see the excellent paper by Mary Kenze,
"Elizabeth Blanchard and the Change From Seminary to College."
Unpublished paper. Mount Holyoke College, College History, Spring
1980; Mary Ella Spooner Brown, p. 17.
[74] Edwards, p. 6 and p. 17.
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Semi-centennial celebration by the alumnae.
During an event-filled week the Seminary celebrated its own
birthday, and among the addresses of welcome, reminiscences, and
endless incensing of Mary Lyon, issues of old ways and new
directions, for the future of the Seminary were amply discussed.
Some, like Mrs. J. P. Cowles. a former Associate Principal (1837-38).
speculated that Mary Lyon would not care whether the school was
called a Seminary or a College, as long as it was a college and had
the content of a college. [75] Others, like Mrs. Moses Smith, a
former student, suggested that the Seminary could not expect "to
realize the grand possibilities of the future [as a College] without
an endowment. "[76] The majority, however, seemed to agree on the
issue of degrees. Reminding each other that Mary Lyon had always
been in favor of change and progress, the alumnae confirmed that
despite a glorious record of employment as teachers and
missionaries, places of prominence and responsibilities were now
assigned to college graduates who could exhibit degrees, while Mount
Holyoke Alumnae who had only a Seminary diploma were left
behind. [77]
The discussion reached its climax during the meeting of the
[75] Sarah D. Locke Stow, ed. Semi-Centennial . pp. 37-38.
[76] Ibid., p. IQil.
[77] Springfield Union . June 23, 1887. Clippings , Series 2.




Alumnae Association when four resolutions were presented by .e.bers
Of the executive com.itte. The first two expressed appreciation for
physical improvements at the Seminary as well as for the enlarged
curriculum. The third called for the creation of an endowment,
while the fourth demanded the establishment of "Mount Holyoke
College." As expected, the last resolution brought about further
debate especially on the issue of re-naming the institution.
Amendments were presented to call the old Seminary "Mary Lyon
College." or "Mary Lyon College and Mount Holyoke Seminary." Even
"Mary Lyon University" was proposed instead of "Mount Holyoke
College." Finally, after much discussion, a new. more innocuous
resolution was offered and approved by the members of the Alumae
Association present at athe meeting. Instead of making a college
out of the old Seminary, as originally proposed, the two. seminary
and college, were to exist side by side. [78]
To the rising chorus of alumnae voices, the students added
their own. From their point of view endowments and curriculum
changes were of less importance than the quality of life at the
school. They saw the system of self-reporting as the real stumbling
[78] The original resolution read: "We believe the time has
fully come when this Seminary should itself take the name Mt.
Holyoke College, and also establish a curriculum befitting the
name." The amended resolution read: "We believe the time has fully
come when this Seminary shall become a college having a Seminary
department associated with it similar to the course of study which
has been so successful for fifty years . "Semi-Centennial
. p. 106;
Louisa M. Whitney to Helen Savage Ball, July 22, 1887.
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block toward change. In an unusual move of defiance of authority.
280 students signed and sent a petition to the Board of Trustees
asking for a "diminution of the rules of the Seminary. .. and the
abolition of the self-reporting system. "[79] Their demands were
reaching into the core of the Seminary structure, but they did not
set them forth in terms of of a greater personal freedom. A spirit
of self-improvement pervaded the students requests. Students
expressed the belief that the reporting system had "a tendency to
lower the moral character of a large number of students," since it
induced cheating and lying. [80]
The timing for alumnae's resolutions and the students' petition
had been particularly favorable. The Jubilee had brought the
attention of the press to the Seminary and its history.
Undoubtedly, most members of the Board had been made aware that
expectations were high. Elizabeth Blanchard made sure that the
whole Board received a clear message when in her annual Report she
stated: "It ... seems to us desirable that the Seminary should be
able to confer degrees." With every opinion expressed and debated,
the final decision had been clearly left in the hands of the
Trustees. [81
]
[79] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records , Vol. I, p.
227; Marna Nutting, "Random Reminiscences", pp. 8-10; outside of
these few records there is no evidence as to the origin of the
petition or if it had been instigated by the teachers.
[80] "Students opinion of rules and reporting system, class of
1891," Spring 1887.
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The events of the Jubi1f>P of ifl«7 v,i-ne UDiiee of 1887, however, forced them to
listen to the growing number of voices asking for a college. They
could not ignore the issue as they had done in 1881; the public
pressure borne on them by many alumnae, faculty and students did not
allow it. Nonetheless, the Trustees remained recalcitrant to the
introduction of radical changes in the structure of the Seminary.
In June of 1887. following traditional bureaucratic procedures, the
Board appointed a committee "to consider the question whether any
changes, and if so. what changes needed to be made in the name and
grade of the Seminary. "[82] But. after the Jubilee, when the dust of
excitement had settled, the members of the committee on change had
time to evaluate the issue. Nathaniel G. Clark. Julius Seelye.
William Claflin. Charles Young and Sarah T. S. Williston quickly
abandoned the original idea of raising the existing Seminary to the
level of a College. Feeling that some alumnae would prefer to
retain the Seminary and the "essential features of Miss Lyon's
system", the Trustees suggested the creation of a college department
to be attached to the Seminary. Even the compromise of parallel
college and seminary departments seemed too radical to the members
of the Committee, and by the fall of 1887 the original idea of Mount
Holyoke College almost completely disappeared. Nathaniel G. Clark
[81] Springfield Republican . June 23. 1887. Clippings . Series
2, Vol. II, p. 30; Springfield Union. June 23. 1887. Clippings .
Series 2, Vol. II. p. 20; Blanchard. Report
, 1886-1887, p. 3.
[82] Secretary of the Board, Records. Vol. I. p. 227.
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wrote:
oolUge'part" TJt ^""^ prominence to the
Seminary, and let the coUege deg eeS be ^
qualified for them. [83]
•'^Sr s given to those who are
Were It not for the fact that in June the whole Board had publicly
committed itself to some sort of change, by the end of 1887 the
Trustees might have dropped the whole idea. Instead, they remained
firmly committed to a diluted version of Mount Holyoke College as
proposed by Blanchard and by the alumnae present at the Association
meeting.
At the annual meeting of the Board, the Committee on change
formally submitted a report which was unanimously adopted.
Nathaniel G. Clark, the author of the report, proposed four major
points. First, the institution was to be called "Mount Holyoke
Seminary and College" with a collegiate department "in connection
with the Seminary." The Seminary department was to remain
substantially the same with unaltered admission standards for those
students "who may not be able or do not wish to take a college
course. "[84] Feeling that the Seminary had not finished its
educational mission, the Board thus supported the conservative trend
among those alumnae and former teachers who opposed changes. In
[83] Nathaniel G. Clark to William S. Tyler. November 19, 1887;
Hannah Noble to Dr. Tyler. July 6. 1887.
[84] Secretary of the Board of Trustees, Records. Vol. I p
234.
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addition, the Committee wished to continue catering to a
constituency of potential students who might be scared off by the
name of 'college'. After all. as Rev. Towne had pointed out in
1875. colleges conjured images of secular education, while the name
of seminary was more readily identified with Christian evangelical
instruction
.
Second, the collegiate department would have admissions
standards and courses similar to "other New England Colleges." and
grant degrees for both scientific and classical course of
studies. [85] On the issue of curriculum the report remained very
vague. Mount Holyoke did not adopt a specific educational model but
was planning to benefit both from male and female college curricula.
However, as point three will make clear, the Trustees showed that
they were disinterested in fully emulating the collegiate tradition.
Third, the students of both Seminary and collegiate courses
would be taught by the existing seminary teachers with occasional
additions of professors, and. whenever possible, students would
share common instruction. This latter part constituted indeed a
wise move from the point of view of economy, but to have college
students taking inferior seminary courses did not speak too well for
the quality of Mount Holyoke Collegiate education as envisioned by
the Trustees.
Finally, for obvious practical reasons and to seal the two
[85] Ibid., p. 236
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departments into a permanent mutual dependency, the report proposed
that there should be no distinctions between college and seminary
students as to admissions, procedures, "family arrangments . " health
care and religious instructions. This meant that the collegiate
department was to be but a slightly modified version of the
Seminary,
Besides these four major points, the committee made an effort
in their report to underline the moderation of its views and to
defuse the idea that Mount Holyoke had a demanding institutional
life. Despite the expression of their belief that rules and
regulations were instituted "to promote the formation of correct
habits of life, physical as well as intellectual and moral, and to
secure self-reliant, independent character" among students, the
committee still urged the relaxation of all existing rules, and
suggested further reduction in the practice of self-reporting. [86]
Despite the cautiousness of the changes they initiated, the
"core" of the Trustees seemed to share with William S. Tyler,
President of the Board, a broad view of women's roles. In June
1887, Tyler discussed his views on the social role of Mount Holyoke
women in his "Historical Address."
Possibly the last Trustee to have known Mary Lyon personally,
Tyler shared many of her educational principles. He pictured Mount
[86] The change in the self-reporting system excluded the first
two years of seminary students. Ibid., pp. 238-2^0.
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Holyoke as a training school for Christian teachers and Christian
workers, who were to be teachers, trainers and educators; women
whose influence "would shape the masses in. . .generations. .to
come. "[88] Tyler, like Mary Lyon perceived that "cultivated
Christian women" were needed to renovate the world both through
teaching other people's children and through a personal contribution
to the beautification and sanctification of the home. In other
words. Tyler, following Mary Lyon's example, envisioned Mount
Holyoke women exercising their influence in a traditional manner
both private and domestic as well as social sphere. [89]
Tyler, however, did not merely restate Mary Lyon's ideals.
Though he embraced a vision of womanhood which was rooted in the
cult of domesticity, he extended women's sphere of influence well
beyond parlor, and classroom. With professional careers opening up
for women. Tyler saw educated Mount Holyoke women participating in
an effort to "elevate and purify" the sick-room, the bench, the
pulpit, and even the political sphere. "Cultivated Christian
women." according to Tyler, would "guide and form public sentiment
in all matters of purity and propriety, manners and morals." not
merely through teaching, but through their very own presence. [90] He
encouraged women to expand their influence throughout the country.
[88] Ibid., p. 12i|.
[89] Ibid., pp. 124-125.
[90] Ibid., p. ^2n.
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"Go West.... go South, young woman." he prodded, "the field is large
and white for the harvest ." [91 ] Furthermore. Tyler envisioned the
daughters of Mary Lyon "entering and taking possession of... the
secular as well as the sacred sphere, in the spirit of missionaries,
under the influence of benevolent motives, for the sake of doing
good. "[93]
Despite his somewhat broader vision of women's social roles, we
should not confuse Tyler's motives with those of the
"social-feminist." i.e. women who actively partecipated in broad
social reform activities. [93] Although Tyler's ideal Mount Holyoke
woman was imbued with a sense of responsibility toward humankind
quite similar to the motivation expressed by women reformers, the
ideal Mount Holyoke woman's sense of duty was the direct outcome of
the evangelical aspects of her christian education. Moreover, while
Tyler advocated woman's role in purifing the world, he did not
suggest that the daughters of Mary Lyon should take their place on
the front line of social action. He did not advocate "doing good"
in the name of social justice, but, like Mary Lyon before him. in
the name of God. Tyler did not appear to embrace a middle class
reform ethic which aimed at changing social conditions because it
[91] Ibid., p. 125.
[93] Ibid., p. 126.
[93] For a full discussion of "social-feminism" see William
O'Neill. Chap. 3.
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was rational to do so; he proposed that women, because of their
particular nature and because of their Christian evangelical
beliefs, should participate at the side of men. in a "marvelous
union of womanly tenderness and manly courage." in a recreation of
paradise on Earth. [9^.] At root, the President of Mount Holyoke Board
of Trustees viewed the ideal Seminary educated woman as a "social
'
humanitarian." rather than a "social-feminist." more in line with
Mary Lyon's "benevolent" womanhood than with the social activists of
the last decades of the nineteenth century.
[9^] Tyler. "Historical Address." p. 128. For a full
discussion of Mary Lyon's ideas see above, chap. 2.
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CHAPTER VI
FROM SCHOOL LIFE TO LIFE'S SCHOOL.
On June 24. 1886. a procession of young women in white gowns
girdled With Vivid blue ribbon sashes, the traditional colors of
Mount Holyoke. entered South Hadley Congregational church.[1] For
the graduating seniors this was the last act of their Seminary
education. For them as for the generations of students before and
after them the church ceremony signified a consecration to Christian
educated womanhood as well as their debut into the adult world. In
the words of Bessie Stevenson. Mount Holyoke Seminary class of 1887.
graduation is the time when students "step out of school life into
life's school. "[2]
A brief summary of the social statistics of Mount Holyoke
students as discussed in Chapter 3 reveals the following
information: students attending Mount Holyoke in the 1880s came from
a diverse and heterogeneous background. Daughters of farmers as well
as of ministers, doctors, and manufacturers attended the school
alongside young women whose fathers engaged in skilled and unskilled
labor. While newer colleges were attracting young women primarily
[1] Arthur C. Cole, A Hundred Years of Mount Holyoke College .
The Evolution of an Educational Ideal (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1940) p. 215; Springfield Union. June 24, 1886. Mount Holyoke
Clippings. Series 2. vol. II. p. 4.
[2] Bessie Stevenson. Class Book of 1887 , (Mount Holyoke
Seminary: Privately Printed, 1887) p. 11.
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from urban centers. Mount Holyoke still attracted students who
resided in rural communities of the East coast. More than three
quarter of the students (79.1 percent) were born on the Eastern
seaboard and 82.8 percent lived on the Atlantic coast.
Out of 3^n women for whom the date of birth was available. 94.9
percent (298 women) were born between 1861 and 1870. (Table 22)
TABLE 22
Year of Birth of Mount Holyoke Students,
1881-1884*









Valid Cases 3IH loo
* Date of Admission to the Seminary, not Date of Birth.
The size of students' families was considerably smaller than the
national average. Mount Holyoke students' families were also
remarkably stable, as few students had lost one or both parents at
the time of their matriculation . [3]
Students with previous records of employment, however, were the
exception rather than the rule. Some students had arrived at the
Seminary with previous working experiences. Although the exact
[3] For detailed statistical information see Chapter 3,
especially tables 1, 6, 9.
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number of women who worked prior to their Seminary experience cannot
be determined, existing information shows that while the majority
had taught either in district or graded schools, a small group had
worked as mill operatives and governesses. [4] Regardless of their
employment records, all of them arrived at the school with a solid
educational background, acquired primarily at their local public
schools, which enabled them to pass an increasingly difficult
entrance examination . [5] This chapter will examine the 'graduate
syndrome', that is to say. the relationship between career and
The Class Book of 2885 reported: "fourteen have taughtnine in district schools and five in graded ones" p. 38: see alsothe personal biographical files of Laura Miller and Jos;pMne
^ !ff Strobridge and Alberta K. Willams,class X1885; Alice Porter Stevens. 1886; Elizabeth Crowther. 1887;Lina Inez Hathaway. X1887; Harriet Weld Rice, 1888. Unless
otherwise indicated all of the information relating to alumnae is atthe College History and Archives, Williston Memorial Library, MountHolyoke College. Hereafter information contained in the personal
biographical files of alumnae will be identified only by the name
and the year of graduation of alumnae; if the student did not
graduate, a 'X' will appear before the year of probable graduation.
C5] It is not clear where Mount Holyoke students prepared for
admission. The lack of records on this subject leaves me to
speculate that women took full advantage of available public
education, which they integrated with private preparation at home;
Mary Philinda Dole. A Doctor in Homespun (Privately Printed, 1941)
p. 33. Only in one case, two sisters, Frances and Lulu Paden. 1888.
were prepared for their entrance at Mount Holyoke at home by their
two brothers, both Princeton graduates. Roberta Frankfort shows
that 73 percent of the students admitted at Bryn Mawr between 1885
and 1889 were prepared for college at private schools and the rest
at high schools or privately tutored. Collegiate Women : Domesticity
and Career in Turn-of-the-Century America (New York: New York
University Press. 1977) Table 1. p. 50. There is a need for more in
depth work on the institutions through which women gained access to
higher education.
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marital aspirations and subsequent experiences of 429 students who
attended Mount Holyoke Seminary between 1881 and 1888.
The aims of the young women entering the Seminary do not appear
in official Mount Holyoke publications. As a matter of fact, they
were rarely set down in print at all. Needless to say. academic and
intellectual pursuits must have been one of their goals, if not
their primary one; but the students' motives for having chosen a
Seminary, Mount Holyoke, instead of a collegiate institution varied
considerably. From the few statements collected as part of
graduation ceremonies, financial reasons appear to have been
paramount. One graduate of the class of 1885 went to Mount Holyoke
"to get my money's worth," while another member of the same class
chose the Seminary because it was "pretty good, pretty cheap. "[6]
Finally, a third anonymous graduate stated that: "a vacancy in the
family pocket-book to be supplied by domestic work" was the reason
for her matriculation at Mount Holyoke. Clearly, the choice of a
school was, at times, the result of the family's economic resources,
not the desires of the individual student. [?]
Next to financial reasons, previous attendance at Mount Holyoke
by other members of the family ranked second in influence. Although
not the majority of cases, a sizeable 13.1 percent of all students
(fifty-four students out of 412) entered the Seminary with the
[6] Class Book of 1885 . p. 44.
[7] Class Book of 1887, pp. 79-80
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benefit of the experience of an older sister or a .other. Mary
Philinda Dole recounts in her autobiography that her father, who
"greatly admired Mary Lyon" had directed in his will that his older
daughter Amelia should go to Mount Holyoke; there was no question
that, when the time came. Mary should follow Amelia's footsteps to
South Hadley.[8] (Table 23)
TABLE 23
Students with Relatives Who Attended
Mount Holyoke Seminary by Year of Student's Graduation
(Percent in Brackets)
1886 1887 1888 All Classes
Mother 4 11 io i\ 29
(57.1) (61.1) (55.6) (36.4) (53.7)
Sisters 3 3 8 H 19
(42.9) (16.7) (45.5) (35.2)
Mother and
Sister — i\ 2 6
(22.2) (18.2) (11.3)
Valid Cases 7 18 18 11 54
Motives for going to Mount Holyoke were not limited, of course,
to financial reasons and family ties. One student chose Mount"
Holyoke because "no Greek [was] required;" another "for its fame and
discipline;" a third "for its moral tone. "[9] Lastly, a graduate of
the class of 1887 summarized with a hint of practicality her reasons
[8] Dole, p. 7 and p. 42.
C9] Class Book of 1885. p. 44.
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as follows: "Veni. for cheapness, thoroughness and proximity to
Amherst. "[10]
In the 1880s. Mount Holyoke offered a four year course of
studies leading to a diploma, but. regardless of students' reasons
for attending the Seminary, not every enrolled student reached the
final goal.
TABLE 24




















Valid Cases 89 122 115 103 429
As Table 24 shows, consistently over half of the enrolled class left
the Seminary before graduation, and 61.3 percent, or 263 members of
the four graduating classes did not finish their Seminary education.
The majority of non-graduating students left after the first year:
153 (59.5 percent) of the 257 non-graduators for whom information
was available. Eighty-three (32.3 percent) remained two years and
[10] Class Book of 1887. pp. 79-80.
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only twenty-one (8.2 percent) managed to attend the Seminary for
three years before dropping out, [11] With sparse information
available concerning students' reasons for leaving the Seminary,
historians are left, once more, to speculate, relying chiefly on
students' records and their life directions after their departure
from Mount Holyoke. By matching the year of their departure with the
year of the occurence of major-life events, as recorded in each
student questionnaire. I gathered significant statistical
information about their activities within eighteen months from their
departure from the Seminary .[ 12] Table 25 shows that almost two
fifths of the students abandoned their formal education to marry,
fewer to enter into the work force and and still fewer to transfer
to other institutions. That engagement and marriage were the primary
reasons for leaving Mount Holyoke should come as no surprise,
especially if we consider the age at which non-graduate students
left the Seminary and the average age at marriage for women in the 1880s
Over 84.3 percent of Mount Holyoke students dropped out between the
ages of eighteen and twenty-two. As for the age at marriage, the
median national census figure for 1890 was 22.0 for women. [13] Thus.
[11] Mean year of study at Mount Holyoke for non-graduating
students is 1.48. median is 1.34. mode is 1.00.
[12] See chapter 1 for explanation on sources
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Valid Cases 98 100
TABLE 26
Age at which Non-Graduate Students





















Valid Cases 159 100
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the end of their oour.e of studies, with an attrition rate of 38.«
percent. A similar pattern was followed in 1882 when thirty-nine out
of 121 enrolled students left the first year, and twenty-three out
of the remaining eighty-two left the second year.
TABLE 27
Attrition Rates of Mount Holyoke Students
Matriculating between 1881 and 1884
(Number of Students in Brackets)
Year of Students' Departure
Year of
Matriculation









































» Number of students who graduated are in square brackets.
Table 27 reveals two major points; first that the highest number of
students dropped out after their first year for all four
matriculating groups; second, that the academic years 1882-1883 and
1884-1885 had the highest attrition rates, .4023 and .3823
respectively, followed by the academic year 1883-1884 with .3846.
Considering that during the period between 1882 and 1885 the
country's economy went through the third longest depression between
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the Civil War and the turn of the century; [15] that most students
did not have sufficient personal income to cover the cost of a four
year course of study, and that the vast majority depended upon
parents or relatives for financial support, it is clear how entrance
into the labor force was the second most frequent reason why
students left the Seminary and interrupted their education. [16]
Financial need, however, did not necessarily push students into
lucrative occupations. Given their limited skills and keeping in
mind the social constraints and exclusionary policies which
prevented women from entering profitable all-male occupations,
non-graduates from Mount Holyoke entered typically female
occupations. Twenty-one out of twenty-three students who left the
Seminary to work became teachers and the remaining two took clerical
positions. [17]
Despite considerable economic pressure brought on by
[15] According to William L. Thorp the years between 1882 and
1885 had a thirty-six month long depression preceded only by the
1873-78 and the 1893-97 depressions with sixty-six and fourty-eight
months respectively. Richard B. Morris, ed. Encyclopedia of
American History , (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1953) p. 508.
[16] At Mount Holyoke, tuition and board were set to $175 from
1881-82 to 1887-88. To the best of my knowledge there have been no
studies on the attrition rates at both single-sex and co-educational
colleges for the second half of the nineteenth century. In addition,
female students did not benefit from loans and charity support which
was the typical aid for male college students, especially if
committed to the ministry.
[17] Information on the level of teaching, whether elementary
or secondary was seldom provided in students* questionnaires.
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depressions some families did not seem to be particularly
affected. (Table 28)
TABLE 28

















and Business 29 4'4.6




Valid Cases 65 56
Table 28 shows that a greater percentage of young women graduated
whose fathers were employed in semi-skilled occupations than in any
other group. While there is no appreciable difference in percentage
between farmers' daughters who graduated and those who did not,
there is a proportional difference between daughters of professional
fathers. Possibly, the economic depression cut more deeply into the
finances of businessmen or other professional groups, but one cannot
totally discard the possibility that daughters of professional
fathers, some of whom were college educated, would have found
education at Mount Holyoke inadequate to their expectations. Indeed,




Out of ninety-eight non-graduates for whom information was
gathered, twenty-one left Mount Holyoke and transferred to other
institutions. Two practical considerations weighed heavily: first, a
need to continue their education at institutions near their place of
residence induced sixteen students to transfer. For example. Helen
M. Ormsby. who lived with her family in Xenia. Ohio, transfered to
Oberlin College in 1883. [19] Patterns of successive transfers from
one school to another, while they were not the rule, were not
unusual. Mary Elizabeth Pilling, a New Haven. Connecticut, resident,
who had entered Mount Holyoke in 1883 after having attended Oberlin
College for one year, left South Hadley after three years to enter
the New Haven Normal School (Conn.), where she graduated after one
year. [20]
Second, a desire to pursue one's education at collegiate
institutions accounted for the rest of the transfers. Caroline Lydia
Giddings, for example, lived in the village of Housatonic, Mass.,
and attended Mount Holyoke for the academic year 1886-87. The
[18] Given the small number of known father's occupations, it
was not possible to crosstabulate students' activities after their
departure from the Seminary and fathers' occupations during the
depression. In addition, the small number of students involved
creates a problem with levels of statistical significance.
[19] Helen M. Ormsby, X1886; her file does not contain any
statement about her transfer.
[20] Mary Elizabeth Pillings. X1887.
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following year Caroline enrolled at newly established Bryn Mawr. It
is impossible to say what attracted her to Bryn Mawr in far away
Pennsylvania, as the records she left behind are scanty at best, but
it seems clear that college level education was a potential
reason. [21] For Caroline Gertrude Cooke the road toward a degree
would prove to be more tortuous. She entered the Seminary in 1883.
but enrolled a year later at the Worcester Normal School where she
obtained her teaching diploma in 1887. Since she lived in Stow.
Massachusetts, her decision to move may well have been dictated by
the need to cut travel costs, for she was the fourth of a family of
six children who lived with their widowed mother at the home of
their paternal grandparents. Caroline, however, did not give up her
dream of a collegiate education. In fact, after a brief interlude
as a teacher, she entered Radcliffe College in 1894 and graduated
two years later at the age of thirty-two. [22]
Whether Mount Holyoke students obtained a diploma or not, after
their years at the Seminary they were faced with conflicting social
signals between gender prescriptions and personal aspirations. Two
comments by women who attended Mount Holyoke in these years
summarize two extreme points of view on educated women's roles. On
the one hand, as one member of the class of 1885 explained, society
[21] Caroline L. Giddings, X1886.
[22] Caroline G. Cooke. X1887. There is no information on
Seminary students leaving because of academic failure.
demanded that, despite their rigid educational training, they
maintain "cordial friendliness and gracious personality... radiant
vitality... generous spirit, unfailing loyalty." besides being an
"exeptional hostess... ready in conversation, distinguished and
beautiful to look at. "[23] On the other hand, wrote a member of the
class of 1887. each student asked for "equality of development and
freedom to shape her life according to her God-given aspirations and
possibilities" along with the "privilege to find out her crowning
joy and ambition ." [24 ] Between self and society's demands, there
were quite a number of young women who. at least on the surface,
found a complementary relationship between educational development
and female mission and destiny.
Expectations
In 1907, Jane Addams explained in her book Democracy and Social
Ethics, that college education had been "singularly
individualistic," and that it had fostered "ambitions for personal
distinctions" among her generation of women, the first to have
gained access to collegiate institutions . [25 ] The one-sided
development of college women lamented by Addams was absent among
[23] Mary Gilmore, 1885.
[24] Bessie Stevenson, Class Book of 1887 , pp. 10-11.
[25] Jane Addams, Democracy and Social Ethics , edited by Anne
F. Scott (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1964) p. 88.
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Seminary students. Mount Holyoke education, with its stress on
social conformity, did not raise students' expectations in this
regard. Unlike the first generation of college educated women.
Seminary students of the same period after leaving school, slipped
without any apparent trauma into the roles traditionally defined for
Christian educated women.
That Mount Holyoke women appeared to have eluded the conflict
between individual pursuits and society's expectations did not mean
that they avoided questions of their future social roles. During
her senior year. Mary Gilmore Williams asked herself and her fellow
students "What is there left to do?... What is there to seek?"
Elaborating, she wrote:
It sometimes looks as if the world was not in pressing need of
this particular class... The cause of education seems to be able
to take care of itself; Woman's Suffrage offers an opportunity
to the aspiring few; the temperance question is not quite
decided, and though our influence may not be decisive, it must
have its weight; then there is the work in the good old paths so
often pointed out to us, and in the sphere in which women is
supposed to fit so exactly, which hgs been several times
recommended to us. [26]
Even if Williams limited her analysis to volunteer work and did not
cite jobs or career possibilities, she was well aware that her
fellow students would "revolutionize" the world. Nevertheless, by
the mid-1880s students' career possibilities had greatly increased,
[26] Mary G. Williams, Class Book of 1885 . p. 70. The 1888
class poem by Harriet Chapell entitled "Where?" addressed the very
same issue: "Where are we going? ...What can we do? ...What one
should do is what one must. ...We shall be happy in our part."
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over those of the preceding generation. They could pursue further
education and enter professional schools in a variety of fields
ranging from normal schools to medical and law schools, from
training school in library science to the various graduate schools
which, like Chicago and Stanford University, admitted women. Or. if
they so chose, they could join the labor force and worked as
teachers, as ministers, as stenographers or as farmers. Their third
alternative was the most traditional of all: marriage and
motherhood. [27]
Despite the lofty sentiments from the members of the class of
1887 quoted above, Mount Holyoke women did not behave like 'social
daredevils', breaking new paths in education or in occupations. They
did not aspire to be pioneers in new fields. Rather they expected
to follow the well known roads of Christian servants of society and
helpmeet to one's spouse. These few students who admitted having
plans about their future, expressed the desire to become teachers,
wives or missionaries. (Table 29) Out of sixty-six women who stated
their intentions, thirty expected to follow what one called the
"inevitable fate of a holyoke [ sic ] graduate" and teach, [28] ten
expressed interest in "committing matrimony, "[3I ] while seven wanted
[27] Lois Banner. Women in Modern America . A Brie f Histor
(New York: Harcourt. Brace Inc.. 197^1) p. 4.
[28] Class of 1886, Class Letter of 1888 . p. 19.
[31] Class of 1885, Class Letter of 1889 . p. 5 and p. 15.
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to pursue ™is3ionary uork. In 1888, to the question concerning the
•height or their ambitions" graduating seniors answered: "Always to
know what is the best to do, and how best to do it," and "to be a
true woman. "[30]
TABLE 29
Stated Plans and Expectations of
Mount Holyoke Students.
1881-188U





Missionary Work 7 10.6
Higher Education 6 9.1
Admission of Plans 6 9.1
Travel 2 3.0
Office Work 1 1 [5
Other i| 6.1
Valid Cases 66 100
To the ^daughters' of Mary Lyon, nothing seemed to be "higher
and nobler than a life of true service. "[31 ] They remained true to
one of their class mottoes, Ich Dien, I serve. At the same time, the
pursuit of a teaching career or of philantropic work kept them
within acceptable spheres of feminine concern and helped them avoid
the potential conflict between social prescriptions and personal
[30] Class Book of 1888, p. 59.
[31] Mary E. Willis, Class Book of 1887 , p. 17.
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achievements. Moreover, for those who had no clear goal in mind,
there was always the satisfaction of knowing that "faithful service,
however small, cannot be lost" and that whatever they did. they
should be "happy in [their] lot."[32]And if everything else failed
Seminary students could always follow the advice of a fellow
student:
Pray don't be discouraged or harbor a fear
But you'll find in it somewhere at last your sphere
The asylum for lunatics welcomes you still
Perhaps that's the place you are destined to fill. [33]
If Mount Holyoke students in the 1880s hoped to remain within
the boundaries of acceptable domesticty. however extended, their
subsequent' experiences showed that outwardly, at least, they
conformed to their stated plans. After their departure from Mount
Holyoke, Seminary alumnae pursued three directions: further
education; entry into the labor force, with return later to school;
and. of course, marriage without ever being gainfully employed. [34]
Education
While for most women who attended Mount Holyoke in this decade,
the Seminary was the last stop on the road of education, out of 429
[32] Class of 1888. Class Letter of 1890. p. 28; motto of the
class of 1888. Laetus sorte mea.
[33] Eva Paine. Mount Holyoke Seminary Literature . 1882. n.p.
[34] In the following sections the word alumna will be used
according to the Mount Holyoke tradition, to indicate any enrolled
student, regardless of their degree status.
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enrolled students 117 continued their studies. (27.3 percent) in
formal institutions. The students who graduated showed .ore interest
in higher education: sixty-four out of 166 Seminary graduates (38.6
percent) eventually attended another undergraduate or graduate
institution, while only fifty-three out of the 263 "drop-outs" (20.2
percent) continued their education elsewhere. Whether students
finished their studies at Mount Holyoke or left before getting their
diploma, the few who further advanced their education showed
remarkably similar patterns in terms of later enrollment time and
level of degrees. (Table 30)
TABLE 30




Years Graduates Non-Graduates All Students
1 20(35.1) 16(3*1.8) 36(35.0)
2 11(19.3) 12(26.1) 23(22.3)
3 6(10.5) 4 (8.7) 10 (9.7)
H 9(15.8) 5(10.9) 14(13.6)
5 4 (7.0) 3 (6.5) 7 (6.8)
6 3 (5.3) 3 (6.5) 6 (5.8)
7 1 (1.8) 1 (2.2) 2 (1.9)
8 2 (3.5) 2 (i4.3) 4 (3.9)
9 1 (1.8) 1 (1.0)
Valid Cases 57 46 103




Both groups, graduates and non-graduates, went on studying in a
variety of fields ranging from divinity schools to art institutes,
from normal schools to music conservatories. Their attendance,
however, was limited to one or two years, and was often marked by
long intervals during which most women worked or took care of their
families. [35]
Summer school constituted perhaps one of the more attractive
ways of their obtaining further education. Major universities, even
those which in the regular academic year did not admit women,
welcomed them during the summer when most of the male students had
left for their vacations. [36] This arrangement satisfied the
universities' administrations in constant need of money, and the
women who. involved in teaching and in saving money during the
academic year, possessed, during the summer, time and money to
improve their minds and career opportunities.
[35] Years spent in further education after Mount Holyoke:
Graduates. mean= 2.912; median= 2.273; mode= 1.0; standard
deviation: 2.090. Non-graduates, mean= 2.783; median= 2.083, mode=
1.0.
[36] So far there has been no study of summer schools at the
graduate or vocational level and of its impact on women's career
advancement. The above comments are based on my observations of
Mount Holyoke women.
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In some cases, even one or two courses at a known university
summer school could help a Mount Holyoke alumna's career
advancement. Harriet Russel Pease is a case in point; she taught
French and German at Monson Academy between 1893 and 1899. In 1895
she enrolled at Clark University summer school. The following year
she combined vacation and education by attending McGill University
summer school. Her efforts at career advancement through education
finally paid off in 1900: after a year of study in Berlin Germany.
Harriet became the head of the department of foreign languages at
Greenfield High School, where she remained until 1924. Because she
occupied a position of responsibility, which required recurrent
scholarly updating. Harriet went on taking summer courses, the last
one at Cornell University in 1919 when she was fifty-five years
old. [37]
For those who did not graduate, such as Grace Fairbanks, summer
courses were an easy route to specialized and vocational training.
Grace, who left Mount Holyoke in 1885 after one year, spent two
consecutive summers in New York city where she attended kindergarten
summer training school. In 1887, she opened her own kindergarten in
Springfield, Massachusetts.
These examples suggest that, for the majority of graduates and
non-graduates who pursued further education, summer school was an ad
hoc solution to very individual needs. On the whole, however, the
[37] Harriet Russell Pease, 1886
t
2^2
financial burden, the lack of educational alternatives such as
part-time graduate programs, and the difficulty of moving from work
to school and then back to work probably discouraged many women frorr
following orderly educational paths, from climbing the hierarchical
educational ladder leading to higher degrees and specialized
certificates. Only one Mount Holyoke alumna of the 429 students
followed an uninterrupted path of post-graduate education: Alice
Carter, graduate of the class of 1887. left the Seminary after
having completed a college-level course in botany. In 1888, she
entered Cornell University where she obtained her Master of Science
degree three years later, in 1891. The same year she was admitted
to the doctoral program at Syracuse University, which she completed
in one year.
Alice, however, was an extraordinary case. She did not fit the
characteristic mode of Mount Holyoke students, who, instead,
zig-zagged in and out of post-graduate education . [38] As a matter of
fact, out of the 117 Mount Holyoke alumnae who went back to school,
almost half received diplomas primarily in vocational areas, such as
nursing, foreign languages, commercial or library work. Only ten
students (8.5 percent) were awarded doctorates. (Table 31)
[38] Elizabeth Crowther, 1887, professor of history, sociology
and political economy, Mary Gilmore Willams, 1885, Ph.D. Michigan
University, Clara E. Smith, 1885, Ph.D. Yale University and Mary
Chandler Lowell, X1885, M.D. Tufts University and J.D. Boston



































Valid Cases 64 53 117
* Date of enrollment, not of birth.
*» Batchelor of Arts degree includes B.S. and Ph. B.; Master ofArts degrees include M.S. and M.L.; Doctoral level degrees include
Ph.D., J.D., M.D. and Ed.D.
Although the doctoral figure may appear relatively small, it is
not a poor showing when compared with Bryn Mawr graduates. For the
graduating classes between 1889 and 1893, historian Roberta
Frankfort reports that, based on a twenty percent sample of Bryn
Mawr college graduates, twenty-three students out of thirty (77
percent) pursued advanced studies and that five out of twenty-three
obtained a doctoral level degree. [39]
C39] Four students received a Ph.D. and one became a M.D.,
Frankfort, Table 2, p. 55. There are no comparable published
figures for Smith or Wellesley College. It is worth noting here
that in the first quarter of the 20th century Doctoral degrees were
relatively new for men as well as for women.
es
easons
.Table 31 also shows that proportionately more non-graduat
than graduates obtained Bachelor of Arts degrees. As to the r
for the difference in level of achievement it can be attributed to a
desire to pursue college level education. In other words, some
non-graduates used their years at Mount Holyoke not as an
educational end in itself, but rather as a pre-collegiate schooling
before pursuing specialized education. Jane Elizabeth Hitchcock,
fifth child of Edward Hitchcock, member of the Mount Holyoke Board
of Trustees, precisely illustrates this point. She left Mount
Holyoke in 1884, after two years at the Seminary, finished her
education at Cornell University where she graduated in 1888. After
her Bachelor degree, she continued her education with two years of
nursing school in New York City, where her dream to become a nurse
was fulfilled. [40]
Since post-graduate education almost never followed immediately
a Mount Holyoke diploma, the 117 women who pursued further education
received their degrees in their mid-thirties . [41 ] Predictably,
students who completed their work at the Seminary received their
degrees, on the average, four years earlier than non-graduates. [42]
[40] Jane E. Hitchcock, X1886.
[41] Age at which Mount Holyoke alumnae received their highest
degrees, mean=33.067; raedian=31.5; mode=24.0; valid cases=90.
[42] Age at highest degree for graduates, mean=30.194;
median=26. 167; mode=22.0; valid cases=36. Age at highest degree for
non-graduates, mean=34.981; median=34.0; mode=24.0; valid cases=54.
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A significant difference in age also appeared when the level of
education was considered . (Table 32)
TABLE 32
Mean Age at Highest Degrees
by
Type of Degrees.














While alumnae who received vocational diplomas and Bachelor degrees
did so in their early thirties, women pursuing a doctorate received
it on the average, in their late twenties. Despite the small number
of cases, the difference in ages could mean that Mount Holyoke
students who wished to pursue a career in education gained the
necessary training very early in their lives, possibly because of a
stronger professional motivation as well as more financial security.
As pointed out at the beginning of this section, only 27.3
percent of Mount Holyoke students continued their education at other
institutions. Although they represented more than a quarter of the
four classes enrolled between 1881 and 1884, they were still a
minority, albeit a fascinating one, when compared to the 312 women
who did not pursue further education.
2M6
Occupation
If most of Mary Lyon's 'daughters' shied away from higher
education, did they pursue a career? Although in contemporary
society the idea of a career evokes images of a steady succession of
increasingly prestigious jobs through which a person moves in an
"ordered sequence," and which lasts appoximately from age twenty-two
to age sixty-five, the experience of Mount Holyoke women revealed
significant differences from our contemporary view as well as from a
nineteenth century perspective. [43] While traditional Victorian
culture in America maintained that respectable women should not work
outside the home sphere, foreign immigration, urban dislocation and
industrialization led to radical economic and demographic changes in
the structure of the American labor force which influenced female
work patterns. Waves of foreign born and native born women, both
white and black, without the financial means to avoid wage labor,
defied unwillingly the dictum of Victorian culture and entered the
labor force. [44] The decade of the 1880s and the early part of the
[43] Glen H. Elder. Jr., "Family History and the Life Course,"
in Transitions . The Family and the Life Course in Historical
Perspective . Tamara K. Hareven, ed., (New York: Academic Press
1978) p. 23.
[44] Barbara J. Harris, Beyond Her Sphere : Women and the
Professions in American History . (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press,
1978) p. 3; for a complete and detailed study of women's
occupational structure from 1870 to 1940 see: Janet M. Hooks,
Women's Occupations through Seven Decades . U.S. Department of Labor,
Women's Bureau, Bulletin n. 218 (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1947) and Joseph A. Hill, Women in Gainful
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1890s showed a marked advance in the number of women who worked.
Nation-wide the figures for female employment jumped from 2.647,157
in 1880 to 4.005.532 in 1890. an increase of 51.3 percent, the
single largest increase of women in the labor force between 1870 and
1940. [45] Educated women amply partook of the new avenues opening to
them and broke into typically male strongholds such as law. medicine
and journalism. Besides such traditional male professions, many
college educated women entered new professions, such as social work,
often in the new settlement houses. [46] Despite new professional
opportunities many college women continued to enter careers in
education, starting their careers as secondary school teachers. [47]
Occupations J870 to 1920 . U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of
the Census, Census Monograph IX (Washington, D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1929). For a distinction between "Victorian
culture" and "Victorian society" see: Daniel Walker Howe, "Victorian
Culture in America" in Victorian America , Daniel Walker Howe, ed.
(Philadephia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1979) pp. 3-28.
[45] Hooks, p. 33-34.
[46] For example, social work claimed thirteen percent of Bryn
Mawr graduates from the classes of 1889 through 1893. Frankfort, p.
56. John P. Rousraaniere explored in a tantalizing way the
relationship between changes in the nature of higher education for
women, female role conflict and the origin of social settlement in
"Cultural Hybrid in the Slums: the College Woman in the Settlement
House, 1889-1894." American Quarterly , 22 (Spring 1970) pp. 45-66.
[47] Almost eighty percent of working graduates from Wellesley
College for the class of 1880 were involved in teaching. The trend
declined significantly as Frankfort reports that only thirty-three
percent of Wellesley working graduates for the classes 1889-1893
were teachers and that almost forty percent of Bryn Mawr graduates
for the same classes were teaching at college as well as at other
levels. Elizabeth P. May, "Occupations of Wellesley Graduates,"
School and Society , 29 (February 2, 1929) p. 148; Frankfort, p. 56
and p. 60.
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Individual careers, however, were not exclusively the product
of historical conditions. While the timing of the first job and
availability of employment opportunities had a significant impact on
career lines, it is clear that personal attributes, abilities,
choices and family needs must have been part and parcel of each
woman's decision. Unfortunately, most existing studies of college
educated women have focussed either on prominent individuals
(examining abundant autobiographical material related to their
private career decisions) , [48] or upon gainful occupations in a
cross-sectional way. (thus losing the richness of longitudinal
patterns.) The analysis that follows is based on the use of
longitudinal data gathered from students' questionnaires, which
allows the charting of the rhythms of working careers over the
entire life of educated women. [49]
More than half of Mount Holyoke Seminary students entered the
labor force at some point in their lives. Out of 429 women, 243
(56.6 percent) engaged in an array of occupations that included
[48] See for example Jill K. Conway, "Jane Addams: An American
Heroine" Daedalus (Spring 1964) pp. 761-780 and "Women Reformers and
American Culture, 1870-1930." Journa_l of Social History. 5 (Winter
1971-72) pp. 164-177; Ellen Condliffe Lagemann , A Generation of
^omer\ Education in the Lives of Progressive Reformers . (Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1981); Barbara Kuhn Campbell, The
"Liberated " Woman of 1914 . Prominent Women ini the Progressive Era.
(Ann Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1979) pp. 47-65.
[49] Frankfort, for example, collates information from various
graduating classes from Bryn Mawr and Wellesley College, but takes
only a 20 percent sample and includes only the occupation that was
pursued for the longest time.
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agriculture, industry, business as well as in art. music,






































The students' working careers spanned almost three quarters of a
century, with the earliest recorded employment for the whole group
starting in 1876 and the latest known occupation ending in 1952.
Members of the four classes, however, did not enter and leave at the
same time. More than half of the 243 working Mount Holyoke women
entered between 1885 and 1889, with the rest staggering their
entrance between 1890 and 1910, and in three cases, waiting until
1919, 1921 and 1923 before going to work. (Table 34)
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TABLE 3'<
Years of Entrance and Departure
from the Work Force of

































Valid Cases 195 180
If the majority began to work within the five year period
immediately following their graduation. Mount Holyoke women did not
leave the labor force at any specified time. Relating individual
career patterns of women's workers to historical changes, Table 34
shows that the work leaving patterns of Seminary women were not
particularly affected by the disrupting effects of World War I or
the Great Depression. The largest group, twenty-seven women out of
180 for whom the date of last employment was available, left between
1890 and 1894. The absence of compulsory retirement legislation
coupled with individual's financial situation determined the time of
retirement from the labor force, and, by 1920, 64.4 percent of the
Seminary women had left their jobs permanently.
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B.oau3e mora than half of Mount Holyoke working women had
entered the labor force in the period 1885-1889, at a time of
economic prosperity and of vigorous industrial expansion, they were
less likely than other generations to experience severe problems in
finding a Job. As pointed out before, some alumnae had worked prior
to their entrance at Mount Holyoke. but for short periods of time.
Only after their departure from the Seminary did most women start
their career in earnest. [50]
There is no mention in most of the available documentation that
Mount Holyoke women benefitted from any established placement
service. We can only assume that young educated women found
employment through an informal network of friends, family and
teachers who provided them with the necessary information. For
example, Mary Bassett. class of 1888. wrote to her classmates in
1890: "Two weeks after commencement, I left my home in Brooklyn,
N.Y. to enter the employ of Bassett Bros. Engineers and Contractors
in the city of Buffalo, N.Y. and I have been in this office
since. "[51] That Mary's last name is identical to her employer's
suggests that Mary found her job through family ties. Further,
since most students accepted teaching as their first job, there is a
good possibility that faculty members at Mount Holyoke continued the
[50] To the best of my knowledge there is no evidence that
Mount Holyoke students were gainfully employed during school's
summer vacations.
[51] Mary Bassett, Class Letter of 1890 . class of 1888, p. 6.
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tradition initiated by Mnry Lyon of placing their own students in
the teaching staff of other educational institutions.
By the 18803. educated women seeking employment could benefit
from established female networks, beyond kin and family. Local
women's clubs and the Women's Christian Temperance Union along with
religious and church organizations were actively involved in the
recruitment and placement of missionary teachers both at home and
abroad. The American Board of Foreign Missions, which had long term
ties with the Seminary, had placed numerous Holyoke students abroad.
Martha J. Clark, class of 1886. was sent by the Board to Kumamoto.
Japan, where she remained until 1931. Mary A. Hughes, of the same
graduating class, found employment as a missionary teacher in India
through the auspices of the Women's Foreign Missionary Society. [52]
"The Board." as missionary societies were usually called by Seminary
students, also placed Mount Holyoke women in far flung territories
within the North American continent. Elizabeth Avery, class of
1886, was sent by "the Board" first to "the Wheelock school for
Indian orphan girls;" then to Albuquerque, New Mexico, only to be
transferred again to Atoka. Indian Territory, all within a two year
period! Without much ado she quickly abandoned her Illustrious
employer, changed her name and her occupation to become a wife and a
"home missionary. "[53]
[52] Martha J. Clark, 1886; Mary A. Hughes. 1886.
[53] Elizabeth Avery Newland. Class Letter of 1888, class of
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Those students who did not respond to appeals coming from
missionary and social work associations could always find out about
jobs in secondary school teaching through Teachers' Associations,
educational journals and teachers' institutes . [54 ] For those women
who were interested in non-teaching careers, the search for
employment must have been more difficult. The absence of
professional placement services that would bring to the attention of
possible employers the benefits of employing a woman, and to the
potential employee the availability of careers outside of teaching,
severely handicapped young educated women. Not until I910 did the
Women's Educational and Industrial Union of Boston start an
Appointment Bureau to help college graduates locate jobs, and in
1911 the Intercollegiate Bureau of Occupation was organized in New
York with similar purposes. [55] As early as 1899, the need for a
systematic and efficient collection and dispersion of information
about jobs led to the creation of an "Appointment Committee" at
Mount Holyoke. but none of the alumnae from earlier classes took
advantage of its facilities, thus confirming the impression that
1886. p. i|. See also Minnie H. Bridgman. who was sent by the
American Missionary Association to teach "in a colored school at the
South." p. 6.
[54] Keith Melder placed the origins of systematic recruitment
of teachers through specialized professional associations with the
development of the secondary school movement. "Woman's High
Calling. The Teaching Profession in America. 1830-1860." American
Studies, 13, (Fall 1972) p. 25.
[55] Mary Van Kleeck. "A Census of College Women." Journal of
the Association of Collegiate Alumnae. 11 (May 1918) p. 562.
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Seminary students relied on traditional job hunting channels. [56]
In the majority of cases entrance into the work force followed
immediately upon graduation or departure from the Seminary
. (Table
35) Over 70 percent of all working women who were single were
employed within two years from their departure from the
Seminary. [57] There was, however, a considerable difference between
graduate and non-graduate students. The first group almost
unanimously went to work after receiving their diplomas; the latter
group waited, on the average, almost four years before beginning
their employment. Explanations for the considerable difference
between the two groups have to be found in the very reasons for
their departure from the Seminary. Those students who left because
of financial need, as we have seen above, went to work almost
immediately. Other non-graduating students, however, left Mount
Holyoke to transfer to other institutions which delayed their
entrance into the work force at least by a few years.
In the course of my looking for explanations for the difference
of waiting time between school-leaving and entrance into the work
force for graduates and non-graduates, a totally unexpected pattern
emerged: when the interval between the two groups was further
[56] Cole, p. 242.
[57] Nine women were excluded from this calculations because
they first married and then went to work. It was my opinion that
this small group was a statistical "outlier" which would have
distorted the figures presented.
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subdivided in relation to single and married women, those who would
remain single waited longer to enter the work force. (Table 36)
TABLE 35
Interval Between
Departure From Mount Holyoke Seminary
and Entrance Into the Work Force
(Percent in Brackets)
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Keeping in mind that all of the 23^ women considered were
Single at the time of their first employment, perhaps women who
would eventually marry, regardless of their educational status, were
in a hurry to become economically self-sufficient, or possibly, to
contribute to their dowry. By the same token, the data presented in
Table 36 suggests that women who would never marry could afford to
wait longer periods of time before becoming gainfully employed. The
question, "why the difference?" can only provoke tentative
conclusions. Possibly, those who left the Seminary without a
Diploma and who were never to marry were a small group of "dutiful
daughters" who. in response to "family claims" stayed at home two to
six years before entering the work force. For example. Loraine
McNeill van Wagenen. class of 1888. waited twenty-one years before
being gainfully employed as a librarian in Holyoke. The first born
and only daughter of Willis and Augusta van Wagenen. she apparently
was forced by unknown family circumstances to remain at home,
whatever her true desires. In 1890 she wrote: "What have [I] been
doing? It does not seem very much; perhaps because I have not been
teaching school. Most of the time has been spent quietly at
home. "[58] Or. could it be that some women, having committed
[58] Loraine McNeill van Wagenen, Class Letter of 1890 Class
of 1888. p. 38.
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themselves to ..slnglehood.. decided to obtain further training, or
complete What they had started at Mount Holyo.e, before going to
worU7 Certainly this was the case for Hary Phlllnda Dole who began
her practice as a physician In ,891 after three years of training at
the Women -s Hedlcal College in Baltimore and two years of study In
Paris, Berlin and Dresden. [59]
Regardless of how long they waited to enter the labor force,
the majority of Mount Holyoke women were single while they were
working. Out of 2^3 working women. 209 (or 86.0 percent) were
single throughout their careers. Of the remaining thirty-four,
twenty-three worked before and after marrying and eleven started
working only after marriage. On the average the latter group waited
almost 2^ years after marriage and 25.2 years until leaving the
Seminary before going to work. [60] Moreover, in this rather unique
group, none of the eleven went to work until the death of their
spouse. They either waited after the children had grown up and made
a life of their own. or they started their working career right
after marriage as helpmeet to their husbands. Mary Louise Davis
clearly belonged to the first group. She left the Seminary in 1885
and married three years later at the age of twenty-seven. In 1919.
at fifty-eight, she went to work as a teacher and a supervisor of
Nature studies in a public high school. By the time she went to work
[59] Dole, 1886.
[60] Valid Cases = 5
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her first born child was twenty-nine years old and her last one was
nineteen. [611 Unli.e Mary Davis. Efrie Hallock's working career as
a missionary started in 1886 when, after her marriage to a
Presbyterian minister, she travelled to India where she became a
missionary teacher and worked side by side with her husband for ten
years. [62]
The majority of Mount Holyoke women who resumed or continued to
work after marriage did so primarily because of financial need.
Widowhood or divorce left them no choice but to go to work, as in
the case of Julia A. M. Carson. She returned to work as a teacher in
1897, the same year her husband died and only three years after she
left her college teaching job in Indiana to marry an officer of the
United States Army. [63] Family financial needs were often the
reasons cited by some married women for resuming work, and it was
not necessarily considered a burden to them. For Mary Billings,
helping her husnband to sell life insurance must have been a bit of
a "home-coming." Mary's father, William, owned a fire and life
insurance agency in Conway. Massachusetts, and young Mary must have
been quite familiar with work problems. In 1917, Mary, who prior to
her marriage had been employed for fifteen years as an organist and
a piano teacher, went back to work this time as an insurance agent
[61] Mary Louise Davis, X1887
[62] Effie Hallock, X1887.
[63] Julia A. M. Carson, 1885
to keep up the clientele of her ailing husband. [64]
Not every one. however, re-entered the labor force out of
financial necessity as Julia and Mary did. For Inez Harriet Ford,
work was a part of life and of her chosen profession. Marriage did
not seem to interfere with it. Inez, who had left the Seminary in
1886. had graduated from the Woman's Medical College in Philadelphia
when she was only twenty-six years old. She then began her career as
a physician and worked without interruptions for forty years until
her death in 1931. In I903. at thirty-eight, she married Judge
William F. Nason. but sustained her professional career. While it
should be pointed out that Inez Ford's perseverance was more the
exception than the rule, we cannot deny that with regard to married
women's work the traditional cult of domesticity and the
prescriptive behavior of Victorian culture had almost no impact on
Inez. Perhaps in her case we find an example of the behavior of a
"New woman." who found in a delayed and childless marriage the
answer to a twentieth century dilemma of having to choose between
work and home, job and family. [65]
The diversity of post-student working experience, as
illustrated by the examples above, was in part the result of the
timing of that student's marriage. Individual career rhythms,
however, responded to many other pressures few definitely known.
[64] Mary Billings. X1885.
[65] Inez H. Ford. X1888.
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Only in a few cases did former students explicitly comment on their
reasons for final departure from the labor force; such statements as
"mother's helper." "taking care of mother." "companion to my
father. "[66] can merely stimulate our appetite for more information.
In the majority of cases, a researcher must infer reasons for
leaving from events in the former student's life following her
departure from her final job.
TABLE 37
Mount Holyoke Women's
Activities after Final Departure





































The most frequent results of leaving gainful employment were
marriage (46.7 percent) and retirement (31.8 percent). Only a small
number, nine former students, or 4.6 percent died while employed and
[66] Mary C. Upham, 1885; Josephine Wilbraham, 1885; Susan
Cleveland flyde. 1888.
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only two out of 195 wo.en. left because of sio.ness. It would be
very difficult to attribute Mount Holyoke women's departure fro. ^
wor. to historical reasons. World War I. for example, did not appear
to have had a major impact in the career rhythms of Mount Holyoke
women. First of all. most of them were employed in non-industrial
Jobs Which were only moderately affected by the war. Secondly,
unlike world War II which engaged U.S. military forces for four
years. U.S. involvement in World War I lasted a much shorter
eighteen months and the Armistice of Novemeber 11. 19I8 occurred
only a few months after work patterns for United States women
started to change. [67]
As can be expected, single and married women differed
considerably in their reasons for final departure from the work
force. Over 80 percent of the women who married left the labor force
because of marriage; the other 20 percent left their last employment
before marrying. [68] Over sixty percent of single women and only
about ten percent of married women left the labor force after age
sixty because of retirement. The second most frequent reason for
single women resulted from demands coming from family or close
relatives, thus confirming the image of constant availability to
[67] William H. Chafe, "Book Review," Journal of American
History
. 69 (June 1982) p. 196.
~
[68] There is always the "outlier" group, the women who first
married, then entered the labor force some time after their
marriage, and subsequently left their employment. They were still
counted as married.
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help kin that a wean's being single, regardless of her working
status, carried with it. m addition, 11.0 percent of signle
working women died while workinff maHn-r -u^Lx PKing, king the expression "she died in
harness" particularly true for them.
The contrasts in age at departure from the labor force are
clearly illustrated by Figure 2. While over seventy percent of
Mount Holyoke women entered the work force between the ages of 20
and 25. only 11. 3 percent left between the age of 61 and 65. It is
important to notice, however, that the age distribution of Mount
Holyoke alumnae leaving the labor force follows a bi-modal pattern.
In other words, the two peaks around the age groups of 26 to 30 and
61 to 65 indicate that the timing of departure from work related
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comparison between times of entrance and departure from the
labor force, however tantalizing, obscures the varied paths followed
by women over their years of gainful employment and cannot explain
what determined career duration or job change. Careers of Mount
Holyoke working women were fairly long. On the average. 193 women
for whom the total length of employment could be calculated worked
19.181 years, with a median figure of U.Hiy years. Table 38,
however, reveals that the majority. 44 women out of 193 (or 22.8
percent) had a rather short working life, but that a slightly larger
(25.9 percent) number of Mount Holyoke women had working lives of
more than thirty, forty or even fifty years.
TABLE 38
Numbers and Percent of
Total Years of Employment











Valid Cases 193 100
If the average working career was rather long, and with very
few interruptions it was punctuated by frequent job changes. Whereas









average of 5.5 years to obtain additional education or because of
marriage, many women changed jobs. Table 39 shows that employment
mobility was not unusual among Seminary women. Over half (135 women
out of 243) had one or two jobs; a little more than a quarter held
three to four jobs and a small but substantial group of forty-one
women changed employment five to six times in the course of their
working lives. This left a group of only 33.7 percent (82 women)
who spent all their lives at one place of employment.
TABLE 39
Number and Percentage of
Jobs Held by
Mount Holyoke Women.
^- of Jobs N. of Women %
une 82 33.7
"T^o 53 21.8




Valid Cases 243 100
To examine the career rhythms of Mount Holyoke women and to
explain their fluctuations, I classified Seminary alumnae into six
major career types: temporaries, transients, semi-constants,
fluctuators, constants and careerists. Temporaries worked only once
for a short period of time; transients worked more than once for a
few years; semi-constants worked once for more than four years but
less than ten; fluctuators worked more than once for a period of
time between four and ten years; constants remained on the same jc
for more than eleven years; and careerists worked at various jobs
again for more than eleven years. (Table 40)
TABLE 40
Career Typology by
Number of Years Worked and






















These typologies were based both on the length of individual work-
lives and on the number of jobs a person held, regardless of
occupational category. Because women perceived themselves and had
been traditionally regarded as "transients" in the work force, th
total number of years spent in gainful employment did not
necessarily mean great career stability. The longer the career, I
more likely it was to be punctuated by jobs changes. [69]
[69] The typology and the concept of career rhythm was borr(
from Tamara K. Hareven, Family Time and Industrial Time. The
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The six types were devised with two main points in mind.
First, in order to see if the length of working tenure was related
to the number of subsequent jobs, it was decided to keep separate
those who worked only once and then left the labor force from those
who stayed and had more than one employer. Second, the number of
years devoted to work required careful subdivisions so as not to
obscure the historical realities of women's lives. The concepts of
short, medium and long, although necessarily arbitrary, were
introduced because of a clustering of cases around the first three
years, then around the sixth and the tenth years of total length of
employment. Based on these clusters I arrived at the conlusion that
a "short" work life would be equal to one to three years, "medium"
equal to four to ten years, and "long" work life measuring any
length of time over eleven years.
Temporaries and transients, the group closest to the public
image of the working woman, comprised just over 17 percent of the
group of Mount Holyoke women for whom the information on number of
jobs and total length of employment was available. The
semi-constants and fluctuators made up over 23 percent of the women,
while constants and careerists were just below 60 percent of the
whole group.
To understand more clearly the different rhythms in the lives
of educated Mount Holyoke women I compared each category with other
relationship between Family and Work in a New England Industrail
Community
, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982) pp. 218-58.
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variables containing information on marital status, family of
origin, age at entrance in the labor force, age at departure from
the last job. and level of education achieved. The outcome of these
various statistical procedures were separate, quite diverse, and yet
somewhat predictable profiles of Mount Holyoke students' career
types.
"Temporaries" can be summed up by the word traditional. The
seventeen members of this group followed the path of least
resistance, and they fit perfectly into the mold created by the
public image of the educated working woman. Their first and only
job was short and quickly followed by marriage. Mary Hillebrand
exemplifies one kind of temporary. She graduated from Mount Holyoke
in 1888 and returned to her native Hawaii to teach. But she quickly
found that teaching was not a satisfactory form of employment. In
1889, after only one year, she left teaching permanently and the
following year she wrote to her classmates: "Like many of you I
joined the ranks of teacher after coming home, but decided before
the year was out that assisting young Hawaiians to grapple with the
English language was not my vocation. "[70] On August 18. 1891. at
twenty-six she married a civil engineer and spent the rest of her
life in Hawaii.
Loula McGee Rhyne, a classmate of Mary Hillebrand. shared with
[70] Mary Hillebrand, Class Letter of 1890 . class of 1888. p.
21.
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Mary some employment characteristcs . In 1888. Loula. who had
entered the Seminary at eighteen, went back to her native state.
North Carolina, to start her teaching career. She quickly
discovered, however, that the vocation of the "Yankee schoolmarm"
was not always a glamorous and exciting occupation. In 1890. she
wrote to her classmates with a tone of resignation: "The excitment
of my first experience as a teacher being over. I settled down into
the humdrum life of "school marm." though it is a very happy
one."C71] Happiness must have been insufficient to sustain her. or
to counter society's pressures to conform to domestic roles, because
in 1891, only three years after the beginning of her career she left
teaching to become wife to a physician and mother to three children.
Although Mary and Loula fit perfectly the mold of "temporary
career type," they were also exceptions. In fact, both resided in
far away places, out of the mainstream of Mount Holyoke women. Over
sixty percent of the temporaries were born and lived in the
Northeastern U.S.. They were daughters of farmers for whom Mount
Holyoke represented the last chance to gain some higher education.
Like Mary and Loula, over ninety percent of the temporaries left
their teaching positions to become housewives. [72]
"Transients", who worked less than four years and were employed
[71] Loula McGee Rhyne, Class Letter of 1890. class of 1888 p
32.
[72] For a detailed analysis of the six career types see
Appendix B.
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more than once, included those women who were constantly on the
move. For all of them, employment was seldom interrupted. They
moved from one job to the next without major gaps. Also they never
changed occupation, or. if they did. changed only once. [73] Clara
Eliza Williams provides a good example of a transient. A native
Vermonter. Clara left the Seminary in 1884. after two years of
courses. She immediately began her career as assistant teacher at
the high school of Lyndon. Vermont. She left after one year and
transferred to teach in Morrisville. Vermont, where she taught for a
semester. In 1887, she moved once more to teach at Northfield high
school in Vermont. The following year, Clara moved again, this time
back to her place of birth, Essex Junction, Vermont. Most likely,
after all these moves, she must have been tired of teaching, of
being constantly uprooted from one part of the state to another, or
possibly she fell in love, for she abandoned permanently the labor
force. In 1892, Clara married a resident of Essex Junction and
spent all her life in her hometown without ever moving again. [74]
Predictably, the majority of transients shared some
characteristics with the temporaries. In both groups the
overwhelming majority were teachers living in the Northeast and more
[73] In the discussion that follows occupation and job are not
interchangeable. Occupation is used to describe an activity, a
specific duty or function in which a woman was engaged; job refers
to a regular remunerative employment; while employment is simply a
description of the state of being gainfully employed.
[74] Clara E. Williams, X1886
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than eighty percent of both groups left their jobs to get carried.
Significantly. 100 percent of the transients began to work before
they were twenty-five years old and over ninety percent left before
age thirty.
"Fluctuators" were individuals whose work lives covered a span
of more then four years and less then ten. and who worked at more
than one job. They were but an extension of the transients, simply
working for a longer period of time. Indeed, the profiles of
"fluctuators" and "transients" were very similar. On the whole,
more than eighty percent of fluctuators married, and 92.0 percent
began to work before they were twenty-five. In both career types
the same proportion of women never changed occupation or changed
only once. From the educational point of view just over fifty
percent of the fluctuators. like the transients, were Seminary
graduates, but, unlike the transients, over 35 percent of the
fluctuators had a degree or a diploma from another institution.
There were also significant differences between "fluctuators"
and "transients". Just over 75 percent of the fluctuators were
teachers at their first job, almost a four percent decrease from the
transients. While over 90 percent of the fluctuators began to work
before they were 25, only 52.0 percent left the labor force before
they were thirty, with percent leaving between the ages of
thirty-one and sixty, and only 1.0 percent leaving after they were
sixty years old.
The working career of Elizabeth Sherman Allen demonstrates the
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pattern followed by some fluctuators. Born in Belchertown.
Massachusetts. Elizabeth was the first born of a family of four
children. The 1880 Federal census shows that her father, a local
farmer, was a widower, and that Elizabeth kept house for him for at
least four years before entering the Seminary. She graduated from
Mount Holyoke four years later, and at the ripe old age of
twenty-nine she started to work. For the first two years she worked
close to home. Between 1888 and 1890 she taught at a "home school
for delicate and nervous children" in Amherst. [75] The last decade
of the twentieth century saw Elizabeth moving farther and farther
away from her roots. In 1890. she was teaching at a private
"ungraded" school in Fort Payne. Alabama. The following year she
was teaching at a public high school in Crockett, Texas. That job
lasted only two years, as in 1893 she took a teaching position in a
private high school and remained in Crockett. In 1894 she moved
again, this time not too far away from Crockett, to Lovelady, Texas.
By the end of the year, however, her peregrinations ended, and she
left teaching when on Christmas Eve 189M she married James B. Ellis,
a Texas born farmer and ranch owner.
If Elizabeth S. Allen's career was punctuated by high
geographical as well as high employment mobility, representing one
extreme of the working experience of fluctuators, Anna Stanley





King's career presented the other extreme pattern. Anna, daughter
of a Connecticut minister, moved only twice. In 1887. after her
graduation from Mount Holyoke. Anna started teaching at her hometown
high school in Thompsonville. Connecticut. She remained on her first
job for five years, before moving up the Connecticut river valley,
to Springfield, were she taught for three years. In 1895. her
marriage to a Connecticut physician brought her back again within a
half mile from her childhood home. In 1900. she commented about her
life to her classmates: "Mine is like so many, the case of a woman
without history, and that you all know, is the happiest history
after all. "[76] The different career rhythms of Elizabeth and Anna
are clear illustration of how difficult it is to pigeonhole the
experiences of these working women. While Elizabeth's working life
was very close to the pattern of transients types. Anna's
experiences as a working woman were considerably closer to those of
the "semi-constants".
"Semi-constants" where a middle group, reflecting some
characteristics of both temporaries and constants groups. They were
women who worked only at one job for a period ranging from four to
ten years. Like the fluctuators, the majority of the semi-constants
started their working careers as teachers, but there was also a
considerable proportion. 29.4 percent, who started in other
[76] Anna S. King Vail. Class Letter of 1900, class of 1887 p
20.
occupations besides secondary school teaching. Helen E. Bralnerd.
for example, after her graduation fron, Mount Holyoke and from
library school, worked for ten years as a cataloguer at the Columbia
University Library. In 1899 she married and left her occupation
permanently.
The majority of the semi-constants were non-graduates, who had
left Mount Holyoke to go to work or to continue their education
elsewhere. Florence Emeline Sturtevant's work life followed such a
path of semi-permanency. The first born daughter of a meat and
poultry dealer from Massachusetts, Florence attended Mount Holyoke
for two years before leaving in 1884. There is no explanation for
why she waited three years before going to work. We can only assume
that with two brothers and two younger sisters, one of whom was only
four years old at her graduation, young Florence might have been in
demand at home. In 1887, however, she was teaching in her home town
and she held on to her job for six years until, in 1893, when she
was thirty years old, she married a manufacturer and left teaching
forever . [77]
For me, the most surprising of all the six types were the
"constants", women who worked at one job for more than ten years.
It had been my impression that very few women of this generation
remained in one occupation or in the same job for long periods of
time. Constants, however, comprise the third largest group after
[77] Florence E. Stutevant, X1886
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careerists and fluctuators. Their quantitative profiles further
revealed that constants were quite different from other types thus
far examined. Overall, they were non-graduate single women who
entered the labor force between the ages of twenty-six and forty;
they were employed in non-teaching jobs, from which they retired
after they were more than sixty years old.
Martha Ann Ludden, non-graduate of the class of 1887. fits the
profile of a typical constant. Born in Hampshire County,
Massachusetts, she was the second child of Enoch and Elizabeth
Ludden. After two years at Mount Holyoke she returned home in 1885.
More than ten years later, in 1897. she was hired as assistant
librarian in her hometown. She kept her job for twenty-nine years.
In 1926, at sixty-three she had to leave her position because her
"eyes gave out doing library work. "[78]
Martha's dedication can hardly be matched by other women,
except professional women. Sarah Lincoln Hunter was such a
professional. Daughter of a Maine physician, she followed in her
father's footsteps and, in 1895 she gained her doctoral sheepskin
from the Women's Medical College in Philadelphia. The same year she
returned to her hometown to take over the paternal practice. She
never changed employment and, in 1925, after thirty-one years she
retired from active service.
Extremely long working lives were also a prime basis for
[78] Martha A. Ludden, X1887
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categorizing of the single largest group of Mount Holyoke working
women. "Careerists", however, unlike the "constants", changed jobs
more frequently. On the average, careerists had three to four jobs
with an average working life of 28.8 years. [79] From a quantitative
point of view, careerists did not appear to cluster in any
particular group of years or number of jobs. (Table 41)
TABLE 41
Total Number of Years Worked






Worked Two Three Four Five Six Total
11-20 8.4 6.3 7.4 5.3 6.3 33.7
21 - 30 6.3 4.2 1.0 7.4 5.3
(32)
24.2
31 - 40 4.21 7.41 3.21 3.21 3.2
(23)
21.1
41 - 50 3.2 1.0 6.3 2.1 2.1
(20)
14.7




Total 22.1 21.1 18.9 20.0 17.9 100
From the totals column of Table 41 we' can see that the number of
career women sharply declined as the length of their work-life
increased But, the number of times they were employed did not
[79] Total years in the labor force for careerists,
median=27.1; mode=11.0; valid cases=95.
increase with the nu.her of years worked. In other words. Mount
Holyoke careerists did not change jobs In proportion to the length
of their worklives.
The overall profile of the careerists showes both predictable
and unexpected patterns. For example, when compared with the
constant type, nealry the same percantage of careerists remained
single (70.5 percent versus 73.7 percent); slightly fewer left work
because of retirement (55.8 percent versus 63.2 percent) and 73.9
percent of careerists entered the labor force before they were
twenty-five years old (in contrast with a mere 27.8 percent of
constants.) As I suspected, the majority of careerists were
teachers at their first job; they were graduates with either a Mount
Holyoke or a vocational diploma; and over half left the job market
between the ages of thirty-one and sixty.
The career of Elizabeth Crowther is an appropriate illustration
of the careerist type. As we saw in chapter 3, Elizabeth was born
in England and emigrated with her family to New England. Before
entering Mount Holyoke at nineteen, she worked in a wool mill in
Enfield, Massachusetts. After her graduation from Mount Holyoke in
1887, Lizzie, as she was called by her classmates, [80] started
working as a public school teacher in her hometown. After one year,
in 1888, she started teaching at a Mount Holyoke daughter college,
the Western Seminary and College for Women in Oxford, Ohio. [81] She
[80] Editor's note, Class Letter of 1900 , class of 1887, p. 4.
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stayed twelve years before returning east, in 1900. to answer a call
from her Alma Mater. She remained at Mount Holyoke College as an
instructor in the history department for six years. [82] In 1906.
after having received a Master of Arts degree from Columbia
University, she returned to the midwest, after a year of high school
teaching in Glenn Falls. New York. In 1907 she became professor of
history, sociology and political economy at the Western College in
Oxford. Ohio and kept the same position until 1929. when she retired
at sixty-five.
Elizabeth Crowther's life shows that while employment was never
interrupted, it was not a steady succession of progressively more
prestigious occupations. Although she was employed in education all
her life. Elizabeth moved in and out of secondary education until
she acquired the needed qualifications to retain a job in higher
education.
Movement and change in occupations were also a major
characteristic of other careerists. Over half of the career types
had between one and two occupations and 13.7 percent had four or
five different occupations. For example, Marna Howard Nutting,
graduate of the class of 1887, started her working life as a
[81] For a discussion of the relationship between Mount Holyoke
Seminary and other daughters and sisters schools see Gladys Haddad,
Ph. D. Dissertation,
[82] Mount Holyoke College, Catalogue of Mount Holyoke College
.
1901-1902
. (Springfield, Mass.: n.p., 1901) p. 8.
district school teacher in Georgia the same year of her graduation.
In three years she changed three jobs and went from Thomasville.
Georgia to Somerville. Massachusetts to Deckertown. New Jersey.
Between 1890 and 1893 she taught seventh grade in Ogden. Utah.
After a period devoted to study and after graduating in 1897 from
the Harford School for Nurses, she was employed once more, this time
as a private nurse from 1898 to 1912. Her working career could have
stopped with marriage, but, instead marriage proved to be the
catalyst for another occupational change. In 1912, at fifty, she
married a Connecticut minister and assumed the duties of a
minister's wife. Soon enough, though, the spirited character of a
missionary's daughter became dissatisfied with domestic routines.
Marna realized that her husband's 13,9^41 acres parish needed more
than a pious domestic type. In 1922, she became Justice of the
Peace, and the following year at sixty-one. Marna broke all
conventions when she was ordained minister and assistant pastor of
Westminster Congregational church of Canterbury. Connecticut. From
teacher to nurse to minister, Marna Nutting certainly had a long and
varied career, even if she almost always remained within the
boundaries of acceptable and extended domesticity.
Different type of careerists also existed within the same
graduating classes. If both Elizabeth and Marna zig-zagged from one
occupation to another, from one job to the next, apparently without
any plan, there were other women who remained in the same occupation
all their lives. Georgiana Walton, class of 1887, spent all her
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life teaching in high schools, except for her first job. She
started working in 1887. in Redwood. New York, teaching grammar
school. A year later she was a high school teacher in Alexandria
Bay. New York. Between 1890 and 1892 Georgians moved three times:
first to Greenwich. Connecticut, then, a year later, to Oneida. New
York, and finally, to Waverly. New York. Four years there and
Georgiana was on the road again, this time to Utica. New York where
she remained for six years. In 1905. she left Utica for Brooklyn
where she would settle down and stay for twenty-eight years until
she retired at sixty-seven.
As we examine Georgiana Walton's career, two major questions
emerge. First: what pushed Georgiana and other women like her to
move so often from one town to another, from one school system to
another? In Georgiana's case the appeal of more lucrative jobs was
the most obvious moving force. In her various questionnaires she
always answered questions related to income, and each time she moved
her annual salary increased considerably. [83] (In other examples of
peripatetic careerists, economic necessities, family demands, better
[83] Information about Mount Holyoke working women's salary was
insufficient to allow any tabulation of the data, and was further
complicated by the different dollar value for each period of
employment. The same problem of underreporting of income was
noticed by Amy Hewes, who wrote about the results of the 1910
questionnaire: "Great reluctance was shown in reporting the amounts,
especially in the case of higher grade positions." Amy Hewes.
"Marital and Occupational Statistics of Graduates of Mount Holyoke
College," American Statistical Association . 96 (December 1911), p.
795.
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living conditions, or a simple desire for a change in scenery can
all be listed as possible reasons.)
The second question Georgiana's career raises related to the
length of each of her jobs. Both Elizabeth and Georgiana moved
after one year and then remained in one job for two to six years
before finally settling down a third job. which this time lasted
more than five years. Was there any pattern among other careerists
as to the individual length of their various employments?
TABLE 42
Percent of Careerists by
Length of Each Job
















0 - 3 63.44 46.73 36.11 33.33 24.24 30.76
4-10 22.58 27.17 33.33 37.25 36.36 30.76






















Table 42 shows that more than sixty percent of careerists
remained on their first job for less than three years, thus starting
off like the temporaries career type. By the second job, however,
over fifty percent would work more than three years and by their
third employment the women were divided almost evenly with a third
working less than three years, a third between four and ten years
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and a third remaining on the job more than eleven years. In this
light, most careerists can be said to have found their niche and
established themselves in a particular occupation after their third
job and after about eleven years of employment.
From the previous analysis of the six career types we can
conclude that career patterns of Mount Holyoke women varied in
accordance with marital status, type of job. and age at entrance
into the work force. About half of the daughters of Mary Lyon
behaved according to society's and their own expectations by
entering typically feminine occupations, by working less than a
decade, and by moving from job to job without really changing
occupations. The other half, ninety-five women out of 193, became
career oriented. On the whole the latter group did not conform to
the Victorian ideal of domesticity. They remained single, worked
throughout their lives at many jobs, and tried their hand at many
occupations. They were the forerunners of the "New Woman," the
examples that would inspire successive generations of educated women
in the twentieth century.
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Marriage and Parenting
We have seen that a large number (27.3 percent) of women who
studied at Mount Holyoke did not attend any other school, and that
many never entered any paid occupation, or. if they did they worked
only for a few years. For those women who did not follow a formal
program of study or did not work, marriage represented the third
life path. Women with work experiences showed less propensity for
marriage than women who never worked - 53.1 percent versus 74.6
percent - while more non-graduates than graduates took their
marital vows in the course of their lives - 67.2 percent versus
54.2 percent. (Table 43) Nonetheless, the proportion of Mount
Holyoke women who were married was considerably higher than other
college-educated women from similar periods, but considerably lower
than women graduating from preparatory and finishing schools. (Table
44) Bryn Mawr students had the lowest rate with only 43.3 percent
of its graduates who married versus the 62.0 percent of Mount
Holyoke Seminary students. [84]
[84] Part of the striking difference in some of the rates can
be explained by the way the data were collected. Frankfort figures
are based not on the total population, but on a twenty percent
random sample. The rest of the figures presented in table 44 were
collected by different authors at different times. For example,
Wellesley figures cited from Goodsell. were taken from a 1903 study
conducted by G. Stanley Hall and Theodate Smith. Because they were
gathered only fifteen years after the graduation of the last group
in 1888 the data was partially incomplete. In fact, for the decade
between 1877 and 1886, Hall and Smith give a 50.79 percent marriage
rate for Vassar college. For the same decade, a study conducted in
1923 by Newcomer and Gibson shows that 55.79 percent of the Vassar
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TABLE 43
Marital Status of Mount Holyoke Students
by Working and Graduation Status
(Percent in Brackets)













Although Mount Holyoke women showed a higher percentage of
marriages than women in other institutions, this percentage,
relative to all white female of the same time span, was much
lower. (Table 45) According to the demographic estimates of
sociologist Peter Uhlenberg, marriage was the normative behavior of
more than ninety percent of American white women. Accordingly,
Mount Holyoke women represented an intermediate group between the
high marriage rates of both white women generally (and women
educated in preparatory schools), and those of college educated
women
.
graduates married. Mabel Newcomer and Evelyn S. Gibson, "Vital
Statistics from Vassar College," The American Journal of Sociology
,
14 (January 1924) pp. 430-442; Willystine Goodsell, The Education
of Women, Its Social Background and Its Problems . (New York:
MacMilland Co., 1924) pp. 36-38; Sarah Gordon, "Smith College
Students. The First Ten Classes, 1879-1888," History of Education
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* Mabel Newcomber and E.S. Gibson, p. 431 and p. 434;
** Sarah Gordon, p. 163;
//// Roberta Frankfort, p. 56, p. 59 and p. 112;
*// Willystine Goodsell, p. 36 and p. 38.
TABLE 45
Percent and Estimated Percent Distribution of
Mount Holyoke Women and U.S. White Females
by Marital Status
(Estimates in Brackets)
Group Birth Cohort Single Ever Married
Mount Holyoke 1840-1870 38.0 62.0
U.S. White 1850 7.3 92.7






* Data elaborated from Peter Uhlenberg, "Changing
Configurations of the Life-Course," in Hareven, Transitions , p.
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The significant difference between the rates can be in part
explained in terms of timing of marriage. Although no exact figures
could be gathered from available studies, evidence presented by
other researchers suggests that college educated women married
within five or six years from their graduation . [85 ] As for Mount
Holyoke students, the average interval between departure from the
Seminary and marriage was 7.4 years, with 46.3 percent of the
students marrying within the first five years. Needless to say. the
overall figure was considerably different for working and
non-working women. (Table 45) More than half of the women who never
entered the labor force married within five years from their
departure from the Seminary. By contrast, only 32.7 percent of the
women who did work married within the same period of time, thus
confirming the hypothesis that both work and education contributed
significantly to delaying women's marriage.
[85] Mabel Newcomer and E.S. Gibson suggest the figure of five
and a half years in their discussion of age at marriage. The
Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics, "Health Statistics of Female
College Graduates," Sixteen Annual Report (August 1885) p. 514 shows
that the average age at graduation from Vassar College was 21.9 in
the years 1882 and 1883, while Newcomer and Gibson give as average
age at marriage 27.5, which results in an interval of 5.6 years.
TABLE 45
Interval Between Departure
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Stanford Study // College Women 26.3
Non-College Women 24.3
Naturally, if Mount Holyoke women waited longer than other
college women to marry, their age at marriage was correspondingly
higher. (Table 47 and Table 48) Mount Holyoke women were well on
their way to "singlehood" when they married. In fact, they were
28.4 years old when they married as compared to the 27.5 from Vassar
College. In addition, a 1900 study, conducted by Mary Roberts Smith
of Stanford University, showed that 343 "college-bred" women married
at an average age of 26.3, while 313 "non-college-bred" women of
comparable social class married, on the average, two years earlier,
at 24.3. [86] Further, Mount Holyoke women were not only marrying
later than college women, but also considerably later then the
national average. According to the Federal Census, the average
American woman married at the age of 22 in 1890, and 21.9 in
1900. [87]
[86] Mary Roberts Smith, "Statistics of College and Non-College
Women" American Statistical Association
. Quarterly Publications ,
VII, New Series, 49, 50 (March/June 1900) p. 5.
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Obviously, the late age at marriage also had a significant
impact on the number of children. Two thirds of those who married
did have children, but their birth rate (number of children ever
born to a mother) was relatively low. Altogether, the 158 mothers
had 462 children, which averages to 2.9 children per mother,
significantly lower than the national average: according to the 1910
census, the birth rate for the overall population of the United
States was equal to 5.2 children per mother. [88]
Once more. Seminary educated women were a group in the middle,
with fewer children than the rest of the nation, but. more children
than other college women and women of prominence. According to the
data provided by Newcomer and Gibson on Vassar College, the birth
rate for Vassar graduates was 2.6 children per mother. At the same
time, Barbara Kuhn Campbell's sample of 879 prominent women from the
Woman's Who's Who of 19U revealed that 393 mothers bore 943
offsprings, which averaged to 2.4 children per mothers. [89]
[87] The comparison is only approximate since the national data
are cross-sectional and those pertinent to Mount Holyoke are
longitudinal and based on a loose definition of cohort. U.S. Bureau
of the Census, Historical Statistics of the United States . From
Colonial Times to 1957. (Washington, D.C.: United States Bureau of
the Census, I960) p. 15.
[88] Irene B. Taeuber, "Growth of the Population of the United
States in the Twentieth Century," in Demographic and Social Aspects
of Population Growth. Charles F. Westoff and Robert Parke, Jr.,
Eds., (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1972) p. 40.
[89] Note that all the rates are calculated on number of
children per mothers and not by number of married women. In this
case both Mount Holyoke and Vassar would have 1.9 children per
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Fro. the low birth rate figures for educated wo.en shown above,
we can conclude, first, that they used effective methods of birth
control. Which, coupled with their late age at carriage, contributed
to their reduced fertility; and second, that the panicstri.en cry
of White middle class "race suicide" was apparently de.ographically
Justified. [90] The validity of the notion of declining fertility for
educated women would have been further confirmed if the age at which
these women had their first child had also been taken into
account. [91] Mount Holyoke mothers waited an average of 2.4 years
after their marriage before they had their first child at the
average age of 29.2. [92]
Besides marrying late and waiting longer to have their first
child. Mount Holyoke alumnae had a 33.6 percent of childless
marriages. (Table 49)
married alumnae, with 1.6 children per prominent wife. Newcomer and
Gibson, p. 436; Campbell, p. 91.
[90] That educated and upper middle class women used birth
control was corroborated by the study of the sexual habits and
attitudes of married women conducted by Celia D. Mosher. For a
complete discussion of the results see Carl N. Degler. "What Ought
to Be and What Was: Woman's Sexuality in the Nineteenth Century."
American Historical Review. 79 (December 1974) pp. 1467-90 and
Campbell, pp. 82-93.
[91] No comparable data was found for other colleges.
[92] Interval between marriage and first child: valid
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*Source: Mabel Newcomer and E. S. Gibson, p. 435.
Over 30 percent of Mount Holyoke women had no children, a
considerable rate when compared with Vassar College graduates (23.0
percent of childless marriages), and the estimated national average
(5.6 percent and 10.1 percent for the birth cohort of 1850 and 1870
respectively.) [93] The late age at marriage of some Mount Holyoke
women, especially those who married after their childbearing years,
can only in part explain their high rate of childlessness. Not
surprisingly, all of the women who married after they were forty
years old had no children, but they were only 25.5 percent of the
childless marriages . (Table 50)
[93] Data estimated from Peter Uhlenberg, p. 89
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TABLE 50
Age at Marriage of
Mount Holyoke Women with
Childless Marriages

























As for the other women we can only conclude that, despite their
early marriages, they did not have children either because of
choice, for which we have no evidence, or because of biologically
determined infecundity of the couple. [94]
From the data presented above, an unusual pattern emerged.
Compared with college educated women, more Mount Holyoke students
married, but they did so later. At the same time. Seminary alumnae
had more children as well as a higher percentage of childless
marriages than college women. The reason for this uneven pattern
can be explained by the age of marriage for Mount Holyoke mothers
and the curtailed length of their childbearing period.
[94] The fact that there were eighty women with childless
marriages, and that, at the same time, there were only fifty-one
childless women for whom the age at marriage was determined lead me
to suspect that unreporting of marriages and of children in the
original questionnaires was also in part responsible for the high
rates of childlessness.
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Naturally, the age at which individual Mount Holyoke women
married had a considerable impact on the number of children they
had. Table 51 showed that women who married before the age of
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Those women who married before their twenty-fifth birthday, had
slightly fewer children than the women who married between the ages
of twenty-five and twenty-nine. This statistic further confirmed
that some Mount Holyoke women effectively limited their fertility
through the use of birth control methods. [95] Besides birth control.
[95] It has been shown by historical demographers that for
couples with "completed families" (a family is considered completed
when both parents lived to the age of fifty) the age at marriage of
the wife is a crucial variable in the determination of the size of
the family, and that in periods of uncontrolled fertility, the
younger the bride the more children she had. Tiziana Rota,
"Marriage and Family Life in Northampton, Massachusetts. A
Demographic Study, 1690-1750." (Master's Thesis, Mount Holyoke
College, 1975) pp. 53-66.
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early widowhood could have been another factor which contributed to
the high rate of childless marriages. Unfortunately, only very few
Mount Holyoke alumnae bothered to report the year of death of their
husband
.
Besides age at marriage, the number of years devoted to
childbearing must be taken into account, since age at marriage alone
cannot explain why Mount Holyoke women, who had married later, had
more children than their college educated counterparts.
Traditionally, demographers would calculate the total number of
years of married life during which women were at risk of pregnancy
and derive from it the ratio of number of children per number of
years "at risk." However, since the data on the Mount Holyoke group
was longitudinal. I measured the ratio directly instead of
estimating it. Collectively, the 158 Mount Holyoke mothers had a
real childbearing life of 921 years, during which they had 462
children, which averages to one child every two years (1.99
years). [96] In short, those Mount Holyoke alumnae who did have
children became mothers more often, though, on the average, they
devoted only 6.05 years to childbearing. [97]
[96] The childbearing life is the difference between date of
birth of the first child and date of birth of the last child. It i
only a rough calculation, since, for sake of accuracy, it should be
calculated from first conception to last conception of live births
and expressed in lunar months instead of calendar months.
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Table 52 shows that births were not concentrated all in one period,
although the vast majority had their first child between the ages of
twenty-seven and thirty. As for the last child, the range of
mothers' ages is certainly surprising. Half of the Mount Holyoke
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women had their last child before they were thirty-seven years old
and the other half between the ages of thirty-seven and
fourty-eight. The surprise comes from a comparison with white
middle class native born women. According to the results presented
by Howard P. Chudacoff in his study of Rhode Island women, roughly
50 percent had their last child before they were thirty-four . [98]
If the husband's occupation can be an indicator of alumnae
social standing, it can be concluded that for many Mount Holyoke
students marriage was an effective tool for upward social mobility.
A significant 63.6 percent of the daughters of white collar,
semi-skilled and unskilled workers (7 out of 1 1 ) moved upward by
marrying professionals; while daughters of professional fathers
married within the same social group (28 women out of 33, or 84.8
percent) . (Table 53) The major move, occurred in the number of farmers'
daughters who chose their spouse among members of the professional classes
Mount Holyoke alumnae seemed to have preference for physicians, ministers,
manufacturers, bankers, and, in general, for men with high
educational attainment and excellent social position . (Table 54)
[98] Howard P. Chudacoff, "The Life Course of Women: Age and















































Marriage for Mount Holyoke women was also a stable proposition.
In fact, their marriage would almost always last until death. Over
60 percent of the 258 women who were ever married were still married
at their death; 3*^.5 percent survived their husbands, while only
4.6 percent remarried after the death of their spouse, and only two




Mount Holvoke Women at Death
(Percent in Brackets)













Valid Cases 416 258
Nonetheless, the few comments gathered from their personal
files and from some of the letters written to their classmates
suggest that Mount Holyoke women did not seem to have found in
marriage the fulfillment they expected. Marion Sheppard, for
example, wrote in her questionnaire under occupational category:
"Just a housewife. After 40 years ought to be pretty good at
it. "[99] Another Seminary alumna wrote:
But what is the use of writing when there is nothing new to say
of one's affairs! Everything goes along about the same with us.
As usual I am not very well; there are house affairs and
stocking knees for me to look after. [100]
Not even motherhood seemed to satisfy them, since it was not unusual
to find comments such as, "just a mother, bringing up
children ."[ 101 ] Her feelings were echoed in another letter from her
[99] Marion Sheppard, 1887.
[100] Helen Cobb Goldthmaite, Class Letter of 1900 , Class of
1887, p. 12.
[101] Harriet Dodd Jennings, X1885.
classmate
:
Not that I have very much to say. indeed.... for it is the sameold story, darning stockings, feeding hungry mouths, healingbumped heads and wounded feelings, training young ideas tuckin.into^bed^at night and a few hours of recuperation for the next
'
Regardless of their marital status, most Mount Holyoke
graduates did not participate in clubs or community affairs. Only
41.7 percent were members of any club at any time, with women's
clubs ranking the highest (26.1 percent) and membership in
professional organizations as the lowest, (a mere 9.8 percent).
These figures appear surprisingly low, if we consider that the
period between 1890 and 1920 was marked by an extraordinary growth
of women's leagues, associations and clubs. [[103]
Mount Holyoke women appear to be involved neither in religious,
patriotic or literary groups, nor in any activity which brought them
national fame or historic recognition. [ 104] Probably, a peaceful and
[102] Kate Coleman Colwell, Class Letter of 1900. Class of
1887, p. 14.
[[103] The low rate of involvement in activities outside the
household could be the result of inaccurate reports in the Alumnae
quastionnaires , but I have no way to tell.
[104] National fame was reached only by Florence E. Purrington.
class of 1886, whose biographical sketch appears in American Women .
The Official Who 's Who among the Women of the Nation
. 1935-36. (Los
Angeles: Blank Publishing Co.. 1935). No Mount Holyoke alumnae of
the four graduating classes is mentioned in the first three volumes
of Notable American Women ; as for local recognition, no attempt was
made to check their acheivements
. first, because regional Who * sWho
are extremely male oriented and rarely included women; second,
because it would have required establishing the area of residence
for each of 429 women at more than one point in time, a truly
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quiet life was their secret recipe, for they seem to share the
attainment of an amazingly long life. Regardless of their
education, profession and marital status their average age at death
was 74.3, with lower averages for women who were never employed and


































Mount Holyoke women must have followed the advice of Jessie Duncan
Grassie, class of 1885, who stated that "worry is poison," and who
died at the remarkable age of 101! [106]
impossible task!
[105] Age at Death, valid cases=302; median=76 . 833 ; mode=73.0
[106] Jessie Duncan Grassie, X1885.
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Were we to assemble a composite portrait of the career and
marital expectations and subsequent life's experience of Mount
Holyoke alumnae for the period between 1881 and 1888, we would
conclude that Seminary students followed a variety of paths all of
which were in some way consistent with their expectations.
Superficially we may see Mount Holyoke women as "realistic" in their
expectations, hence they appeared to have few problems achieving
their goals. Seminary educated women already knew which doors would
be open to them, in which areas they could safely operate and
develop their potential without going astray from the social
expectations of female normative behavior. Before leaving the
Seminary, teaching, marriage and missionary work were at the top of
their lists of expectations so that they would fulfill a life of
Christian duty. An in-depth analysis, however, has revealed that
students were often confronted with contradictions and that their
choices were not always easy. The lack of primary sources on their
life choices does not allow for a qualitative discussion, and even
the quantitative data is limited to activities. We do not know, for
example, how many women wanted to remain single, or how many married
women longed for more education and employment opportunities.
From the point of view of marriage and parenting. Mount Holyoke
women behaved more traditionally than their college educated
counterparts; a majority took marital vows (62.0 percent) and those
who became mothers had more children than college women. Unlike
college women, however. Mount Holyoke students concentrated their
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ohlldbearing 1„ a short apan of tl™e, thus revealing an unusually
modern behavior. [107]
A3 for employment. Mount Holyoke alumnae bridged the gap
between "feminine" woman and oareer woman. Some of them made long
term commitment to paid employment, much as mid-twentieth century
women now do. Others, instead, followed the precepts pf womanhood
as supported by the Victorian culture. However, most of those who
worked were not oareer oriented in an unconventional sense, since
they were also engaged in teaching and other typically "feminine"
occupations.
Unlike college women. Mount Holyoke women did not conceive of
themselves as members of a unique group. Alumnae perceptions were
clearly summarized in a letter by Georgiana Hodgkins. In 19H0. she
wrote about herself and her classmates:
I fear 1885 can offer little in the way of "news", not such aswould interest the public. However, in a world gone wrong wecan say for '85 "We are still standing by our principles." ...We have done nothing to bring dishonor upon our Alma Mater; in
fact, we believe we have borne out responsibilities in a way
that may even be a credit to her. It is true that there may be
none who stands as crowned with exceptional honors, but we have
met a variety of demands without faltering. We have borne and
brought up nice children of our own; one of our number, Mary
Williams, spent most of her teaching years in the Greek
department at Mount Holyoke; we have served as missionaries in
China and South Africa; we have lectured before many audiences;
we have written poetry; we have painted pictures; we have
planted gardens; we have kept house; we have made homes. And
now we have come back.
[107] Margaret Gibbon Wilson, The American Woman i_n Transition
,
The Urban Influence




^^'^ "'^"^ a matter ofterest to a group of women, who a few "short" years a.o weregirls m this place. [108] ^
[108] Georgiana Hodgkins to Anne Wilder, May 29, 19^0.
CHAPTER VII
THE SPINDLE AND THE SPIRAL
On May 15. 1901. nature outdid herself in providing a perfect
setting for a most important event in the history of Mount Holyoke
College. "South Hadley was enchanting" intoned one observer, "in
its spring loveliness of apple blossoms and young green leaves, in
the rapture of orioles and bobolinks, and the soft blue of the sky
arching over hill and meadow. "[1] The radiant, clear New England day
coincided with the first public inauguration of a President at Mount
Holyoke; Mary Emma Woolley. third president of the college, was
officially installed at the helm of the institution. During the
three day long celebration a procession of representatives of
colleges and universities, former Seminary Pricipals and teachers,
alumnae. Trustees, family and friends of the new President came to
South Hadley with the intent of paying homage to the past and the
future of Mount Holyoke.
Mary Lyon "with all her Puritan restraint and simplicity,"
would have been bewildered and dazzled by the picturesque effects of
a long procession winding through the campus. [2] An eye-witness
described the scene:
[1] Annie L. Buckley. "A Great Day for Mt. Holyoke College."
The Congregationalist and the Christian World . 25 May 1901, Mount




The choir of ninety young girls in black skirts and churchly
wands, the long line of Freshmen. Sophomores and Juniors in purewh te. but each with gay streamers of ribbon [deep blue ^Mghr
s: oTs'^olW
-P--^ting the class color? t;r;obeeni rs following m cap and gown; the academic guests withb ight CO ored hoods; and the variety of costumes worn bjalumnae, trustees and faculty made an effective moving picturewith the green of grass and trees as background .[ 3
]
Such pageantry stood indeed in sharp contrast with the austere
ceremony held at the opening of the Seminary sixty-three years
before, when, at the toll of a bell, students, teachers, and
supporters of the new venture, gathered, offered a simple prayer of
thanks-giving and resumed their tasks. The presidential
inauguration, however, did not represent, in the words of the
President of the Board of Trustees, Judson Smith, a "revolution or
[a] radical change, but rather a natural development." an
appropriate culmination in the evolution of an educational
institution. [4]
The process of development discussed by Judson Smith, however,
was far from being linear. Neither Mount Holyoke, as an
[3] Ibid. See also the description of Daily Republican
. May 16.
1901. Mount Holyoke College Clippings, Series 1. Vol. 1, p. 2^1;
Springfield Republican
. May 15, 1901. Mount Holyoke College
Clippings. Series 1, Vol. 2. p. 57; also from unidentified
newspapers see Mount Holyoke College Clippings. Series 1. Vol. 1. p.
23 and Series 1, Vol. 2. p. 61. For an example of students
reactions see: Mary L. Atsatt. Class of 1904, letter to her mother,
May 15, 1901.
[4] Judson Smith, President of the Board of Trustees. "Address
and Presentation of the Keys," The Mount Holyoke
, Inauguration
Number, 1901, p. 7.
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institution, nor its students, as a group, followed straight
evolutionary lines. The historical process followed a more complex
interplay of continuity and change. These two concepts, which are
Often perceived as diametrically opposed abtractions. complemented
each other in the case of Mount Holyoke and its students, creating a
spindle within a spiral.
Fig. 2
The Spindle within the Spiral.
The metaphor is used here to conceptualize continuity within change,
We can imagine the spindle as a straight strong line of conformity
to age old traditions with regard to educational principles and the
social role of women. By the same token, the spindle is wrapped by
a spiral of change, which, capricious and incontrollable as it may
seem, allowes for experimentation of educational purposes and
diversity of life styles among alumnae. This chapter, in an effort
to provide a summary of the findings of this monographic study as
well as a social historical assessment of Mount Holyoke students and
their life experiences, will focus on two main points; first, the
institution and the evolution of its ideas about the role of
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educated women; second, development of life-course patterns of
educated women.
^'"O"' ^3ry Lyon to Mary Woolley
In the sixty-three years between the foundation of the Mount
Holyoke Female Seminary and the inauguration of President Woolley.
the school had gone through inevitable historical changes. The
outward appearance of the school had changed substantially. Mary
Lyon, had she been present among the guests of Woolley'
s
inauguration, would have hardly recognized the physical layout of
Mount Holyoke. The long single building she had so carefully planned
for no longer existed. In 1896, a fire had swept through it leaving
a couple of cornerstones and a pile of smoldering ashes. Fifteen
new, smaller and elegant buildings had taken the place of old
Seminary Hall. The administrative, academic, religious and social
activities once performed all under one roof by a family of teachers
and students had been broken up and decentralized. The more complex
administration of the a College could not have been conducted out of
a parlor. By the same token, turn of the century students would
have found the crowded and monastic living conditions totally
unacceptable as well as out of balance with twentieth century
standards of collegiate life.
In addition to the most obvious changes in the physical
environment, Mary Lyon would have found that some of her most
cherished educational ideals had been substantially altered. In the
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years between 1835 and 1838. Mary Lyon had developed a set of
cohesive educational ideas. Protestant evengelical religion was at
the very basis of her ideology. Without religion education would
have been selfish and meaningless. In fact the Seminary was to be
"based entirely on Christian principles" and was "designed to
cultivate the missionary spirit among its pupils. "[5] Through
religious teachings. Mary Lyon hoped to develop a spirit of
benevolence which would help her students to confront life's most
trying and difficult situations. Religion and benevolence would
also help students in finding their "calling" and thus abolish what
Mary Lyon considered one of the tragedies of her time, purposeless,
idle womanhood. In Mary Lyon's mind. Christian educated women would
become the moral pillars of a new society. Vested with the traits
of evangelical religion her students would spread "The Word"
throughout the world as missionaries abroad, teachers within the
nation, and wives and mothers at home. [6]
Religious teaching was also the basis for her concept of
character formation. Rules and regulations marked the correct forms
of Christian behavior, while domestic work served many practical and
educational functions. Besides keeping down the cost of education.
[5] Edward Hitchcock. Tlie Powers of Christian Benevolence
Illustrated in the Life and Labors of Mary Lyon . (Northampton:
Hopkins. Bridgman and Co.. 1852) p. 212 and p. 234.
[6] For a complete discussion of the writings of Mary Lyon, see
Chap. 2.
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it impressed upon the students a sense of responsibility to others
and mutual interdependence as well as the idea that no task was too
small to be ignored. In other words, seminary life was aimed at
developing positive christian qualities of docility, outward
conformity and submissiveness among its students. Christian
evangelical religion was at the basis of Mount Holyoke education in
Mary Lyon's time, but such deep-seated evangelical tone was lacking
from the educational philosophy expressed by President Woolley.
The daughter of a congregational minister. Joseph Judah
Woolley. and of a school teacher. Mary Augusta Ferris, president
Woolley had fully embraced her father's belief "in the social
mission of the church" and like him. she "had no patience with a
religion" that was not "'backed' by the life."[7] Consequently, her
educational ideas reflected an activist's view of the role of
religion, rather than an evangelical and pious one.
In Woolley's inaugural address, she acknowledged that
"education in its highest sense is something more than intellectual
discipline, something more than culture; it is the building of the
[7] Mary E. Woolley. "My Father." in What I Owe M^ Father .
Sidney Strong, Ed.. (New York: Henry Holt and Co.. 1931) p. 176;
there is no recent complete biography of Mary Woolley. nothing that
would compare with Elizabeth Green's work on Mary Lyon. Anna May
Wells had originally set herself to write a biography of Mary Emma
Woolley. but ended up writing about the intimate friendship between
Miss Jeanette Marks and the President of Mount Holyoke. Miss Marks
and Miss Woolley (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co.. 1978); the only
complete work is a biographical scketch by Hugh Hawkins, Notable
American Women
. (Cambridge, Ma: The Belknap Press, 1971) Vol. 3. pp
660-663.
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house upon the rock, and that rock is Christ. "[8] For her. however,
religious discipline and culture were the elements necessary to
foster a multi-faceted view of the world. "Education is made up of
the social, moral and spiritual factors." affirmed Woolley.[9]
She advocated an education that would foster the union of
academic and practical achievements. Woolley envisioned the college
educated woman as a scholar
, trained, like Woolley herself, to a
detailed accumulation of facts leading to vast generalizations; [10]
a student engaged in the balanced cultivation of logic and
intuition: and a professional grounded in reality, but well versed
in ideals.[11] And for her ideal college woman Woolley used the
synonym of "gentlewoman." whose life was to be devoted to the
service of others. [12]
Woolley skillfully bridged the gap between the Seminary and the
new century in her views on service, so that, as she stated, "the
'has been' [served] as an inspiration for the 'shall be'. "[13]
Woolley emphatically remarked that "a college training is
[8] Mary E. Woolley, "Inauguration Speech". The Mount Holyoke
.
Inaugration Number 1901, p. 15.
[9] Ibid., p. 14.
[10] Ibid. p. 12.
[11] Ibid. pp. 11-13.
[12] Ibid. p. 15.
[13] Ibid., pp. 8-9.
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preparation for life, which is only another way of saying,
preparation for service in its broadest sense, that which is of the
heart and soul and strength, as well as of the mind, which demands
the best and the all. "[14] These words echo the concepts of service
to others and benevolence as a woman's mission so often expressed by
Mary Lyon.
For both Mary Lyon and Mary Woolley service was to be the
ultimate scope of any educational process, and of higher education
in particular. For Woolley. however, service took tangible
professional forms as well as activist's overtones, both of which
were absent in Mary Lyon's ideology. In her inaugural speech.
Woolley stressed the importance of looking at teaching as an art and
a science, "an opportunity to use ... mental acuteness and moral and
spiritual strength to counteract the unfortunate influences of
heredity and environment ."[ 15]
Besides teaching, social work had opened new horizons to
college women both as an area of professional employment as well as
a field of preparation for social activism. For Woolley the ideal
college educated woman of the Progressive era
... must have "quick and ready sympathy and tact," insight into
human nature, the enthusiasm of the student, the sound common
sense of the practical woman of affairs, the logical training of
the thinker, the zeal of the reformer, the optimism of the
Christian! [16]
[U] Ibid., p. 9.
[15] Ibid., p. 10
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Despite .ifrerent overtones, the ideal or service regained the line
Of continuity, the spindle of our .etaphor. which linked the origin
of the Seminary with the twentieth century.
Both Hary Lyon's and Mary Woolley's vision of ideal educated
woman and of her social rr,-\f^^ fv,,,o roles thus far discussed represent two polar
points in the development of the school, not necessarily the alpha
and omega of an educational idea, but parts of a process. If changes
and continuity of ideas have been juxtaposed for purpose of
analysis, we should not imagine them to be joined by a continuous
and inevitable process of historical evolution. Often, as with many
natural processes, links in the chain of events and ideas are
partially missing, or the chain follows tortuous, sharp twists and
turns. A momentary backward step in the historical process leads,
at times, to the emergence of new ideals. At Mount Holyoke. the
period preceeding and immediately following the change from Seminary
to College was indeed that momentary side step, that unexpected
twist followed by a sudden jolt which altered the apparently smooth
progression of the institution. The 1880s represented in many ways
a critical period of transition in the life of the school. A time
of uncertain leadership and of great outside pressures which
combined with the establishment of other institutions for the higher
education of women, could have destroyed the Seminary. At this
conjunction, however, the skillful guidance of Elisabeth Blanchard
[16] Ibid., p. 11.
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steered t he school on n n(>w <>our-.-.,>
.
The process of modernization of tho organizational structure of
the school started by m .-.noh.-ud 1 ,n,no:,, in.vitnbly to n public
debate on the educational role and the status of Mount Molyoke. The
passage from Seminary to College did not happen .suddenly. All of
the interested parties were brought together by the 188Y Jubilee
celebration. Durinp. the festivities, two div.r,,onl points of view,
one conservative, defensive of the status quo. the other, modernist,
in favor of Mo.ant llolyoke CoHe^e. were debated and reconciled in a
solution of compromise which created a colleRiate branch of Mount
Molyoke and sought not to alter significantly the "character" of the
school
.
Tn 1887. the Springfield Union published an editorial which
stated: "Whether Mt. Molyoke should change its name from 'Seminary'
to 'College' is a matter of small importance compared with the
question whether the institution shall change its character ."[ 17]
Despite the wishes expressed by the author of the editorial. Mount
Molyoke Seminary did change its character. The transformation which
had began in the 1870s and had culminated witli tlu« creation of two
mutually dependent departments — Seminary and College — could not
be arrested. Ily the end of 18HY, Mount yok(> li(N-;im,>, ,it least in
theory, a middle-class institution for llie education of a Christian,
efficient and benevolent womanhood.
[17] Springfield Union . June 2t» . 1887.
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As for the social role of Seminary educated women. William S.
Tyler in his "Historical Address" in 1887 offered a comprehensive
and yet bipolar image. Espousing a conserving vision, a vision that
saw women as the keepers of a cultural genteel tradition, rather
than the creators of culture, he stated: "The reign of woman is the
reign of gentleness, of goodness, of purity, of piety, of
temperance, of peace, of charity, of philanthropy, of love, of all
the graces and virtues 18] On the other hand, he extended woman's
sphere of influence beyond home and school to activities in secular
fields, wherever "missionary spirit" and "benevolent motives" would
call them. [19] From the fusion of these two antithetical ideals
emerged the "social humanitarian." a young Christian womanhood
called to an impossible task. She would "go everywhere and make all
things new. "[20] In practice, however, the lives of Mount Hoi yoke
alumnae showed that "the social humanitarian" remained an ideal
model, which often conflicted with the crass reality of market
society and could not easily be achieved.
The Life Course of Educated Women
, 1880-1910
In the four decades between 1880 and 1920 American women had
[18] William S. Tyler, "Historical Address," Semi-Centennial
Celebration of Mount Holyoke Seminary , Sarah D. Locke Stowe. ed
.
(South Hadley, Mass.: Published by the Seminary, 1888) p. 129.
[19] Ibid., p. 126.
[20] Tyler, p. 126
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expanded considerably their sphere of activities outside the ho.e.
Nonetheless, the basic social assumptions about their "proper place-
had not been significantly altered. The spiral of change still
moved along the spindle of continuity. Mount Holyoke students had
been presented with different ideals about their social roles. The
traditional educational values of benevolence and Christian service
had evolved toward an ideal of professionalization and activism for
social change which clashed with marriage and domesticity. In their
private lives, however, former Mount Holyoke students followed paths
that varied according to historical time and the flow of
generations. In this section, first I will look at Mount Holyoke
students from a long range point of view; second, I will analyze the
sequence and timing of events in the lives of Seminary students and
compare them with a generation of college educated women.
Since the turn of the century, when the debate over the "race
suicide" issue captured national attention, the major indicators of
the effects of education on women have almost always been family
related elements . [21 ] Rarely, if ever, have social commentators,
sociologists and historians asked how many women entered gainful
employment, or what personal benefit a woman derive from her
education; rather, they were more likely to ask how many college
[21] The charge of "race suicide," that is, that native white
middle-class Americans, in general, and educated women, in
particular, failed to reproduce themselves, gave supporters of
women's education their strongest challenge.
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ween marry, what was the physical effect of education on wo.en as
members of society. This bias which sees women's ultimate social
role as a reproductive rather than a productive one has been carried
through the decades and is also reflected in this study, and not
necessarily out of choice. To provide a long range comparison for
Mount Holyoke students. I had to rely on data and figures collected
prior to 1911 . [22]
From figures comparing marriage and child bearing patterns for
three groups of Mount Holyoke students it is possible to distinguish
a trend which would have confirmed the strongest fears of
turn-of-the-century college administrators. First of all. many
educated women did not marry. Table 57 shows that slightly over
three quarters of Mount Holyoke students belonging to the ten
classes between 1850 and 1859 had married, while a "mere" 59.
U
percent of Mount Holyoke College students for the years between 1905
and 1908 married at some point in their lives. Conversely, these
figures reflected that the percentage of women who would never marry
jumped from 24. 5 percent to ^^0.6 percent, a net increase of 16.1
percent over a fifty year period . (Table 57)
[22] Two examples of bias can be found in G. Stanley Hall and
Theodate L. Smith, "Marriage and Facundity of College Men and
Woman." Pedagogical Seminary , 10 (March 1903) pp. 375-4m; Mabel
Newcomer and Evelyn S. Gibson, "Vital Statistics from Vassar
College," The American Journal of Sociology , U (January 192^4) pp.
430-442. Amy Hewes, "Marital and Occupational Statistics of Mount
Holyoke College," American Statistical Association , 96 (December
1911) pp. 773-83; for an explanation of the exclusion of data on






(Sample size in brackets)
^^^sses Ever Married Never Married
^850-1859 * 75.5 (123) 2n 5 (40)




*Source: Amy Hewes, p. 774.
TABLE 58
Average Age at Marriage
of Mount Holyoke Students,
1850-1908
(Sample size in brackets)
Classes Age at Marriage
1850-1859 * 27.53 (83)
1885-1888 28.45 (190)
1901-1908 29.54 (479)
*Source: Amy Hewes, p. 776.
Moreover, if the number of Mount Holyoke women who never
married increased, those who "committed matrimony" did so at a later
age. (Table 58) The earlier group of Mount Holyoke students married
at an average age of 27.53 while their college educated counterparts
waited just over two years longer and married a few months before
their thirtieth birthday. Naturally, number of marriages and late
age at marriage had an impact on the number of children born to
Mount Holyoke women. Demographic factors, however, cannot alone
explain the drop in birth rates for the later groups. (Table 59)
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TABLE 59
Average Number of Children Born
to Mount Holyoke Mothers
1850-1908









*Source: Amy Hewes, p. 778.
The 1850s alumnae had an average of five children per mothers
(4.95), a little below the national average for similar age
groups. [23] Alumnae who had left Mount Holyoke College fifty years
later had merely two or three children per mother (2.53).
Finally, parallel to the decline in number of children born to
women educated at Mount Holyoke, the number of women who remained
childless increased. From a mere 12 percent for 1850s students, the
number of childless marriages jumped to 23.6 percent for alumnae
leaving Mount Holyoke fifty years later, with a peak of childless
marriages (33.6 percent) for 1880s Seminary students . (Table 60)
Despite the fact that marriage and fertility are limited
indicators of continuity and change, they still carry important
implications in the lives of many women. From the evidence
[23] Irene B. Taeuber , "Growth of Population of the United
States in the Twentieth Century," Demographic and Social Aspects of
Population Growth Charles F. Westoff and Robert Parke, Jr.,
eds. (Washington , D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1972) p. 42,




Percent of Childless Marriages
for Mount Holyoke Women,
1850-1908
Percent n. of Marriages
^^'^ (80 out of 238)
1905-1908 23.6
*Source: Amy Hewes, p. 781
(117 out of 495)
presented above, we can draw two major conclusions: one concerning
the shift which had taken place in the life patterns of Mount
Holyoke women, and a second one on the significance of the 1880s
group. Charted over a period of fifty years is a trend which pulled
women away from family and domesticity and pushed them in growing
numbers toward single status. The data, however, does not reflect
the either/or dilemma between marriage and career which became
indeed an increasing problem for educated women. [24] The perceived
contradictions between women's domestic world and the world of
public action found different solutions at different historical
times. In the 1850s, just as in their earlier cohorts, most Mount
Holyoke women married and with marriage ended their teaching
careers. [25] Students graduating more than fifty years later devised
[24] Joyce Antler, "The Educated Woman and Professionalization
:
The Struggle for a New Feminine Identity, 1890-1920." Ph. D.




individually tailored solutions to their quest for a balance between
public activity and domesticity. More students remained single than
their predecessors; others married, but they did so later, hence
delaying their choice; finally, others married and continued to work
until they had children, if they had them at all.
From the comparison of three groups of students roughly a
generation apart, the 1880s group stands out as a turning point in
the long range patterns of Mount Holyoke women. The data relating
to marriage and fertility clearly indicate that students leaving
Mount Holyoke in the 1880s were a group bridging the gap between
ante-bellum and early twentieth century life-patterns. Their
average age at marriage, for example, was higher than the 1850s
group, but also lower than the 1900s alumnae . (Table 58) Similarly,
the number of women who never married was considerably higher for
the 1880s students than for the 1850s (38.0 percent versus
percent), but. by the same token, it was also lower than the 1900s
group.
If students leaving Mount Holyoke Seminary in the 1880s
represented a bridge between the old and the new, they were also a
generation caught between the traditions of the past and the
uncertainty of the future. Their lives seemingly followed patterns
established before the Civil War: a few years of employment as
[25] David Allmendiger. "Mount Holyoke Students", p. 40;
Geraldine Clifford, personal communication. Mount Holyoke
Sessquicentennial Symposium. April 1-3. 1982.
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teachers, followed by marriage and children . [26 ] But social
pressures, family demands and personal choices all contributed to
create a new set of life patterns, some of which were unique to this
generation, and others which foreshadowed the life-course of the
following generation. To further illustrate this last point, I have
compared life pattern types for Seminary students (1881-1888) with
College students (1901-1908).
Individual lives consist of a variety of major events, such as
marriage, parenting, and entrance into the labor force, which follow
different schedules of sequence and timing. To study such schedules
I have devised, based on the data available, twelve major types of
life course patterns . [27 ] These types follow the lives of Mount
Holyoke students after their departure from South Hadley. In
addition, they track the educational, employment, marital and
fertility history of both graduates and non-graduates. In brief,
each pattern type is a combination of major life events. For
example, students who fall into the first pattern continued their
education after leaving Mount Holyoke, worked, married and had
[26] David Allmendiger, Jr., "Mount Holyoke Students", pp.
40-41
.
[27] For a discussion of the life course methods see Chap. 1;
in the course of developing a life course typology I have benefitted
from conversations with Prof. Janet Zollinger Giele and the findings
she presented at the Second Seneca Falls Women's History Conference,
Eisenhower College of the Rochester Institute of Technology, Seneca
Falls, New York, July 17, 1982 derived from a study she conducted
with Prof. Pamela Perun.
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Children. Mount Hclyoke students would belong to pattern two if
they followed a path similar to the first one. but they had no
children. Pattern type three was formed by single women who worked
and had attended other educational institutions after leaving Mount
Holyoke. The remaining nine pattern types were but variations on
the same theme of major life events.
Figures 3 and 4 show the percent distribution of the life
course pattern types for both groups of 1880 and 1900 Mount Holyoke
students. A cursory examination of the figures reveals one striking
similarity between the two groups. No married or single graduate
who continued her education beyond Mount Holyoke was ever unemployed
(pattern types 4, 5. 6). which shows the existence of a relationship
between education and employment. In other words, women who never
worked, regardless of marital status, were less likely to have
attended graduate institutions.
Figures 3 and 4 provide a limited amount of information about
the life course of Mount Holyoke women. By definition, the type
patterns show primarily who did what, but cannot answer the question
related to "when." The collective experience of sequence and timing
of major life events for Mount Holyoke students, nonetheless, can be
































































































































































































































pattern types. [28] Table 61. for example, numerically summarizes the
life course transitions of two groups of Mount Holyoke women. These
were the "super women." (pattern type 1) who had done it all. They
had done graduate work after leaving Mount Holyoke. entered the work
force, left work, married and had children . (Table 61)
TABLE 61









N=13 N=12 N=22 N=20
Age at Admission 17 .75 18.25 17 .80 18.31
Age at Graduation 21 .75 19.50 22 .00 19.87
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 24 .00 24.0 22 .75 22.21
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 31 .75 35.00 53 .50 33.25
Age at Highest Degree 28 .50 23.25 30,.50 22.33
Age at Marriage 31,.00 27.0 27,.50 29.25
Age at First Child 32..00 28.5 30.,50 31 .00
Age at Last Child 37.,87 38.50 35. 50 35.66
[28] In this case, "average age" means the median age, the age




Despite the fact that they represented a minority among Mount
Holyoke women of both groups - the graduates were 7.8 and 3.8
percent of the 1880 and the 1900 groups respectively, and the
non-graduates were only 5.3 and 7.7 percent of both 1880 and 1900
alumnae — this handful of pioneers were highly distinctive in their
life course experiences.
On the average, non-graduate students at turn-of-the-century
Mount Holyoke were admitted and left the school at similar ages,
went to work earlier, left work, married, had their first child
later and their last child earlier than did their counterparts a
generation before. Graduates who left Mount Holyoke between 1905
and 1908. generally, had been admitted at the same age. entered the
labor force earlier, left it later, married, had their first and
last child earlier than graduates from the Seminary in the 1880s.
Moreover, regardless of their graduation status, women from the
1881-1888 group tended to experience transitions at a similar pace.
Both graduates and non-graduates married between eight to nine years
after their departure from the Seminary. A year after their
marriage they had their first child. Obviously, given the fact that
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graduates left the Seminary later than non-graduates, all life
course transitions for both groups are off by three years. [29]
In a close examination of the data related to Mount Holyoke
students and their life course, three types emerge as numerically
relevant. [30] Among Students who graduated from Mount Holyoke
Seminary in the years between 1885 and 1888 a surprising number
entered the labor force, went on to attend other educational
institutions and never married (type 3. Fig. 5). Quite unexpectedly
they constituted the single largest pattern among 1880s graduates,
with 23.3 percent of all 166 graduates following a life course of
committment to career and pursuit of knowledge. This group of
forty-two graduates and twenty non-graduates which constituted the
third largest type among all 393 Mount Holyoke students (17.0
percent), was composed of women who belonged to the same generation
[29] The figures presented would be misleading if read as life
course timing of one individual, I wish to stress that they
represent trends of collective behavior. In effect. Table 7-5
places marriages for 1880 non-graduates ahead of their final
departure from the labor force. While this pattern was plausible,
it is not prevalent among individual women. The discrepancy between
individual lives and collective patterns was in part the result of
missing data. In fact, the age at final departure from the labor
force for non-graduates, 1881-1888, was calculated for the same
group on seven valid cases and the age at marriage on twelve cases.
This difference alone creates an unbalance in the median age. Thus,
the figures should be regarded as a representation of major events
considered collectively.
[30] Since this is a summary chapter, I deemed necessary only
to highlight the three most significant types. The information on
the median age for each of the twelve life course type patterns has
been relegated to Appendix C.
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as Jane Addams. Like Addams, they never married, but. unlike
Addams. they had no long periods of crisis. Possibly these Mount
Holyoke women were not high enough in economic status to go on a
grand tour and wait out a career crisis. In fact, graduates who
followed life course pattern 3. left the Seminary at a median age of
22.5 and entered the work force roughly a year later. Their working
lives were also long and not easily interrupted by periods of
unemployment, except when attending school. As far as duration of
employment, graduates fared better than non-graduates. The latter
group began to work at 23, but left, on the average, thirty years
later at 53. Possibly the lack of a Mount Holyoke Diploma, or a
four year exposure to the Seminary hampered their employment
history. Nonetheless, both graduates and non followed a pattern of
economic independence marked by a new and unusual level of personal
freedom, i.e. a pattern of new womanhood.
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Of all the students who left Mount Holyoke before obtaining
their diplomas, a majority led more traditional lives. Out of 227
non-graduates sixty-three students (27.8 percent) left Mount
Holyoke. married and had children. They were never gainfully
employed, nor did they attend other educational institutions (type
10, see Fig. 6) This more typical life course was also pursued by
the majority of all Mount Holyoke students, regardless of their
graduation status. Almost 20 percent (75 students out of 393) found
in marriage and motherhood their true calling. But, while their
life course can be seen as traditional for their generation, the
timing of their major life course events was not. This group of
seventy-five women, left Mount Holyoke Seminary between the ages of
19.3 for non-graduates and 21.7 for graduates. Unlike other groups,
marriage did not immediately follow their departure from South
Hadley. Overall they waited between three to five years before
marrying at 2^4. In addition, they waited three years before having
their first child, and by their thirty-third birthday their
childbearing period was over.
Fig. 5
Distribution of Life Course
Pattern Type 3
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When compared with other native white women age 14 to 39 in
1865 and age 15 in 1880. the life course of Mount Holyoke women
stands out as unusually modern. According to the results presented
by Howard P. Chudacoff in his study of Rhode Island population,
native white women married earlier than Seminary students, at a
median age of 21.9, had their first child earlier, at 22.5, and
their last child later, at 34.1. [31] Even if Mount Holyoke students
followed a typical life course, more akin to the "True Woman," the
timing of their transitions suggests that they were marching to a
different drum beat. If we assume that marriage is the ultimate
rite of passage from youth to maturity, we can conclude that Mount
Holyoke women prolonged their youth, and, by the same token, they
curtailed their time devoted to mothering.
Of all the twelve life course pattern types, one summarizes the
most expected behavior among all Mount Holyoke women, graduates and
non. Of the 393 students enrolled between 1881 and 1885, sixty-five
(16.5 percent) found in Mount Holyoke their last formal educational
chance; they entered the work force, stayed for seven or eight years
before marrying at 28, and had their first child two years later at
a median age of thirty. Their last baby was born six or eight years
later (type 7, see Fig. 7). Although this group might not seem
[31] Howard P. Chudacoff, takes into consideration ethnicity
because he divides his population sample in two groups: native and
foreign born women. "The Life Course of Women; Age and Age
Consciousness, 1865-1915," Journal of Family History , Studies in
Fami ly , Kinship and Demography , 5 (Fall 1980) pp. 274-280.
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significantly different from others discussed thus far. its features
foreshadow a link with the future. Besides being the third largest
type among all 1880s Seminary students, type 7 was also the single
largest pattern amomg Mount Holyoke college women at the beginning
of the 20th century (Fig. 12). In fact, over a third of the 1905 to
1908 graduates (200 out of 578 or 34.6 percent) and more than a
quarter of the non-graduates (69 out of 258 or 26.7 percent) worked,
married and had children after their departure from college.
Fig. 7
Distribution of Life Course
Pattern Type 7



















N-Grad. 29 (12.8) 69 (26.7)
All 65 (16.5) 269 (32.1)
Median Age at Major Life Course Events
Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad
Age at Admission 18.4 18.5 18.3 19.0
Age at Graduation 22.4 19.8 22.3 20.8
Age at Entrance
into Labor Force 22.8 20.5 22.4 22.0
Age at Final Departure
from Labor Force 29.0 28.0 30.2 30.
1
Age at Marriage 28.2 28.0 28.1 25.1
Age at First Child 30.0 30.0 29.9 28.2
Age at Last Child 38.3 36.0 35.0 34.4
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The quantitative evidence about the life course patterns of
Mount Holyoke women, points clearly in the direction of diversity.
Although entrance and exit into the work force and family roles
cannot be solely attributed to the influence of one institution.
1880s Mount Holyoke women's lives were not quite in step with the
rest of American society. Even when they followed traditional
pathways of marriage and maternity, their timing was off. This
raises the question what position did 1880s Mount Holyoke women
occupy in the scale of American women's life styles?
Between True Women and New Women
The years between 1890 and the first world war, which in Europe
had been called "La Belle Epoque," could have been translated in
American terms as the "Age of the New Woman." Alterations in the
proper sphere of activity of middle class women had given rise to a
different ideal. In March of 1910, the novelist Margaret Deland
wrote in The Atlantic Monthly :
Indeed, the New Woman is almost ceasing to be "new," and that
is why she is ceasing to be entirely a joke; for there is
something more than a joke in all this curious turning upside
down of traditions and theories in regard to women. [32]
In speaking of the "turning upside down of traditions," Deland was
reflecting upon some of the changes which had taken place in the
lives of white middle class American women during the two decades at
[32] Margaret Deland, "The Change in the Feminine Ideal," The
Atlantic Monthly (March 1910) p. 289.
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the turn-of-the-century. Changes in patterns of marriage and
fertility (i.e. decline in number of children and. increase in the
number of divorces) and more important, the growing number of women
who left the insulating domestic sphere to engage in some outside
activity either as volunteer or as employed worker eclipsed the
narrow dimensions of the Victorian ideal of "true womanhood."
Nonetheless, the persistence of limiting social prescriptions
resulted into considerable unrest and discontent among women.
Whether single or married, according to writers of the period, women
chafed under the system of "semi social, industrial and political
freedom." They found "the shackles of half broken down conservative
ideals of feminine respectability dull, heavy and a great stumbling
block to worthy progress. "[333 Along with the discontent, a change
in feminine ideals had been responsible for the rise of the New
Woman
.
Undoubtely the result of important political, economic and
social gains, the New Woman had been made subject of both scorn and
praise, often for the same reasons. In 1902, Boyd Winchester
applauded the New Woman as "the energetic, independent woman of
culture ... The keynote of her character is self-reliance and power
of initiation. ... She aims at being in direct contact with reality
and forming her own judgement upon it. "[34] Less than ten years
[33] Susanne Wilcox, "The Unrest of Modern Woman," The
Independent . 67 (july 8, 1909) p. 66.
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before, another contributor to a respectable magazine. The North
American Review, had decried "the New Woman with her fierce vanity,
her undigested knowledge, her over-weening estimate of her own value
and her fatal want of all sense of ridiculous ... a menace to
humankind. "[35]
Somewhere between the two opposing evaluations of this novel
ideal lay the major characteristics of turn-of-the-century ideal
woman. As her critics saw her clamoring to enter public life, her
admirers underlined her desire to satisfy two dichotomous forces: a
sense of duty to herself and a sense of social responsibility.
Young, single college educated, the New Woman earned her own living,
lived in the new urban frontier where she experienced, first hand,
the joys and worries of "bachelorhood. "[36] Physically, she had
"nice hair, frank eye, white teeth and calm self-poised manners,"
perhaps best epitomized by the Gibson Girl. Her healthy vitality
freely transpired, even though she still wore long skirts and prim,
high collared blouses. [37]
By the first decade of the 20th century, aside from the media
[34] Boyd Winchester, "The Eternal Feminine. 'The New Woman',"
Arena , 27 (April 1902) p. 367.
[35] Ouida, "The New Woman," The North American Review (May
189M) p. 615.
[36] Mary Gay Humphrey, "Women Bachelors in New York,"
Scribener '3 Magazine . 20 (November 1896) pp. 626-35; Ouida. pp.
610-19.
[37] Ibid., p. 629
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definition of the new woman, which was static and often
youth-oriented, there had been a shift in ideal concepts about
women's roles. The "recognition of the right of woman to her own
development — the right of individuals to know, to learn, to
perfect themselves to the utmost of their ability, irrespective of
sex." had inevitably led to "a different ideal for the woman" than
that of "true womanhood. "[38] As scholars now explain, the ideal of
the home centered, submissive, pious and dependent ante-bellum
womanhood carried the seeds of its own demise. [39] Few women
succesfully complied with all the prescriptions of the ideal
American woman. Even fewer could have accepted to be "destitute of
will, desire or aim." and have "found her chief glory in making a
shirt — her highest pleasure in compounding a pudding." and could
have been "utterly unable to frown and say no."[i40] Besides the
inability of many women to conform to the complex ideal of "True
Womanhood" the transformations taking place in women's lives even
before the Civil war created a demand for a different concept of
appropriate activities and proper behavior for a woman. In 1853.
[38] Winchester, p. 367.
C39] Nancy Cott, The Bonds of Womanhood . Woman's Sphere in New
England . 1780- 1835 . (New Haven: Yale University Press. 1977);
Carrolll Smith-Rosenberg. "Female World of Love and Ritual:
Relations between Women in Nineteenth Century America." Signs 1
(Autumn 1975) pp. 1-29.
[40] "The American Ideal Woman." Putnam 's Monthly Magazine of
American Literature . Science and Art . (November 2, 1853) p. 527.
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Putnam's published an article which stressed the need for a "new
ideal woman, fitted to our new state of things in the new
world. "[41] The anonymous author frankly admitted that "the old
ideal - the purely sentimental one has gone out of date." but that
nothing had been developed to supplant it. [42] In a tone
reminiscent of the wholesome Republican woman, the author suggested
a simple cure to sentimentality. "A hearty, intelligent, habitual
pursuit of knowledge, not pedantic, nor finical, nor sectarian, nor
showy, nor by any means sought only in books" would provide American
women with accomplishments of mind and body. [43] Insisting that the
Ideal Woman "must be 'globed'." he contended at the same time that
"domesticity is the honor and glory of a woman. "[44]
In 1877, Susan B. Anthony presented in a speech the other side
of the woman's question. In "Homes of Single Women." she discussed
the reality of women's lives, a generation after the publication of
Putnam's article on the "Ideal Woman". If in 1853, education was
the way out from the sentimentality which had trapped women, twenty
years later Anthony could describe the first generation of truly
self-supporting women, those who were economically independent and
owned their own home, instead of living with relatives. Besides
[41] Ibid., p. 528.
[42] Ibid.
[43] Ibid., p. 521.
[44] Ibid., p. 531.
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using Mary L. Booth. Mrs. Wright and Dr. Clemence S. Lozier[45] as
examples of single home owners and home makers, Anthony postulated
that "as young women become more educated in the industries of the
world, thereby learning the sweetness of independent bread, it will
be more and more impossible for them to accept the Blackstone
marriage limitation that 'husband and wife are one, and that one the
husband'. "[46] She also underlined the fact that the generation of
women she had described was certainly unusual. "They are not
halves, needing compliments," she stated, "but evenly balanced well
rounded characters; therefore are they models to be reached by the
average women we everyday meet. "[47] It would be hard to know
whether the exceptional models presented by Anthony were followed.
Certainly, they represented a considerable change from the prevalent
ideal for American woman. The "True Woman" of the ante-bellum
period evolved into another stage before emerging as the "New Woman"
of the turn-of-the-century.
[45] Mary L. Booth, translator, author and first editor of the
Harper 's Bazar (1867) shared her living quarters with Mrs. Anne W.
Wright, widow of a sea-captain; Madaleine B. Stern, "Mary Louise
Booth," Notable American Women , vol.1 pp. 207-208; Dr. Clemence S.
Lozier founder and physician of the New York medical college for
women; Milton Cantor, "Clemence Sophia Harned Lozier," Notable
American Women , vol. 2, pp. 440-442.
[46] Susan B. Anthony, "Homes of Single Women," October 1877 in
Elizabeth Cady Stanton , Susan B. Anthony , Correspondence , Writings ,
Speeches . Ellen Carol DuBois, ed., (New York: Schocken Books, 1981)
p. 147.
[47] Ibid., p. 151
By the 1880s, writers were discussing the main characteristics
of the "Transitional American Woman." This hybrid ideal no longer
saw the home as the focus of all her endeavors. She no longer lived
in an age marked by a dominant social cause. Continuing the trend
of the decade before the Civil War. women's interests had been
subdivided into multiple fronts, temperance and suffrage among them.
In every field, women seemed to be in a transitional stage. In
1880, Kate Gannett Wells wrote: "Formerly, to be a good housekeeper,
an anxious mother, an obedient wife, was the ne £lus ultra of female
endeavor, —to be all this for other 's sakes. Now, its is to be
more than one is, for one 's^ own sake. "[48]
The diversity of interests in reform causes which attracted
women, the opening of occupational activities, the increase of
female participation in the labor force, the enhanced presence of
women in the public sphere all pointed in the direction of a new
life style. If the generation described of Anthony in 1877 was
composed by pioneers, and if the New Woman did not become an ideal
until the 1890s. what did the generation of young white women who
came of age in the 1880s do? Who were they? Caught between the
waning "cult of True Womanhood" and a rising ideal of the "New
Womanhood," too young to be pioneers, and too old to be New Women,
they were, to use a slogan of the time, "transitional women."
[48] Kate Gannett Wells, "The Transitional American Woman," The
Atlantic Monthly (December 1880) p. 821,
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Mount Holyoke women who entered the Seminary between 1881 and
1884 fit into the mold of transitional women in more than one way.
From the educational standpoint, they attended the Seminary at a
moment of crucial change from its original format to a collegiate
institution. In addition, the problems of continuity and change of
social roles for educated women became even more acute when the
traditional ideal of the Christian benevolent womanhood developed by
Mary Lyon had not yet been fully supplanted by the collegiate type
introduced by Mary Woolley. Ideally. 1880s students were the larva
of a new ideal wrapped inside the cacoon of the old.
From the point of view of their personal lives after their
South Hadley experience, the 1880s group was clearly transitional.
Most Mount Holyoke students were well acquainted with the
traditional paths of adult white middle-class american women. To be
sure, a clearly marked road in which marriage, childbearing and
child rearing were of paramount importance, was an appealing
alternative to employment outside the home and education. Yet these
women, who by no means considered themselves pioneers, strayed from
the well travelled road and followed a tentative path leading to
higher education and gainful employment. Possibly, they were
divided by two ways of life, constantly involved in an effort to
maintain a semblance of normality while keeping one foot on the road
of tradition and the other on the path of discovery. By the same
token, the variety of their lives and the different course they
followed showed an ability to break away from tradition. In
3^43
summary, the I88O3 Mount Holyoke women represented at worst a motley
ideal of women's place and a trite reality, at best a venturesome
exploration of different paths.
The diversity of life courses followed by Mount Holyoke women
denies the homogeneity of life styles postulated in the current
thinking in women's history of education. Jill K. Conway and
William Chafe, for example, assume that college education alone was
the pathway to reform, that higher education changed women's lives,
and that, after college, educated women followed similar life
courses. [49] In other words, they see the years between 1880 and
1920 as a 'golden era' in the history of women's education. The
result of this study show that Mount Holyoke students, and perhaps
students at other colleges, followed diverse life courses and that
turn-of-the-century higher education for women might have been the
heyday of feminism for some exceptional students, but not for
everyone
.
[49] Jill K. Conway. "Perspectives on the History of Women's
Education in the United States." History of Education Quarterly 14
(Spring 1974) pp. 1-13; William H. Chafe. The American Woman . Her
Changing Social , Economic and Political roles . 1920- 1970 . (New York:
Oxford University Press. 1972) p. 92 and Women and Equality .
Changing Patterns in American Culture . (New York: Oxford University
Press. 1977) p. 37.
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A P 1' I". N 1) 1 X A
Members of the Mount Holyok(> rx.vniruii-
Boar-(l of Tr'ustees, 1873-1883.
A Com pos i t e Poi-
1
v a i t
.
Souroea
Biographical information on the members of the Board of Trustees was
gathered from a variety of sources. Because many of these men were
well-known locally, Biographical Dictionaries provided a starting
point in the creation of this composite portrait. Listed here are
the sour-ccs consulted, precedeed by the name in alphabetical ordei-.
Tlie following abbreviations have been used:
MHCyA=Mount Ilolyoke Colloi.',(> History and Ai-chives;
DAB=Dictionary of American Biography;
NCAB=National Encyclopedia of American Biography.
"Sidney fcl. Bridgman."
Hampshire Gazette and Northampton Courier
, August 31, 1886; Daily
Hampshire Gazette , November 30, 1895; January 30, 1902; November 26,
1906.
"Wi I liam Claflin."
DAB, Vol '1., pp. 110-11; Biographical Directoi y of the Governors of
the" United States, 1789 - 1978 . Vol "2. pp. 709-10.
"Nathaniel George Clark."
NCAj], Vol. 6, pp. 525-26.
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"Henry Fowle Durant."




giograph ical Record of the Alumni of Amherst College. During ItsFirst Half Cei^ 1821-1871. ( Amherir^sTTAiSirsr^ei?:
1883) E D.Hascom and H.F. Greene. Sophia Smith and the Beginning of^mith College. (Northampton: Smith College. 1926) p.TToT"^ ^
~"
"John Russell Herrick."
G.F. and M.B. Herrick. John Russell Herrick . STD . A Sketch.
(Chicago: Privately Printed, 1912) MHCHA.
'
"Edward Hitchcock."
DAB, Vol. 9, pp. 71-72; Springfield Daily Republican . February 16,
"Henry Dwight Hyde." Biographical Record of the Alumni of Amherst
52il£g£. During Its First Half Century
. 1821 -1871. (Amherst. Mass.:
Amherst College, 1883) p. 362.
"Abner Kingman."
Bradford Kingman, "The Sixth Generation," Descendants of Henry
^ii^gn^a" (Boston: 1912); Henry Kingman, Abner Kingman , A Memorial .
(Boston: Privately Printed, 1916) MHCHA; "Sarah J. Anderson" Class
of 1848, Alumnae File, MHCHA.
"Edward Norris Kirk."
DAB
, Vol. 10, pp. 427-28; NCAB . Vol. 7, p. 194.
"William DeLoss Love"
Connecticut Courant
, September 8, 1898.
"Hiram Mead."
Congregationalist , June 1, 1881; Trustee Files, MHCHA; Catalogue of
Officers and Students of Middlebury College (Middlebury, Vt.:
Middlebury College, 1901) p. 138.
"Andrew Wood Porter."
Trustee Files, MHCHA; New York Times , March 17, 1877, p. 5, col. 2.
"Austin Rice."
Trustee Files. MHCHA; Daily Hampshire Gazette . June 18. 1900;
October 21. 1912.
"Edmund Houghton Sawyer."
Daily Hampshire Gazette . November 28. 1879 and Centennial Issue of
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Williston Seminary, October 1914.
"Julius Hawley Seel ye
DAB , Vol. 16, pp. 555-58; Harriet Seelye Rhees, Laurenus Clark
Seelye (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1929)
"John Hayward Southwor th .
"
Encyclopedia of Massachusetts . Biographical Genealogical (New York:
American Historical Society, 1916) Vol. 8, p. 219; Biographical






Catalogue of the Officers and Students of Middlebur y College .
(Middlebury, Vt . : Middlebury College, 1901) p. 121; "Sketch of E.Y.




DAB, Vol. 18, p. 347.
"John Low Rogers Trask."
Biographical Review . The Leading Citizens of Hampden County (Boston:
B.R. Publishing Co., 1895) pp. 136-37; Springfield Republican , March
24, 1916.
"William Seymor Tyler."
DAB, Vol. 19, pp. 99-100; E.D. Hascom and H.F. Greene, Sophia Smith
and the Beginning of Smith College . (Northampton; Smith College,
1926) p. 110; Springfield Union , November 20, 1897.
"Francis Amasa Walker."
NCAB , Vol. 5, pp. 401-02.
"George Henry Whitcomb."
New York Times , February 14, 1916, p. 13, col. M; Biographical
Record of the Alumni of Amherst College , During Its First Half
Century , 1821 - 187
1
. (Amherst: Amherst College, 1883) p. 397.
"Asahel Lyman Williston."
Holyoke Transcript , April 2, 1915; Springfield Republican , April 2,
1915; Hartford Weekly Times , November 7, 1912; The Congregationalist
and Christian World, July 31, 1913.
"Charles Augustus Young."






State of Birth of Trustees





























Twenty-one out of twenty-five members were born on New
England; one was born in Pennsylvania from New England-born parents;
one of the two born in New York State came from the small town of





College Education 18 72
Academies & Seminaries 3 12




T A lU W All
aiiu uriiver oiLies ft 4- 4- j-v , » . JiiLLenaeu
Name of In*^t' 1 tiil" i r>n
iM um D e 1 Percent
Amherst College 7 38.9
Dartmouth College
1 5.5
University of Vermont 2 n.1
Hamilton College 1 5.5
Middlebur^y College 2 11.1
Williams College 1 5.5
New Jer^sey College 1 5.5
Brown University 1 5.5
Harvard University 1 5.5
Glasgow Uni vers i ty 1 5.5
Total 18 100.3*
^Percentages do not add because of rounding.
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Of all the variables used in this collective portrait, party
affiliation was the most difficult to obtain. Despite various
attempts, it was possible to gain information only on 40 percent of
the members, and most of them were lay professionals. Biographies
and obituaries of religious men did not include party affiliation.
Only ten Trustees were officially affiliated with the Republican
party, and from internal evidence, i.e. abolitionism, temperance,
and other pre-civil war reforms, one can guess that the other
Trustees consistently voted Republican. To the declared Republicans
should be added Julius H. Seelye. Although he was elected to the
Forty-Fourth Congress of the United States as an Independent, he


















Although one cannot safely assume social economic status from
occupation, the latter is possibly the most often used indicator.
In this case, I have chosen it because occupational experience is
also an indicator of Trustees' interests. Traditionally, Board of
Trustees of women's colleges such as Vassar and Wellesley have been
heavily dominated by ministers who were also college professors.
For Mount Holyoke this was not the case from its inception (see
Table 67). In fact, in the decade between 1870 and 1880, we see a
tendency to move further away from a strictly minister/businessman
composition of the earlier periods; instead there appears to be an
effort to recruit Trustees with a multiplicity of interests and with












Trustees Old and New .
TABLE 67
Name, Residence and Occupation of Original
Members of Board of Trustees, 1836-1837
Name ucc upa 1 1 on Tenure
Rev. John Todd Northampton Minister 1836 -36
Rev. William Tyler So.Hadley Falls Minister 1836 -56
Rev. Joseph Condi
t
South Hadley Minister 1836.-47
Rev. Roswell Hawks Cummington Minister 1836--70
Rev. Herman !iumphrey Amherst College Pres. 1836--'16
Rev. Edward Hitchcock Amherst College Prof. 1836--64
Hon
.
William Bodwin So.Hadley Falls Judge 1836--56
Hon David Choate Essex Lawyer 1836--43
Hon Samuel Williston Easthampton Manufacturer 1836--36
1839--62
Hon Joseph Avery Conway Farmer 1836--55
Andrew Porter, Esq. Monson Manufacturer 1836--77
Hon
.
Daniel Safford Boston Manufacturer 1837--56
The above table shows that, out of the twelve original members of
the Board of Trustees, ordained practicing ministers (4) were the
minority, when compared with lay professionals (8). The difference
between lay and religious occupations is blurred in the case of
Humphrey and Hitchcock. Both wei^e ordained ministers who occupied
key positions at Amherst College. In comparing the composition of
the original Board with the Trustees for the 1873-1883 decade, some
names reapper with regularity. For example, the Hitchcock listed
here was the same who had helped Mary Lyon to satisfy her desire to
learn science. 0»^ra White, his wife, had been Mary Lyon's
preceptress at Amherst Academy. Hitchcock's son, also called
Edward, became a Trustee at Mount Holyoke after his father's death.
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N. of Jobs = 1





82 . '-I teacher
17.6 other
(clerical , nurse , governess)
9^ . 1 married
5.9 single
87.5 mat^riage
















70 . 6 gt^aduates












Birth Ordpr 75.0 first
among Daughters 25.0 last
Relatives Attending 9^.1 none
Seminary 5.9 mother
luudi {"i » oi oniiaren 50.0 two
in Family 50.0 three
average 2.5























Professional Organizations 100 no
Community Activities 52.9 no
47.1 yes
Woman's Club 64.7 no
35.3 yes
Literary Group 64.7 no
35.3 yes








N. of Jobs = 2-6

































Father ' s Occupation 40.0 farmer
40.0 semi-skilled
20.0 professional




































Professional Organizations 76.5 no
23.5 yes
Community Activities
















N. of Jobs = 2-6
Years of Employment = 4-10





Marital Status 82,. 1 marr ied
17..9 single
Reasons for Leaving 59..3 marriage





Age at Entrance 92,.0 under 25
into Labor Force 4,.0 26-40
4,.0 over 40
Age of Departure 52,.0 under 30
from Labor Force 414..0 31-60
4,.0 over 60
N. of Changes in 46,.4 never
Occupation 46..4 once
7.. 1 twice
Mount Hoi yoke Seminary 53..6 graduates
Education 46.,4 non-graduates
Further Education 32., 1 seminary diploma




Father * s Occupation 37.,5 professional
























7 . 1 sisters
3.6 mother & sister












7 . 1 east central
3.6 west central
Patriotic Groups 92. 9 no
7. 1 yes
Professional Organizations 92. 9 no
7. 1 yes
Community Activities 6il. 3 no
35. 7 yes
Woman's Club 60. 7 no
39. 3 yes
Literary Groups 85. 7 no
14. 3 yes









N. of Jobs = 1
Years of Employment = ^-10
Fit'st Occupation 70.6 teachers
29.^ other






















Mount Hoi yoke Seminary
Education
Fui^ ther Education
Father s ' Occupation
52.9 non-graduates
47 - 1 graduates
29-4 some education
29.4 seminar^y diploma
29 . 4 vocational diploma
11.8 B.A.
50.0 professional
25 . 0 farmer
25.0 semi-skilled







Total N. of no.Q three




oeminar y 6 7 mother
Religion 71.5 high prostestant
low protestant
riace oi 50.0 north east
Birth u , u middle atlantic
20.0 abroad
10.0 west central
Place of north east
Residence 17.6 middle atlantic
1 1 R
1 1 . o west central
5.9 east central
Patriotic Groups 82 4 no
17.6 yes
Professional Organizations 82 4 no
1 7 A yes
Community Activities 70.6 no
29.4 yes
Woman ' s Club 70.6 no
29.4 yes
Literary Group 76.5 no
23.5 yes








N. of Jobs = 1
Years of Employment = 11-64
First Occupation 68.4 other
(farmer, shop manager, clerical,
















































































Woman ' s Clubs 52. 6 yes
47. 4 no
Literary Groups 89.5 yes
10.5 no







N. of Jobs = 2-6
Years of Employment = 11-64
First Occupation 76.8 teaching
23-2 other
( industrial forewoman , clerical
,
owner of school, athletic director,
instructor, principal, performer,
librarian, missionary, physician)
Marital Status o i rig 1 e
29..5 married
Reason for Leaving 55. 8 retirement
Employment 22. 1 marriage







Age of Entrance 73. 9 under 25
into Labor Force 26. 2 26-no
Age at Exit 52. 7 31-60
from Labor Force 8 over 60
1 1 under 30
N. of Changes 31. 6 once




Mount Holyoke 68. >\ graduates













37 • 1 farmer
1 1 • 4 semi-skilled
2.9 unskilled









































2. 1 south east
2.1 abroad
1 . 1 west
Patriotic Groups 84.2 no
15.8 yes
Professional Organizations 73.7 no
26.3 yes
Community Activities 69.5 no
30.5 yes
Woman ' s Clubs 64.2 no
35.8 yes












Life Course Transitions Pattern Types
TABLE 74
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 1
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N = 13 N = 12 N = 22 N=20
Age at Admission 17 .75 18.25 17.80 18.31
Age at Graduation 21 .75 19.50 22.00 19.87
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 24 .00 24.00 22.75 22.21
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 31 .75 35.00 53.50 33.25
Age at Highest Degree 28 .50 23.25 30.50 22.33
Age at Marriage 31 .00 27.00 27.50 29.25
Age at First Child 32 .00 28.50 30.50 31 .00
Age at Last Child 37 .87 38.50 35.50 35.66
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TABLE 75
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 2
1881-1888 1901-1908
Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=7 N=6 N=8 N=8
Age at Admission 19 .66 20 .00 17 .75 19 .16
Age at Graduation 23 .66 21 .50 21 .50 21 .50
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 2'4 .50 2^4 .00 21 .50 22 .00
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 39 .50 39 .00 61 .00 41 .75
Age at Highest Degree .50 26 .50 39 .50 24 .50
Age at Mar r iage 3U .00 38 .00 45 .00 34 .50
380
ym.v. 76
1 an Af-v ^ at Li ( 1 •HI ;;(> Tt in;-. 1 ( 1 oris
Moinil Ilo 1 yokr -men, Ifi; il - l>j()8
Pa f t* (1 1' rirautCi n 'i"yp<' i
1831-1888 l')0 1 -l')()H
Age ('.tad. N -Gr ad
.
-t.ir l(i^ * I % \ \ t M
N=25 N=71 N328
Ak(^ .li A(iin i :;s Ion 18.50 18.78 18.'">? 18. 7S




in Ihr l''or'oo 2J.8i 23.50 22.83 /.".'I 1
Age at !• i rn 1 l)o[)ar*t.ure
fi^orn 111 (* I..il)(>i l''or 64.62 52.7') ()'). IS (iS . DO
Age nt 11 i f-',li(\'M. 3^4.25 32.50 33.50
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TABLE 77
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type '*
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=0 N=3 N=0 Nr3
Age at Admission
Age at Graduation
Age at Highest Degree
Age at Marriage
Age at First Child















Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 5
1881-1888 1901-1908
Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=1 N=3 N=0 N=0
Age at Admission 17.00 19. 00 0
Age at Graduation 21 .00 20. 50 0
Age at Highest Degree missing 22. 50 0
Age at Marriage 27.00 26. 50 0
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TABLE 79
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 6
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=1 N=3 N=0 N=2
Age at Admission 18.00 17.50 0 18.00
Age at Graduation 22.00 18.50 0 20.50
Age at Highest Degree missing 20.00 0 23.00
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TABLE 80
Median Age at Life Coucse Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 7
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=36 N=29 N=200 N=69
Age at Admission 18. 'n 18. 57 18. 35 19. 08
Age at Graduation 22. 41 19. 80 22. 31 20. 85
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 22. 80 20. 50 22. 46 22. 08
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 29. 00 28. 00 30. 20 30. 16
Age at Marriage 28. 25 28. 00 28. 14 25. 85
Age at First Child 30. 08 30. 00 29. 97 28. 21




Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 8
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
n =m N = 11 N=58 N = 33
Age at Admission 18. 08 18. 10 18 .42 18 .66
Age at Graduation 22. 08 20. 25 22 .55 20 .21
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 22. 33 19. 00 23 .00 22 .60
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 41 . 00 29. 00 40 .75 35 .75
Age at Marriage 40. 00 28. 50 34 .75 30 .75
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TABLE 82
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 9
1881-1888 1901-1908
Grad. N-Grad, Grad. N-Grad.
N=25 N = 19 N = 181 N = 't3
Age at Admission 18 .00 19. 20 18. 59 19 .00
Age at Graduation 22 .00 20. 42 22. 66 20 .68
Age at Entrance
in the Labor Force 23 .75 28. 25 22. 98 22 .64
Age at Final Departure
from the Labor Force 6't .00 62. 00 62. 80 5M .25
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TABLE 83
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 10
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.




Age at First Child












Median Age at Life Course Transitions




Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=7 N=27 N=4 N=6
Age at Admission 17.75 21.75 18.00 18.50
Age at Graduation 21.75 19.50 22.50 19.50
Age at Marriage 25.50 26.50 25.50 25.00
TABLE 85
Median Age at Life Course Transitions
Mount Holyoke Women, 1881-1908
Pattern Type 12
1881-1888 1901-1908
Age Grad. N-Grad. Grad. N-Grad.
N=08 N=25 N=06 N=12
Age at Admission 18.00 19.50 18.50 18.50
Age at Graduation 22.00 21.00 22.16 20.50

